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Letter from the Editor
The first competition law was passed in 1889 in Canada, followed shortly by the United States in 1890. Subsequent expansion of competition regimes was slow—it wasn’t until 1957 that the European Union established an antitrust policy with the Treaty of Rome. There followed a steady growth—39 countries had established competition regimes as of 1989—but then antitrust exploded: By the end of 2004, 102 countries—over 85 percent of the world’s population—had competition laws on their books, and about 120 do today.

But despite this proliferation, there’s no consensus on the optimal structure for an authority. While most competition laws can trace their inspiration back to the United States (common law system) or the European Union (civil law system), laws still widely vary, as do the structure of the authorities created to enforce them, reflecting diverse cultural, legal, and political regimes. And while most authorities have an institutional interest in preserving and promoting competition, their ability and inclination to do so have also been challenged by political events—recently, in particular, the financial crisis that began in October 2008.

While differences across countries probably dictate that there is no one “best” design for a national competition authority, we can still hope for some general principles for those countries figuring out how to come up with the best design for their circumstances. And with more than 100 hundred countries, from undeveloped to highly developed, having competition laws there must be something every country can learn from others.

With this as background, this issue presents a lively discussion regarding effective institutional designs for competition regimes.

We’re starting in Great Britain, which recently undertook a complete redesign of their competition structure, requiring substantial retrospection and analysis. David Currie, Alex Chisholm, & Tim Jarvis—the three senior executives of the new Competition and Markets Authority—lead off with a look at how the new agency’s design and governance structures were created. Andrea Coscelli & Antonia Horrocks, who manage mergers and acquisitions for the CMA, describe specifically how the new markets investigations regime will be working.

Presenting an external viewpoint, Robert O’Donoghue & Tim Johnston highlight the importance of the rule of law in this process, explaining how the concepts of natural justice and fairness need to be reflected in an authority’s design and operations. Jackie Holland & Aurora Luoma then focus on the topic of institutional design and decision-making within sectoral regulators in relation to competition cases.

Next, we look at a diverse range of specific institutional designs and dig deep to find out not only why they’re designed the way they are, but whether they present an effective structure. Roderick Meiklejohn
presents an overview through a comprehensive comparison of competition authorities, with the goal of determining the factors that make them most effective.

Starting from west to east (as viewed on a Mercator map), we then look at specific countries. Juan Delgado & Elisa Mariscal analyze and compare the recent restructuring of the Mexican and Spanish authorities, focusing on the merits of a multi-purpose vs. single-purpose structure. Michael McFalls presents how political thought and expression in the United States have produced a complicated institutional design and asks if it needs to be simplified. Ana Paula Martinez & Mariana Tavares de Araujo consider lessons learned from Brazil’s recent restructuring; in particular, Brazil’s efforts to enhance its convergence to international best practices.

We move on to India, where Cyril Shroff & Nisha Kaur Uberoi investigate how, in the wake of the liberalization and privatization of India’s market economy, it became increasingly important for India to shift its focus from curbing monopolies to developing a comprehensive competition policy, and report on India’s progress in doing so. And, looking at another mega-economy, Adrian Emch analyzes the challenges presented by China’s option for a three-headed structure in its competition regime.

To bring this section to a close, we look at two of the newest authorities. The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis was the impetus for the introduction of competition law in both Indonesia and Thailand, required by external agencies as a condition of financial aid. Further, Indonesian and Thai economies were shaped by numerous common and historical and political features. Yet, as Ian McEwin explains, Thailand has created an ineffectual regime, while Indonesia seems to be on the road to success. The reasons are eye opening.

We conclude our issue with three special features. David S. Evans, Vanessa Yanhua Zhang, & Xinzhu Zhang explore how to create an economic framework for applying an unfair pricing law in China. Consistent with the theme of this issue they examine how the experience of other jurisdictions, combined with the particularities of the Chinese Anti Monopoly Law and the history of market liberalization in China, can help guide the development of approaches to unfair pricing under the AML.

Our highlighted case this issue also concerns the question of innovation. Peter J. Levitas & Kelly Schoolmeester look at the recent Bazaarvoice case, where a triumphant U.S. Department of Justice effectively rebutted jurisprudential attacks regarding the enforcement of antitrust in a high-tech market and, further, overcame the lack of both demonstrable price effects and very few complaining customers to obtain a robust remedy for a consummated transaction.

And, finally, returning to our main theme our classic for this issue is Philip Lowe's 2008 article: The Design of Competition Policy Institutions for the 21st Century—The Experience of the European Commission and DG Competition. His message that competition authorities institutions must “constantly assess and re-assess their mission, objectives, structures, processes and performance” is as true today as it was then—and the driving force behind the changes we’ve highlighted in this issue.
Great Britain & Europe
In this article, we set out how the reforms to the U.K. competition regime and the creation of the CMA will enable us to deliver “marked improvements” and meet the expectations on us to enhance the rigor of decision-making and to make more decisions, more quickly, with no attendant drop in quality. We look at institutional design and the governance structures within which decisions are made in the new agency. We describe how they build on what existed before and accommodate the pre-existing features of the U.K. system which have been carried forward into the new agency; and how we have taken the opportunity to enhance the rigor and transparency of decision-making, further developing reforms started under the previous regime. We examine the different types of decisions that will be made by the CMA and how the decision-making processes have been designed to ensure that robust, transparent, and timely decisions become synonymous with the new U.K. system. In doing so, we also touch on issues that, while not new, are nevertheless crystallized in the process of institutional reform: What is meant by independence of decision-making? How is the relationship between the agency and its government sponsors managed?

I. INTRODUCTION

The institutional design of competition authorities has attracted less academic interest than either the policy and practice of the authorities themselves or the analytical tools they adopt. However, the recent major reforms in, for example, Spain, Brazil, and the Netherlands have increased the attention being devoted to the impact of institutional reform on the outcomes and policy goals pursued. What has been described as the “engineering” of agency design and implementation is seen as having a causal effect on the extent to which the theoretical benefits of competition policy may be realized. Put simply, “if theory is not grounded in the engineering of effective institutions, it will not work in practice.”

The recent redesign of the competition institutions in the United Kingdom and the creation of a single agency, the Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”), which began its work in April 2014, is likely to attract particular attention. The reforms were motivated not to address significant failings but instead to build on a system widely considered to be one of the world’s best. As has been noted: “to take the risks that come with such a drastic renovation makes sense only if the new regime promises marked improvements upon the performance of its already distinguished predecessor.”

In this article, we set out how the reforms to the U.K. competition regime and the creation of the CMA will enable us to deliver “marked improvements” and meet the expectations on us to enhance the rigor of decision-making and to make more decisions, more quickly, with no attendant drop in quality. We look at institutional design and the governance structures within which decisions are made in the new agency. We describe how they build on what existed before and accommodate the pre-existing features of the U.K. system...
which have been carried forward into the new agency; and how we have taken the opportunity to enhance the rigor and transparency of decision-making, further developing reforms started under the previous regime. We examine the different types of decisions that will be made by the CMA and how the decision-making processes have been designed to ensure that robust, transparent, and timely decisions become synonymous with the new U.K. system. In doing so, we also touch on issues that, while not new, are nevertheless crystallized in the process of institutional reform: What is meant by independence of decision-making? How is the relationship between the agency and its government sponsors managed?

II. INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN

The CMA has been established as a non-Ministerial Government Department led by a board. Importantly, this means that the key strategic decisions of the CMA are made by those appointed by, but acting independently of, the Government. This is not a unique structure in the United Kingdom and includes some well-developed safeguards against any perception of undue influence by the government of the day. For example, public appointments, such as those to the CMA board, are overseen by a Commissioner for Public Appointments who ensures that the best people get appointed to public bodies free of personal and political patronage. Needless to say, the relationship between the CMA and Government goes wider and is more nuanced than simply the appointment of the board. This is a theme to which we return in our concluding comments at the end of this article.

Non-executive board members are drawn from a range of backgrounds and are appointed for the skills and experience they bring rather than as representatives of particular interests. In line with its political traditions, the United Kingdom has not drawn on a model of interest group representation, more common in continental Europe, whereby different interests are specifically represented in decision-making bodies and decisions result from a negotiated settlement of those interests. The CMA’s mission is to bring benefits to business, consumers, and the economy: the board individually and collectively works to that mission and, where necessary, balances any competing demands. In doing so, it takes into account, is informed by, and is held to account by specific representative, interest groups as well as, of course, its Government sponsors and, ultimately, parliament. These interests are not, though, specifically represented on the board in what risks being a mechanistic and token way.

One advantage of the approach taken to the CMA board is to facilitate the appointment of the brightest and the best in the United Kingdom and internationally, from public service, business, and academia. This has been borne out in practice. Appointed following fair and open competition and an interview chaired by an independent Civil Service Commissioner, the non-executive members of the CMA
board are generally acknowledged to consist of an unparalleled group of individuals. Collectively, they have experience of promoting competition and protecting consumers through their leadership of highly regarded competition institutions and regulators in the United Kingdom and abroad (OFCOM, Competition Commission (“CC”), the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition (“DG Comp”), and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”)) as well as those with a history of contributing to economic growth through their experience in business.

The rest of the board is made up of the executive team which brings further experience from highly regarded regulators in the United Kingdom and abroad (Commission for Communications Regulation (“ComReg”), Ofcom, Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (“Ofgem”), and Office of Fair Trading (“OFT”)) and senior roles in the private sector with law firms and economic consultancies. In line with good models of corporate governance, the non-executive members of the board, including the chair, form the majority of the board; thus they are part of the leadership team but also have an important role in holding the executive to account.

The board is responsible for setting the strategic direction of the CMA. It is accountable for all decisions of the organization and directly responsible for some key operational decisions that are reserved to it. For example, an important feature of the U.K. regime is the power of the competition authority to commission a detailed investigation of a particular market where it is concerned competition may not be working effectively, even though there may not necessarily be any contraventions of competition law.\(^6\) Such an investigation may result in action being taken to promote competition with significant consequences for the businesses operating within that market. Given the significance of the CMA’s markets work, and the decisions on which areas to carry out an initial market study and whether to refer that market for a detailed investigation by a CMA group, it is important that these decisions are made by the board, based on consideration of the evidence.

Other decisions of the CMA are delegated by the board to the executive or are required by statute to be made by another part of the organization. For example, decisions on mergers and markets, once referred for a phase 2 investigation, are required to be made independently of the board by a group drawn from a separately appointed panel of experts who are not CMA staff. This mirrors the arrangements prior to the creation of the CMA under which decisions on mergers and markets referred by the OFT were made by groups of independent members acting on behalf of the CC.\(^7\) A key difference, discussed in more detail below, is that the two phases of mergers and markets work, previously undertaken by separate organizations, are now carried out within one organization, the CMA.\(^8\)

It is neither practical nor desirable for the CMA board to make decisions on individual enforcement decisions that require a detailed analysis of the evidence in a case and the potential application of the relevant legislation. Similarly, although it adopts and publishes prioritization principles, which are important for transparency and demonstrating consistency, the board cannot practically make each decision about which
cases to pursue. Such decisions are therefore delegated by the board to the executive, the CMA staff, under the board’s general power of delegation. The board does, though, determine and guide how these decisions are made, the processes involved, and the resources which are drawn on to analyze the evidence and inform the decisions.

Broadly, therefore, in addition to the board, there are two other sets of decision-makers within the CMA: the staff and the Panel. Before considering the decision-making processes in more detail, we briefly summarize below how the staff and Panel are accommodated within the new institutional design represented by the CMA.

III. CMA’S INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN

A. The Staff Structure

An early priority was to get in place an executive team that would lead the new CMA. As we note above, the OFT and CC were both highly respected agencies and the simplest and quickest option would have been to draw the new executive team from these organizations. However, we were keen that the new organization would be, and would be seen to be, strong relative not only to the OFT and CC but also to the wider competition community.

We therefore put all the top 30 senior positions out to public advertisement and a process of open competition regulated by the independent Civil Service Commission.

It was an endorsement of the quality of the leadership teams in the legacy organizations that around 80 percent of these posts were filled by former OFT and CC staff with some moving to new roles, ensuring the best fit of people to roles at the senior level within the new organization. Importantly, we were also able to attract talent from the private sector and those with senior level experience in other regulators. This has given us a very strong senior team to take the organization forward.

The CMA has been structured around two delivery directorates: an enforcement directorate, and a markets and mergers directorate. These are both headed by executive directors who sit on the board. The executive directors of markets and mergers and enforcement are responsible for the management and delivery of the cases and projects in their areas. However, most staff working on projects are not exclusively allocated to these directorates; they largely work flexibly across a number of areas of the CMA’s responsibilities.

This is because, in considering how the new agency would work, a key driver was the need to deliver projects quickly and efficiently taking advantage of the synergies available from having a combined staff team drawn largely from the legacy organizations. We therefore established a new Project Management Office
(“PMO”) that would collect data on the CMA’s most valuable resource—its people—and use this to allocate staff to cases in the most efficient way.

In this way, we are able to exploit the synergies from co-locating staff working on different competition tools, such as enforcement under the Competition Act 1998 and merger control under the Enterprise Act 2000, and embed matrix working across all projects. Thus projects at the CMA will be delivered by multi-disciplinary teams, which share experience and skills of the entire U.K. competition legislative framework. It also enables us to manage more flexibly the inevitable ebbs and flows in case work and ensure that decisions about which cases to pursue are driven entirely by the evidence and according to our prioritization principles and strategic objects.

Similarly, we have established a new Research, Intelligence and Advocacy unit that has as one of its main objectives the identification of cases and projects for the CMA to pursue. Again, the unit itself is very lean but it draws on the expertise of staff from across the organization through the PMO to identify cases and carry out initial research. This makes the best use of staff experience and skills but also gives those staff different opportunities from the detailed case work that forms the majority of their work experience. Also, by concentrating intelligence in one place, the unit helps us to make the best choices when prioritizing cases to pursue, and enables us to be proactive as well as reactive when identifying potential cases.

There are exceptions to this generic model. For example, civil and criminal cartel work requires particular skills and experience that we did not want to spread too thinly throughout the organization. Similarly, the speed of throughput of phase 1 mergers work benefits from a dedicated team. However, even in these two examples we expect to see staff transfer between these and other areas of the CMA’s work especially where efficiencies might be obtained. For example, a strong cohort of staff with experience across both phases of a merger inquiry will ensure that consideration of a merger is seen as an end-to-end process. Synergies can be gained, such as in the way data and other evidence are collected, which should increase efficiencies and reduce the burden on the businesses involved. Thus we hope to address the feedback from businesses and their representatives some of them felt that, if their case was referred for a phase 2 inquiry, they were starting again and having to provide the same information more than once.

Finally, the CMA’s structure reflects reforms and enhancements to the regime under which sector regulators have concurrent competition powers in relation to the industries they regulate. In the policy debate that led to the recent reforms to the U.K. competition system and the creation of the CMA, there was much focus on the extent to which this aspect of the pre-existing regime had worked. Critics pointed to a lack of use of these powers by the regulators and what they perceived as regulators’ preference for regulation to seek to protect consumers. They argued that such regulation often had unintended consequences on competition and consequential detrimental effects on the very consumers who it was aimed to protect. One solution proposed was to scrap the concurrency regime and, in line with other regimes such as Spain and the Netherlands, transfer all competition powers away from the regulators to the national competition agency, the CMA.
The U.K. government rejected this solution, if not entirely the criticisms of the pre-existing concurrency regime. Instead it decided to enhance the concurrency regime and clearly establish the CMA as the lead body in a new U.K. Competition network. In doing so, it sought to retain the valuable complementarity of the sector knowledge of the regulators with the economy-wide perspective and body of competition knowledge embedded in the CMA.

This enhancement of the concurrency regime is manifest in the CMA structure in the form of a new Sector Regulation and Concurrency unit. This unit works closely with the sector regulators, sharing our specific competition expertise and, where needed, enhancing the operational capability of competition work across the regulated industries. The early focus of the CMA’s work on two regulated sectors, banking and energy, shows how the complementarity the government sought to retain is being embedded in the new agency. For example, the CMA published a joint assessment of the state of the energy market with Ofgem and the OFT. This informed Ofgem’s decision, in June 2014, to refer the energy market to the CMA for a phase 2 market investigation. Similarly, the CMA has also worked closely with the Financial Conduct Authority in its market study on competition in SME banking.

B. The Panel

One of the historic strengths of the U.K. regime has been the use in phase 2 merger and market decision-making, and regulatory appeals, of groups of independent specialists drawn from an appointed panel. All case decisions at the CC were made by groups of what were members of the Commission. Neither civil servants nor members of staff, their responsibilities were to direct an investigation, examine the evidence from it, and decide its outcome. They provided the much valued fresh pair of eyes to a case and importantly a level and breadth of expertise and experience which no public body could seek to attract on a salaried, permanent basis.

In reforming the U.K. competition regime, the government recognized the value of the Panel model and it has been incorporated into the new structure. The legislation establishing the CMA, the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013, specifically provides for a panel of members to be appointed by the Government and required to make decisions on certain cases independently not only of the Government but also of the CMA board. Pre-existing CC members transferred to the new CMA panel and new appointments have been made. The Chair of the Panel, and another member of it, also sit on the CMA Board. As under the previous system, most panel members have wide outside interests and act as part of decision-making groups at the CMA on a call-down basis as required. We have, however, increased the cadre of Panel Deputy Chairs—who support the Panel Chair by chairing individual groups on mergers and market inquiries and investigations—and who adopt regular work patterns enabling them to act as a general source of expertise for the CMA as a whole.
Thus, in both our highly skilled workforce, which can work flexibly and efficiently, and our experienced CMA panel members, the CMA has an exceptional pool of talent to inform its decision-making. Designing the agency to accommodate and attract these people is only one part of the process; applying their skills to ensure robust and transparent decision-making on decisions delegated by the board, and protecting the decision-making process on decisions which are statutorily required to be taken independently of the board, has been an equally important task. In the following section, we review how decisions on particular cases and projects will be made at the CMA and how we believe we have built on what worked well before and facilitated the marked improvements we are seeking. Finally, we briefly consider what all this means for the perennial question of institutional independence and what we mean by independent decision-making.

IV. DECISION-MAKING AT THE CMA

The enforcement record of one of the CMA's legacy organizations, the OFT, had been subject to some scrutiny during the consultation on the institutional reforms which led to the creation of the CMA. Notable setbacks, such as the withdrawal of criminal cartel proceedings against British Airways executives and adverse findings in the Competition Appeal Tribunal on enforcement cases in the construction and tobacco sectors, had generated much external commentary and some criticism. The extent to which this criticism was or was not justified goes beyond the scope of this article but the OFT had already taken steps to learn lessons from these cases and the CMA has built on these steps.

The then Chief Executive of the OFT launched an organizational review of enforcement procedures in the wake of the adverse decisions on the tobacco and construction cases. One outcome from this review was new governance arrangements for competition enforcement decisions including using dedicated groups of senior staff, Case Decision Groups ("CDGs"), to make specific decisions in competition enforcement. The intention was to ensure that decision-making was made at the appropriate level of the organization with sufficient quality assurance of analysis and robust challenge to developing thinking.

We have developed these proposals further at the CMA taking advantage of the new institutional design features described above. We have been able to use the new resource offered by the CMA Panel and we are now using panel members on Case Decision Groups. Furthermore, at earlier stages of a case, before the Case Decision Group is appointed, senior decision-makers are supported and challenged at key decisions or milestones by others with appropriate skills and expertise. The same principles of support and challenge at decision points are also embedded in all our decisions. For example, decision meetings in phase 1 merger investigations are attended by three senior members of staff taking the roles of chair, decision-maker, and devil’s advocate to ensure an appropriate level of support and challenge. These processes are intended to enhance the level of challenge at key decision points, increasing the robustness of decisions, and ensuring that the risks are understood and accepted.
As noted above, Phase 2 decisions on mergers and markets will continue to be made by groups of independent panel members. However, the ERRA 2013 introduced shorter statutory timescales for phase 2 markets and, crucially, brought this phase of decision-making within the new unitary authority. In doing so, it set the CMA the challenge of taking advantage of the synergies offered by a unitary authority to facilitate faster decision-making while retaining the independence of decisions between the two phases.

To facilitate a more efficient end-to-end process, and take advantage of potential synergies between phases, the CMA would normally expect to have a degree of case team continuity between, for example, a market study (phase 1) and a market investigation (phase 2) case team. This should reduce the time taken for respective decision-makers at each phase to get up to speed on the issues and background. As noted above, it should help reduce the burdens on business and address concerns that parties are providing the same information twice during different phases of an investigation.

However, a theme of responses to the government consultation on changes to the competition regime was that, while there was a recognition that there was scope for reducing timescales and streamlining the regime in these ways, creating a two-phase process within a single organization raised two potential risks: an undermining of the independence of decision-making at phase 2, and confirmation bias.

There are important protections against these risks in the legislation and we have taken steps to protect the process against suggestions of confirmation bias. The independence of phase 2 decisions is enshrined in the legislation. When making decisions on phase 2 mergers and markets, CMA groups must act independently of the board. In practice, this means ensuring a clear separation between the different decision-making parts of the CMA at phases 1 and 2. To take the example of markets work, if the CMA Board decides that a market investigation reference is to be made, it refers the matter to the Chair of the Board, who is responsible for constituting the market reference group that will undertake the market investigation. To distance further the board from the decision-making group, the Chair of the Board will delegate these responsibilities to the CMA Panel Chair (or one of the Deputy Panel Chairs). The CMA Panel Chair must ensure that any Board member who might reasonably be expected to be a member of the market reference group does not participate in the Board’s consideration of whether to refer the matter.

Thus, the panel members are new decision-makers at the second phase, who will not have made the decision to initiate or refer the case. As such, the Phase 2 process remains a “fresh pair of eyes” review from independent decision-makers.
Our decisions not only need to be robust; they need to be fair and transparent and seen to be so. We have considered carefully how we can build on the experience of the legacy organizations and reflect feedback from our stakeholders. For example, parties now have access to the decision-makers during a phase 1 merger case addressing a key concern of respondents during the consultation about the reforms to the competition regime. Similarly, and in line with best practice in the United States, we are continuing the practice of offering parties “state of play” meetings during enforcement investigations. We offer each party under investigation separate opportunities to meet the case team including the decision maker. We will advise about likely timescales and generally share our provisional thinking on the case.

There are other areas of our processes for decision-making where we have been influenced by practice outside the United Kingdom. Drawing on the model of the Hearing Officer at DG-Comp, we have introduced a new role of Procedural Officer. Operating independently from case teams, the Procedural Officer adjudicates on disputes about CMA case-team decisions on certain significant procedural issues—such as deadlines for parties’ submission of information and the confidentiality of information that the CMA proposes to disclose or publish. The Procedural Officer also chairs oral hearings with parties in enforcement cases and reports on procedural issues to the relevant decision-maker following such hearings. We are confident that the Procedural Officer will play an important role in reviewing disputed internal procedural decisions, taking account as appropriate concerns expressed by parties, and in giving confidence to parties about the rigor and fairness of our decision-making processes.

In terms of the wider competition regime, it is worth noting the increasing number of private damages actions for breaches of competition law and the current U.K. and EU initiatives to make this part of the regime more effective.

Inevitably, of course, some of our decision-making processes and the decisions themselves will end up being challenged in the courts which will decide on disputes between the CMA and those affected by our decisions. A robust appeals system through the courts is important for reasons of natural justice. The possibility of appealing decisions is an integral and essential part of the competition regime, providing parties with a route to challenge decisions they perceive to be wrong. Decisions of the Competition Appeal Tribunal and the higher courts are also important for us in setting out what is expected of us; for example, in terms of process and the standard of evidence.

This important check on our decision-making is currently under review by the Government as part of its wider recent consultation on ways of streamlining regulatory and competition appeals. The CMA has not sought to influence the outcome of this review but we note the responses of our legacy bodies and very much support the aim of making appeals focused, faster, and more efficient while also allowing for robust decision-making and proportionate regulatory accountability.

Individual cases may end up before the courts but the collective impact of our decisions will determine
how effective we are as an agency. If we are to be effective, our decisions need to result in increased competition and act as a deterrence to anticompetitive behavior for the benefit of consumers, business, and the economy as a whole. To demonstrate our performance against this ambition we will publish annually an assessment of the impact of our work against a performance framework developed by our government sponsors. This includes a challenging requirement to demonstrate direct financial benefits to consumers of ten times our costs, which will help ensure our decisions are well targeted and have impact. We will also continue the practice of our predecessor organizations by undertaking regular surveys of external stakeholders and our own staff and responding appropriately to the assessment of our performance by others.

In terms of the wider competition regime, it is worth noting the increasing number of private damages actions for breaches of competition law and the current U.K. and EU initiatives to make this part of the regime more effective, including, in the United Kingdom, giving the CMA a limited role in facilitating redress where infringing businesses wish to offer redress voluntarily. We think that greater numbers of meritorious private actions are to be welcomed as they can complement strong public enforcement and because we consider it important that those who suffer harm from breaches of competition law obtain effective redress. It will be important, however, to ensure that the public and private aspects of the overall regime work well to reinforce rather than undermine each other. In that respect, we particularly welcome the proposals to preserve incentives to engage with the CMA’s cartel leniency program.

V. AN INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY

When we consider the independence of the CMA’s panel groups, and the independence of their decisions from the decisions of other parts of the organization at phase 1, issues can be managed internally taking into account the inevitable scrutiny our processes will rightly receive from those affected directly by our decisions. The process of institutional reform and the creation of the CMA highlighted, however, a broader question of independence, which is currently the subject of much discussion internationally: the independence of national competition agencies from government influence.

As we have noted elsewhere, the U.K. regime has evolved over the past few decades from one where governments could influence outcomes on the basis of poorly defined public interest considerations to one where the regime is independent and respected, with a considerable body of case law, and where public interest considerations apply only in clearly defined and limited areas. The 2013 reforms have enhanced the regime by, for example, requiring us to operate to shorter timescales and giving us additional powers of investigation.

A new feature of the regime in the legislation is a requirement that the Government give us a strategic steer. This has led some to argue that this risks weakening our independence. In our view, these arguments do not take sufficient account of the need for any regulator, including competition authorities, to be sensitive
to political and commercial realities. It is important that national competition authorities have an ongoing
dialog with Government and other stakeholders such as consumer organizations and business. It is through
such dialog that the authority can ensure that it is reflecting the views of these stakeholders and that it is not
operating within an “ivory tower” informed only by a theoretical understanding of how markets, competition,
and the economy work.

The specific risk arising from the essential dialog with government is that it is covert and therefore,
how it influences the activities of the competition authority becomes the subject of speculation. The
requirement for a public strategic steer makes the high level communication from Government open and
transparent. The CMA board is not bound by the steer but, quite rightly, is required to have regard to it.
We would argue, therefore, that rather than undermining our independence, the strategic steer enhances
transparency and helpfully hones the framework of delegation to the CMA laid down in legislation.

VI. CONCLUSION

Ultimately, however, the CMA’s independence will be earned by its record. We will be judged by how we
engage with the big competition issues and how we change the way they affect consumers, business, and the
economy. Doing this successfully will require high quality, transparent decisions that stand up to detailed
scrutiny from the courts and stakeholders. This involves bringing together the right people with the right
skills in the right organizational structure and establishing decision-making processes that ensure decisions are
robust and are the product of a fair and transparent process.

We have sought to summarize in this article how we have set up the new organization to fulfil these
ambitions and to bring about the “marked improvements” that are expected of us. Institutional design is
important. It defines who makes decisions and how they are made. Ultimately, it is on the quality of these
decisions, and the impact they have, that the CMA and the 2013 reforms will be judged.

1 David Currie is Chairman of the CMA; Alex Chisholm is Chief Executive; and Tim Jarvis is Director
of Executive Office, Governance and International.
2 See, for example, William E. Kovacic & David A Hyman, Competition agency design: what’s on the
Rev. 1019 (April 2012).
4 Id.
5 The Civil Service Commission regulates recruitment to the Civil Service, providing assurance that
appointments are on merit after fair and open competition. The Commission is independent of Government
and the Civil Service. Civil Service Commissioners chaired selection panels for all board appointments and the
most senior tier of the CMA executive team.
Regime, 10(1) COMPETITION POL’y INT’L (Spring/Summer 2014) for further details.
7 References for phase 2 market investigations could also be made by sectoral regulators. This remains
the case under the CMA.

8 Except where a market reference is made by a sectoral regulator.

9 Together with the Director of Corporate Services and the Chief Executive.

10 *Enforcement of consumer and competition law – lessons in best practice and cultural changes*, speech by Clive Maxwell, then Chief Executive of the OFT, January 2014

11 Mergers: guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, ¶7.45 (January 2014).

12 Schedule 4 to the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013, ¶49(1).


14 Response to consultation on statement of strategic priorities for the CMA, Department for Business Innovation and Skills, ¶15 (October 2013).
Competition policy is recognized by the U.K. government as a key driver of productivity and growth. The CMA’s market investigations regime, which has had significant impact in the United Kingdom on a variety of key sectors such as groceries, airports, and banking, is a crucial tool in this regard. While the CMA’s merger and behavioral enforcement work focuses on identifying and preventing anticompetitive arrangements between parties, abusive conduct by single firms, anticompetitive mergers, and promoting compliance with competition law, the CMA’s markets work complements and supports the CMA’s competition enforcement and advocacy activities, and also its consumer protection functions. It looks at markets to identify structural features or behavior preventing them from functioning well and causing consumer detriment, and has powers to impose wide-ranging remedies necessary to address any adverse effects found. This article explains the history of the U.K. market investigations regime; the legal framework for the regime; reflects on past investigations—both in terms of outcomes, procedures, and benefits to consumers; and looks forward to future CMA investigations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”) is the United Kingdom (U.K.)’s new competition and consumer authority, created by the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (“ERRA 13”). The ERRA 13 brought together the U.K. Office of Fair Trading (“OFT”) and Competition Commission (“CC”) and the CMA acquired its powers on April 1, 2014.

The CMA’s primary duty is to seek to promote competition, both within and outside the U.K., for the benefit of consumers and its mission is to make markets work well in the interests of consumers, businesses, and the economy. It is an independent non-ministerial government department with responsibility for carrying out investigations into mergers and markets and enforcing competition and consumer law.

The CMA’s market investigation powers allow it to investigate whether there are features of a market that restrict, distort, or prevent competition—an adverse effect on competition (“AEC”)—and, if so, what should be done about it. Features can include structural features (e.g. concentration, entry barriers, and regulation) and supplier or customer conduct.

Competition policy is recognized by the U.K. government as a key driver of productivity and growth. The markets regime, which has had significant impact in the United Kingdom on a variety of key sectors such as groceries, airports, and banking, is a crucial tool in this regard. The CMA’s merger and behavioral enforcement work focuses on identifying and preventing anticompetitive arrangements between parties, abusive conduct by single firms, anticompetitive mergers, and promoting compliance with competition law.
The CMA’s markets work complements and supports the CMA’s competition enforcement and advocacy activities, and also its consumer protection functions, by looking at markets to identify structural features or behavior preventing them from functioning well and causing consumer detriment, even where there has been no breach of competition law.

The U.K. regime gives the CMA powers to impose remedies necessary to address the adverse effects on competition found following a thorough, transparent, and consultative two-phase process. Remedies need to be reasonable and proportionate.

The U.K. regime is relatively unusual globally, in providing the authority with the ability to implement structural change or legally binding behavioral remedies as a result of a market investigation. The market regime has a high reputation internationally for its quality of analysis, flexibility, and transparency. It was preserved by the latest reforms to U.K. competition law. In line with reforms made to other parts of the regime, there were changes made to strengthen the regime (extending the scope of the regime to cover cross-market issues and to enable public interest references, increasing information gathering powers) and changes to streamline the regime (tighter statutory timetables).

This article explains the history of the U.K. market investigations regime; the legal framework for the regime; reflects on past investigations—both in terms of outcomes, procedures, and benefits to consumers; and looks forward to future CMA investigations.

II. HISTORY OF U.K. MARKET INVESTIGATIONS

Although the U.K. market investigations regime in its present form was created by the Enterprise Act 2002 (“EA02”), its origins can be traced to 1948 when the Monopolies and Restrictive Practices Commission was established to review monopolistic practices. This regime was substantially continued in the Fair Trading Act 1973. The Fair Trading Act required the Director General of Fair Trading to keep commercial activities under review in order to discover monopoly situations and gave the Director General the power to make monopoly references to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (“MMC”). The MMC then had to apply a “public interest” test to what were known as “complex monopolies” before making recommendations to ministers. The Minister would take the final decision as to whether and how to remedy the complex monopoly situation.

In 2001 the Department of Trade and Industry carried out a consultation on the U.K. competition regime (2001 White Paper). This followed the introduction of a new framework for investigating anticompetitive agreements and abuses of dominance in the Competition Act 1998. At that stage the U.K. antitrust regime was unusual compared to some of its more established global counterparts in having decision-making power in relation to mergers and market investigations vested with government ministers. The 2001 White Paper set out a blueprint for a world-class independent competition regime for the United Kingdom,
noting the importance of competition to strong and effective markets, helping consumers get a good deal and driving innovation and productivity. This blueprint resulted in the creation, from the MMC, of the CC and wider powers for the OFT.

In recommending retaining the ability to investigate markets, the 2001 White Paper noted that:

> The ability to investigate markets as a whole is an important feature of our competition regime. Where a market is not working well, the complex monopoly provisions of the Fair Trading Act 1973 provide a very effective means of taking action, complementing powers under the Competition Act 1998 and EC law. Economic evidence shows that in markets where competitors engage in parallel behaviour, competition is often reduced to the cost of consumers.9

The U.K. market investigations framework was established by EA02. It gave the CC ultimate decision-making power in relation to both the assessment of harm and remedies. Ministerial power was retained in relation to a small, defined set of markets where public interest issues might arise (national security), with the addition of any other public interest markets requiring Parliamentary approval. The EA02 gave the CC the power to remedy any AECs it found, as well as implement structural changes or legally binding behavioral remedies to address market-wide issues.10

The regime set up a two-stage administrative review process, with the decision on substance at Phase 2 taken by an independent panel, rendering a full review on the merits unnecessary. This process has been replicated in the CMA. The 2001 changes also set up a specialist tribunal to hear appeals in competition matters—the Competition Appeals Tribunal (“CAT”).11 Appeals in markets cases are on judicial review grounds.12 The legal framework of the regime is described further below.

A market investigation (or “Phase 2” investigation) could be commenced as a result of a reference by either the OFT or a sector regulator, on the basis that there were features of a market that may have an adverse effect on competition.13 The OFT was under a duty to keep markets under review and refer those which it found were not working appropriately.14

Market investigations are complex and intensive—for both the parties involved and the authority. As such, prior to referring a market for investigation, the first-phase regulator would generally carry out a market study to examine the causes of why particular markets may not have been working well, taking an overview of regulatory and other economic drivers and patterns of consumer and business behavior.

These market studies (or “Phase 1”) examine the causes of why particular markets are not working well for consumers, leading to proposals as to how they might work better. Market studies can be used proactively to target areas where competition might not have been working very well for consumers, but for reasons that
might not be readily addressable using standard enforcement routes. The proactive nature of market studies was a key part of the underlying thinking of the government in introducing the regime, as competition policy had increasingly been seen as a key element of overall productivity policy, and it was consequently thought to be important to allow the competition authority discretion to target specific areas of the economy where competition problems might be particularly pronounced.

Market studies can look beyond individual abuses of dominance, agreements that reduce competition, or breaches of specific consumer protection legislation and consider all aspects of market structure and conduct. They were also the tool that best linked the consumer protection and competition responsibilities of the OFT (and now do so in the CMA), and which can respond to concerns where public restrictions may be distorting a market. As such, market studies can lead to a wide range of outcomes, including: (i) a clean bill of health, (ii) actions which improve the quality and accessibility of information to consumers, (iii) encouraging businesses in the market to self-regulate, (iv) making recommendations to the government to change regulations or public policy, (v) taking competition or consumer enforcement action, or (vi) accepting undertakings in lieu of reference.16 17 The majority of market studies have led to outcomes other than a market investigation reference.

The OFT carried out more than 50 market studies and the CC 16 market investigations between 2004 and the end of March 2014, developing detailed guidance and processes to ensure expert analysis, flexibility, and transparency. A 2007 peer review noted that the regime was at the forefront of global best practice in these areas.18

In 2011, as part of the U.K. government’s growth agenda, the Department for Business Innovation & Skills (“BIS”) issued a consultation for further reform, having noted that despite its strengths there were aspects of the regime that it believed could work better.19

These reforms led to the creation of the CMA, creating a unitary authority that would undertake both Phase 1 and Phase 2 investigations. The market investigation framework was retained with some amendments, which included changes to the time frames for market investigations and remedies to reduce the time scales of these processes, as well as a decision to widen the scope for investigations to include cross-market practices. A further change was to provide the CMA with powers to report on public interest issues in markets, when requested by the government. Despite the ERRA13 amendments, the substantial characteristics of market investigations remain the same, having been reviewed for the second time in a decade. Details of changes to the market investigations framework and process are further set out below.

III. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND CHANGES UNDER THE ERRA13

A. Enterprise Act 2002
1. Market Studies

The first step towards a full market investigation has, to date, generally been a preliminary investigation into a market to determine whether there are characteristics of that market that deem it worthy of further study. The OFT was required under the Enterprise Act to keep U.K. markets under review. It would carry out preliminary work as to whether further investigation of a market was warranted (as part of its general prioritization of work)—this was the “pre-market study” stage. To do so, it used a tool called a “market study.” As noted above, these were informal investigations into certain areas of economic activity, and they were not specifically recognized in law until ERRA 2013. There was no legal test for instigating a market study.

Some examples of the range of forms which market studies can take, and the range of outcomes which can result, are set out in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Market studies can take a range of forms and result in a range of outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic studies</th>
<th>Remote Communities – aimed to understand responsibility for frequent concerns raised by such communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loser &amp; larger studies</td>
<td>Personal Current Accounts – included analysis of bank data and customer surveys including psychological research. Significant recommendations and follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorter studies</td>
<td>Sale &amp; Rent-back – a quick study of a growing sector which recommended statutory regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Led to enforcement</td>
<td>Quick House Sales – launched due to concerns about vulnerable consumers. Study led to consumer enforcement and undertakings being given by three firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Led to NPI and significant reform</td>
<td>BAA Airports – A market study and investigation of BAA’s airports led to structural changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations for change to Government</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme – proposed a value-based pricing alternative to current scheme. Recommendations gradually taken forward over recent years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising of Prices – research into advertising and pricing to determine which practices may mislead consumers and prioritise where to take action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homebuilding – included surveys, analysis of land-banks, planning permissions and carried out case studies. Sector found to be broadly competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medicines Distribution – examined changes to distributing medicines following significant volume of complaints. Recommended regulatory change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outdoor Advertising – study prompted by concentration in the sector. Led to competition enforcement action on media owners’ contracts with local authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Payment Protection Insurance - Super-complaint, market study led to market investigation and subsequent action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defined Contribution Workplace Pensions - agreement secured from Pensions Regulator at the time of conclusion of the study for reforms to the sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in the above table, a market study can lead to a wide variety of further action (consumer information campaigns, recommendations to government, consumer or competition enforcement). However, some remedies could only be effected following a Phase 2 market investigation. When considering whether it was appropriate to make a reference, the OFT would consider whether it (or another regulatory or government) could remedy the issue.

The OFT had the power to refer a market to the CC for a statutory market investigation. The reference test was whether:

the OFT has reasonable grounds for suspecting that any feature, or combination of features, of a market in the United Kingdom for goods or services prevents, restricts or distorts competition in connection with the supply or acquisition of any goods or services in the United Kingdom or a part of the United Kingdom.\(^{23}\)

The market investigation reference was required to specify the goods and services to which the feature of the market related and could be framed to confine the CC’s investigation to considering certain features of the relevant market.

The OFT exercised the power to make market investigation references concurrently with sector regulators and two references were made to the CC by sector regulators between 2004 and the end of March 2014 (Rolling Stock Leasing and Movies on Pay TV).\(^{24}\) As at the date of publication the Office of Communications (“Ofcom”), the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (“Ofgem”), the Water Services Regulation Authority (“Ofwat”), the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation (“URegNI”), the Office of Rail Regulation (“ORR”), the Civil Aviation Authority (“CAA”), and Monitor have concurrent competition powers and the ability to make market references. Under the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) will also have the concurrent power to apply Part 4 of the EA02. These powers will take effect on 1 April 2015.

Generally these regulators will also carry out a market study prior to making a reference (see, for example, the recent Ofgem/CMA market study into the energy market that led to a market investigation reference to the CMA in June 2014).

The OFT or the current regulator also had powers—when it considered that the test for a reference to the CC was met—to accept undertakings to remedy the AEC or detrimental effects on customers resulting from it, in lieu of such a reference.\(^{25}\)

In addition, section 11 EA02 provided designated consumer bodies the right to make a complaint about any feature or combination of features of a market in the United Kingdom for goods or services that
appeared to be significantly harming the interests of consumers (a “super-complaint”). The super-complaint process was intended to be a fast-track system for these bodies to bring these market features to the attention of the OFT or another regulator in order to obtain a view on what action (if any) it would take. Some of the early references were made following complaints by super-complainants (Home Credit, Northern Ireland Personal Current Account Banking and Payment Protection Insurance).

The Act also provided for ministerial power to make references, under certain conditions, if dissatisfied with a decision of the OFT not to make a reference, but none were made in the 2004-2014 period.26

Given this structure for receiving references, the CC did not decide which cases it would receive and devote resources to, as references would be made by the OFT, a sector regulator, or Government.

2. Market Investigation References

The CC was required to decide whether any feature or combination of features of each relevant market prevents, restricts, or distorts competition in connection with the supply of any goods or services in the U.K.27 The decision-makers were members of the CC, appointed to form an inquiry group for the purpose of making a decision on the market investigation reference. The members were independent decision-makers at the second phase who had no involvement with the decision to initiate or refer the case. They were drawn from a panel of experienced industry and competition experts, with a range of skills and backgrounds.28

If an AEC was found, the CC was required to decide whether action should be taken to remedy, prevent, or mitigate that effect or any detrimental effect on customers that resulted from or might be expected to result from the AEC.29 The CC was required to achieve as comprehensive a solution as was reasonable and practicable, having regard to the AEC. It could take into account any relevant customer benefits of the market concerned when determining the remedy. The CC had order-making powers to oblige firms to change behavior, but could also agree on behavioral and/or structural changes with parties via the use of undertakings. Once final undertakings or orders were in place, the enforcement obligation shifted back to the OFT (or sectoral regulator, as relevant). The approach to remedies, an area of major innovation by the CC, and some of the remedies that have been applied in previous market investigations, are further explained below.

The EA02 placed timeliness and transparency requirements on the CC, requiring that the CC publish a report setting out its decisions, reasons for its decisions, and such information as it considered appropriate for facilitating a proper understanding of those questions and its reasons for its decisions, within two years of the reference.30
B. Changes to the Regime—ERRA 13

Following the BIS Consultation of 2011 the market investigations regime was kept largely the same, with the framework outlined above little changed.

The ERRA13 makes provision for the governance and decision-making structure of the CMA reflective of the fact that the CMA is responsible for the conduct of both Phase 1 market studies and Phase 2 market investigations. The design of the new institution has kept the use of an independent panel of decision-makers at Phase 2.\textsuperscript{31}

The CMA Board is responsible for key decisions relating to market studies and the making of market investigation references. If the CMA Board decides that a market investigation reference is to be made it refers the matter to the CMA Chair, who is responsible under the ERRA13 for constituting the market reference group that will undertake the market investigation. In practice, the CMA Chair will delegate these responsibilities to the CMA Panel Chair. As in the previous institutional structure, the decision-makers are groups of CMA members drawn from an independent panel (see above).

The CMA Board is required to make rules of procedure for market reference groups. Subject to these rules, groups can decide their own procedures. The CMA Board may also issue guidance on market investigation procedures, to which market reference groups must have all due regard when conducting market investigations.\textsuperscript{33}

The decision-making structure described above ensures that key decisions in market studies and subsequent market investigations are made by separate persons within the CMA. However, at the staff level, to avoid unnecessary duplication and to facilitate an efficient end-to-end markets process, the CMA would normally expect to have a degree of case team continuity between the market study and market investigation case teams.\textsuperscript{32}
In addition to the changes in institutional structure affecting the market investigation regime, the ERRA 13 introduced some specific changes, which are summarized in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Key changes to the market investigation regime from ERRA13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status of Market Studies</th>
<th>Not formally defined in law. Undertaken under OFT’s general powers. Have, however, always been approved by OFT Board.</th>
<th>Formally defined in law. To commence requires CMA Board approval to issue a market studies notice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delivery timescales for market studies</td>
<td>Not specified – although OFT had set internal ambition to deliver references in 6 months and full studies in 12 months.</td>
<td>Reference required to be consulted on within 6 months of notice being issued - reference within 12 months. Full market studies within 12 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information gathering powers at phase 1</td>
<td>None (aside from in period when a reference is being consulted upon)</td>
<td>CMA has information gathering powers once market studies notice has been issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of reference</td>
<td>Standard market references – whether features of a market prevent restrict or distort competition.</td>
<td>In addition, introduced: cross-market references public interest references to look at competition issues alongside other pre-specified public policy objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery timescales for market investigations</td>
<td>Two years</td>
<td>18 months (plus 6 months for &quot;special reasons&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery timescale for implementation of remedies following a market investigation</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>6 months (plus 4 months for &quot;special reasons&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market studies are conducted under the CMA’s general review function in section 5 of the EA02. The ERRA13 introduced a formal requirement for a market study to be commenced by the issuing of a market study notice when the CMA exercises its function under section 5 for certain specified purposes. Once such a notice has been issued, the statutory time limits and compulsory information gathering powers come into effect. These two changes were designed to work together—the assumption being that quicker studies could not be carried out unless information could be gathered more quickly. The OFT had previously gathered information on a voluntary basis.

The ERRA 13 also brought in statutory time limits for Phase 1 market studies (12 months), market investigations (18 months—extendable by six months for special reasons) and implementation of remedies.
following a market investigation (six months—extendable by four months for special reasons). If the CMA wishes to make a market investigation reference, it must commence consultation within six months of initiating a market study.

A further change introduced by the ERRA 13 is to enable the CMA to review conduct features that affected a number of markets (“cross-market references”), where it is expedient to do so. Such references are not expected to be numerous (as in many cases even specific feature, e.g. barriers to switching, will differ significantly depending on the market) but this new ability will assist the CMA where features are identified which can be remedied in more than one market without requiring the significant resource of two separate inquiries.

Finally, the ERRA 13 introduced an ability for the CMA to investigate public interest issues in market investigation references. The Secretary of State now has the power to make two different types of public interest references, only the latter of which is new: restricted public interest references (these are references that require the CMA to investigate competition issues, while the Secretary of State investigates defined public interest issues in relation to the matter referred); and full public interest references (this is a new type of reference requiring the CMA to investigate defined public interest issues alongside competition issues in relation to the matter referred). Part of the rationale for this wider scope was the view that the CMA may be well placed in future to carry out the sort of public interest-focused market reviews that had previously required the setting up of Independent Commissions (e.g. the Independent Commission on Banking).\textsuperscript{37}

IV. MARKET INVESTIGATIONS UNDER EA02

The first market investigation to occur under the EA02 was Store Cards, which the CC received in 2004. Over the following decade, the OFT conducted over 50 market studies, 11 of which resulted in a reference to the CC for a market investigation. The five other CC investigations resulted from regulator referrals and super-complaints.

It is estimated that over the period 2007-2010 consumers directly saved £345m per year as a result of the OFT’s work on market studies, the CC’s work on market investigations, and reviews of orders and undertakings.\textsuperscript{41} However, measuring the avoided detriment is not straightforward and the CC has generally taken a conservative view in determining likely detriments, meaning that the actual benefits may be greater than estimated.

As noted above, the CC carried out 16 market investigations under the EA02, three of which (Private Motor Insurance, Payday Lending, and Private Healthcare) had not reached the stage of final report at the time of creation of the CMA. The work on these cases, along with cases which were already in the remedies implementation phase (such as Aggregates, Cement and Ready-Mix concrete) continues in the CMA.\textsuperscript{42}
Like market studies, market investigations can also vary widely in their scale, depending on the complexity of the market, the number and type of parties involved, and the data available to assess the market. Figure 1 below shows the size of some of the sectors investigated.

**Figure 1: Size of sectors investigated**

Table 3 sets out the market investigations carried out by the CC between 2004 and 2014.
Table 3: Competition Commission market investigations under EA2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Decision Date</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>AEC Finding</th>
<th>Appeal</th>
<th>Appealed / change in remedy</th>
<th>Remedies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Store Cards</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Credit providers required to provide more and better information on monthly statements (e.g. APR warning) PPI to be unbundled from other elements of store card insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquefied petroleum gas</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Measures to be introduced to enable tank transfer to make switching easier Changes to customer contracts required (including to notice and exclusivity periods) Information on the switching process to be standardised and improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home credit</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Super-complaint</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes - order varied due to change of circumstances namely the coming into effect of the EU’s Consumer Credit Directive (CCD)</td>
<td>Lenders obliged to share creditworthiness data with Credit Reference Bureaux Price comparison website established Early settlement rebate rules made fairer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Directory Advertising Services</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yell’s Yellow Pages advertisements to remain subject to a price control. Yell required to publish rate card and prepare accounts for the OFT of its UK printed regulated directory business.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Irish Banks – Personal Current Accounts</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Super-complaint</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes - order varied due to change of circumstances namely the coming effect of CCD as transposed into UK law via a group of six Consumer Credit Act 1974 Regulations.</td>
<td>Banks required to provide better and clearer information on services, charges and interest rates. Customers to be given at least 14 days’ notice before charges and interest deducted from account. Improvements to switching process introduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling Stock Leasing companies</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Office of Rail Regulation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rolling Stock Leasing companies obliged to provide set of information to train operating companies in lease rental offer
Non-discrimination requirements in Rolling Stock Leasing companies’ Codes of Practice removed
Recommendations made to DfT and Transport Scotland (including to introduce longer franchise terms)
- not pursued by Government
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action took place</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groceries</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial - the remedy to introduce a competition test in planning decisions on larger grocery stores was amended to include a materiality threshold (less than 300 sq metres groceries sales area and the store has not in the immediately preceding five years been extended).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recommended a ‘competition test’ be included in planning decisions on larger grocery stores – not pursued by Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large grocery retailers prohibited from imposing new restrictive covenants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Groceries Supply Code of Practice strengthened and extended and recommendations made about its enforcement; Government introduced legislation that created an Adjudicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment Protection Insurance</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Super-complaint</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partial - the point-of-sale prohibition remedy would stop the completion of sales of PPI during the sale of the associated credit product, however retail PPI was exempted from this remedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ban on sale of PPI during sale of credit product and for 7 days afterwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single-premium policies prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measures to improve information available to make it easier to compare, search and switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Regulator</td>
<td>Offered</td>
<td>Omitted</td>
<td>Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA Airports</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes(^{72})</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Buses</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies on Pay TV</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Ofcom</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Enforcer</td>
<td>FTSE 350 Companies</td>
<td>No. of Acquisitions</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>FTSE 350 companies to tender for audit services at least every 10 years and their audit engagement to be reviewed on average every 5 years. ‘Big 4 only’ clauses in loan agreements prohibited. Accountability of external auditors strengthened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregates, Cement &amp; Ready-Mix concrete</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes (in cement only)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Lafarge Tarmac to divest a cement plant (and some accompanying RMX plants if necessary) to facilitate entry of new cement producer. Restrictions placed on timing of publication of GB cement market data and suppliers prohibited from generic price announcement letters to customers. Measures to promote competition in GGBS supply chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Healthcare</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A restriction or ban on certain benefits and incentive schemes provided by private hospital operators to clinicians. A combination of measures to improve the public availability of information on consultant fees and of information on the performance of consultants and private hospitals. The divestiture by HCA of either the London Bridge and the Princess Grace hospitals or the Wellington hospital including PMC. Measures to ensure that arrangements between NHS trusts and private hospital operators to operate or manage a PPU will be capable of review by the CMA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Motor Insurance</th>
<th>Ongoing</th>
<th>OFT</th>
<th>Ongoing</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payday Lending</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all bar one case to date (Movies on Pay TV) an AEC was found in at least one market and remedies imposed.
### Table 4: Competition Commission market investigations remedies under EA02

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer information</th>
<th>Switching Remedies</th>
<th>Lower entry barriers</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Controlling outcomes</th>
<th>Structural remedies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Store Cards</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic bulk liquefied petroleum gas</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home credit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Directory Advertising Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland Personal Current Account Banking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groceries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment Protection Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAA Airports</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling Stock Leasing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Bus Services</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory Audit Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregates, Cement and Ready-mix Concrete</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private healthcare</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market investigation remedies typically focus on addressing the cause of the competition problem in order to make the market more competitive in future. They may be behavioral (e.g. information remedies or measures to reduce barriers to switching) or structural (e.g. divestment of business or assets). Remedies may also include recommendations to others—such as government, regulators and public authorities—in particular to change existing legislation. Successive governments have committed to respond within 90 days to any recommendation, indicating what action, if any, they propose to take.
Most remedies have been designed to open up markets, improve information to customers, or lower barriers to entry or switching. Out of all cases to date, the CC decided that divestments were necessary in three cases—BAA-Airports; Aggregates, Cement and Ready-mix Concrete; and Private Healthcare—of which the latter two are currently under appeal. Remedies controlling outcomes (e.g. regulation of prices) have only been imposed twice. Many of the CC’s remedies have involved addressing consumer behavior rather than, or in addition to, the behavior of the supplier being investigated. For example, in Store Cards, Home Credit, and PPI a variety of information remedies were imposed to enable the customers to make better-informed choices, in order to improve competition.

The CC was able to utilize the wide powers available to it, which the CMA has retained, to design the most appropriate remedy to address the harm in a proportionate, consumer-focused manner.

While the OFT was responsible for monitoring market investigation remedies generally, in many cases the investigation involved regulated markets and, therefore, third-party regulators or government departments (e.g. in the case of Rolling Stock Leasing Companies) were also involved in designing and monitoring the remedy implementation. It is notable that a number of investigations involved elements of financial or insurance regulation (Store Cards, Home Credit, Northern Irish Banks—Personal Current Accounts, Payment Protection Insurance, Audit, Private Motor Insurance, Payday Lending) and another three investigations involved regulators with concurrent competition powers (Rolling stock leasing companies, BAA-Airports, Movies on Pay TV). One further investigation—Groceries—resulted in the creation of an additional regulatory scheme for the sector in the form of a strengthened Groceries Supply Code of Practice and a new Groceries Adjudicator.

A. Consumer Benefits of Market Investigation Remedies

Creation of market investigation remedies is by its nature a complex, information-intensive, and time-consuming process, with the need to not only consult with market participants but also with industry-specific regulators. The CC honed its ability to design complex remedies over the past decade, which will stand the CMA in good stead to continue this work.

There are several means by which market investigations can create benefits for customers: introducing measures that directly address or resolve the AEC and any customer detriments (i.e. remedies); affecting or influencing other regulators; creating an effect on parties’ behavior via scrutiny of the sector; and empowering customers to make better choices and address detriments. Remedial powers have been used carefully, to design proportionate responses to behavior and market features that are adversely affecting competition.
Evaluating Impact

Having determined that there are features of the market which may give rise to an AEC, the CMA then uses a benchmark of “a well-functioning market” to determine how the market may be judged to be performing. If it determines there are features in a market leading to an AEC, it moves to consider appropriate remedies.

Remedies seek to provide as comprehensive a solution as possible to the adverse effects on competition and any detrimental effects on customers, both price and non-price. That is, the remedy should address the detriment found but, as explained above, this is not something that can be quantified precisely. As such, the impact on competition needs to be assessed broadly.\(^\text{47}\)

Consideration of whether remedies are necessary and identification of the right remedy are highly dependent on the facts and context of the investigation. The clear preference is to deal comprehensively with the cause(s) of the AECs wherever possible, and by this means significantly increase competitive pressures in a market within a reasonable period of time. AECs are likely to result in costs to the U.K. economy and remedies can facilitate substantial benefits, facilitating economic growth and increasing choice for customers.

The CMA will assess the extent to which different remedy options are likely to deal comprehensively with the AECs. In evaluating the effectiveness of a particular remedy, the CMA will take account of: (i) the fact a remedy should be capable of effective implementation, monitoring, and enforcement; (ii) the timescale over which a remedy is likely to have an effect (with remedies showing results in a short time being favored, but packages of measures which show effects over a longer duration being considered in some cases); (iii) current law and regulation and legal/ regulatory changes which are expected to occur; and (iv) the manner in which the measures may interact with each other.

The CMA will also have regard to the proportionality of different remedy options, guided by the principle that a remedy should: (i) be effective in achieving its legitimate aim; (ii) be no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim; (iii) be the least onerous if there is a choice of measures; and (iv) not produce disadvantages disproportionate to the aim.

In reaching a judgment on a particular remedy, the CMA will consider its potential effects on those persons most likely to be affected by it, paying particular regard to customers but also paying regard to the impact on the businesses subjected to the remedies and other affected parties. In its assessment it will take into account a variety of evidence and use a variety of techniques (quantitative and qualitative) to analyze potential effects of remedy options.

The CMA will also assess *ex post* the potential beneficial effects of its interventions. Evaluating the effect of the remedial action is affected by:
a. the difficulty of determining the extent to which change results from market investigation measures rather than other factors;

b. the ability to gather relevant information—historically parties have been less forthcoming in market rather than merger evaluation and quality/service effects are generally difficult to measure; and

c. the need for a reasonable period to elapse, in many cases, before the impact of measures is apparent.48

The more an AEC reflects longer-term and structural problems within a market, the greater significance the CMA will place on long-term development of competition, rather than quantifiable benefits. However, if the remedy aims to achieve relatively predictable short-term outcomes, the CMA may choose to quantify the changes as part of its evaluation of remedies. Similarly, the CMA will consider the potential negative effects of a remedy, including the costs to business.

The CC evaluated the effectiveness of the remedies it imposed as a result of market investigations and the CMA intends to continue this program. Two such assessments have been published—in relation to the Store Cards and Home Credit market investigation remedies.49 The Store Cards assessment found that many beneficial changes to the industry (lowering of APRs and lower outstanding credit balances on store cards) occurred. The assessment also found that these changes occurred during the market investigation, as retailers anticipated the changes likely to be required, rather than following remedies implementation. The Home Credit assessment found that a decline in bad debts had occurred—partially due to the remedy and partially due to more stringent lending criteria during the period analyzed.

From its internal assessments, the CC saw positive impacts as a result of market-opening remedy measures in relation to the Store Cards, Home Credit, Domestic Bulk Liquefied Petroleum Gas (where rates of switching increased from 0.5 percent to 4.0 percent between the period prior to the reference to 2013), and PPI markets (where as a result of the inquiry showing the extent of mis-selling in the industry the market reduced from £4.4 billion to c£1.2 billion in size and U.K. banks put aside c€27 billion for compensation to customers).

The CC also found positive impacts for consumers resulting from the divestiture measures imposed in BAA-Airports. Since the divestiture of Gatwick Airport by BAA, customer service has improved on a number of metrics (ratio of complaints, length of security queues, customer service); capital expenditure reports have shown foreseen efficiency savings from a different approach to capital expenditure (e.g. a proposal to improve
the baggage system costing £70 million rather than £120 million under BAA’s proposal); and London airports are now competing for new capacity. Finally, in a number of cases the market investigation reports have had an impact with other regulators (e.g. PPI—for the FSA; Audit—for the European Union).

The remedies imposed by the CC have resulted in substantial positive impacts and the CMA foresees this trend continuing as measures from more recent and future market investigations are implemented.

B. The Market Investigation Process—Checks and Balances

Market investigations are a thorough examination of the market referred. The CMA seeks evidence from market participants, and has extensive powers to gather information. The process is investigative and the emphasis is on diagnosis and cure rather than prohibition, punishment, or deterrence. The identification of anticompetitive features or imposition of remedies do not mean that market participants have infringed the law. However, separate enforcement action can be taken by the CMA where there is a suspected breach of the law.

Given the potential costs to business of a market investigation, the case for referral, the case for information requests, the substantive case and any remedies must be explained to the parties. The CMA has detailed processes to allow for this, as set out in its guidance.50

Table 5 below sets out the market process, from market study through to remedial action. This set of indicative timeframes does not take into account either extensions (on the basis of special reasons) or litigation which, as explained above, can significantly increase the overall timeframe of a market investigation reference, in particular the remedies implementation phase.
### Table 5: CMA market study, market investigation and remedies timeframe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of process</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market study notice published</td>
<td>Commencement of market study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of proposed decision on possible market investigation reference published (if applicable) • consultation started (if applicable)</td>
<td>Within 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market study report published • reference made (if applicable)</td>
<td>Within 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference</strong></td>
<td>Pre-reference sharing of appropriate information with the CMA by the referring body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘First day letter’/initial information requests</td>
<td>Months 1=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication of initial issues statement (setting out theories of harm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial submissions from main and third parties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site visits</td>
<td>Month 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication of relevant working papers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication of annotated issues statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearings with parties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final deadline for all parties’ responses before provisional findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication of provisional findings</strong></td>
<td>Months 11-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication of remedies notice (if relevant)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of responses to provisional findings and consultation on remedies (if needed). Response hearings with parties</td>
<td>Months 13-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication of provisional decision on remedies (if needed)</td>
<td>Month 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final deadline for all parties’ responses before final report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication of final report</strong></td>
<td>Month 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remedies implementation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept final undertakings or make final order</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension ability if special reasons why final undertakings cannot be accepted or a final order made within the statutory deadline</td>
<td>4 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A market investigation will generally start with a first-day letter being issued to the key main parties and a period of detailed information gathering. An issues statement is released by the CMA at an early stage in the investigation, discussing theories of harm which frame the analysis the CMA intends to pursue. The CMA’s analysis is developed during this phase and internal working papers are prepared. The approach will be
disclosed ahead of the main party hearings in an annotated issues statement and possibly also working papers. The CMA's provisional view as to whether there is an AEC will be published in its provisional findings. If there is a provisional AEC finding, the CMA will consult on this finding and seek views as to possible remedies and, at a later stage, publish its provisional decision on remedies for consultation.

The investigatory procedures are set out in the detailed guidance document CC3 (revised): *Guidelines for market investigations, their role, procedures, assessment and remedies*. Procedures have been developed to:

(i) fulfill and balance different demands; (ii) meet statutory time limits; (iii) use CMA and parties’ resources efficiently; and (iv) ensure a thorough, disciplined, and fair process.

The requirement for fairness includes giving the parties opportunities to understand the CMA's analysis affecting them; the CMA accordingly aims to be open and transparent in its work.

LITIGATION CAN ASSIST THE AUTHORITY TO CLARIFY AND CONFIRM THE SCOPE OF ITS POWERS AND MANY OF THESE CASES HAS DONE SO

The statutory requirements to consult on provisional decisions which are likely to have an impact on the interests of any person (such as the finding of an AEC or a proposed remedy), together with the investigatory procedures developed by the CC and the information shared by the CMA on its website and with relevant parties as part of its commitment to transparency, provide the parties (including third parties) with an opportunity to understand and rebut, where necessary, provisional findings made by the CMA.

One way to consider how the regime has been working is the level of change in decisions between provisional findings and final report (which show an ability by the authority to adapt its decision to new information) and the level of, and success in, appeals.

In some cases the detailed consultation process that occurred during the inquiry resulted in significant changes in the decision between the provisional findings and final report, either regarding an AEC finding or remedies. For example, in Movies on Pay TV, the market changed significantly following publication of provisional findings and, as a result, the CC ultimately found there was no AEC in the relevant market(s). In the Private Healthcare inquiry, the CC changed its findings on some aspects of the case using information provided after provisional findings and in other cases the CC used information provided in response to its provisional decision on remedies to change or further tailor its proposed remedies.

A further safeguard to the process is the ability to appeal a decision to make a market investigation reference; a decision regarding the AEC test; or a decision as to remedies, on judicial review grounds. Appeals can be made to the CAT with, following CAT’s decision, further rights of appeal to higher courts: the Court
of Appeal, and then the Supreme Court. Decisions to impose remedies in five market investigations out of 13 decisions where remedies have been imposed (BAA-Airports, Groceries, PPI, Aggregates, Cement and Ready-Mix Concrete, and Private Healthcare) have been appealed.

Litigation can assist the authority to clarify and confirm the scope of its powers and many of these cases has done so. CAT judgments, and even some unsuccessful appeals, have resulted in internal reviews of the checks and balances in the processes, to ensure the best overall procedure possible. In particular, improvements have been made in relation to explaining the cost/benefit analysis in relation to particular remedies, transparency, evidence-based decision-making, and member and case team selection. Details of some of these appeals are described further below.

In two market investigations, the CC amended its remedies as a result of these interventions (PPI, Groceries) and reassessed the manner in which it analyzed the effectiveness, timeliness, and proportionality of remedies.

In 2009 the Court of Appeal found that the CC had failed to take account of relevant considerations, including in the context of proportionality, when determining the remedy in the Groceries case. The Court of Appeal stated, “Whilst the precise methodology adopted for assessing these matters, and the weight to be attributed to the results of such assessments are (subject to rationality or questions of law) likely to fall within the margin of appreciation of the CC, the assessments and the weighing must take place.” An appeal in PPI involved a similar finding and remittal to the CC to review the balancing of factors when considering a remedy.

The BAA market investigation resulted in two further appeals. In relation to one of these, on further appeal from the CAT the Court of Appeal held that in assessing the proportionality of a remedy the assessment does not occur in a vacuum. The Court of Appeal upheld the CC’s decision to require the sale of Stansted Airport, finding that it was the only effective remedy.

The level of appeals to the CAT has increased in recent years. Two recent challenges have been on interim procedural decisions in market investigations and were made during the course of the investigation. These resulted in amendments to the CC’s process in one case. The second was stayed, with the CAT noting that the appeal would be better pursued after the CC’s final decision.

V. MARKET INVESTIGATIONS IN THE CMA—MAKING MARKETS AND MIR PROCESSES WORK WELL

During 2014-2015, the CMA aims to launch at least four new calls for information, market studies, or market investigations where it has the requisite evidence, and meet all statutory deadlines on new studies launched in 2014. The CMA will seek to use its tools across its portfolio to best deliver value and meet its aims and statutory objective.
The CMA’s recent vision and values statement sets out the overall ambition of the CMA, and in particular to “Use the markets regime to improve the way competition works where evidence shows it can most benefit consumers.”\(^{61}\) The focus is both on identifying and intervening in priority sectors where market deficiencies are clearly harming consumers, including addressing competition in developing sectors such as online markets, where consumers are vulnerable to information asymmetries biases.

This strategic emphasis is complementary to the CMA’s statutory functions to “conduct studies and investigations into particular markets where there are suspected competition and consumer problems, and to require market participants to take steps to address these problems.”\(^{62}\)

When considering regulatory intervention, it is critical to acknowledge that intervention is not a complete panacea to market issues and that regulatory intervention can fail, either by not having the desired consequence or by having undesired consequences. The Chairman of the CMA David Currie recently acknowledged that because of the risk of government failure, government intervention needs to be carefully limited and focused on tackling the most egregious market failures. The intervention may not be simple—functional separation for BT in the telecoms sector was a technically complicated intervention—but it needs to be focused.\(^{63}\)

By having both phases of a market review in a single agency and having stronger relations with sectoral regulators, the CMA will be better placed than its predecessors to use the markets regime to improve the way competition works where it can most benefit consumers. A joined, end-to-end process will enable the CMA to use its resources efficiently across the spectrum of work undertaken in market cases (i.e. from initial scoping, to market study, to market investigation (where relevant)).

In addition to traditional sources of comment on the regime (from judgments, parties, and their advisers), the CMA has the benefit of a wide set of third-party views on the MIR regime—both from respondents to the 2011 BIS consultation and from respondents to its own more recent consultations on markets guidance. These comments shed light not only on what worked particularly well under the market investigations regime but also on what was perceived as not working well, or was subject to limitations. It has considered these views in relation to its guidance and its internal processes and has issued guidance reflecting the changes in the regime.\(^{64}\) It has also adopted the OFT’s guidance on Market Investigation References and the CC’s guidance on Market Investigations.\(^{65}\) It has expanded on how it aims to meet its ambition of delivering faster, better markets work in its Vision & Values Statement and its Annual Plan.

The market investigation process has been lauded for its transparency and for the in-depth nature of
its analysis. However, the new shorter statutory timetable will place greater burdens on businesses involved to provide complete, accurate information at the right time and on the CMA to ensure its processes are robust within this new timeframe.66

The CMA is working hard to meet the challenge of ensuring this shorter timetable does not lead to either a move to gathering significant amounts of information (and therefore impose a burden on businesses) in an informal “pre-market study” phase and/or result in a truncated process whereby greater speed undermines the procedural safeguards required for a fair process.

In line with both the CMA’s Vision & Values framework and the Government’s strategic steer, the CMA is considering potential streamlining improvements, particularly around information gathering at Phase 1, handover between Phase 1 and Phase 2, and during Phase 2, in order to meet the new 18-month timetable for completing a market investigation.67

VI. CONCLUSION

The U.K. markets regime has recently been endorsed though the BIS Consultation as a necessary and well-functioning tool for making markets work well in the U.K. and contributing to economic growth. The CMA has carefully considered comments about the regime in the process of designing the structure of the new authority, publishing guidance, and designing internal processes. The CMA is committed to better market intervention to ensure positive impacts for consumers and business in appropriate cases.

Alongside the markets investigation regime, the CMA also has a variety of tools to investigate and prevent anticompetitive mergers, halt and impose penalties on parties abusing a dominant position, entering into cartels or other anticompetitive arrangements or abuse, and remedy unfair consumer practices. However, for the reasons described above, and as shown by the outcome of previous market investigations, promoting competition and compliance with competition and consumer laws may not suffice to ensure all markets are working effectively in the best interests of consumers.

The CMA will continue to use the market investigation regime in an objective and proportionate manner to investigate key markets and implement effective and proportionate remedies where markets are found to be dysfunctional. As the Chairman of the CMA, David Currie, recently noted:68

while markets represent the most effective way to organise complex and dispersed economic activity, markets do not always work well. This may be because there are impediments, such as entry barriers, to competition. It may also be because competition takes a malign form, with businesses competing to gouge, rather than serve, customers. […] designing market interventions that enhance market performance is a complex, difficult and time-consuming task, and one that is best done calmly and out of the political spotlight. And that is particularly so because it requires a lot of careful analysis to avoid interventions that have unconsidered consequences.
Promoting effective competition on a fair basis is likely to be the best way to improve outcomes for consumers. But it may require more than that. In some cases, behavioural remedies may be the right way to go [...]. In others, structural remedies in the form of divestment may be appropriate [...]. And in some cases a package may be called for.

There is no science to the devising of remedies that improve failings in markets but which avoid adverse side effects. But there is no substitute for deep, considered analysis so that remedies are based on a sound understanding of how a market operates and focused on the features that need adjusting.

That takes time, diligence, objectivity and independence. That has underpinned the reputations of the OFT and Competition Commission, and is what the CMA is determined to uphold.

Andrea Coscelli is the CMA’s Executive Director, Mergers and Markets, and Antonia Horrocks is a CMA Project Director. The authors would like to thank Dan Cliffe for his significant contribution to this article.
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better and more targeted enforcement decisions.” Market Studies Project Report, ICN Advocacy Working Group, 8th Annual Conference of the ICN, Zurich, June 2009.

18 P46, Peer Review of Competition Policy, by KPMG for Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, June 2007

19 A Competition Regime for Growth: A Consultation on Options for Reform. The Government considered that, while the U.K. competition regime was world-leading, there was scope for improvement, in particular to improve the robustness of decisions and strengthen the regime; to support the competition authorities in taking forward high impact cases; and to improve the speed and predictability for business. Many features of the consultation did not relate to the markets regime but rather factors such as strengthening the voluntary merger regime, the operation of concurrent competition powers with the sector regulators (an area where few cases had been brought since those powers were granted in 2004), and reforming the criminal cartel dishonesty office. The features of reform considered regarding the markets regime included:

- Enabling the CMA to carry out investigations into similar practices across different markets.
- Giving the CMA powers to report on public interest issues.
- Extending the super-complaint system to SME bodies.
- Streamlining the regime by reducing timescales and strengthening information gathering powers.
- Simplifying the remedies process and updating remedial powers.

Following the consultation (see Government Response to Consultation March 2012), the Government decided not to extend the super-complaint system to SME bodies. Most of the other features consulted on were amended to an extent—see Table 3.

In some previous cases, there was a perception that the authorities had been hindered by the requirement to refer “a market” to the CC for review when, in fact, some practices affected multiple markets and could potentially have been remedied in a single investigation, and that this may have resulted either in narrower references than appropriate or in duplicative references.

20 EA02 s5.

21 Table sources: Remote Communities, Advertising of Prices, Personal Current Accounts (currently being updated), Homebuilding, Sale and Rent-back, Medicines Distribution, Quick House Sales, Outdoor Advertising, BAA Airports, Payment Protection Insurance, Pharmaceutical Price Regulation, Defined Contribution Workplace Pensions.

22 EA02 s131. A “feature of a market” was to be construed as a reference to the structure of the market or any aspect of that structure; any conduct of one or more person who supplies or acquires goods or services in the market concerned; or any conduct relating to the market concerned of customers of any person who supplies or acquires any goods or services. EA02 131(2).

23 EA02 Part 4.

24 EA02 ss154 and 156. This occurred in relation to the creation of Openreach following Ofcom’s Strategic Review of Telecommunications, and following the OFT’s market study into Domestic Electrical Goods.

25 EA02 s132.

26 EA02 s134.

27 The Act enabled the Secretary of State to make a public interest intervention if relevant, EA02 s139. In such cases the CC could, if it had found an AEC, make recommendations as to remedial action to be taken.
by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State had powers to decide whether any eligible public interest
consideration was relevant to the report and, ultimately, whether any remedial undertaking should be vetoed
as it may operate against the public interest. EA02 s150.

EA02 explains that a detrimental effect would be higher prices, lower quality or less choice of goods or
services for consumers or future consumers, or less innovation in relation to such goods or services.

EA02 s136 -137.

See, supra note 4.

CMA 17

CMA 3

CMA 3

For a more detailed explanation of the purpose of market studies, see chapter 2 of Market Studies:
Guidance on the OFT approach (OFT519). Further information on the management of market studies is
contained in chapter 4 of Market Studies: Guidance on the OFT approach (OFT519).

During the 26 years in which the 1973 Fair Trading Act was in force there were three pan-market

The Vickers Commission on Banking.

Store cards.

OFT Market Studies. This excludes Residential Property Management and SME Banking. PCA
Banking is included in the original list, and is currently being updated.

Positive Impact 09/10, OFT 2010.

BIS Consultation 2011, p20, and footnote 11: Note that this figure (£345m) for the direct financial
benefits to consumers from market studies and reviews and MIRs is different from those presented as direct
benefits for consumer from the market investigation regime (£317m) in the CC’s Annual Report as: i) the
former takes into account all OFT market studies, including those where referral to the CC is not considered
a possible option, and ii) the latter includes referrals to the CC from other regulators and the OFT is not
apportioned any benefits from these MIRs.

Payday Lending Provisional Findings and Private Motor Insurance Provisional Decision on Remedies.

Remedies in Aggregates and Private healthcare are under appeal as at June 2014 and therefore shown
in a different color in Table 1.

Excluding Private Motor Insurance and Payday Lending, which are active cases.

 Classified Directory Advertising Services and Home Credit.

See for example Store Cards, where APRs for store cards lowered during the course of the investigation.

See further CC3 Revised, ¶¶ 322 onwards

The time frame from decision to remedy implementation can be significant when the decision
is appealed. For example, the CC issued a final report in BAA-Airports in 2009, which was appealed,
reconsidered in part, and a supplementary report issued in 2011 with a timeframe of two years for BAA to sell
the relevant airports. This decision was also appealed. As such, although the initial reference was in 2007, the
full set of remedies have only been in place since 2013.

Store Cards and Home Credit market investigation assessments.

CC3 (Revised), CMA 17, CMA3, CC7 Revised.

CC3 (Revised).
The EA02 provides for the protection of confidential information relating to individuals and businesses. But the CMA may also disclose information under certain circumstances. The CMA has processes to protect confidential information and provide disclosure where necessary. For further details, see Chairman’s Guidance on Disclosure of Information (CC7 Revised).

Tesco, PPI, BAA.

CAT and CA Appeal on BAA – EWCA 2012 Civ 1077.
BAA v CC (No 1) [2009] CAT 35; BAA v CC (No 2) [2012] CAT.

“BAA’s contention that the Tribunal erred in its approach to the assessment of proportionality ignores the fact that proportionality is not to be assessed in a vacuum. Whether a remedy under section 138 of the Act is proportionate must be considered in the context of the statutory scheme as a whole. In accordance with the statutory scheme in the Act, it has been decided that there is an AEC, that action should be taken to remedy it, and that the only effective remedy is a requirement that BAA sells Stansted. That requirement is in the public interest. It is inherent in such a statutory scheme that in order to secure the public interest, BAA will lose its freedom of choice as to whether and when to sell its asset.” BAA v Commission, Court of Appeal, [2012] EWCA Civ 1077.

Vision, values and strategy for the CMA, p.1.
Vision, values and strategy for the CMA, p.16
The case for the British model of independent regulation 30 years on, The Currie Lecture, Cass Business School (21 May 2014).

Market Studies and Market Investigations: Supplemental guidance on the CMA’s approach (CMA3).

There are three main existing guidance documents that relate to the markets regime: Market studies: Market Studies: Guidance on the OFT approach (OFT519), Market investigation references (OFT511), and Guidelines for market investigations (CC3 (revised)). Other guidance documents also contain information relevant to markets cases, including: Super-complaints: guidance for designated consumer bodies (OFT514) and Chairman’s Guidance on Disclosure of Information in Merger Inquiries, Market Investigations and Reviews of Undertakings and Orders accepted or made under the Enterprise Act 2002 and Fair Trading Act 1973 (CC7 (revised)).

As noted by Laura Carstensen, a former Deputy Chair of the Competition Commission, “Can we go faster? Maybe—we are always looking for ways to do so consistent with fair procedure; ay, there’s the rub. It is interesting that whilst business in general tends to demand greater speed, business in particular (ie when it is their case under consideration) tends to value a careful approach and adequate time allowance both for them to assemble their case and for us to consider it.” She goes on to note, “The levels of transparency currently adopted in the CC may arguably exceed those that are necessary for a legally fair process. But they are an important procedural safeguard and facilitate the taking of difficult decisions.” Speech by Laura Carstensen, Deputy Chairman, Competition Commission, ‘What is a good competition authority?’, Eversheds’ General Counsels’ Forum, 12 November 2010.

CMA Vision & Values; BIS Strategic Steer, Annex 1. The CMA’s Vision & Values statement notes
that the reforms are designed to: Improve the quality of decisions and strengthen the regime; Support the competition authorities in taking forward the right cases; and Improve speed and predictability for business.

68 Supra note 63.
69 Following a review of these remedies in 2012/13 the CC decided that, due to increased internet access, these remedies should be removed immediately.
70 Tesco appeal to groceries market investigation.
71 Barclays appeal to payment protection insurance market investigation.
72 BAA airports appeal to BAA airports market investigation.
73 And Ground Granulated Blast furnace Slag (GGBS) a substance with similar properties.
74 Lafarge appeal to aggregates, cement and ready-mix concrete market investigation and Hope construction appeal.
75 Subject to appeal.
76 BMI appeal, and AXA appeal to private healthcare market investigation.
Notes From a Small Island: Natural Justice and the Institutional Design and Practice of Competition Authorities and Appellate Courts

BY ROBERT O’DONOGHUE & TIM JOHNSTON

The relationship between the institutional design, decision-making powers, and policy-making functions of competition authorities raises a diverse range of complex issues. These include how the authority’s independence can be safeguarded, how it is funded, how to optimize resources, how to avoid confirmation bias, how to relate with non-competition authorities (e.g., sectoral regulators with concurrent powers or overlapping jurisdiction), and the relationship with the judiciary. This article starts from the optimistic—not to mention extremely presumptuous—position of trying to use the concepts of natural justice and procedural fairness as developed in the United Kingdom as something of a template for good practice and institutional design in competition law decision-making and appeals generally. Apart from familiarity (from the authors’ perspective), there are some good reasons to do so. First, outside the realms of antiquity, the United Kingdom can lay a fair claim to popularizing the notion of a rule of law. Second, the United Kingdom is one of the oldest and most prominent adopters of a system of adversarial justice where the ability to challenge evidence remains paramount. Third, the common law is characterized as much by pragmatism as strict principle. The common law has developed an adaptable, rather than rules-based, approach to natural justice. As a result we consider that it is a useful resource when considering institutional design and operation of competition authorities. The law develops in real time, and not from the basis of an historic code. Fourth, in respect of competition law specifically, a fairly rich body of case law has developed in the United Kingdom around principles of natural justice, procedural fairness, and the use of evidence. That case law certainly appears richer than the corresponding case law of the EU Courts in Luxembourg. Finally, the United Kingdom has itself undergone major institutional reform of its various competition authorities, most notably by the creation of the Competition and Markets Authority, effective from April 1, 2014. This significant exercise prompted a period of introspection as to whether, for example, the practices applied by the competition authorities for the previous decades could be improved or adapted. The resulting guidance and related documents that emerged might therefore fairly be considered to be the state of the art in these matters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The relationship between the institutional design, decision-making powers, and policy-making functions of competition authorities raises a diverse range of complex issues. These include how the authority’s independence can be safeguarded, how it is funded, how to optimize resources, how to avoid confirmation bias, how to relate with non-competition authorities (e.g., sectoral regulators with concurrent powers or overlapping jurisdiction), and the relationship with the judiciary.

The design and use of evidence by competition authorities within the European Union has attracted considerable attention in recent years. In the first instance there is of course a need to ensure that the authority has the requisite legal powers, resources, and trained personnel to secure the relevant evidence. A second
important facet is the desire to ensure that the rights of defendants or other affected parties are guaranteed, in both law and practice, by competition authorities and courts to whom an appeal against their decisions lie. This has led to a lively debate in the European Union as to whether the current practices of the Commission are fit for purpose and the supervisory role played by the EU Courts in this regard.\(^2\)

The increasing emphasis on due process and the gathering and appreciation of evidence by competition authorities is unsurprising. First, the fines imposed by competition authorities have increased very significantly indeed, particularly at the EU level. Fines of \textit{circa} EUR 1 billion have been imposed on Intel, Microsoft (cumulatively), and various cartelists (cumulatively). As the stakes increase, so too will concern as to process and institutional design on critical matters such as evidence. The concepts of natural justice and procedural fairness can and do adapt with the times. What was considered fair at the time of the EU’s inception, with very limited enforcement and nominal fines, may not be acceptable today.

Second, the EU model of competition law has been exported with considerable success to a very large number of other jurisdictions—the International Competition Network has well over 120 members, many of whom have modeled their laws and institutions on the EU model. The export of substantive law almost inevitably leads to interest in the procedural and due process safeguards that underpin the application of that substantive law. Or perhaps more accurately, the significant fragmentation in enforcement has triggered a desire to identify the underlying common principles in relation to due process and evidence.\(^3\)

Third, at least in the European Union, there has been a very significant trend towards the settlement of cases via (ostensibly) voluntary commitments, early resolution agreements, leniency, and other forms of resolution. These facilities have been applied in major global cartel cases as well as leading unilateral conduct cases. The rise and rise of these arrangements has raised twin connected concerns: whether a lack of fairness in the process leading to a prohibition decision practically compels defendants to settle cases, and whether the relative lack of formality within these settlement procedures can itself lead to procedural and evidential unfairness.

Fourth, the issues of institutional design and procedural fairness in the European Union have taken on particular prominence in the light of the ongoing debate concerning whether the appellate role of the EU Courts complies with the requirements of Article 6(1) of the European Convention of Human Rights (“ECHR”) and the equivalent provision in Article 47 of the EU’s Charter on Fundamental Rights. If concerns arise as to the effectiveness of judicial review, this will also inevitably lead to increased focus on whether the procedure for decision-making by the Commission is deficient in material respects. Or put differently, if there
is less confidence in the administrative decision-making process, more will be demanded of the appeal courts.

Fifth, the proper development of substantive competition law may be materially affected by matters of procedure and evidence and institutional design in ways that are not always fully appreciated. If the undoubted discretion vested in a competition authority is not subject to effective procedural safeguards, the likely result will be an expansion of the jurisdiction and impact of competition law: a “mission creep.” This in turn is likely to result in an over-inclusive, or at least more haphazard, application of competition law since there may be insufficient internal checks and balances on the end-product: a competition authority’s decisions. In short, procedural deficiencies may have at least an indirect impact on the substantive application of competition law. Better and fairer procedures are likely to restrain any unwarranted ‘mission creep’.

Finally, matters of evidence and procedural fairness are not simply a one-way street intended to confer ever-increasing rights on defendants or other affected parties. Competition authorities will be better able to defend their own decision-making if appellate courts have greater confidence that the best evidence has been gathered and in a way that is fair to those affected. If the appellate courts have a high level of confidence in the robustness of the competition authority’s institutional structure and procedures and practices in relation to evidence, they are not only much less likely to overturn decisions on matters of procedure, but are also likely have greater confidence in the decision-making as a whole.

This article starts from the optimistic—not to mention extremely presumptuous—position of trying to use the concepts of natural justice and procedural fairness as developed in the United Kingdom as something of a template for good practice and institutional design in competition law decision-making and appeals generally. Apart from familiarity, from the perspective of the authors, there are some good reasons to do so. First, outside the realms of antiquity, the United Kingdom can lay a fair claim to popularizing the notion of a rule of law. Second, the United Kingdom is one of the oldest and most prominent adopters of a system of adversarial justice where the ability to challenge evidence remains paramount. Third, the common law is characterized as much by pragmatism as strict application of principle. The common law has developed an adaptable, rather than rules-based, approach to natural justice. As a result we consider that it is a useful resource when considering institutional design and operation of competition authorities. The law develops in real time, and not from the basis of an historic code. Fourth, in respect of competition law specifically, a fairly rich body of case law has developed in the United Kingdom around principles of natural justice, procedural fairness, and the use of evidence. That case law certainly appears richer than the corresponding case law of the EU Courts in Luxembourg. Finally, the United Kingdom has itself undergone major institutional reform of its various competition authorities, most notably by the creation of the Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”), effective from April 1, 2014. This
significant exercise prompted a period of introspection as to whether, for example, the practices applied by the competition authorities for the previous decades could be improved or adapted. The resulting guidance and related documents that emerged might therefore fairly be considered to be the state of the art in these matters.

The above rather highfalutin claims should not of course be overstated. In reality competition law is a small component of national legal systems and the approach to it will be conditioned heavily by the general approach to administrative and constitutional law and the legal system in individual jurisdictions. The United Kingdom system of enforcement and appeals in competition law cases is also by no means the predominant model even within the European Union. More fundamentally, there is nothing like universal agreement on what, precisely, natural justice and procedural fairness demand in the context of competition law proceedings (or, indeed, more generally). But the pragmatism at the heart of the common law means that much of what is contained in the case law and guidance in the United Kingdom is often a useful starting point when considering what is common sense or basic good practice. In this reductionist sense it may therefore have something to commend it more generally.

What follows divides broadly into four parts:

• Part II provides an overview of how the concepts natural justice and fairness have evolved under the general common law.

• Part III deals with two separate but related aspects of the European dimension to the debate, namely (1) the standards developed under the Article 6 case law of the European Court of Human Rights (“ECtHR”) and (2) the position under EU law in respect of competition law proceedings and appeals to the EU Courts.

• Part IV sets out how the concepts of fairness and natural justice have been employed in U.K. competition law proceedings by reference to the guidance of the CMA and case law.

• Part V condenses our views into a series of core principles, set out as bullet points in the conclusion.

II. EVOLUTION OF NATURAL JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS UNDER ENGLISH LAW GENERALLY

The English common law has long antecedents in dealing with the scope and nature of the right to a fair trial and procedural fairness. The leading case concerning what English judges have traditionally called natural justice is R v Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Doody. The case concerned the setting of life sentences for serious criminals. The Secretary of State was entitled to set a minimum tariff to be served, having taken into account the view of the judge who sat at trial. The House of Lords held that the Secretary of State could not make that determination without first informing the prisoner what the sitting judge had recommended. He also had to allow the prisoner to make written submissions as to the proper punishment.
Lord Mustill’s leading judgment summarized the principles of fairness from the authorities as follows (p. 560 at D-G):

What does fairness require in the present case?...1. Where an Act of Parliament confers an administrative power there is a presumption that it will be exercised in a manner which is fair in all the circumstances. 2. The standards of fairness are not immutable. They may change with the passage of time, both in the general and in their application to decisions of a particular type. 3. The principles of fairness are not to be applied by rote identically in every situation. What fairness demands is dependent on the context of the decision, and this is to be taken into account in all its aspects. 4. An essential feature of the context is the statute which creates the discretion, as regards both its language and the shape of the legal and administrative system within which the decision is taken. 5. Fairness will very often require that a person who may be adversely affected by the decision will have an opportunity to make representations on his own behalf either before the decision is taken with a view to producing a favorable result; or after it is taken, with a view to procuring its modification; or both. 6. Since the person affected usually cannot make worthwhile representations without knowing what factors may weigh against his interests fairness will very often require that he is informed of the gist of the case which he has to answer.

Thus, the judgment established two key overriding principles. First, that fairness has certain hallmarks that are likely to apply in most cases: a person who may be adversely affected will very often need to be given an opportunity to make representations and they must ordinarily be made aware (at the very least) of the “gist of the case he has to answer.” Second, that the standards that should be applied are not always the same, and will depend on the context.

Building on the principle of fairness identified in the common law, the cases may broadly be broken down into four headings:

A. The Right of Access to the Court

Parties to litigation must be allowed access to the court; that right has frequently been dubbed a “constitutional right” notwithstanding the lack of any written constitution in the United Kingdom. That constitutional right may be subject to qualification, for example on procedural grounds: a plaintiff may lose its claim as a result of excessive delay. However, as Scrutton J held in *R v Boaler*, the right of access to the court is “one of the valuable rights of every subject to the King... I should be slow to give effect to [any ouster of that right which] is a most serious interference with the liberties of the subject.”

B. The Right to be Heard

The right to make submissions, on your own behalf, is an historic feature of English civil and criminal law. One of the
best known statements on this issue was set out in a case concerning the right of a local authority to demolish buildings. The plaintiff's house had been destroyed because of his failure to give proper notice of his intention to build it. Willes J held that the property should not have been destroyed without first giving the owner the right to put his objections first: a tribunal which is by law invested with power to affect the property of one Her Majesty's subjects, is bound to give such subject an opportunity of being heard before it proceeds: and that the rule is of universal application and founded on the plainest principles of justice.

C. The Right to Know the Case Against You

The right to be heard is closely connected to the further right to know the case against you. In Ridge v Baldwin, the Chief Constable of Brighton had been dismissed, after criminal proceedings were initiated against him. He was not given the right to appear before the Watch Committee (which terminated his employment) or to make submissions in his defense. The House of Lords held that the Watch Committee had acted unlawfully. As Lord Morris explained (at 114):

It is well established that the essential requirements of natural justice at least include that before someone is condemned he is to have an opportunity of defending himself, and in order that he may do so that he is to be made aware of the charges or allegations or suggestions which he has to meet: see Kanda v Government of Malaya. My Lords, here is something which is basic to our system: the importance of upholding it far transcends the significance of any particular case.

The common law courts have frequently described this principle as the requirement that there be “equality of arms.” Equality of arms extends both to the right to prior notice of the case against you and also to know the evidence that is relied upon against you.

There has also been a substantial new body of case law, arising out of the new Closed Material Procedures (where defendants are not made aware of all of the evidence against them) in terrorism cases. The Courts have held, following Doody, that fairness must be determined by reference to the circumstances of the case as a whole.

D. The Right to Test Evidence Brought Against You

The common law authorities establish that the right to an oral hearing is not absolute; the Court must ask whether the parties should be given an oral hearing in order to properly put their case. Where an oral hearing has been ordered, the normal position is that a party should be entitled to cross examine witnesses
who have given evidence against them.\textsuperscript{11} In a criminal case, the House of Lords has held that a defendant must know the identity of the party making allegations and accusations against them.\textsuperscript{12} Witness anonymity is only allowed in cases where Parliament has expressly provided for it.

\section{III. THE EUROPEAN DIMENSION}

\subsection{A. The ECHR Dimension}

Article 6 (1) provides that:

\begin{quote}
In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law...
\end{quote}

The precise scope of procedural protection provided by Article 6 in competition cases has been the subject of extensive judicial and extra-judicial comment in recent years. The Article 6 case law imposes a higher standard of protection in the context of criminal, as opposed to civil, cases. At first glance, the position in respect of competition matters appears clear. Regulation 1/2003 provides that any fine imposed by the Commission, in respect of infringements of competition law “shall not be of a criminal law nature.” However, legislation cannot oust the application of Article 6(1) protections if, on a proper analysis, the matters at issue fall within the scope of Article 6(1). Indeed, it had long been accepted by the EU Courts prior to Regulation 1/2003 that at least some of the Article 6(1) protections are engaged in competition law cases.\textsuperscript{13} That was also the unanimous view of the ECtHR in \textit{Menarini Diagnostics v Italy}.\textsuperscript{14}

The legal and procedural complexity arises out of the fact that not all criminal cases need to be treated in the same fashion. There is a longstanding historic distinction within the case law of the ECtHR between the procedural protections afforded in “hardcore” criminal cases and in less substantial matters.

The leading case (at least until recently) which elaborated on that distinction was \textit{Jussila v Finland} (Application no 75053/01). The Applicant had had his tax returns examined by the Finnish authorities, who had imposed a EUR 308 surcharge, following reassessment.\textsuperscript{15} The Applicant challenged that determination but was not offered an oral hearing in order to contest the tax authorities’ decision. Under Finnish law, the imposition of the surcharge was an administrative punishment. Nonetheless, the Grand Chamber held that the imposition of a tax surcharge was a matter that attracted the protection of the criminal case law under Article 6.\textsuperscript{16}
However, the Grand Chamber went on to find that no oral hearing was necessary in such a case:

There are clearly ‘criminal charges’ of differing weight. What is more the autonomous interpretation adopted by the Convention institutions of the notion of a ‘criminal charge’ by applying the Engel criteria have underpinned a gradual broadening of the criminal head to cases not strictly belonging to the traditional categories of the criminal law, for example administrative penalties (Ozturk, cited above), prison disciplinary proceedings... customs law... competition law... Tax surcharges differ from the hardcore of criminal law; consequently the criminal-head guarantees will not necessarily apply with their full stringency.\textsuperscript{17}

The different protections afforded in “hardcore” criminal cases, as opposed to “non-traditional” cases has become the object of intense focus in recent years. The dispute has turned, at least in the competition law sector, on whether or not competition law proceedings should still be treated as “non-traditional” cases that attract a lower level of judicial supervision.

In Menarini \textit{v} Italy (Application no. 43509/08), Menarini had been fined EUR 6 million for participating in a price-fixing cartel in the diabetes diagnostics sector. It complained that the standard of review applied by the domestic courts was only a review of legality, implying that its Article 6 (1) rights had been breached because the Italian courts had not conducted a full merits review by a court of full jurisdiction.

The Second Section of the Strasbourg Court affirmed, once again, that the imposition of a fine in a competition law context is a criminal sanction, for the purposes of Article 6. Where such a sanction is imposed in a non-judicial context (for example by an administrative authority), Article 6 requires that it be subject to review by a court of unlimited jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{19}

The features characterizing a judicial body with unlimited jurisdiction include the power to quash all aspects of fact and law of a contested decision issued by the lower body. It must in particular have competence to examine all questions of fact and law relevant to the dispute brought before it.

The Court went on to hold that, in this case at least, the review had been a review of full jurisdiction. The various appellate courts, and the Conseil d’état in particular, had examined the facts in detail and had reviewed the sanction imposed. Therefore, there had been no violation of Article 6(1).\textsuperscript{20}

However, the Court was not unanimous on this question. In a powerful dissenting opinion, Judge Pinto de Albuquerque determined that: “control by the administrative courts was simply formal since it did not touch upon the hardcore of the reasoning underlying the administrative decision to impose a fine... The applicant was deprived of an independent analysis of the grounds for its appeal.”\textsuperscript{21} In his view, Menarini had not been entitled to properly challenge the findings of fact that had already been made against it.
B. Evaluating EU Competition Law Procedure

The debate over issues of natural justice and the right to a fair trial (and the implications that these have for competition law proceedings) has if anything, longer antecedents—and raises greater concerns—at an EU level. Two separate but related criticisms have been ventilated. The first is that the Commission’s procedures for the adoption of competition law decisions are no longer fit for purpose. The second is that the level of judicial scrutiny of Commission decisions in competition law appeals to the EU Courts is insufficient and, in particular, that there is a light touch review of matters said to involve complex economic assessments by the Commission.

1. Criticisms of Commission Procedure

The essential elements of the Commission’s procedures have remained in similar form since Regulation 17/62 in 1962. The changes effected by Regulation 1/2003 were relatively minor in this regard. In an attempt to address the concerns expressed, the Commission has made a number of changes to its procedures, such as having internal “peer review” teams in more difficult cases, adding oversight from the Chief Economist Unit, publishing Best Practices guidance on procedure for Article 101 and 102 TFEU cases, some tinkering with the role of the Hearing Officer, and the creation of the post of European Ombudsman. But these changes are relatively minor overlays on a procedure that has remained largely unchanged for decades. They do not address the following fundamental criticisms:

a. The Commission as Judge and Jury

The most fundamental criticism of the Commission’s procedure is that it acts as “judge and jury,” with the same officials drafting both the Statement of Objections and the ultimate Decision. Most of the officials are lawyers or economists and few—if any—will have had any training on making judicial-type assessments, including the skills and techniques of objective, forensic decision-making. The oral hearing before the Commission tends to be window-dressing because the same people presenting the Commission’s case are also the decision-makers. The hearing is not public and involves no cross-examination of witnesses or any other real testing of evidence.

The Commission’s recent changes to its procedures, while commendable, do not address this fundamental issue. The “peer review panel” process is private and, while reputedly probing, does not require the panel to read and review all the evidence and arguments. Their report is not made available to the defendant. The same applies to the Chief Economist’s opinion. The Hearing Officer deals only with procedural issues, and does not really deal with substantive legal or factual issues. The Ombudsman too is mainly limited to procedural issues and competition law is a very small part of the office’s overall work.

THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL CRITICISM OF THE COMMISSION’S PROCEDURE IS THAT IT ACTS AS “JUDGE AND JURY,” WITH THE SAME OFFICIALS DRAFTING BOTH THE STATEMENT OF OBJECTIONS AND THE ULTIMATE DECISION

BUT LOBBYING TENDS TO BE EXTENSIVE IN MAJOR COMPETITION LAW CASES, AND IN A MANNER THAT LACKS TRANSPARENCY
b. The Decision-making Process is Arcane

The actual decision in a competition law case is taken by the College of 28 EU Commissioners. These are political appointees who will not have seen any of the evidence in the case and will typically have little or no detailed awareness of the issues that arise for their decision. Lobbying of Commissioners is rare nowadays but it does occur—usually in the cases that matter most. When lobbying does occur, the submissions made are not part of the Commission’s case file and it is entirely unclear what influence they may have had on the outcome.

c. The Actual Decision-making Process Has Become Diffuse and Lacks Transparency

It is of course a democratic right of undertakings and individuals to lobby public institutions and, in particular, legislative bodies. But lobbying tends to be extensive in major competition law cases, and in a manner that lacks transparency. Commissioners, Commission officials, the Legal Service, and other Directorates-General may be lobbied but it is typically unclear who has been contacted and whether they have been influential. The chain of command may be ignored so those with formal responsibility for decision-making may not be the ones who are most influential in the actual decision-making. Again, notes of meetings will not usually appear on the Commission’s case file. As one commentator notes “the procedure in practice has become less structured, less formal, and more diffuse.”

d. Record Fines and Significant Discretion

The levels of fines in many recent competition law cases have been staggering, with Intel fined EUR 1.06 billion in 2009 and Microsoft paying a similar cumulative amount for its various transgressions in respect of tying and interoperability abuses. This has led one commentator to say, probably correctly, that “the amount of the fines imposed by the Commission ... exceed fines imposed by the public authority in any democracy of which I am aware for any offence.” While the Commission has published Fining Guidelines, it has been suggested anecdotally that the Competition Commissioner often decides the headline figure, himself/herself, with officials then tasked with working back to that figure using the Fining Guidelines.

e. Commission Procedures Not Compliant With the ECHR

It is frequently argued that the Commission’s procedures do not correspond with the standards laid down in Article 6. As a leading commentator notes:

the procedures of the European Commission in determining guilt or innocence under the competition rules, and in imposing sanctions, manifestly do not correspond to the standards established by the ECHR. Condemned parties have often invoked these arguments before the Community courts, so far with little success. The number of cases has grown and the concerns become more strident as the penalties have become fiercer.
This view is shared by others. Concerns in this regard have become more pressing given greatly increased fines in recent years and the increasing role of the Commission as a lead enforcement agency in major cases such as Microsoft, Intel, and Google. Moreover, the Charter of Fundamental Rights is now fully part of EU law, and guarantees as a minimum the ECHR rights. It is also envisaged that the European Union will soon become a party to the ECHR.

2. Criticisms of “Light Touch” Judicial Review by the EU Courts

Criticisms have also been voiced about the robustness of judicial review of Commission decisions in competition law appeals. The EU Courts have developed a self-imposed restraint based on limited oversight of “complex economic assessments.” This is not objectionable in itself—on matters of economic policy or judgment there may not be a single “right” answer—but it has been suggested that the notion of limited deference has been distorted. The initial notion of deference to Commission assessments had a decidedly narrow context. However, its scope has expanded to comprise all manner of assessments by the Commission, including technical assessments where the Commission does not obviously possess any expertise or superior ability.

It has also been suggested that the EU Courts have been too unwilling in recent years to make use of their own rules of procedure on matters such as oral testimony, expert evidence (they can appoint their own expert(s)), and a willingness to inspect places and things that may be of relevance to the issues on appeal.

The issue of oral testimony is particularly important. Experience in adversarial litigation shows that documents read in context, with the benefit of oral explanation and testing from different parties, often have a quite different meaning to what one might suppose by merely reading the document “cold.” In legal cases, context is everything. It is also suggested that the EU Courts have not been rigorous enough in establishing a clear forensic hierarchy that distinguishes evidence according to its inherent value. The best evidence in any case is clearly contemporaneous evidence. Ex post statements, particularly those made by rivals or customers with a vested interest in the outcome of a decision/appeal, and which have not been tested in evidence, are of much less value. The position is a fortiori in relation to anonymous evidence.

Criticisms of judicial review by the EU Courts have perhaps been most acute in relation to Article 102 TFEU appeals. In many cases, the EU Courts have engaged in extremely cursory analysis of anticompetitive effects, based largely on assumed, or inferential, effects. For example, in BA/Virgin, the Court of Justice concluded that the Commission had satisfactorily demonstrated the concrete anticompetitive effect of the rebates in question. But there is no reference to what this “concrete” evidence was, and it is difficult to see what it could have been given that the Commission itself did not base its decision on such concrete effects. Similarly, in Tomra, the Commission set out a series of assessment steps, but the Court did not engage with them in any meaningful way.
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of diagrams in its decision that were said to illustrate the anticompetitive “suction” effect of the Tomra rebates—based on negative prices at the margin. It was clear that those diagrams contained multiple admitted errors. However, that was considered to be irrelevant by the EU Courts on appeal. The logical conclusion of those errors was that Tomra’s prices at the margin were not negative, and would therefore allow an equally efficient rival to survive. For the Commission to posit anticompetitive effects based on rivals’ difficulties to match the prices seems hollow in such circumstances. Even if this did not vitiate all of the Commission’s analysis, it clearly affected, and undermined, some of it.

On the other hand, the EU Courts plainly have engaged in very detailed and sophisticated review of Commission decisions on occasion. The best recent example is AstraZeneca. The General Court devoted over 260 paragraphs of its judgment dealing with the issues of market definition and dominance, and engaged in a degree of review that was extremely detailed, irrespective of whether one agrees with the outcome. Ordinarily one would think that such assessments were complex economic assessments par excellence. As impressive, the General Court engaged in a rigorous review on the issue of causation in respect of the second abuse of deregistration. While it accepted that AstraZeneca’s deregistration tactics were capable of restricting competition insofar as it related to delaying generic entry, it held that the Commission’s case insofar as it was alleged that deregistration prevented parallel trade had not been made out. The Court held that the Commission had to demonstrate that the public authorities in question were liable to withdraw, or did usually withdraw, parallel import licenses following deregistration. In the case at hand, the Commission had established a causal link between deregistration and the revocation of parallel import licenses in Sweden, but not in Denmark or Norway. Thus, the Court annulled the decision insofar as it was alleged that AstraZeneca’s deregistration had prevented parallel trade to occur in Denmark and Norway.

Overall, however, there is a lack of consistency in approach from the EU Courts under Article 102 TFEU. It is, for example, extremely difficult to reconcile the Court of Justice’s apparent endorsement of the principles underpinning the Guidance Paper in Post Danmark with its judgment, only two weeks later, in Tomra. Another striking feature of the case law is inconsistency between Court of Justice judgments in Article 267 TFEU preliminary references and appeals in direct actions. Most of the Article 102 TFEU cases that are generally regarded as progressive arise in the context of Article 267 TFEU preliminary references, and not direct actions. It is equally difficult to reconcile the low intensity of the General Court’s review in cases such as BA/ Virgin with its robust approach in AstraZeneca. One sometimes has the impression that much depends on the composition of the individual chamber of the EU Courts that happens to deal with the particular case. There does not appear to be a single overall coherent direction or approach.
C. The EU Courts and Article 6 ECHR

The division within the ECtHR in Menarini has been reflected in the commentary that has followed it. Much of the debate has focused on the standard of review applied by the EU Courts in competition law cases. Some commentators regard Menarini as an endorsement of the procedure and practices of the General Court. Others have criticized the judgment as contradicting the ECtHR’s own pre-existing case law and, in any case, regard the EU Courts’ practices and procedures deficient in material respects under Article 6(1). The EU Courts have, perhaps not surprisingly, rejected these criticisms of their judicial review functions. They consider that the review of legality provided for under Article 263 TFEU—supplemented by the unlimited jurisdiction in respect of the amount of the fine, provided for under Article 31 of Regulation No 1/2003 in accordance with Article 261 TFEU—meets the requirements of the principle of effective judicial protection in Article 47 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and, therefore, Article 6(1). In particular, they have held that the EU Courts’ review of the law and the facts means that they have the power to assess the evidence, to annul the contested decision, and to alter the amount of a fine. Accordingly, they have concluded that Article 6(1) does not preclude a “penalty” from being imposed by an administrative body such as the Commission which does not itself satisfy the requirements laid down in Article 6(1) since there is subsequent review by a judicial body that has full jurisdiction.

The EU Courts’ (self-referential) view is not without controversy. Article 263 TFEU limits the EU Courts’ review to Commission decisions to one of control of “legality” and this can only logically be understood as being a lesser form of review that the “unlimited jurisdiction” conferred on the EU Courts in respect of fines. Therefore, what the EU Courts’ judgments on this issue appear to be saying is that, despite Article 263 TFEU only providing for a review of legality, the EU Courts in practice engage in a deeper review that includes review of findings of fact and—to a certain extent—more complex (non-factual) assessments made by the Commission. But this position is open to the forceful criticism that the protections of Article 6 /Article 47 are not therefore actually enshrined in the TFEU but depend on the willingness of the particular Chamber of the EU Courts to engage in a review compliant with these provisions in practice. In short, it is argued, judicial protections ensured in this precarious way are simply not compatible with the obligations under Article 6 /Article 47.

The critical question has now become whether the combination of a “limited” review of the decision itself, combined with the full review of the sanction by the EU Courts, is sufficient to satisfy the requirements...
of Article 6(1). In Schindler, Schindler had been fined over EUR 100 million for participating in a cartel in the elevator installation market. The Court of Justice affirmed that the combination of the roles of investigator, jury, and judge within the Commission was not, of itself, a breach of the company’s Article 6 rights. The crucial question is whether the decision is subject to review by a court of unlimited jurisdiction and whether or not, in practice, that court did conduct a full review. The courts should not rely on any margin of appreciation to be granted to the Commission as a basis for failing to conduct “an in depth review of the law and the facts.” The Court concluded that the General Court had conducted a proper and sufficient appeal on the basis of its unlimited jurisdiction.

The second plea raised in Schindler concerned the failure of the General Court to hear evidence from live witnesses. The Court’s answer to that question was less than satisfactory. It pointed out that the burden lies on the appellant to put in evidence of the facts that it relies upon. While that is true, as far as it goes, the Court failed to address the substantive issue underlying the complaint: whether the justice of the case made it useful to call witness evidence that might have a material bearing on key issues in the grounds of appeal.

The decision in Schindler demonstrates some of the less-than-satisfactory consequences of the Menarini decision. In the first place, the Court in Menarini answered the question by reference to the particular investigation and appeal process in the case itself. As a result, it failed to answer the critical question: whether or not control of legality review is sufficient in principle to satisfy the requirements of Article 6(1)? The Court made findings of fact as to what happened in that case, and avoided making findings of law that would have been of general application. Whether or not that approach was correct in this individual case, it failed to comprehensively clarify the issue. In order to determine whether or not a review of full jurisdiction has taken place, future courts will need to inquire into the precise nature of the review carried out in each particular case.

Furthermore in Menarini itself, the Strasbourg court did not provide much assistance as to the kinds of factors, or hallmarks, that would characterize a substantive merits review. For example, it can be argued with some force that the hearing (or otherwise) of evidence functions, in at least some cases, as an indicator of the kind of review that is being conducted. At a hearing where the appellate court calls witnesses (whether of its own motion or in response to a request by one or more parties), forms its own impressions of the evidence, and makes its own determinations as to reliability, it is highly likely that the court is conducting a substantive review on the merits. Of course a court will not always need to hear live evidence in order to conduct a full review: in the circumstances of a particular case it might well be possible to conduct a merits review without witnesses appearing in court. Nonetheless, where an appellate court rarely if ever actually hears live witness evidence, that is likely to be an indication that the court’s general approach and methodology involves something rather less than a review of full jurisdiction. At the very least, in our view, an appellate court should ask itself, in all cases,
whether witnesses should be called in order to assist it in formulating its decision.

The second reason why the Menarini decision is unsatisfactory is that it failed to address the central underlying issue within the Article 6 case law: the distinction between “hardcore” and “non-traditional” criminal matters. The ECtHR relied on Jussila as its authority for the proposition that there are different types of criminal case. In principle that reasoning is sound. The procedural protection that is afforded where a small tax surcharge has been imposed need not be the same as the level of protection required in, say, a murder trial. Nonetheless, it is by no means clear that competition law now falls into the “non-hardcore” camp. Jussila itself was concerned with tax surcharges on a comparatively minor scale. The case relied upon in Jussila for the proposition that competition law cases were not “hardcore” (Société Stenuit) itself concerned with a fine of 100,000 French francs applied during the 1970s. By contrast, the fines imposed by the Commission on individual companies in recent years have on occasion exceeded EUR 1 billion. If the distinction between hardcore cases and those which are not hardcore lies in the scale of the sanction, then it has clearly broken down in the competition context in the European Union.

It might be argued that competition cases are not hardcore on the grounds that competition law infringements are found against legal persons, not private individuals. Therefore, they are not criminal cases in the ordinary sense; they do not attract the full protection of Article 6(1). In the U.K. context, at least, that is no longer the case. The Enterprise Act 2002 has introduced individual criminal liability for certain types of cartel-based activity. However, even in jurisdictions where that is not the case, the severe sanctions imposed and the social stigma attached to an adverse finding may well affect private, as well as legal, persons.

In summary, Menarini was, at best, a missed opportunity. At worst, it affirmed an outdated and unwarranted distinction. It upheld the boundary between hardcore and non-hardcore cases and determined that competition cases do not attract the full criminal protections of Article 6(1). We consider that that distinction has lost its usefulness. The scale of sanction and the social stigma that arise in connection with competition law infringements make them more akin to hardcore criminality and less akin to taxation surcharges or small administrative fines. It may well be that competition law was not hardcore at some point in the past but it is becoming impossible to credibly argue that that is the position now. Furthermore, Menarini failed to provide what would have been useful guidance concerning the standard of review that should be applied to non-hardcore cases. In short, the standard of review must be assessed against only a somewhat opaque set of criteria, on a case-by-case basis. As a result, we consider that Menarini is unlikely to be the final word on this question.

D. The Options for Reform

If compliance with Article 6 /Article 47 is not ensured by the practical availability of effective judicial review, there are two basic alternatives. The first is that the TFEU is amended to make expressly clear that the review
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is not limited to a control of legality but involves a full appeal on the merits or unlimited jurisdiction. The second alternative is that the prosecutorial and decision-making elements of the Commission's process should be split, thus making the EU Courts an adversarial forum in which the Commission and the defendant(s) would put forward evidence and submissions. One commentator suggests that “the only way in which these criticisms could be satisfied without an amendment of the EU Treaties would be to give the General Court (formerly the Court of First Instance), instead of the Commission, the power to adopt prohibition decisions and to impose fines in competition cases.” This solution is not as radical as it seems: it was proposed by the European Parliament as early as 1981. A Treaty amendment could do the same thing or go even further in terms of institutional redesign.

IV. PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS IN U.K. COMPETITION PROCEEDINGS

A. The CMA’s Guidance

IN BASIC TERMS, THE CMA SEEMS TO HAVE ESTABLISHED A HIERARCHY OF CONFIDENTIALITY TREATMENT, WHERE INFORMATION HAS BEEN RELIED UPON AGAINST A PARTY

In recent years, the topic of procedural fairness in the context of competition proceedings has largely been articulated as a debate concerning the rights of parties to access information and the use of that evidence by the various U.K. regulators.

The UK’s new consolidated regulator, the CMA, came into being on April 1, 2014. The CMA has published both general guidance and specific guidance for the competition context: Transparency and disclosure: Statement of the CMA’s policy and approach and Guidance on the CMA’s investigation procedures in Competition Act 1998 cases. This guidance builds on the considerable experience of its two predecessor competition authorities, the OFT and Competition Commission, in such matters.

The General Guidance stresses the CMA’s commitment to openness and transparency. It grants the Authority a wide discretion to determine whether or not information that has been passed to it should be treated as confidential (¶¶4.12-4.24).

The CMA has a general power to redact confidential information and also to use confidentiality rooms and data rooms in order to enable disclosure, while also protecting the confidentiality of the data itself (¶4-29):

Sometimes the CMA may use confidentiality rings or data rooms as a means of making disclosure of confidential information while recognizing the restrictive nature of the disclosure. Their use will be restricted to when it is necessary to make the disclosure for the purpose of facilitating the CMA’s functions by ensuring due process...

Data rooms and confidentiality rings are described as a mechanism to enable the legal representatives of the parties to test the evidence that has been relied upon against them. The CMA reserves to itself the right
to impose restrictions on the bringing into and taking out of the data room of “such items as materials, notes and equipment.” (¶¶4.31-32)

In basic terms, the CMA seems to have established a hierarchy of confidentiality treatment, where information has been relied upon against a party. Material that is particularly confidential will be disclosed only through a data room, and possibly subject to restrictions concerning what notes are taken from that material. Less confidential material will be disclosed into a confidentiality ring.

The specific guidance relating to Competition Act 1998 investigations notes that the CMA will act in line with its confidentiality obligations (as set out in Part 9 of the Equality Act). It does not go much further than the general guidance. The CMA exercises its discretion to determine whether or not to use data rooms and confidentiality rings; they are used where it is proportionate to do so and where there are “clearly identifiable benefits” from doing so. The CMA’s guidance also makes clear that they will only be used where “any potential legal and practical difficulties can be resolved swiftly in agreement with the parties involved.” (¶11-24) What is not clear, in this context, is what the CMA will do with information that it does not consider should be placed into a confidentiality ring and/or data room. The CMA does not state explicitly that such information will be discounted from its analysis of any potential infringement. Nonetheless, the clear implication must be that information that cannot be shown in any form to the parties cannot be relied upon in order to find against them. This seems axiomatic under principles of natural justice in English law.

The mechanisms set out in the new CMA Guidance do not differ materially from those that were employed by the CMA’s predecessors (the OFT and the Competition Commission). The Competition Commission’s Guidance on Disclosure of Information in Merger Enquiries, Market Investigations and Reviews of Undertakings and Orders Accepted under the Enterprise Act 2002 and the Fair Trading Act 1973 provides, in similar but different form, that “fairness” should be considered when deciding how to handle the dual imperatives of confidential information and the need to disclose. It also considers the possibility of using data rooms and confidentiality rings. But it is fair to say that the new CMA Guidance on this topic is more comprehensive and more detailed.

B. The Case Law

In the 1990s U.K. competition law received a significant overhaul, bringing its essential features more closely in line with EU competition law. But even under the older legislation such as the Fair Trading Act 1973 the English courts had identified a duty of fairness on competition authorities when conducting investigations and
found breaches of that duty in appropriate cases.\textsuperscript{73}

In Interbrew S.A. and Interbrew UK Holdings Ltd v. Competition Commission and others [2001] EWHC Admin 367, the High Court summarized the principles in relation to fairness in competition law proceedings as follows:

1. A competition authority owes a duty of fairness in conducting its investigation (in casu merger control).

2. The standard of review on appeal in relation to procedural fairness is not based on principles of judicial review, namely whether the procedure adopted was one that no reasonable decision-maker could have adopted. Thus, the standard of review in respect of procedural unfairness does not require the degree of unreasonableness needed to overturn a decision on normal judicial review grounds under administrative law.

3. The content of the duty will vary from case to case but generally it will require the decision maker to identify in advance areas which are causing him concern in reaching the decision and to act fairly by giving to the person whose activities are being investigated reasonable opportunity to put forward facts and arguments in justification of his conduct before a conclusion is reached that may affect him/her adversely.

4. Where ECHR rights are at stake those adversely affected should be involved in the decision making progress to a degree sufficient to provide them with the “requisite protection of their interests.”

5. The adversarial procedure followed in a court of law is not appropriate for investigations by a competition authority that acts as an administrative decision-making body. As a result, the authority has a wide discretion as to how its proceedings should be conducted.

6. Fairness is a flexible concept that is fact-and context-dependent. However, the Court will be slow to intervene in procedural matters (on the basis that, if the authority has directed itself properly on the requirements of fairness it will be unlikely that its choice of procedure will nonetheless be unfair).

On the facts, the High Court upheld Interbrew’s complaint that it was given no opportunity to deal with the crucial ground upon which the Competition Commission recommended a divestment of Bass Brewers during its merger assessment. In particular, it was given no fair opportunity to deal with the reason why the Competition Commission took the view that Whitbread, with Stella Artois, would not be a viable and independent competitor that would remedy the
consequences of the duopoly.

Following the entry into force of the Competition Act 1998, the U.K. Courts have had multiple occasions to contend with the application of the concept of procedural fairness in the context of competition law proceedings. This body of case law has considerably developed the basic concepts of natural justice and procedural fairness as articulated in the earlier (non-competition) cases and adapted them to a competition law setting.

C. The Right to be Informed of the Case Against You

One of the basic tenets of administrative law decision-making is that the objections formulated by a public body must be made known to the defendant so that it has a proper opportunity to respond to, challenge, or correct objections made against it. This beguilingly simple principle gives rise to significant complexities in competition law cases.

First, the need to make the affected party aware of the case against it will often run up against the need to ensure the confidentiality of sensitive information provided by third parties. Indeed, in many cases, the third parties concerned will be direct rivals of the affected party and disclosure of the third-party information would in normal circumstances be likely to amount to a serious violation of competition law in other contexts.

A second related point is that the competition authorities will in many cases have a legal duty to protect third-party confidential information that is co-extensive with any duty they owe at common law or otherwise to comply with principles of natural justice. At the very least, trade-offs may be required between the two sets of obligations.

Third, in certain cases, disclosure even of the identity of the third party providing the information may create issues regarding retaliation or other commercial consequences. This applies in particular for smaller rivals or downstream purchasers or customers.

Finally, the ever-increasing use of quantitative and other evidence of considerable granularity and data intensity in competition law proceedings means that there may be real practical difficulties in disclosing all available information to the affected parties, at least in a time frame that makes meaningful consideration of it possible. More importantly, one can query the need to disclose all such information to allow the affected party to meet the objection(s) against it. Typically, the communication of the gist of the information or point will suffice.

The English courts have grappled with these competing considerations in various competition law cases. In *BMI Healthcare Limited & others v Competition Commission* [2013] CAT 24 the Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) concluded that the measures put in place by the Competition Commission allowing the
affected parties and their access to a specially-created on-site “data room” for confidential information were fundamentally deficient and unfair. The case concerned the market investigation regime operated by the Competition Commission under the Enterprise Act 2002 whereby it can investigate whether the features of a particular market have an adverse effect on competition and, if so, then impose wide-ranging remedies. The Competition Commission sought to protect confidentiality by establishing an on-site data room, which its own guidance envisaged. Confidential information was made available in the data room and was accessible during working hours on two consecutive days.

The CAT found the data room regime fundamentally deficient in three respects. First, the regime limiting the affected parties’ advisers (e.g., economists) to recording in their notes only own client data or information derived solely from own client data and/or from data in the public domain was wrong in principle. This was because that information was already available to the advisers outside the data room from their own client(s). Moreover, the real information of interest was not confidential information that was own client data or in public domain, the parties’ crucial concern was to see how the Competition Commission relied upon that data.

Second, while it may have been justified on confidentiality grounds to prevent the removal of items from the data room—in contrast to a confidentiality ring where the information is provided to a circumscribed list of individuals—the Competition Commission failed to put in place measures to ensure that this obstacle did not undermine the drafting of a proper and considered response by those affected by the market investigation. In particular, the advisers: (1) had no access to other material that they might need to look at, (2) had no opportunity to discuss matters with persons outside the data room, and (3) had no opportunity to test the robustness of the confidential information (for example, by analyzing and cross-checking data contained in tables of information and data redacted by the Competition Commission in its decision setting out its provisional findings).

Finally, the period of time in which the advisers were allowed access to the data room was unreasonably short. As a general rule of thumb, the CAT considered that a data room ought to be open at reasonable business hours up until the end of the consultation period, and ought to provide for multiple visits due to the iterative process of responding to the Competition Commission’s provisional findings.

In two more recent cases—Ryanair Holdings plc v Competition Commission [2014] CAT 3 and Group Eurotunnel SA v Competition Commission [2013] CAT 30—the CAT grappled with situations in which confidential information had not been entirely withheld but the affected parties were only informed of the gist of the information or the point against them.

In Ryanair, the Competition Commission’s final report concluded that Ryanair’s minority stake in Aer...
Lingus granted it material influence over Aer Lingus and resulted in a substantial lessening of competition. The final report referred to the views expressed and evidence given to it by a number of airlines that had been specifically identified. However, certain passages referring to discussions that had taken place between Aer Lingus and other airlines were redacted to protect the identity of the airlines concerned and the confidentiality of those discussions.

Ryanair contended that disclosure of the identity of the various airlines referred to in redacted passages was important so that it could test the credibility of the evidence in question. The CAT disagreed, concluding that the Competition Commission did in fact disclose in broad terms the gist of the information which was redacted and that disclosure of the identity of the individual airlines was unnecessary. The redactions went no further than was necessary to protect the confidentiality of very sensitive commercial matters between airlines who were competitors or potential competitors of Ryanair. The duty to communicate the gist of the case did not imply that disclosure was always to be either detailed or limited. The CAT emphasized that the duty to disclose the gist of the information or objection varies from case to case depending on the context (at [8]):

> We agree that you do have to look at the facts of each case. At one end of the spectrum there may be a case where numbers are involved and you need to see the relevant numbers or data in order to understand the gist of what is being put. In other cases, more like the present, you need to know what the general position is.

A similar conclusion was reached in *Eurotunnel*. Eurotunnel, the operator of the Channel tunnel passenger and freight services, was one of several bidders for the assets of Sea France, a ferry operator between Dover and Calais. A competing bid was put in by DFDS, another ferry operator. The Competition Commission concluded that the Eurotunnel/Sea France merger might be expected to result in a substantial lessening of competition (i) in the market for the supply of transport services to passengers on the short sea and (ii) in the market for the supply of transport services to freight customers on the short sea.

In reaching the conclusions it did in its final report, the Competition Commission had to balance Eurotunnel's right to know the case against it with the need to protect third-party confidential information. The Competition Commission sent summaries or descriptions of specified information to (typically) the party who had provided it, in order to verify the factual correctness of the content and to identify any confidential material, prior to publication. The party was then asked to provide reasons for any requests of excisions of the material from published documents. Where the Commission considered appropriate, the names of parties were anonymized and ranges of figures substituted for actual figures. Eurotunnel complained about the redactions and requested that the unredacted materials be disclosed into a confidentiality ring. The Competition Commission refused this request.

The CAT concluded that there was nothing in the Competition Commission's general approach to criticize. It sought to balance the interests of confidentiality and the interests of disclosure. Eurotunnel's argument that—in witholding information in the manner that it did (i.e., by using summaries of information provided, redacting, anonymizing, and using ranges)—the Commission acted unfairly could only
succeed if the Competition Commission was obliged to disclose to Eurotunnel all inculpatory and exculpatory material including transcripts or summaries of evidence provided to it by third parties. The CAT rejected this argument, essentially because the gist of the points made had been communicated to Eurotunnel, in some detail, and it was in a position to make responsive submissions. In particular, the CAT held that, provided that the gist is properly disclosed, redactions or other forms of withholding of material can be perfectly proper. The situation would only be different if the defendant could show that this withholding meant that it was unable to understand the gist of the case being made against it. Thus, for example, the Competition Commission was justified in making omissions and redactions from the summaries of evidence from DFDS and customers and the transcripts of their oral evidence and of other persons who attended for interview because the gist of the points made by them was disclosed to Eurotunnel.

D. **Third Parties and the Right to be Heard**

As noted above, it is trite that objections formulated by a competition authority must be made known to the party/parties affected by them. This typically applies to defendants in competition law proceedings and the need to inform them of the objections made against the conduct or agreement(s) under scrutiny. But in Unichem Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 8 the CAT applied a more granular version of this general principle and further extended it to cover the situation of third parties.

UniChem complained about the OFT’s decision not to refer the proposed acquisition by Phoenix Healthcare Distribution Limited of East Anglian Pharmaceuticals Limited to the Competition Commission. One of the grounds of appeal was that the OFT purported to make findings of primary fact about the logistics and economics of UniChem’s distribution system, UniChem’s past pattern of success in certain regions, and UniChem’s service levels on the basis of information supplied largely by the merging parties, without checking certain facts with UniChem itself or discussing with UniChem the inferences about UniChem which the OFT was minded to draw from the material supplied by the merging parties.

Even though the CAT considered it “strongly arguable” that the OFT’s decision not to refer the merger remained within the bounds of reasonableness, it nonetheless quashed the decision on the basis that the OFT did not know enough about the reach and logistics of UniChem’s network and the economics of delivery routing to have an adequate factual basis for its decision. In particular, the OFT’s omission to seek comments from UniChem on those matters was considered to be of “decisive importance.”

Similar issues were raised in CTS Eventim v Competition Commission [2010] CAT 7. Eventim, a provider of ticketing services and a ticket agent and a promoter of live music events, challenged the
The Competition Commission’s decision to approve the merger between Live Nation and Ticketmaster. One of the grounds of appeal was that the Competition Commission had deprived Eventim of a reasonable opportunity to respond to the main reasons for the Competition Commission’s reversal of its provisional view that the merger would result in a substantial lessening of competition, as well as the Competition Commission’s analysis of (i) Eventim’s own German language board documents and/or (ii) Eventim’s own forecasts for its proposed U.K. activities before adopting its final decision.79 The Competition Commission evidently considered that there was considerable force in these procedural arguments since it agreed to retake the decision before the appeal was even concluded before the CAT.

E. The Ability to Call and Challenge Witnesses

One of the most striking manifestations of natural justice in appeals in competition law cases in the United Kingdom is the fact that witnesses are often called by one or more parties to give evidence on matters of fact or expert opinion. This includes the competition authorities themselves tendering witnesses to support key factual or contextual aspects of the relevant theory of harm. Once a witness is tendered in this way, he/she can then be cross-examined by one or more adverse parties.

This oral tradition in English law reflects of course the adversarial nature of proceedings in common law jurisdictions. This tradition contrasts with the more judge-led inquisitorial model applied in many civil law jurisdictions (although some civil law jurisdictions do allow for questioning of witnesses upon application or for a party to submit questions for the judge to put to a witness). Oral evidence certainly plays a very important role in civil (and criminal) proceedings in the United Kingdom.

Oral evidence has also been used to great effect in competition law appeals in the United Kingdom. Perhaps the most notable example is a series of appeals in relation to decisions rendered by the OFT regarding price parity clauses in the tobacco sector, for which various manufacturers and retailers were fined a cumulative total of almost £200 million. The clauses concerned multiple different brands of the two main tobacco manufacturers, Imperial and Gallaher. The parity clauses were expressed in different ways, such as requirements that a particular Imperial brand be sold at a price “not more expensive than,” “at least 5 pence less than” or “not more than 3 pence more expensive than” the competing linked Gallaher brand. In elaborating the theory of harm the OFT posited four key effects of the price parity clauses:80

a. If the retail price of Gallaher’s brand increases, then the retail price of [Imperial]’s rival brand must also increase.

b. If the retail price of [Imperial]’s brand increases, then the retail price of Gallaher’s rival brand must also increase.
c. If the retail price of [Imperial]’s brand decreases, then the retail price of Gallaher’s rival [brand] must also decrease.

d. If the retail price of Gallaher’s brand decreases, then the retail price of [Imperial]’s [rival] brand must also decrease.

The only witness tendered by the OFT was a former tobacco buyer for one of the major retailers. She had given a signed witness statement to the OFT in 2005. In that statement she stated that if the price of Imperial’s brands went up because of a wholesale price increase, she would not put up the price of the Gallaher brand if Gallaher had not announced a price increase. She also said that the Imperial account manager would ask her to move the prices up and down on his own brands but her recollection was that “he never told me to do anything with a competitor brand.” Moreover, when asked in cross-examination whether she had regarded herself as bound by the four constraints identified above by the OFT she said firmly that she had not. Thus, there was nothing in her oral evidence that was inconsistent with what she had said in her witness statement. The fact that the OFT’s own principal witness did not support the OFT’s theory of harm led to the decision being quashed by the CAT. Critically, this lack of support was in part elicited in cross-examination, albeit the CAT did suggest that had OFT tested the evidence more stringently, the implications of that evidence for the OFT’s theory of harm would have become clearer, and sooner.

_Tobacco_ is a striking case where oral evidence and cross-examination had a material—if not decisive—bearing on the quashing of the competition authority’s decision. But it is not atypical. Indeed, in multiple appeals before the CAT, both appellants and competition authorities have sought to tender witnesses on key factual issues in the appeal. For example, in _Tesco v OFT_ [2012] CAT 31, Tesco relied on witness evidence, among other things in the context of a so-called ABC information exchange, to determine circumstances where A may be taken to intend that B will make use of that information to influence market conditions by passing that information to other retailers.

_Tesco_ also laid considerable emphasis on the OFT’s failure to interview witnesses during its investigation or indeed to call witnesses for the appeal. The CAT did not consider that this circumstance was dispositive, since there was a credible explanation for the witnesses’ absence—namely the OFT’s position that its case stood or fell on the contemporaneous documents. But the CAT did not consider this explanation wholly satisfactory and it noted, for example, that (1) a number of the documents relied upon by the OFT were far from clear and explanations had not been available because of the OFT’s decision not to gather evidence from the authors and/or recipients of the documents, (2) in light of the OFT’s decision not to seek witness evidence, any doubt in the mind of the CAT as to the content or meaning of documents relied on by the OFT must operate to the advantage of Tesco, and (3) the lack of a formal power of witness compulsion should not be thought to either preclude or discourage the OFT from even attempting to contact witnesses who might be able to provide details or evidence of material facts, and the failure to do so may lead the court
to conclude that the evidence of the infringement was not sufficiently strong.

### Evidence and Corroboration

Because of the strong oral and adversarial tradition in English law, the English courts have also developed an acute—and nuanced—appreciation of the hierarchy of evidence that often appears lacking in analogous cases at an EU level. Several points bear emphasis. First, the best evidence will generally be relevant contemporaneous documents, subject of course to their meaning being at least tolerably clear. The position was well-summarized by Leggatt J in *Yam Seng Pte Limited v International Trade Corporation Limited* [2013] EWHC 111 (QB) (para. 8):

> I approach the evidence on the basis that, as in almost every case where there is a contemporaneous documentary record, the documents provide the best evidence of what happened.

Second, not all written evidence is equal. A contemporaneous document is clearly primary evidence whereas, say, a written response to a request for information by a competition authority is ex post (and often self-serving) evidence, usually made on behalf of a body corporate or undertaking. The same may be true of leniency statements or settlement agreements, particularly in systems where subsequent applicants to obtain any reduction must bring to light matters not already known to the competition authority. The temptation to gild the lily in such circumstances may be significant. There is also a good, if rather old-fashioned, case for preferring written evidence accompanied by a statement of truth from the individual concerned.

Third, care may need to be taken with oral evidence given some time after the facts in the context of a trial. Leggatt J, again, in *Yam Seng Pte Limited v International Trade Corporation Limited* [2013] EWHC 111 (QB), put it well (para. 8):

> Human memory is notoriously unreliable, and the strong interests and emotions to which disputes resolved through litigation give rise are powerful distorting factors, however honest and well-intentioned the witness. Indeed, the more patently honest and convincing the witness, the greater can often be the risk of placing reliance on their testimony.

Oral evidence may also have somewhat lesser value in competition law cases where the credibility of the witnesses is not central to the issues in the case, e.g., as in a fraud case. In competition law cases one is also not always dealing with a primary fact but with matters of appreciation that do not have a single “right” answer. And one has to control for the fact that (i) evidence in chief will often be prepared with considerable assistance from lawyers and (ii) oral evidence given a long time after the fact may have the gilt edge of hindsight.

The context in which the oral evidence is given may also matter. There may, for example, be a significant
difference between witness statements tendered by business executives in the context of agreements which the parties operate in a clandestine fashion because they know they are acting illegally (and evidential difficulties arise because the participants deliberately failed to record or retain information about what they were doing) and situations in which agreements are entered into openly for legitimate purposes, albeit they may also have some anticompetitive effect. The executives’ evidence may, for example, shed important light on the purpose of particular agreements or practices or their effects. To state the obvious, those who conceived of and implemented an agreement or business practice, with novel- or difficult-to-discern effects, may be able to shed some useful light on its purpose(s) and effect(s).

Finally, while there may in appropriate cases be caveats as to the value of oral testimony, it can be an important source of evidence where the written evidence is fragmentary or expressed in a telegraphic manner. In particular, oral evidence may have considerable value in resolving a conflict between documents, which is a frequent occurrence. In *Armagas Ltd v Mundogas SA (The Ocean Frost)* [1985] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 1 at 57, Goff LJ stated as follows:

Speaking from my own experience, I have found it essential in cases of fraud, when considering the credibility of witnesses, always to test their veracity by reference to the objective facts proved independently of their testimony, in particular by reference to the documents in the case, and also to pay particular regard to their motives and to the overall probabilities. It is frequently very difficult to tell whether a witness is telling the truth or not; and where there is a conflict of evidence such as there was in the present case, reference to the objective facts and documents, to the witnesses’ motives, and to the overall probabilities, can be of very great assistance to a Judge in ascertaining the truth.

V. CONCLUSION—THE PRINCIPLES

In democratic countries, certain principles of institutional design and decision-making ought in our view to be regarded as immutable in competition law cases. They are:

1. The guaranteed independence of the decision-maker, which not only includes freedom from outside interference but also the resources and personnel to take effective decisions;

2. The right to know the case against you;

3. The right to see the evidence, both inculpatory and exculpatory, and to challenge it;
4. The right to be heard by the actual decision-maker;

5. The right to a reasoned decision within a reasonable period; and
6. The right to an appeal of the decision before an independent, competent court.

The above principles are in our view a non-negotiable minimum. But progressive jurisdictions interested in the quality of decision-making and fairness should in our view endeavor to go beyond this. Issues to bear in mind in this regard include:

1. Competition authorities need to develop a proper understanding of, and training in, the gathering and assessment of evidence. These are skills entirely separate from technical competence in substantive matters. The best evidence will usually be contemporaneous documents, assuming that their meaning is at least tolerably clear. But competition authorities should also make more use of oral evidence in appropriate cases, both to corroborate or explain documents and to understand the purpose and likely effects of particular agreements or conduct. This will entail the need for formal powers to take statements.

2. Competition authorities frequently act as investigator, judge, and jury. While obviously far from ideal, it may not be per se objectionable if there is a proper right of appeal (see (4) below). In any event, the processes that competition authorities acting as investigator, judge, and jury follow are not ordinarily, on their own, enough to satisfy the basic standards of procedural fairness (whether established under the common law or Article 6 EHCR). So, at the very least they should aim to ensure:
   a. Genuine separation between the investigative teams and decision-makers.
   b. A transparent decision-making process. For example, records should be kept of meetings and transmitted to the defendants or affected parties as a matter of course.
   c. A proper, adversarial hearing before the actual decision-maker.
   d. Parties should know the case against them in full and should be able to test the evidence against them properly. There is no reason why decision makers should not hear live evidence, where necessary and useful.
   e. Informality and lobbying should be deprecated.

3. Competition authorities will often have to balance the need for disclosure against the obligation to protect confidential information emanating from third parties. In general, the competition authorities should be given some leeway in doing so since the interests at stake require trade-offs to be made. The competing interests can normally be accommodated by the following sliding scale: (i) making the defendant or affected party aware of the gist of the information or point—the extent of which will depend on the context, including the importance of the issue and the level of confidentiality concerns; or (ii) putting it into a confidentiality ring accessible to circumscribed persons; or (iii) operating a data
room at which the information may be meaningfully accessed by a party’s advisers but not physically removed.

4. A competition authority’s decision should be subject to oversight by a court with full jurisdiction. The precise meaning of “full jurisdiction” is still, disappointingly, unclear. Nonetheless, it is clear that a review by a court of “full jurisdiction” must include:

   a. A review on the merits extending to the review of evidence, findings of fact, findings of law, and the penalty imposed.

   b. The capacity to substitute the findings of the competition authority with its own determinations. This may not imply a full rehearing on all issues, but nor should the appeal proceed on the basis of a premise that just because a competition authority has made a decision in respect of a matter that requires some appreciation of complex matters, the competition authority must be presumed to have got it right. It should also be appreciated that competition authorities have no particular expertise in making technical assessments unrelated to their core expertise (e.g., patent quality), and should be afforded no deference in such matters.

   c. Parties should be given an opportunity to make full and detailed submissions in their defense.

   d. While it is not necessary in every case, the court should be able and willing (on occasion) to call for live evidence and to make its own determinations on the facts. Documentary evidence is often expressed in telegraphic terms, or lacks context, or is fragmentary in nature. Novel agreements or practices may also benefit from explanation by those most familiar with them.

1 Robert O'Donoghue & Tim Johnston, Barristers, Brick Court Chambers.
2 For an overview see International Chamber of Commerce, *Due Process in EU Antitrust Proceedings, Discussion Paper*, 15 April 2014. This is a draft document that has recently become unavailable. The CPI Antitrust Chronicle also recently ran a full series of articles on due process and competition law enforcement. See 6(1) CPI ANTITRUST CHRON. (June 2014).
4 When describing the common law, it is normal to talk of “English law” (more properly the law of England and Wales). That common law differs from Scottish law. However, where we refer to competition law it is as U.K. law: the substantive and procedural law of competition in the United Kingdom is broadly
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n the United Kingdom various sectoral regulators have concurrent power to apply EU and U.K. competition law alongside the national competition agency, the Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”). It is a somewhat unusual system and there has been much debate over past years about whether this system works effectively or whether it results in the underuse of competition law powers in regulated sectors. Recent reforms in the United Kingdom have sought to reinforce competition law enforcement by sectoral regulators. Moreover, concurrency is on the increase with additional regulators having been given concurrent powers over recent years and the CMA indicating that it will also focus its attention on competition in regulated sectors.

It remains to be seen what these developments mean in practice for the regulated sectors, but we can expect increased efforts to apply competition law in these sectors, both by the CMA and the regulators themselves. The success of these efforts will depend on the institutional design and decision-making structures within sectoral regulators and how well these promote the use of competition law powers, where appropriate, in a consistent and effective manner—something which will need to be worked out by the regulators and CMA on the ground.

In this paper, we focus on the topics of institutional design and decision-making within sectoral regulators in relation to competition cases. We start by considering why there has been so much focus on ensuring that the competition rules are applied in the regulated sectors in the United Kingdom. We then review alternative models for applying competition rules in regulated sectors used in different jurisdictions and consider the internal institutional design factors that might influence the sectoral regulators’ focus on competition cases in the U.K. context.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the United Kingdom various sectoral regulators have concurrent power to apply EU and U.K. competition law alongside the national competition agency, the Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”). It is a somewhat unusual system and there has been much debate over past years about whether this system works effectively or whether it results in the underuse of competition law powers in regulated sectors.

For the time being at least, the concurrency regime is here to stay with the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (“BIS”) choosing to maintain the concurrency regime during the recent reform of U.K. competition law, while providing a power to remove concurrent powers from a regulator in certain circumstances. With the aim of incentivizing sectoral regulators to use their competition powers instead of their regulatory powers, a primacy duty was placed on the concurrent regulators, obliging them to consider the use of their competition powers first before taking action under their regulatory powers.
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In fact, concurrency is on the increase with additional regulators having been given concurrent powers over recent years, including Monitor (the U.K. healthcare regulator), whose powers came into effect on April 1, 2013, and the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), whose powers vest on April 1, 2015. In the meantime, the Strategic Steer for the CMA issued by BIS in October 2013, and the CMA’s Annual Plan published in April 2014, also indicate an intention for the CMA itself to focus its attention on competition in regulated sectors.

It remains to be seen what this means in practice for the regulated sectors, but we can expect increased efforts to apply competition law in these sectors both by the CMA and the regulators themselves. The success of these efforts will depend on the institutional design and decision-making structures within sectoral regulators and how well these promote the use of competition law powers, where appropriate, in a consistent and effective manner—something which will need to be worked out by the regulators and CMA on the ground.

In this paper, we therefore focus on the topics of institutional design and decision-making within sectoral regulators in relation to competition cases. We start by considering why there has been so much focus on ensuring that the competition rules are applied in the regulated sectors in the United Kingdom. We then review alternative models for applying competition rules in regulated sectors used in different jurisdictions and consider the internal institutional design factors that might influence the sectoral regulators’ focus on competition cases in the U.K. context.

II. BACKGROUND—WHY IS THE APPLICATION OF COMPETITION RULES IN THE REGULATED SECTORS IMPORTANT?

A. Competition Enforcement in Regulated Sectors in the United Kingdom

As is common in many countries, widespread sectoral regulation came into being with the privatization of state monopolies in areas such as utilities and telecoms in the 1980s and 1990s. The conventional philosophy has been that sectoral regulation is a necessary step to protect consumers in previously monopolistic markets, with the idea that regulation would eventually “wither away” in favor of open competition supported by competition law enforcement:

> The original principle at the time of privatisation of many of the utilities was that sectoral regulation would be withdrawn over time as effective competition was introduced into the market. [...] Competition would replace the role of price control regulation [...].”

The United Kingdom is relatively unusual within Europe in having a concurrency regime whereby both the competition authorities and sectoral regulators have competition enforcement powers. This means
that the sectoral regulators have the power to apply competition law in order to deal with anticompetitive agreements or abuses of a dominant position that relate to activities in their respective sectors, concurrently with the CMA. The concurrent regulators also have the power to initiate market investigations in sectors where competition is considered not to be working effectively under the UK Enterprise Act 2002.

The perceived benefits of a concurrency system are that it: (a) leverages the regulators’ industry expertise, enabling them to use their sector-specific knowledge when bringing cases in their sectors; (b) maximizes the enforcement of competition law through working in partnership, enabling more cases to be brought in aggregate; and (c) encourages regulators to rely on their general competition law powers instead of sector-specific regulatory powers where appropriate (absent concurrent competition powers, regulators may be reluctant to pass an issue on to be dealt with by the national competition agency and so may use their sectoral regulation powers instead). There may also be a further potential advantage in terms of stimulating competition among the various regulators, leading to enhanced performance.

The potential disadvantages include: (a) the complexity of the system; (b) the scope for conflict and inconsistency in application of competition rules by a number of independent bodies; and (c) the inefficiencies caused by the duplication of effort and resources; for example, through each regulator needing to recruit and train specialized staff.

However, rather than issues arising from a proliferation of conflicting decisions from different sectoral regulators, there has been little enforcement of competition law in the regulated sectors in the United Kingdom. Since 2000, when the majority of the sectoral regulators were given concurrent powers, there have been only two competition law infringement decisions by regulators in the United Kingdom and three phase II market investigation references (and one other case, where undertakings were accepted in lieu of a market investigation reference). The concurrency arrangements in the United Kingdom have been reviewed several times by different institutions and, in each case, the lack of competition enforcement by sectoral regulators was noted and questioned. Most recently in the consultation document paving the way for the current reforms it was noted by BIS that:

"Given that regulated sectors contain many of the most dominant companies and uncompetitive market structures and cover services of considerable consumer interest, this comparative lack of activity in the regulated sectors seems surprising."

Part of the reason for the concern may well have been a comparison with the portfolio of work undertaken by the European Commission, where high profile precedent cases in various regulated sectors have been relatively commonplace.

The reasons put forward for the paucity of competition enforcement in the regulated sectors in the United Kingdom have been varied, including: (a) the difficulty of bringing lengthy competition law cases,
particularly in complex areas such as abuse of dominance; (b) the overly close relationship with the relevant sector, perhaps resulting in regulatory capture; and/or (c) that regulation may be the more effective and immediate tool in some regulated markets.\(^{15}\)

There was also a perceived reluctance by the Office of Fair Trading (“OFT”), the predecessor to the CMA, to engage actively in regulated markets. It has been observed that in part this may have been a result of the resources available to the OFT (which had a much smaller budget than the budgets available to sectoral regulators). This may have led the OFT to focus on investigating concerns in relation to non-regulated industries, leaving the sectoral regulators to lead on issues in their own sectors.\(^{16}\) This would not be surprising given the presence of regulators dedicated to covering these markets with the ability to bring competition cases where appropriate.

For these reasons, there has been substantial focus on the enforcement of competition rules in regulated sectors in the United Kingdom and the concurrency model itself. Regulated markets account for a reported 25 percent of the U.K. Gross Domestic Product, covering key areas such as utilities, telecoms, transport, and financial services.\(^{17}\) Their proper functioning is therefore critical to the U.K. economy as a whole.

B. What are the Alternatives?

It is a valid question whether, despite the good intentions in implementing the concurrency regime in the United Kingdom initially, and the recent reforms to strengthen the system, such a regime would be contemplated if a system of competition law enforcement in regulated sectors were being put into place \textit{ab initio} in today’s world. Indeed, the continuation of the concurrency model was questioned during the recent reforms in the United Kingdom.

There are other models that offer some of the benefits of concurrency but also avoid some of the pitfalls (such as inconsistency, duplication, and the inefficient allocation of cases). Two of the most prevalent are:

- \textit{Separation of Powers}: A clear division between competition authorities (with exclusive competition law enforcement powers) and sectoral regulators (with only regulatory powers); and

- \textit{Combination of Powers}: The combination of competition and regulatory authorities (or some regulators or regulatory powers) into a single regulatory body.

The first is the more common system in the rest of Europe. This system has the benefits of: (a) consistency of outcome, with one body exercising competition powers across the entire economy and possibly spotting cross-industry trends more easily; (b) a clear focus and remit for the different bodies; and (c) avoiding
regulatory capture. However, absent robust mechanisms to share industry expertise with the competition agency, this system may fail to capitalize upon the industry expertise of sectoral regulators. It also places a high burden on the national competition authority (with often limited resources) to manage competition law compliance across all sectors, which could result in under- or no enforcement in certain regulated sectors if the issues arising in those sectors were not prioritized for investigation.

The second model has been recently adopted, for example, in Spain and the Netherlands. In 2013 the Spanish national competition authority was combined with the regulators for railways, energy, telecoms, airports, postal services, and broadcast media as a single “super-regulator” that both enforces competition rules and directly regulates economic sectors.¹⁸ The rationale was reportedly to gain efficiencies from integrating several institutions with common objectives and complementary activities.¹⁹

While this model offers potential benefits in terms of consistency and efficiency, since competition and regulatory enforcement are in the hands of a single body, questions arise as to whether competition law enforcement in specific regulated sectors could be undermined by being subsumed within the wider priorities of a single super-regulator (compared to having a dedicated competition agency focusing on the use of competition powers).²⁰ It is also open to question whether a single body can maintain and develop the industry-specific expertise of dedicated sectoral regulators.

In the Spanish system, this appears to have been addressed through internal structures by maintaining distinct investigative directorates for each regulated sector (energy, communications, transport) as well as a directorate for the promotion of competition, all of which are under the supervision of, and report to, a council which will form the decision-making body. The council will have separate competition and regulatory chambers, each of which can opine on cases of the other chamber.

C. The Recent Reforms in the United Kingdom

Ultimately, the recent U.K. reforms sought to reinforce the concurrency regime, develop further the relationship between the CMA and the sectoral regulators, and enhance the “emphasis on early and proper consideration of the use of anti-trust powers (under Part 1 of the Competition Act 1998 (“CA98”) by the sector regulators.” The Chairman of the CMA has recently noted:

Co-operation between the competition authority and the regulator is, we believe, the best way forward. In collaboration, the regulators bring their deep knowledge of the sector; while the CMA brings the competition expertise that the regulators, particularly the smaller ones, may lack, as well the consistency of approach across sectors, both regulated and unregulated. And given the resourcing disparity noted above, collaboration is the only realistic way forward if we are to have good portfolio of competition cases in the regulated sectors.²²
The reforms sought to address some of the perceived weaknesses in the system by increasing the incentives for sectoral regulators to use their competition powers. These include both positive and negative incentives. Positive incentives (carrots) include: (a) the primacy duty for the regulators to consider using their competition law powers before using their regulatory powers; (b) enhanced support in the form of sharing expertise, knowledge, and resources between the CMA and the regulators to assist regulators in bringing competition cases; and (c) the requirement for the CMA to produce an annual report on the effectiveness of the concurrency regime and the application of competition powers in the regulated sectors, which may encourage regulators to consider what action under their competition powers they will be able to report at the end of the year and hence incentivize action.

Negative incentives (sticks) include the threats that the CMA can in certain circumstances, up to the point when the Statement of Objections (“SO”) has been issued, take over a case being brought by a regulator, and that the Secretary of State can make an order to remove the concurrent powers from the regulator altogether in certain circumstances.

There have also been wider questions around the appropriate balance between competition law enforcement and regulation in these sectors—the detail of which is beyond the scope of this article. Recent thinking has recognized increasingly the likely on-going role of regulation in these sectors (there is less focus on the idea that sectoral regulation would “wither away” and competition would take over). It has been recognized that competition law enforcement is not always sufficient to ensure well-functioning markets where market forces alone are inadequate to ensure competitive outcomes. The current reforms do not address this issue in detail but note that “regulators should have the freedom to choose the best tools to achieve their desired outcomes.” This is a relevant factor for designing effective decision-making processes, as discussed further below.

Against this background, we consider below how the concurrency system is organized in the United Kingdom, and give consideration to how regulators may organize themselves to meet their obligations most effectively under the revised concurrency regime.

III. CONCURRENcy IN PRACTICE

A. The Relationship Between Different Regulatory Bodies

The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (“ERRA”) sought to reinvigorate many of the systems that were put in place to support the concurrency model. In particular, the ERRA looked to promote efficient allocation of competition cases and consistency in decision-making between the regulatory bodies, two factors which are critical to the success of a concurrency model. Specifically:
• The CMA’s Concurrency Guidance sets out principles according to which the CMA and regulators must inform each other when they propose to exercise competition functions and believe there may be concurrent jurisdiction.

• There are a number of general principles to determine who will be responsible for a case, including: (a) whether the CMA or regulator has experience with dealing with the undertakings/complainants involved, similar issues, or the relevant sector; (b) whether the case affects more than one sector; and (c) whether the CMA considers it necessary to take jurisdiction for policy reasons. These principles are not new, but place greater emphasis on the role of the CMA. Where previously it was the norm that the regulator whose sector was concerned by the case would lead the investigation, under the new guidelines the norm is that either the regulator or the CMA will lead the case, “depending on which of them is better or best placed to do so.”

• There is an obligation—based on similar provisions in the EU Regulation on the implementation of rules laid down in Articles 101 and 102 TFEU—to share a Statement of Objections (“SO”) with the CMA (or the regulator if the CMA wants to issue a SO) no later than 15 days before issuing the SO. The same obligation applies to any provisional or final findings, decisions, or notices. This is designed to provide an opportunity for the CMA or regulator to comment on the approach being taken and to raise any concerns in advance of the formal document being issued to the parties, and it therefore can play a role in achieving a consistency of approach.

• A coordinating body—the UK Competition Network (“UKCN”)—operates as a forum for developing practical working arrangements, discussing matters of common interest, and coordinating the provision of advice and information on the application of the law to the public. The UKCN will share information on strategic options to use competition or regulatory powers to promote market mechanisms and competition law developments, as well as cooperating on enforcement work including sharing know-how and resources.

• There are provisions for sharing expertise between bodies—for example secondments of staff, regular meetings at all levels, providing training and answering specific queries from time to time, and providing information or advice on a specific sector or market or an area of competition law policy.

• Some consistency of procedures is achieved since the CMA Rules that set out procedures for competition cases also apply to the sectoral regulators (albeit these are relatively high level).

• Consistency of substantive outcome is supported through section 60 CA98 and by the role of the Competition Appeals Tribunal, which hears appeals of competition law decisions made by the CMA and all the sectoral regulators.

OF PARTICULAR NOTE IN OUR VIEW IS WHETHER THE UKCN WILL ACHIEVE THE DESIRED AIM OF RE-INVIGORATING WORKING PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN THE REGULATORY BODIES
These basic mechanisms are not new, but it will be interesting to see whether in their revised form they will serve to shore up competition enforcement in regulated sectors when combined with the new primacy duty, the power for the CMA to take over cases, and the threat of the removal of concurrent powers, as referred to above.

Of particular note in our view is whether the UKCN—essentially building on the work of the previous Concurrency Working Party—will achieve the desired aim of re-invigorating working partnerships between the regulatory bodies. The UKCN’s Statement of Intent makes it clear that regulatory heads should involve themselves personally in the establishment and supervision of an appropriate program of work and to manage the delivery of agreed actions. The requirement for senior level staff to be involved in the UKCN suggests a desire to ensure that suitable focus is given to this initiative.

Another key element is the opportunity to share expertise between bodies. Staffing and resources are likely to remain practical obstacles for the running of CA98 cases at the CMA and within the sectoral regulators. While secondments have been in place between regulators for some time, the proposal to increase secondments could be particularly useful to share expertise on particular aspects of competition law enforcement procedures, such as the conduct of dawn raids and oral hearings, and, where the CMA is carrying out an investigation in a regulated sector, by providing staff with specialized industry knowledge. Short-term secondments may play a significant role in minimizing disruption for the seconding body, while lending key expertise to the sectoral regulator or CMA in areas of competition law investigations that are critical to the enforcement process.

One of the disadvantages of the concurrency regime is that the CMA and sectoral regulators may end up fighting to secure the services of the relatively limited pool of experienced competition lawyers and economists who are willing to work on the agency side of the house. In the past year, the CMA and the FCA in particular have carried out large-scale recruitment exercises. While some new talent has been attracted into the agencies, many posts are filled from recruits from one of the other U.K. competition agencies. This can be very valuable in terms of sharing and building on know-how of how cases are run in other agencies, but it can also be disruptive to the agency that has lost staff. A radical alternative would involve having a central pool of resources capable of running CA98 cases in any sector, perhaps based at the CMA but seconded out to work on specific cases at the regulators.

In practice, it will be interesting to see whether the CMA seeks to take on CA98 cases in regulated sectors itself or whether instead it operates an enhanced partnership working model, supporting and encouraging the regulators to take CA98 cases.
In addition to establishing systems that ensure smooth operation of concurrent powers between regulators, a concurrency model must support effective decision-making processes within regulatory bodies, to promote appropriate competition law enforcement.

There are a number of different ways in which regulators can accommodate their competition law enforcement obligations within their institutional structure. They may choose to have a specific competition division separate from their regulatory enforcement work or they may choose to have an enforcement division covering both competition and regulatory enforcement work.

The FCA provides one example. It was established on April 1, 2013 and set up a specialist Competition Department, headed by former senior OFT personnel, with a view to ensuring the implementation of the FCA’s objectives to promote competition. This is housed within the Policy, Risk and Research Division separate from its Enforcement and Financial Crime Division, which is responsible for regulatory enforcement. Having announced in 2013 that it would employ market studies as its preferred tool to examine competition issues, the FCA has since launched four such studies, with plans to launch at least one further investigation in 2014. No guidance on its approach to concurrency has yet been published, but this should be expected when its concurrent powers come into force in 2015. It is therefore not yet clear whether competition investigations will be run by the Competition Department or, together with regulatory enforcement, by the Enforcement and Financial Crime Division.

This model can be contrasted with Ofgem, which operates through four different sub-groups: (i) Smarter Grids and Governance: Transmission—regulating gas and electricity transmission networks, (ii) Smarter Grids and Governance: Distribution—regulating gas and electricity distribution, (iii) Sustainable Development, and (iv) Markets—regulating wholesale and retail gas and electricity markets. Ofgem operates under a published enforcement vision “to achieve a culture where businesses put energy consumers first and act in line with their obligations” and seeks to achieve its objectives by using “a range of enforcement tools.” Ofgem’s draft guidance notes that it will consider “at an early stage in the process” whether it is more appropriate to use competition law or regulatory powers. Under its new system, the Enforcement Oversight Body (“EOB”) reviews strategic priorities and may also make decisions on opening cases and whether to use competition law powers. The members of the EOB are usually senior civil servants from across Ofgem. It is chaired by the senior partner with responsibility for enforcement, who is a member of the sustainable development sub-group.

It will be interesting to evaluate in the future whether the choice of internal structure has an impact on
the level of competition law enforcement undertaken.

The institutional arrangements provide the setting for the implementation of competition enforcement, but the organizational culture, budget allocation, and decision-making processes within the regulator may well have a significant impact on the type of CA98 cases that are pursued, and potentially on their outcome. The questions that may be relevant include:

• What are the organization’s core objectives for CA98 enforcement; for example, is the organization focused on the speed of delivery, the number of cases completed, or the robustness of the final decision if the case is appealed?

• Does the organization have a preference for (i) “quick interventions” designed to resolve issues as quickly as possible (e.g. through informal commitments from the parties), (ii) robust final decisions having precedent value and providing a strong deterrent effect, or (iii) a mix of both?

• Has a budget been specifically allocated to a team dedicated to CA98 enforcement, who will then be actively seeking CA98 investigations to pursue? Or does no such specific budget exist, with the effect that pipeline CA98 cases will have to "fight" with other types of potential pipeline cases for staffing and resources?

• Is the organization culturally content with pipeline cases being opened at an early stage and then closed if the original concerns turn out to be unfounded or is the organization reluctant to be perceived to be making a U-turn in such circumstances?

These are all questions, which it is suggested, that regulatory bodies will need to consider in establishing an internal structure that can effectively implement competition law powers.

IV. DESIGN OF DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES FOR REGULATORY BODIES

For CA98 cases, there are several key stages at which decisions need to be made, each of which could have an impact on the success of the concurrency regime: (i) the Pipeline/Case Opening Stage—deciding which cases to investigate, which tool(s) to use, and which body (European Commission, CMA, or regulator) is best placed to investigate the case; (ii) the Investigation Stage—investigating the issues, ultimately resulting in a decision on whether or not to issue a SO; and (iii) the Final Decision Stage—making the final decision on whether or not there has been an infringement or not and, if so, on the imposition of financial penalties and/or directions. We consider below some of the key considerations that may be relevant in constructing an effective decision-making process for concurrent competition law enforcement.
While the CMA Rules apply to sectoral regulators, they are relatively high level, with much detail being included in the CMA’s Procedural Guidance for CA98 Cases. In practice, this means that the regulators may choose to interpret the CMA Rules differently and so their procedures may vary from the CMA’s in some respects.

### A. Pipeline / Case Opening Stage

At the Pipeline/Case Opening Stage, the regulator or the CMA may have received a complaint or leniency application about an alleged anticompetitive practice, or they may have identified the potential issue themselves from horizon scanning. In any agency there are likely to be a number of competing pipeline cases and it is unlikely that the agency will have resources to investigate them all. In the United Kingdom, the competition agencies do not have a duty to investigate all CA98 complaints or allegations and are free to close investigations on administrative priority grounds. For a sectoral regulator, the pipeline cases may include alleged breaches of license conditions as well as CA98 issues and, given the new primacy duty on regulators to consider the use of CA98 powers first, tool selection may become a particularly challenging issue.

For the concurrency regime to be successful, the following questions should be considered:

- What are the prioritization principles used to decide whether to investigate a case? For example, would a sectoral regulator take into account the fact that the practice in question was prevalent in a number of regulated industries and so the decision could provide an important precedent?

- What factors will the regulator take into account when deciding whether to use its CA98 or regulatory powers? In many cases the quickest and easiest enforcement route may be to use their sectoral regulation powers, resolving consumer detriment more quickly and efficiently. In what circumstances should the regulator choose, nevertheless, to use its CA98 powers, which may involve greater costs of investigation and an uncertain outcome?

There are no easy answers to these questions. Ultimately the answer will depend on the desired outcome for the regime—is the key driver to solve issues in the most efficient way possible or to ensure that CA98 cases are brought in the regulated sectors? The new primacy duty and annual reporting on activity in the regulated sectors suggests a clear desire that the CA98 tool be used to address issues in regulated sectors, partly due to the deterrent impact that such decisions may have for businesses in the sector in question but also more widely across the economy. But how will this work in practice if the relevant decision-maker in a regulator is presented with two alternatives—a relatively more certain regulatory route which will be quicker and easier to follow or a more complex, risky,

---

**HUMAN NATURE WOULD SUGGEST THAT SOME WOULD CHOOSE THE EASIER REGULATORY OPTION ON RATIONAL VALUE FOR MONEY GROUNDS ALONE, AND IS THIS SUCH A BAD OUTCOME?**

**AN INTERESTING QUESTION IS WHETHER WE WILL SEE AN EVEN GREATER CONVERGENCE OF INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES BETWEEN THE CMA AND REGULATORS**
and costly CA98 route? Human nature would suggest that some would choose the easier regulatory option on rational value for money grounds alone, and is this such a bad outcome?

B. **Investigation Stage**

Once the case has been opened and allocated to a regulator, the new “claw back provision” comes into play—allowing the CMA to take the case back at any point until the SO has been issued. Will this have an impact on the way the regulators run the case? Will they be incentivized to liaise more closely with the CMA to ensure that they are content with the progress of the investigation? Will CMA representatives sit on the steering committees of regulator cases as has sometimes happened in the past? If so, this must be welcome news. Some of the regulators, especially the smaller ones, may not have much experience of running competition cases. History has shown that there can be considerable challenges in running such cases and the sharing of expertise and know-how between the CMA and sectoral regulators (in both directions) should be routine.

An interesting question is whether we will see an even greater convergence of investigation procedures between the CMA and regulators. For example, for parties to investigations and their lawyers, there is limited value to the regulators pursuing different investigation procedures. We would hope that the renewed efforts of the UKCN to develop common know-how, share best practice, and enhance process handling should aim to ensure that minimum standards and common procedures are followed where possible; for example, rolling out the CMA’s commitment to hold a state-of-play meeting with the parties to the investigation before the decision is taken to issue an SO, in order to provide access to the relevant decision-maker and/or the Procedural Officer role.

C. **The Decision Stage**

The CMA Rules provide that the person who makes the final decision in a case must be different from the person who conducted the investigation and issued the SO. This provision was included to address a perceived confirmation bias in that the decision-maker(s) who previously decided to issue a SO could then also decide, following the parties’ written and oral representations, whether an infringement had taken place.

Once an SO has been issued, building on the procedural reforms made by the OFT, the CMA appoints a Case Decision Group whose members have not been involved with the case previously to review the parties’ written representations, attend the oral hearings with the parties, and then reach a decision on whether or not there is an infringement decision. This is an important way of providing access for the parties to the decision-makers on the case.

Some of the regulators may consider that their existing procedures for CA98 cases already meet this requirement. Others have taken the opportunity to change them. For example, Ofgem has set up an
A particularly key decision to be made under the new regime will be the “primacy duty decision” on whether or not to use the CA98 powers for a specific issue.

Enforcement Decision Panel that will take important decisions in contested enforcement cases and is staffed by external specialists (including competition lawyers and economists). For regulatory decisions, the FCA has a distinct decision-making panel (the Regulatory Decisions Committee) that makes final decisions on contested cases (after a decision is taken as to which powers to use in the investigation). It will be interesting to see whether the FCA adopts a similar or different model for its CA98 cases when it receives its concurrent powers in 2015.

One particular concern is the need to ensure consistency between CA98 decisions, whether taken by the CMA or a regulator. It is critical, in order to assist businesses seeking to comply with the law, that CA98 decisions demonstrate a consistent and clear approach to defining what types of behavior breach the law, which will also provide an important deterrent effect. As mentioned above, the new concurrency arrangements provide for the regulators to send the CMA a copy of their draft decision 15 days before it is adopted.

But does this really provide a suitable mechanism for achieving consistency of approach? Certainly by this stage it would be difficult and cause significant time delays if the CMA were to require fundamental changes in the way the case was being argued and these may even require the issuing of a Supplementary SO to the parties. This seems like a mechanism of last resort, with the CMA and regulators more wisely spending time discussing the case at earlier stages of the case. But what if they cannot agree on the way the case should be argued? How will such disputes be resolved? It would seem an unsatisfactory outcome if cases end up being closed on administrative priority grounds along the way due to a lack of agreement on the handling of the case. The UKCN should seek to guard against such outcomes.

**D. How To Evaluate Decision-Making Options**

The choice of decision-making model will depend on the regulator’s objectives. The regulator is likely to have a number of objectives, some of which may naturally conflict with one another, such as:

- **Speed/Efficiency**—ensuring that cases are completed as quickly and efficiently as possible, including capitalizing on know-how rather than reinventing the wheel each time;

- **Robustness/Quality**—ensuring that the final decision is robust, so that it can be defended successfully on appeal;

- **Procedural Fairness**—ensuring that parties under investigation are treated fairly and given the opportunity to exercise their rights of defense fully;

- **Consumer outcome**—ensuring that any consumer detriment is addressed;
• Transparency—ensuring that the decision is made public to deter other businesses from engaging in the practice in question and also to help businesses seeking to comply;

• Consistency—ensuring that the decision is consistent with other decisions of the regulator and other regulators/the CMA so as to provide clear guidance to business as to what is and is not acceptable under competition law; and

• Policy/precedent—taking a decision that will act as a precedent for the industry or the wider U.K. economy on an important issue.

The relative importance of some of these objectives varies according to the stage the case is at. For example, robustness may become increasingly important as the case progresses, whereas speed and efficiency may be equally important throughout the case. Transparency is important at specific stages—primarily at the complaint stage (so that others with relevant information are aware that an investigation is underway so that they can come forward) and the final decision stage (to provide a deterrent and also guidance for businesses seeking to comply). Procedural rights are of course important at all stages. It is particularly important to ensure that the parties know the identity of the relevant decision-maker at each stage of proceedings and have access to that decision-maker before key decisions are taken.

Any final decision-making model is likely to be a compromise between some of the objectives; for example, there may be trade-offs between achieving both speed and robustness of decision-making. A particularly key decision to be made under the new regime will be the “primacy duty decision” on whether or not to use the CA98 powers for a specific issue, and this will be one area where the regulator will need to put an appropriate system in place to weigh the conflicting objectives. In some cases this may involve a complex consideration of the best way to address the potential consumer detriment in terms of speed/efficiency as against the opportunity to create a precedent competition law decision to the benefit of the wider economy. These are not easy decisions to take.

V. CONCLUSIONS

WE WILL NOT NEED TO WAIT LONG FOR A FURTHER REVIEW OF THE CONCURRENCY REGIME

The changes to the U.K. competition landscape have been designed to beef up the use of competition law enforcement powers in the regulated sectors by the sectoral regulators and/or the CMA. In the past, regulators had the ability to use competition law enforcement, but there was a perception that there was under-enforcement in these sectors, with greater reliance being placed on sector-specific regulatory powers to fix issues arising. The changes have been principally designed to increase the regulators’ incentives to use competition law tools in preference to their regulatory powers.

But will this have any effect in practice? Much will depend on how the regulators organize themselves
internally—the focus and importance they give to competition law enforcement compared to regulatory enforcement and their internal decision-making processes. It remains to be seen whether there are a raft of cases waiting to be tackled under competition law by the CMA or the regulators, or whether it will turn out that regulatory enforcement may be an efficient way to tackle such issues. Whatever the outcome, the enhanced co-operation between the CMA and the regulators must be a positive move. Ensuring that expertise is shared across organizations enforcing the same law will ensure that efficiencies are gained cross-organization in all directions. There is plenty of scope for the CMA to learn from the practice of the sectoral regulators, as well as the other way round.

We will not need to wait long for a further review of the concurrency regime. The ERRA 2013 requires BIS to review the operation of the antitrust provisions of CA98 and produce a report on the outcome of the review by April 1, 2019. No doubt the success, or otherwise, of the enhanced concurrency arrangements will feature heavily in this review.

By then there should be a richer evidence base available in the form of the CMA’s annual reports on concurrency, which may prove to be livelier reading than one might have expected, with the regulators and the CMA keen to show that they are using their powers effectively. We hope, however, that BIS will not be overly focused on the number and speed of cases, but will instead look at the outcomes for consumers and whether these were best achieved through the use of competition or regulatory powers. It may also be wise for BIS to consider the different internal structures and decision-making processes followed to see whether any lessons can be learned as to which models operate most effectively to encourage the use of competition law powers where appropriate.

Jackie Holland is a Special Adviser and Aurora Luoma a Senior Associate in the Competition Group of Slaughter and May. Until October 2013, Jackie was a Senior Director of the Office of Fair Trading and its Procedural Adjudicator for Competition Act 1998 (“CA98”) cases. This article reflects solely the views of the authors, and does not reflect the views of Slaughter and May, its partners, or its clients. It reflects developments up to July 9, 2014.

As at June 30, 2014 these were the Office of Communications (“Ofcom”), the Office of the Gas and Electricity Markets (“Ofgem”), the Water Services Regulation Authority (“Ofwat”), the Office of Rail Regulation (“ORR”), the Civil Aviation Authority (“CAA”), the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation (“NIAUR”), and Monitor (the UK health regulator). From April 1, 2015, the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) will also have concurrent powers.

The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (“ERRA 2013”) abolished the Office of Fair Trading (“OFT”) and Competition Commission (“CC”), the previous national competition authorities in the U.K., and established the CMA. The CMA has taken over the competition (and some consumer) functions of the OFT and all the functions of the CC. The CMA began its role as the new U.K. national competition agency on April 1, 2014.

The primacy duty for Monitor will not be commenced until a later date.
It should be noted, however, that the evidence points only to a small number of infringement decisions. It does not confirm whether or not there has been under-enforcement of competition law; that is whether there have been cases which should have resulted in an infringement decision but which have not been pursued by a regulator or the OFT/CMA.

The infringement decisions were: ORR decision of 17 November 2006 English, Welsh and Scottish Railway Limited, [2007] UKCLR 937; and Ofgem decision of 21 February 2008 Investigation into National Grid [2008] UKCLR 171. The market investigation references were: ORR decision of 26 April 2007 Leasing of rolling stock for franchised passenger services; Ofcom decision of 4 August 2010 Premium pay TV movies and, more recently under the new regime which came into force on April 1, 2014, Ofgem decision of 26 June 2014 Supply and acquisition of energy in Great Britain. The undertakings in lieu of a market investigation reference were accepted by Ofcom in its decision of 22 September 2005 Strategic Review of Telecommunications. These numbers do not include a larger number of no grounds for action or case closure decisions. For the full figures, please refer to the CMA, “Baseline” annual report on concurrency—2014 (1 April 2014).
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Speech by Lord Currie, Chairman of the CMA, Preventing and reducing anti-competitive activities—a UK perspective, Chatham House conference, (24 July 2013).
Commission, the Railway Regulatory Committee, the National Commission for the Postal Sector, the Commission for Economic Regulation of Airports, the National Gaming Commission, and the State Council for Audiovisual Media with the Competition authority. The newly formed CNMC absorbed all the powers of the other regulators, while some powers transferred to the Ministers for Industry. A similar approach has been taken in the Netherlands, where the Consumer and Markets Authority was created in April 2013 through the merger of the Consumer Authority, the Competition Authority, and the Post and Telecommunications Authority.

19 CNMC, Strategic plan of Spain’s national authority for markets and competition: Competition, market supervision and efficient economic regulation (13 May 2014).

10 Criticism has been leveled, including by Neelie Kroes (European Commission Vice-President), at the new system due to a perceived lack of independence of the CNMC, concern that the combination of roles will undermine competition law enforcement, and the ability of just ten council members to cope with all the cases coming from one competition authority and seven regulatory agencies (see Edurne Navarro Varona & Luis Moscoso, Merger of competition authority and regulators in Spain: creation of the National Markets and Competition Commission, 34(1) ECLR 518-522 (2013).
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The UKCN replaced the Concurrency Working Party (“CWP”) which was a forum for regulators and the OFT to co-ordinate on the application of concurrent competition law powers. The CWP was formed in 1997 to, among other things, facilitate a consistent approach by the sectoral regulators and the OFT in the exercise of their functions and powers under the CA98. The UKCN brings together the CMA with the CAA, the FCA, Ofcom, Ofgem, Ofwat, the ORR, and the NIAUR (Monitor attends with observer status).

Once the FCA has full concurrent powers, its remit will become more aligned with the other sector regulators. However, it is already conducting competition work under its existing mandate (it has a statutory objective to promote competition in the interest of consumers and a duty to promote competition when discharging general functions), in particular via the use of market studies.

The markets under investigation are the cash savings market, the retirement income market, the SME banking market, and the market for general insurance add-ons.

After taking over responsibility for Consumer Credit from the OFT in April 2014, the FCA announced that it was planning to conduct a market study into the credit card market (FCA press release, *FCA announces competition review into credit cards—particular focus on how industry works with those in difficult financial circumstances*, (3 April 2014)). In addition, on July 9, 2014 the FCA launched a Call for Inputs to inform its review of competition in the wholesale banking sector to identify any areas that might merit investigation through a market study.

There are of course many other potential outcomes in a CA98 case, e.g. informal assurances, commitments, no grounds for action, or administrative priority closure decisions. Only the process to infringement decision is illustrated for simplicity purposes.

CMA Rules, Rule 3. Note that Rule 3(3) of the CMA Rules provides that the final decision must be a collective decision taken by at least two persons.
When comparing national competition authorities, four questions arise: How great is the risk that the government's powers of appointment could be used to “capture” the competition agency? What are the minimum resources needed to enable a competition authority to function effectively in a developed country? Does the ability to impose sanctions on individuals, as well as companies, significantly enhance the effectiveness of national competition authorities? What are the advantages and disadvantages of charging competition authorities with responsibilities in other, related policy areas as in Germany and the United Kingdom—Are there significant synergies—Is there a danger that priorities will be unclear? The aim of the present article is to discuss, with reference to a wide range of countries, considerations that are relevant to answering these questions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous article for the *CPI Antitrust Chronicle*, Pierre Buigues and I compared the national competition authorities in three EU countries and suggested four questions that are worthy of further study. These questions are:

- How great is the risk that the government’s powers of appointment could be used to “capture” the competition agency?
- What are the minimum resources needed to enable a competition authority to function effectively in a developed country?
- Does the ability to impose sanctions on individuals, as well as companies, significantly enhance the effectiveness of national competition authorities?
- What are the advantages and disadvantages of charging competition authorities with responsibilities in other, related policy areas as in Germany and the United Kingdom? Are there significant synergies? Is there a danger that priorities will be unclear?

The previous article surveyed competition authorities in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom to identify similarities and differences in their institutional characteristics and approaches. It found that, in spite of a large degree of convergence, substantial differences still remained. The four questions posed in the conclusion were intended to illustrate the extent of these differences.

The aim of the present article is to discuss, with reference to a wider range of countries, considerations that are relevant to answering these questions. In so doing, I do not suggest that the factors considered here, however important, are the only ones that may have a significant influence on a competition authority’s effectiveness.
One major problem in comparing individual features of national competition régimes is that many of these features are highly correlated. For example, well-resourced competition authorities are more likely to be found in countries where competition policy is relatively strict, with strong investigative powers granted to autonomous authorities and high penalties for violations. Such correlations make it difficult to evaluate empirically the relative importance of any one feature of the régime.

There is a body of empirical evidence, as well as theoretical argument, to support the conviction that competition policy can have a positive impact on perceived intensity of competition and on economic growth, at least in developed countries. However, the empirical work so far undertaken does not permit firm conclusions to be drawn about particular characteristics of that policy or the agencies that implement it. Indeed, there are a number of ways in which a competition policy could have detrimental effects on economic efficiency; for example, by imposing excessive compliance costs on enterprises, by the over-use of per se prohibitions, or by creating a climate of uncertainty through inconsistent implementation.

Two econometric studies look at the effects of specific features of competition regimes. Voigt examines four indicators of the quality of a competition regime: the legal basis, the application of the “economic approach,” the de jure independence of the competition authority, and its de facto independence. His results suggest that these factors, in particular de facto independence, may have a positive influence on total factor productivity (“TFP”). However, this effect is no longer apparent when broad indicators of the quality of state institutions are included in the regressions. A possible reason for this is that Voigt’s study covers a wide range of countries including poor, less-developed countries. Tay-Cheng (2011) suggests that a minimum level of economic development may be a precondition for the successful implementation of competition policy.

Another study, carried out by Lear for the European Commission, looks at the impact of competition policy on TFP and price-cost margins over twelve developed countries. It finds a statistically significant link between “better” competition régimes and TFP growth and, in a less robust way, lower price-cost margins. The measures of the quality of a competition régime (competition policy indexes) are based on detailed features of both the competition law and the competition authority. The authors find that the problem of multicollinearity does not allow robust conclusions to be drawn about the individual impact of each feature. However, the study finds some indications that three factors may play important roles: (i) the formal independence of a competition authority, (ii) the level of sanctions and, especially, (iii) the strength of the authority’s investigative powers. The present article touches upon two of these three features, examining one way in which the real independence of a competition authority may differ from its formal status and one way in which penalties for violations of competition law may be strengthened.

As far as the resources of competition authorities are concerned, the Lear study finds a non-significant
effect, although this is probably due to a high correlation with other features. The fourth question, the enforcement of competition policy through multi-purpose authorities, is not addressed by any of the empirical studies.

II. GOVERNMENT CAPTURE

The Introduction cites two studies, Voigt (2006) and Buccirossi et al. (2012), which suggest that the independence of competition authorities may play a significant role in determining their economic impact. Furthermore, a survey carried out by KPMG in 2007 for the U.K. Department of Trade and Industry indicated that respondents ranked political independence third in importance out of 13 factors that influence the effectiveness of a competition regime. The main reason why political independence should be so important is that it is a way of ensuring consistency and predictability in decision-making, provided that the underlying law clearly defines the principles to be applied by the agencies.

Industry capture of government and regulatory bodies has been much studied following Stigler’s seminal paper of 1971. Less theoretical attention has been paid to the question of government capture of supposedly independent regulators. Nevertheless, the problem is not entirely ignored in practice, since in most jurisdictions there are some limits to the government’s freedom to select heads of competition authorities. In some countries, such as the United States and Japan, the approval of the legislature is required. In others, such as Austria, Belgium, and Canada, appointments are made by a non-executive Head of State, albeit acting on a proposal from the government. In Australia, the national government must consult the governments of the states and territories. Italy is exceptional in that the government plays no formal role in appointments of the members of the board of the AGCM, who are chosen by the two presidents of the chambers of parliament for fixed seven-year terms—a procedure which seems to be designed to minimize government influence, although it does not eliminate the possibility of party-political influence.

There are several reasons why government capture should be of interest. Before discussing these, it may useful to outline the advantages of independence.

Voigt & Salzberger list eleven reasons why politicians may choose to delegate powers. Of these, possibly the most important in the context of delegation to independent agencies are:

• to shift responsibility, when the blame attached to taking unpopular decisions outweighs the benefit from popular decisions;

• to resolve problems of uncertainty as to the desirable policy or the outcome of regulation (in terms of either the politician’s value-system or his/her popularity);

• to establish bodies that enjoy public confidence when the government fears losing its legitimacy;
• to protect policies against reversal after a change of government by raising the “cost” of change;

• to enhance credible commitment; and

• to reduce politicians’ workloads.

The aim of reducing a politician's workload may seem one of the more trivial of these motives but is probably one of the most important, when taken in combination with responsibility shifting. A large proportion of antitrust decisions are of a technical nature and the press, legislators, and the public usually show little interest in them. A politician has little to gain from personal involvement in such decisions, so they would normally be delegated to civil servants. If they are delegated within a government department, the minister runs the risk of incurring the wrath of some significant interest group, the press, or a party donor as the unexpected result of an apparently technical decision taken by those under his authority. The minister can avoid this risk if the decision-making power is delegated to an independent agency. An incidental benefit of this could be that politicians can thereby save time that would otherwise have to be devoted to lobbyists.

From the point of view of society as a whole, probably the most important advantage of the independent agency lies in its function as a commitment mechanism. Society has an obvious interest in having laws that delineate the boundaries between licit and illicit behavior as clearly as possible, and which are consistently applied. The greater the degree of uncertainty, the greater the risk that initiative will be stifled. Where, as in competition policy, it is nevertheless necessary to allow a wide margin of appreciation to a public authority or the courts, the appropriate criteria of judgment need to be specified in order to provide a minimum degree of legal certainty. Charging an independent agency with the enforcement of the policy, subject to control by the courts, provides some assurance that powers will be exercised in a consistent way according to the statutorily defined criteria. A policy shift or an ad hoc deviation from the policy, motivated by political expediency, cannot be achieved simply and quietly by an internal ministerial instruction.

The foregoing paragraph touches on another important aspect of independent agencies: their value as a mechanism for ensuring transparency. In their areas of responsibility, their existence makes it difficult for the government to change the direction of policy without public announcement and debate. But they are also entrusted in most countries with an advocacy role in other policy areas. For example, the Bundeskartellamt has published opinions on the competition impact of German government proposals in the fields of energy policy, health insurance, and waste management. These opinions, unlike responses to interdepartmental consultations, are readily available to legislators and the public.

In spite of these advantages of independent agencies, there are circumstances in which governments can be tempted to try to exert an influence on them. Perhaps the most obvious possible motive for government
interference is political expediency. For example, if a foreign takeover of a large firm is politically so unpopular that the ruling party risks losing a significant number of votes, the government may try to influence the outcome of the merger control process. In other cases, the government may itself be captured by an interest group, either through corruption or as a result of asymmetric information, and seek to exercise its influence on behalf of that special interest.

These motives may lead to ad hoc government attempts to influence competition authorities in particular cases. If such attempts are successful, they introduce an element of inconsistency that undermines the credibility of competition enforcement and adds to the uncertainty of economic decision-making. However, it seems unlikely that such cases occur frequently enough, or are sufficiently foreseeable, to induce a government to select candidates for competition authority posts solely or mainly on the basis of their willingness to follow instructions.

The general ideological stance of the government may play a more important role in determining the choice of senior competition officials. Political parties may be hostile or lukewarm towards competition policy either because of dirigiste tendencies or because they adopt a laissez-faire attitude to the economy. The difficulty of changing the underlying legislation and institutional structure may lead such governments to prefer a more indirect and less transparent approach. A dirigiste government may, for example, try to enlarge the scope of the competition authority’s interventions in order to conform to an ill-defined notion of public interest. In other cases, it may seek special treatment of a publicly owned corporation or a “national champion.” A laissez-faire government, on the other hand, will favor a general reduction in the scope of intervention.

Today, all governments in developed countries lie in an ideological area between the most extreme forms of dirigisme and laissez-faire, where there is both general agreement about the market mechanism as the best means of achieving economic efficiency and a recognition that some form of competition policy is needed to safeguard this mechanism. Within this area there still remains considerable scope for differences of approach.

In the implementation of competition policy, the differences are revealed notably by the standard of proof required to justify a prosecution or a merger challenge and the degree of skepticism exhibited towards defense arguments, particularly arguments purporting to show the contestability of markets or efficiency gains.

It is probably unavoidable that governments will use their power over appointments to competition authorities to select candidates who are close to their own ideological position. Thus, Republican presidents in the United States and conservative ministers in Europe may prefer a candidate who takes a restrictive view of the need for enforcement action while U.S. Democrats and European social democrats may favor a more interventionist candidate. When personnel changes at the top of the competition authority reflect the ideological preferences of the government they can lead to changes in enforcement practice.
creating a climate of uncertainty, even if the changes are to some extent predictable.

On the basis of a survey of antitrust lawyers and merger enforcement data for the period 1982-2007, Baker & Shapiro\textsuperscript{15} conclude that significant fluctuations of this kind have occurred in merger control in the United States as a consequence of ideological shifts in the Antitrust Division of the US Department of Justice (“DOJ”). They argue that merger enforcement at the DOJ was significantly laxer during the second term of the Reagan administration and both terms of the George W. Bush administration than at any other time during the period covered. They find that these shifts in enforcement practice were much more pronounced at the DOJ than at the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), which also has merger control powers. However, unlike the DOJ, where the senior officials all change when there is a change of administration, the FTC has a bipartisan composition and each of the five commissioners is appointed for a fixed term not coterminous with a presidential term. Baker & Shapiro therefore argue that the observed variations in the practice of the DOJ are mainly attributable to political changes.

The courts can impose some limits on such fluctuations and, indeed, on more direct government interference. However, the effect of judicial review is asymmetric. When a competition authority challenges a merger or takes action against anticompetitive behavior, it is required to publish detailed findings and may, in many cases, need a court order to give effect to its decisions. The defendant firm has a strong incentive to contest a competition authority's finding. By contrast, when the authority decides to take no action or to accept weak commitments, customers—particularly if they are private consumers—have a much weaker incentive to challenge the decision because their interests are often too diffuse to justify risking significant sums on litigation concerning a single item of expenditure. Furthermore, any such challenge will be handicapped by an extreme asymmetry of information between the customers on one side and the defendant and the competition authority on the other.

The considerations outlined above suggest that capture by government can undermine the credibility of a competition authority and the consistency of its enforcement practice. One means by which such capture can be achieved is through the government's power to appoint, or influence the choice of, senior officials. However, it seems probable that the effect makes itself felt more strongly through shifts in the general ideological stance than through direct interference in specific cases. It also seems likely that the risk of excessive laxity is greater than that of over-regulation.

III. RESOURCES

It is intuitively obvious that the effectiveness of competition policy must be related to the resources available for its enforcement, even if the empirical evidence is sketchy. As Tay-Cheng Ma\textsuperscript{16} observes, “the competence
and credibility of the enforcing agency are highly dependent on the existence of adequate human and financial resources for monitoring, detecting, and proving violations so as to apply the law effectively.”

It also seems reasonable to assume that the resources required by a competition authority are a function of the size of the country. However, it is unlikely that there is a simple linear relationship between the optimal resources of an authority and the country’s size. An obvious reason for non-linearity is economies of scale. In addition there may be many country-specific factors that influence an authority’s need for resources. These may include:

• The openness of the economy, which limits market power by making markets more contestable.

• The quality of the justice system: an overloaded or inefficient system will tie up more of the competition authority’s resources.

• The existence of a firmly rooted “competition culture” and widespread respect for the law. Although these two qualities do not necessarily go together, both can ease the competition authority’s load by reducing the prevalence of violations and by making them easier to detect and rectify.

• Membership of the EU or EFTA: interventions made by the European Commission or the EFTA Surveillance Authority may reduce the need for action at the national level.

• The relative pay of qualified economists, lawyers, and other skilled staff needed by competition authorities.

Table 1 (see Appendix) shows data on the budgetary and staff resources of a selection of competition authorities in developed countries throughout the world. Comparisons are rendered difficult by the fact that many of these authorities have tasks outside the antitrust field and only a few of them provide estimates of the share of their resources devoted to the latter. Furthermore, some authorities express their staffing data in full-time equivalents (“FTE”) while others only provide the numbers of employees. In order to scale the data, three ratios are included in the table: agency budget/GDP, agency budget/population, and staff/population.

The table suggests that economies of scale are very important: there is an obvious contrast between the large countries and most of the smaller ones. Nevertheless, the variation between countries is surprisingly wide. For example, if we compare only single-purpose agencies and those multipurpose authorities that provide estimates of the share of antitrust in their resource use, we find that—relative to the size of the country—Norway has more than twice as many staff as the Netherlands or Switzerland and seven times as many as Austria. Given
that these are all relatively small countries, and even allowing for the fact that the Norwegian authority, unlike most of the others, provides only total staff numbers rather than full-time equivalents, these differences seem difficult to explain solely on the basis of economies of scale. Curiously, however, the Netherlands is the outlier in this group in terms of budgets. The mismatch between budgets and staff numbers is also evident in the case of Italy, where the budget is generous compared with other large countries but the staffing level is remarkably low.

In terms of staffing, the smaller countries mostly cluster around 10-15 per million population, with the exceptionally high level already noted in Norway and exceptionally low levels in Austria and the Czech Republic. Authorities in the larger countries mostly have between three and six employees per million, those of France and Italy being comparatively understaffed.

Looking at the evolution of competition agency budgets between 2009 and 2012, we find quite significant reductions in the Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, and the United Kingdom. In the Netherlands and Spain, staff numbers also fell, although there was a 13 percent increase in the combined staff of the U.K. authorities. Budgets increased more than 10 percent in the Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Japan, Norway, and Sweden. Staffing levels also rose significantly in Germany, Norway, and Sweden, as well as Finland, France, Switzerland, and the United States. It seems therefore that competition authorities in many countries were not only sheltered from the worldwide tightening of budgetary discipline during this period, but were even able to expand. This suggests a widespread belief in these countries that competition agencies had not yet reached their optimum size. It is also noteworthy that the new Competition and Markets Authority in the United Kingdom has a budget of £66 million for its first year of operation, an increase of about 100 percent in nominal terms compared with the combined budgets of the former Office of Fair Trading and Competition Commission in the financial year 2012-2013.

Table 2 (see Appendix) juxtaposes indicators of resources and an indicator of the perceived effectiveness of competition authorities (Global Competition Review's star ratings). It reveals no clear relationship between the two and it is noteworthy that the higher ratings are all awarded to large countries, suggesting the possibility of some bias in the GCR approach. However, among the large countries, Italy stands out in having both a much low staffing level and a lower rating. Comparing the smaller countries, the Netherlands has the highest rating although five other countries have significantly higher staffing levels.

On the other hand, as noted above, the Dutch competition authority has a remarkably generous budget. The Danish competition authority has the lowest rating in this list in spite of being relatively well resourced.

It has been suggested that the most important indicator of staffing adequacy is not the total employment in the agency but the number of lawyers and economists. Where data are provided by the national reports to the OECD Competition Committee, they show that in most authorities lawyers and economists account for about 70-80 percent of the total staff. However, the proportion seems to be lower in larger authorities (about 44 percent in the Bundeskartellamt and about 50 percent in the two former U.K.
authorities). Unfortunately, France and the United States do not provide any information on this point. On the basis of the information available, the conclusions drawn from this table would not be altered by taking into account the number of economists and lawyers employed.

Given the wide disparities between the resources of national competition authorities and the interest of this question not only to the authorities themselves but also to the national finance ministries, more research on this subject would clearly be of immediate practical value.

IV. INDIVIDUAL SANCTIONS

Many observers consider that the fines hitherto imposed on undertakings, although they show an upward trend, have not generally been high enough to have a strong deterrent effect. Connor & Helmers note that fines on companies participating in international cartels usually represent a small percentage of the value of affected sales and that recidivism is widespread, suggesting that cartel sanctions have been an inadequate deterrent.

If the above conclusion is correct, there are three main ways in which sanctions can be strengthened:

- higher fines;
- easier private litigation; and
- sanctions against individuals as well as companies.

The strongest argument in favor of individual sanctions rests on the hypothesis that firms are unable to exercise effective control over the behavior of their agents, even if they have strong incentives to do so, such as high corporate fines. This may be particularly true in companies with dispersed shareholdings. Furthermore, the monitoring and incentives required to guarantee compliance by managers may be such as to discourage the legitimate exercise of managerial initiative. Recent revelations about the banking sector (the LIBOR scandal and allegations of exchange rate manipulation) tend to reinforce skepticism about the ability of firms to control their employees’ behavior. It follows from this skepticism that an effective system of cartel deterrence requires that individual company executives be held legally responsible.

The second argument in support of individual sanctions rests on the claim that, in order to act as an effective deterrent against anticompetitive conduct, fines levied on companies would have to be “impossibly high.” Although the argument has been couched in terms of fines, the possibility of private litigation should also be taken into account.
According to the standard economic theory of deterrence, the optimal level of the financial sanction (S) for an antitrust violation should be \( S = \frac{H}{\alpha} \), where \( H \) is the harm to consumers and \( \alpha \) is the probability of detection and conviction. The deterrent level of fine is therefore inversely proportional to \( \alpha \), which is generally assumed to be quite low (not above 0.2). \(^{23}\) \( H \) is a function \textit{inter alia} of the overcharge and the length of time over which the cartel operates. According to Connor & Helmers, \(^{24}\) the median overcharge of international cartels is 25 percent and the mean may be as high as 30 percent, while they are thought to have a typical life of five to six years. Averaging scholarly studies of cartels operating during the period 2000-2009, Connor & Lande\(^{25}\) calculate a median of 20 percent for national cartels and 25.8 percent for international cartels. The harm to consumers can therefore be very high relative to total sales in the affected market. The combination of a high level of harm with a low probability of punishment leads to the conclusion that fines must be very high in order to have a deterrent effect.

The claim that deterrent fines are “impossibly high” is based on the following arguments:

1. Such fines could exceed the existing statutory limits.

2. The fines (or fines plus private damages) would often exceed the companies’ ability to pay, with resulting bankruptcies and reduction in competition due to the exit of firms.

3. The fear of very high financial penalties might induce firms to adopt inefficient financing structures with increased distribution of profits and a heavy reliance on debt in order to make themselves “judgment proof.”

4. High financial penalties could harm the interests of “innocent” stakeholders, such as creditors and employees.

5. Financial penalties might be passed on to consumers in higher prices. \(^{26}\)

The first problem is the least important, since the law can be amended to allow for higher fines. As far as the second argument is concerned, Buccirossi & Spagnolo\(^{27}\) suggest that, if bankruptcy procedures are efficient, bankruptcy need not entail exit from the market. Even if exit does occur, they argue that the reduction of competition in one market could be a price worth paying for an economy-wide deterrent effect. The force of the other three arguments seems to be stronger, although it should be noted that “judgment proofing” entails costs that would enter into the firm’s calculations of the net gain from participation in a cartel.

Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that many of the participants in cartels are multi-product firms selling in many countries, while the scope of the cartels is usually limited to specific products and geographic markets. The turnover in the affected market may therefore be considerably less than the firms’ total turnover and the risk that
a deterrent fine would exceed the ability to pay is consequently perhaps not as great as commentators such as Wils have suggested.

Buccirossi & Spagnolo\textsuperscript{28} suggest that the size of the minimum deterrent fine can be greatly reduced if the probability of detection and punishment is increased by improving the design of leniency schemes as well as by introducing a system of rewards to encourage more firms and individuals to report offenses. Furthermore, by granting reductions of fines to firms that have “cheated” on a cartel, the authorities could increase the incentive to cheat, thereby reducing the harm to consumers and undermining the stability of the cartel.

The conclusion from the above discussion is that the case against relying on corporate financial penalties to achieve deterrence is strong but not overwhelming. We now turn to the arguments in favor of imposing sanctions on individuals.

These sanctions may be administrative (fines or disqualification from exercising management functions) or criminal (fines imposed by criminal courts, imprisonment, community service orders). Table 3 (see Appendix) shows that national competition law makes provision for individual sanctions in a wide range of developed countries, although in some countries these provisions are not applied in practice.

The risk of being personally penalized not only makes managers more reluctant to engage in illegal activity but also creates an incentive for them to report offenses to the authorities, if coupled with a leniency scheme. The increased risk of whistle-blowing by employees also adds to the incentives for companies themselves to report cartels.

The impact of sanctions against individuals depends on the type and severity of the penalty. Individual fines are probably the least effective since companies can find ways of compensating employees, even in countries where the law expressly forbids such indemnification. Fines imposed by criminal courts may be marginally more effective than administrative fines because of the stigma attached to a criminal conviction. Disqualification from directorships or other management functions may act as a deterrent because of its effect on career prospects. However, companies may find ways of compensating employees and even retaining them in influential positions, e.g. by giving them new job titles or engaging them as consultants.

In view of the weaknesses of the other types of individual sanction there is a general consensus that imprisonment is most likely to be an effective deterrent. The prospect of being incarcerated with “common” criminals is particularly daunting for those who have hitherto enjoyed a high social status while it is difficult for...
companies to find adequate ways of compensating them for such an experience and for the stigma attached to a prison sentence.

However, there are disadvantages associated with criminal sanctions. Perhaps the most important is that the standard of proof is higher in criminal trials than in administrative or civil law. In English law this is expressed in the contrast between “beyond reasonable doubt” and “the balance of probabilities.” In addition, the defendant enjoys enhanced rights, in particular protection against self-incrimination. A third problem is that prosecution in criminal cases often requires the approval of the public prosecutor’s office and even the transfer of the case from the competition authority to the public prosecutor. As Wils points out, prosecutors may lack expertise in competition law and be reluctant to accord priority to such cases when their case load also includes child abuse and manslaughter. When the case comes to court, the prosecutor may then face a non-specialist judge and a jury for whom the notion of an antitrust crime is a novel concept. Although these problems are not insurmountable, they lengthen the investigation and prosecution processes and make it necessary to decide at an early stage whether an investigation is to be carried out under criminal law or administrative law. Perhaps because of these difficulties, there has so far been only one criminal prosecution of individuals involved in a cartel in the United Kingdom although the possibility has existed since 2002.

Most of the problems outlined above do not apply to the United States, where the DOJ is both a competition authority and a public prosecutor and, where there is a long tradition of criminal prosecution of antitrust offenses. Perhaps because of this, the prosecution of cartel offences is widely regarded as more effective in the United States than in other countries. Wils quotes a staff member of the DOJ who asserts, “the threat of criminal prosecution in the United States has deterred a significant number of global cartels from extending their conspiracy into the United States.” It is also noteworthy that the United Kingdom’s only criminal cartel prosecution to date relied on a plea bargain struck between the defendants and the U.S. authorities.

It appears, therefore, that criminal sanctions against individuals may be a significant deterrent but that their effective implementation requires the fulfillment of a number of preconditions, such as public acceptance of the notion that hardcore cartels are criminal conspiracies, a well-resourced prosecutor’s office, prosecutors and judges with expertise in competition law, and close liaison between the competition authority and the prosecutor.

Fulfilling these conditions comes at a cost. The investigation procedure is also more costly than an administrative procedure, while the risk of a failure to achieve a conviction is greater. Further costs to be taken into account are the public expenditure on imprisonment and the loss resulting from withdrawing the offender from economic activity during the period of his/her sentence.
The above discussion shows that though the imposition of sanctions on individuals—imprisonment in particular—may strengthen deterrence it is not an easy option. Those countries that have not already embarked on this route may be well advised to consider first the possibilities for exploiting the potential of corporate liability more fully, as suggested by Buccirossi & Spagnolo.

V. MULTI-PURPOSE AUTHORITIES

Table 4 in the Appendix lists a sample of 26 national competition authorities throughout the world and shows their responsibilities outside the traditional field of competition policy. Only seven of these can be classed as single-purpose antitrust agencies (eight if we include the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice). The most common additional functions of competition authorities lie in the fields of consumer protection, oversight of public procurement procedures, and regulation of network industries (public utilities). As the table shows, new competences were added quite recently in some countries (Italy in 2007; Finland, Netherlands, and Spain in 2013).

In only two recent cases have governments opted to reduce the scope of their national competition authorities to focus more narrowly on antitrust enforcement. In France, the Autorité de la Concurrence, which began work in 2009, combined the main competition enforcement responsibilities of the Ministry of Economy, Industry and Employment with those of the former Conseil de la Concurrence, leaving consumer protection with the Ministry. In the United Kingdom, a new Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”) came into being in April 2014. This authority combines the competition policy functions of the former Office of Fair Trading (“OFT”) and Competition Commission (“CC”). Most of the consumer protection duties of the OFT were dispersed between several other bodies. However, the CMA retains some functions in this field as well as the appeal functions of the CC in matters concerning the regulation of network industries.

EVEN THOUGH COMPETITION POLICY MAY HAVE THE SAME ULTIMATE GOALS AS CONSUMER PROTECTION AND NETWORK INDUSTRY REGULATION, THERE ARE IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE POLICIES IN THE CRITERIA USED TO JUSTIFY INTERVENTION AND IN THE METHODS AND TIMING OF SUCH INTERVENTION.

In terms of their ultimate objectives, there are significant overlaps between competition policy, network industry regulation, consumer protection and, public procurement oversight. All of these policies are to a large extent concerned with consumer welfare. In relation to competition policy, there is a lively debate, mainly in the context of merger control, about whether total, rather than consumer, surplus is the appropriate objective. Nevertheless, maximizing consumer welfare is more or less explicitly deemed to be the main concern of competition policy in almost all jurisdictions. The same is true, in principle, of consumer protection legislation and also of measures to ensure that public procurement is open and fair, if we consider the consumer as a taxpayer and take into account the potential spillover effects on consumer markets that can arise from distortions in public procurement markets. The regulation of network industries, with its focus on opening up markets and protecting consumers from the abuse of dominant positions, also places a strong emphasis on consumer welfare.
The following discussion concentrates on consumer protection policy and network industry regulation. The other functions performed by multi-purpose agencies, such as public procurement and state aid control, are much less resource-intensive and probably much less likely to give rise to conflicting priorities within a competition authority.

Even though competition policy may have the same ultimate goals as consumer protection and network industry regulation, there are important differences between these policies in the criteria used to justify intervention and in the methods and timing of such intervention.

The following general features of competition policy enforcement contrast with the approaches of both consumer protection and network industry regulation:

1. Competition law lays down general principles, rather than detailed prescriptions, and the “rule of reason” approach is preferred to per se prohibitions.

2. Competition law is enforced on a case-by-case basis.

3. Except in merger control cases, competition authorities intervene only if there is evidence of an infringement of the law.

4. Competition authorities are responsible for policing the whole economy. They therefore lack specialized knowledge of particular sectors and tend to prefer structural to behavioral remedies.

5. As they have no continuous relationship with any particular sector, they are less prone to industry capture than sectoral regulators.

6. Competition policy aims to protect or enhance the welfare of consumers in general, rather than particular groups of consumers.

Consumer protection policy is concerned especially with preventing sellers from making fraudulent, unjustified, or misleading claims about their products and services; improving consumer information; and prohibiting the sale of dangerous products. The definition of minimum standards of information—in terms of honesty, the way products are described, and the amount of information provided—is often considered to be too complex to be decided on a case-by-case basis and may therefore be subject to detailed legislation or codes of conduct agreed between the consumer...
Industry capture may therefore be one cause of conflict between consumer protection and competition policy. Even in the absence of capture, consumer protection measures may unintentionally increase barriers to entry to the detriment of competition in the market. Another cause of conflict may be, as Armstrong points out, that measures to protect the interests of vulnerable (e.g. less well-informed) consumers may have detrimental effects on other consumers, so that there may be no overall net benefit to consumers.

As far as network industry regulation is concerned, the first priority is usually to open up previously monopolized markets to competition. In this respect, the objectives agree with those of competition policy. However, differences of approach arise from the special problems encountered in markets where there is a long history of monopoly control and government intervention, together with high sunk costs of entry and a natural monopoly element in part of the network. For example, regulators have to pay continuous, close attention to the conditions of access to the infrastructure and to consumers (i.e. to make it easy for customers to switch suppliers). They therefore need to have substantial sector-specific expertise and to maintain intense and continuous oversight over the regulated sectors. They may intervene directly in the price-setting process by imposing a cap on access charges or even, in some cases, on the prices paid by final consumers.

In addition to their market-opening tasks, network industry regulators are also expected to pursue social and environmental goals and to ensure security of supply. The social goals may include protecting vulnerable customers from denial of service in the event of unpaid bills or even cross-subsidizing low-income consumers and consumers in peripheral areas. The environmental goals include in particular the promotion of renewable energy sources. Although it could be argued that these objectives might be more efficiently achieved by direct government action through taxation, the social security system, and subsidies, the reality is that most countries have chosen a regulatory approach. As a result, regulators have responsibilities that could come into conflict with the objective of opening markets to competition, most notably by burdening operators with obligations that could constitute barriers to entry.

It could be argued that multi-purpose authorities are an efficient means of resolving the possible conflicts discussed above since they bring together all the interested regulators in one organization, which is then obliged to decide on the appropriate trade-off. As suggested by the preamble of the Spanish law creating a new National Markets and Competition Commission (“CNMC”), they also make it easier for officials in different policy areas to exchange ideas and information and pool their expertise, for example by seconding network regulators to a merger case team.
Sector inquiries, where the reasons for the malfunctioning of markets—and hence the nature of the potential remedies—are unknown at the outset might perhaps yield more fruitful results if conducted jointly by consumer and competition policy specialists. The Spanish law also points out that, compared with single-sector regulatory agencies, a body with economy-wide responsibilities is less prone to industry capture. Furthermore, multipurpose authorities may reduce costs to business by creating a “one-stop shop,” while some savings in administrative overheads and other support costs are an additional benefit.

However, there are risks associated with such arrangements. First, the trade-off between the policy objectives is not necessarily transparent in a multi-purpose authority. This may be particularly important for the authority’s advocacy role, i.e. when it is making policy recommendations or replying to a government consultation. When two agencies are involved, although the procedures are more cumbersome, they do allow the issues to be openly discussed. Second, decisions in cases where objectives or methods conflict may be influenced by the balance of power in the institutional structure. Since consumer protection and network regulation tend to be more resource-intensive and have a higher public profile they may come to dominate over competition policy. Third, this intra-institutional balance of power may unduly influence priority-setting and the allocation of resources.

In conclusion, if one believes that transparency of decision-making is an important determinant of the quality of decisions, and if one is concerned to maintain the integrity of competition policy enforcement, the safest option seems to be a single-purpose competition authority with freedom to comment on the policies of other agencies. However, a multi-agency system can work efficiently if the following conditions are in place:

1. The underlying legislation should make it possible to determine unambiguously in specific cases where the ultimate decision-making power lies.

2. There should be efficient inter-agency consultation procedures.

3. Information and know-how should be freely exchanged between the agencies, supported where necessary by arrangements for the secondment of staff.

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article discusses four rather disparate questions, which were selected to illustrate the wide range of variation that still exists between national competition regimes in spite of a strong trend towards convergence. From the point of view of national policy-making, this diversity excludes the easy option of following an international consensus but offers the prospect, albeit with much more research, of gaining a clearer view of the major determinants of effectiveness.
The tentative conclusions arising from the discussion of each of these questions can be summarized as follows:

1. Government power over the appointment of senior officials probably does not lead to a high risk of interference in specific cases. However, it could give rise to significant fluctuations in the general approach of the competition authority. One way of dampening these fluctuations might be to adopt the collegiate structure of the FTC in the United States, where members are appointed at different times as vacancies arise and there is a requirement for a political balance in the composition of the Commission. However, the latter condition would be difficult to achieve in countries with multi-party systems. Another possible solution is exemplified by Germany, where the president of the BKA is nominated by the government but has no decision-making power in individual cases.

2. As far as the resources of competition authorities are concerned, we observe very wide disparities, both in terms of finance and in terms of personnel. Beyond some indications that economies of scale may be very large there is no obvious explanation for these disparities, which may primarily reflect the relative political importance attached to competition policy in different countries. The question of the optimal resources needed by a competition authority under different national conditions is one that would reward further research.

3. Our third question asks whether the ability to impose sanctions on individuals, as well as companies, significantly enhances the effectiveness of competition policy enforcement. While the argument in favor of sanctioning individuals seems to be strong, there is a general consensus that the threat of imprisonment is the only individual sanction that is likely to be an effective deterrent. However, there are many obstacles to the effective criminalization of cartel offenses and the costs of imprisonment itself should not be disregarded. Before embarking on this route, countries should perhaps first consider whether the potential of corporate liability has been fully exploited.

4. Finally, we find that most countries have opted for multi-purpose rather than single-purpose authorities. Multi-purpose authorities offer some advantages in terms of the exchange of ideas and expertise, flexible use of resources, reduced administrative overheads, and “joined-up” decision-making. On the other hand, they present the risk that one policy area may come to dominate over the others in the allocation of resources, the definition of priorities, and the decision-making process. Where there are differences of approach or outright conflicts between policies, these differences should ideally be debated in an open and transparent manner, something that is less easy to achieve within a single agency than when responsibilities are separated. ▲
### Table 1: Budgets and staff of competition authorities, 2009 and 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Budget Mio US$ at current prices and PPP</th>
<th>Budget/GDP millionths</th>
<th>Budget per head of pop. US$</th>
<th>Staff (italics denote FTE)</th>
<th>Staff/population millionths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria¹</td>
<td>2012 3.26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 2.85</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2012 41.49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>428.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 42.07</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Rep.³</td>
<td>2012 11.02</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 9.81</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark¹</td>
<td>2012 10.32</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 7.74</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland¹</td>
<td>2012 6.79</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 6.41</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France¹</td>
<td>2012 24.26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 22.50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2012 34.39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 26.92</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy²</td>
<td>2012 78.03</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan²</td>
<td>2012 83.49</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 73.20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands³</td>
<td>2012 53.79</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 59.54</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway¹</td>
<td>2012 10.33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 9.38</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia¹</td>
<td>2012 1.13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 1.46</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>2012 18.64</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 18.90</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden²</td>
<td>2012 20.97</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009 22.71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>GCR stars 2013</td>
<td>Staff/pop 2012</td>
<td>Antitrust budget/GDP Millionths, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Large countries (&gt;40 million pop)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK**</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smaller countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Rep.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
FTE = full-time equivalents
1 Single-purpose competition authority.
2 Multi-purpose authority, staff data are estimates of the part devoted to antitrust.
3 Multi-purpose authority, both budget and staff data are estimates of the antitrust share.
4 Combined data for two agencies with antitrust responsibilities.

*Staff includes those employed in public procurement control.
**Average of OFT (4 stars) and Competition Commission (5 stars).
Sources: Global Competition Review, Rating Enforcement 2013. Other sources as Table 1.

Table 3: Sanctions against individuals in national competition law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of sanction</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>Luxembourg, Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative fines</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal fines</td>
<td>Australia, Canada, Estonia, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Norway, U.K., U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprisonment</td>
<td>Australia, Canada, Estonia, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Norway, U.K., U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal sanctions for bid-rigging only</td>
<td>Austria, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal sanctions provided for but not applied</td>
<td>Cyprus, France, Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disqualification of directors</td>
<td>Australia, U.K.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Responsibilities of national competition authorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Competition authority</th>
<th>Responsibilities outside core competition policy (Antitrust)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>ACCC</td>
<td>Consumer protection, regulation of network industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>BWB</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>ABC/BMa</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Competition Bureau</td>
<td>Consumer protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech R.</td>
<td>UOHS</td>
<td>Public procurement procedures, state aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>KFST</td>
<td>Consumer protection, public procurement, regulation of water sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>KKV</td>
<td>Consumer protection (since 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Autorité de la Concurrence</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>BKA</td>
<td>Public procurement procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>GVH</td>
<td>Consumer protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Competition Authority</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>AGCM</td>
<td>Consumer protection (from 2007), conflict of interests (from 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>JFTC</td>
<td>Consumer protection, protection of SMEs (subcontracting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>KFTC</td>
<td>Consumer protection, protection of SMEs (subcontracting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Consumer protection (from 2013), regulation of network industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>KT</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>UOKiK</td>
<td>Consumer protection, state aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>Competition Protection Agency</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Africa</td>
<td>Competition Commission</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>CNMC</td>
<td>Regulation of network industries (from 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>KKV</td>
<td>Public procurement procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>COMCO</td>
<td>Public procurement procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taipei</td>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>Subcontracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>CMA</td>
<td>Consumer protection, appeals on network industry regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>Consumer protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoJ</td>
<td>Antitrust division has no other functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Formerly Head of Section (Competition Policy), Directorate of Economic and Financial Affairs, European Commission. Thanks are due to Pierre-André Buigues for very helpful comments.
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6  Supra note 4.


8  The study does not consider the separate effect of resources but uses an indicator whose value is largely determined by them.

9  KPMG, *Department of Trade and Industry, Peer Review of Competition Policy* (06 June 2007), available at http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20121126080325/http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file39863.pdf. The respondents were officials of competition authorities, businesses, competition lawyers, and economists. The two most important factors were considered to be technical competence in terms of legal and economic analysis.


11  In Canada, the Governor-General.

12  Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato.

13  Indeed, some observers consider that “there is a high level of political interference in the Italian regime”: KPMG (2007), *supra* note 9.


15  J.B. Baker & C. Shapiro, *Detecting and Reversing the Decline in Horizontal Merger Enforcement*, 22 (3) ANTITRUST (Summer 2008).

16  Supra note 4.

17  The European Commission notes in its recommendation on Austria’s 2014 national reform program that “Despite increases in the budget of the Austrian Federal Competition Authority, it remains significantly understaffed in comparison to the authorities of other Member States of a similar or smaller size.” COM (2014), Brussels, 2 June 2014.

18  Estimated share of competition enforcement.

19  See Buccirossi et al., *supra* note 7. This is also implicit in the OECD Competition Committee’s standard format for national annual reports and in the GCR rating procedure.

20  See W.P.J. Wils, *Is Criminalization of EU Competition Law the Answer?* 28(2) WORLD COMPETITION 117-159 (June 2005). Much of the discussion in this section is based on Wils.


23  See Wils, *supra* note 20. The perceived probability of punishment may be even lower than the real probability if managers over-estimate their ability to evade detection.


25  *Supra* note 21.

26  There is some evidence of a “sunk cost bias” amongst firms that leads them to price according to average rather than marginal cost. The finding that cartel participants do not usually lower their prices after

27 *Id.*

28 *Id.*

29 *Supra* note 20.


31 For an overview of the arguments with references to the literature, see *European Merger Control: Do We Need an Efficiency Defence?*, Ch. 2 (F. Ilzkovitz & R. Meiklejohn, eds. 2006).


35 For example, the Competition Commission expressed the opinion that the practice of giving sectoral regulators concurrent powers to enforce competition law has not worked well in the United Kingdom. *See* Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (UK), *Responses to BIS Consultation: A Competition Regime for Growth* (15 March 2012).
Global Jurisdictions
Integrating Regulatory and Antitrust Powers: Does It Work?  
Case Studies from Spain and Mexico

BY JUAN DELGADO & ELISA MARISCAL

There are a wide variety of possible structures for regulatory regimes in countries. This article focuses on the analysis of multi-purpose regulators that combine regulatory and antitrust powers, such as the Mexican IFT and Cofece, as well as the Spanish CNMC. We focus on institutional design, review the existing literature on the pros and cons of single-purpose vs. multi-purpose regulators, and use the new Spanish and the Mexican institutional settings to contrast how such pros and cons are designed to operate on paper and how they do so in real life. Our goal is to look for evidence, at the very initial stage of the reforms in both these countries, of whether these countries are moving closer to a rule of law equilibrium.

I. INTRODUCTION

As evidenced by the recent wave of regulated agencies' restructuring across the world, both developed and developing countries have key concerns regarding establishing agencies that will credibly regulate sectors plagued by market failures and/or that will arbiter competition in markets that ought to function freely. The goal of these reforms reflects a growing concern with building a legal order that is effective, as well as laying the groundwork to provide incentives for citizenry to behave in a lawful manner. In other words, establishing an effective “rule of law.”

With this objective in mind, some nations have created both single-purpose regulators and separate antitrust authorities, whose sole responsibilities, respectively, are to regulate specific sectors and to enforce antitrust rules. However, in other nations, there exist multi-purpose institutions covering all imaginable combinations. As pointed out by Kovacic & Hyman, the most common arrangement is to combine antitrust with consumer protection statutes and/or public procurement laws, but other combinations exist. These include institutions regulating various industries, such as the German Bundesnetzagentur (which regulates energy, telecommunications, post, and railways); institutions applying both antitrust law and industry regulation as is the case of the Mexican Instituto Federal de Telecomunicaciones (Federal Telecommunications Institute (“IFT”)), which has regulated and enforced antitrust law in the telecoms sector industry since September 2013); the recently created Spanish Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia (Markets and Competition Commission (“CNMC”) which merged six industry regulators plus the antitrust agency); and the Dutch Authority for Consumers and Markets (“ACM”) (which merged the Competition Authority, NMa, the Consumer Protection Authority, and the Post and Telecommunications Authority (“OPTA”)).

This article focuses on the analysis of multi-purpose regulators that combine regulatory and antitrust powers, such as the Mexican IFT, the Spanish CNMC, and the Dutch ACM. We will further argue that...
The Mexican Federal Economic Competition Commission (Comisión Federal de Competencia Económica (“Cofece”)) has also become a multi-purpose regulator as it now includes both ex post and ex ante regulatory powers—the latter in the form of identification of barriers to competition and compelling access to essential inputs, both of which can result in divestiture.

The article focuses on institutional design and does not analyze other factors affecting regulatory outcomes such as framework and enforcement.³ It reviews the existing literature on the pros and cons of single-purpose vs. multi-purpose regulators and uses the new Spanish and the Mexican institutional settings to illustrate how such pros and cons are designed to operate in paper and how they do so in real life. In other words, we look for evidence, at the very initial stage of the reforms in both these countries, whether these countries are moving closer to a rule of law equilibrium.⁴

A. The Spanish Reform

In Spain, the government proposed in 2012 the merger of six sector-specific regulators (energy, telecoms, media, postal, air transport, and railways) and the antitrust enforcer into a single regulator, the CNMC. The proposal was officially motivated by recent episodes of conflict between regulatory and antitrust interventions in the telecoms sector as well as the need to reduce the size and cost of the public administration under current strict government budget constraints.

The decision, however, was heavily criticized for not being the result of rigorous analysis on the needs and failures of the existing scheme, putting at risk the experience and achievements of regulatory and antitrust policies realized during more than a decade.⁵ There were questions on whether the structure of the new macro-regulator guaranteed a materialization of the potential benefits of the merger.⁶

The CNMC, now responsible for the regulation of the different industries and for horizontal enforcement of antitrust law in all industries, started operations in the last quarter of 2013. CNMC is structured around three sector-specific investigation directorates (energy; telecoms, audiovisual and broadcasting; and transport and postal) and an antitrust directorate. There are two resolution chambers: the regulatory chamber, which deals with sector-specific regulation; and the antitrust chamber, which enforces antitrust law. Both chambers meet at plenary sessions to resolve potential conflicts and to deal with general topics. The investigation and resolution phases are formally separated.

The institutional reform did not, however, entail major legal changes regarding substantive issues—both antitrust law and sector-specific legislation remain basically unchanged.

There were questions on whether the structure of the new macro-regulator guaranteed a materialization of the potential benefits of the merger.
B. The Mexican Reform

In Mexico, after more than a decade of trying and failing to enact asymmetric regulation in the telecoms industry, the new government of President Peña Nieto set out in its “Pacto por México,” a new route to effectively implement telecommunications reform. The reform included changes to the competition agency, which had been deeply involved in telecommunications litigation over the last decade. This pact led to a Constitutional reform (June 2013), which granted new powers to a re-founded autonomous antitrust agency and created a new telecoms and broadcasting regulator with powers to enforce competition rules in both the telecommunications and broadcasting sectors, thus becoming a multi-purpose regulator. While a similar proposition has been discussed for other regulated sectors (most notably energy), so far those changes have not been enacted.

In essence, this reform implied an important divestiture of the existing antitrust regulator’s powers, which had been notably focused on telecommunications and were absent in other important regulated and non-regulated sectors. While it sought to streamline judicial processes in telecommunications, it may have opened the door for a more complicated interaction among regulators; not just in the telecommunications sector over the near future, but also with other sector-specific regulators, as antitrust and regulatory enforcement powers come into question with new changes to various laws.

For example, a new development in the completely re-written secondary laws dealing with competition policy—which come into effect on July 7, 2014—entrust Cofece, the new agency, with ex post and ex ante powers. While the law maintains Cofece’s powers to enforce remedies for anticompetitive conduct and perform merger reviews, it curtails its ability to do so in telecommunications and broadcasting. Cofece still has the ability to undertake studies into competition conditions in other regulated sectors that may trigger price controls and asymmetric regulation, but it adds the possibility for Cofece to sanction directly—without requiring coordination with other sector regulators and in some cases even requiring divestiture—those markets where it considers that there are high “barriers to competition” and where economic agents or undertakings have control of “essential inputs”.

The constitutional reforms of 2013 changed the management of both agencies, establishing a complicated system to name the now 7-person board (vs. 5 previous commissioners) through a merit-based process. The process, however, is unnecessarily rigid, effectively barring more experienced private-sector candidates from ever participating in the plenum of either agency and eliminating the possibility of any kind of revolving door policy between government and private sector. We discuss this and some of the other challenges that lie ahead for both regulators in the next section.
II. INTEGRATING ANTITRUST AND REGULATORY POWERS: A NORMATIVE ANALYSIS

A. Synergies vs. Conflict

Following Kovacic & Hyman,\(^8\) multi-purpose agencies can realize policy synergies (in addition to other administrative synergies) and lower costs associated with coordinating policy between separate institutions with related functions. They emphasize that such synergies will only arise if the functions to be combined are true policy complements. Under this view, it might make sense to merge institutions that look at similar issues (such as network industry regulators) or at the same issue from different angles (such as antitrust and regulation in a specific sector). If policies are not complementary, synergies will not develop. Also, the integration of several functions under one roof might contribute to policy coherence by turning a conflict between institutions into an internal conflict, but still not necessarily provide any synergy.

Excessive diversity among policy objectives or sectors might lead to lack of specialization, especially when the resolution body within the institution is unique, as is the case for the Spanish regulatory chamber (all sectors) or for the Mexican IFT board (\textit{ex ante} and \textit{ex post} regulation). For example, even if the economic principles of network industries regulation are similar, and there might be synergies in coordinating their application, there are also sector specificities that require sector expertise. A multi-purpose regulator might be able to exploit potential synergies but still lack the expertise to address sector specific issues.

Realizing synergies requires an appropriate internal organization that guarantees a coherent outcome. The sum of different operating units dealing with different topics under the same roof does not necessarily guarantee the realization of potential synergies. As reported by Hyman & Kovacic,\(^9\) rivalry between operating units can be beneficial “if it results in synergies that serve the larger aims of the agency” but can also be destructive “if it manifests itself in credit-claiming or other measures designed to enhance the visibility of the operating unit as an end in itself.” The internal organization and the institutional culture are crucial in determining the outcome.

The creation of multi-purpose regulators dealing with both sector regulation and antitrust enforcement can also generate conflicts.\(^10\) The mandate of sector-specific regulators is generally broader and includes additional objectives other than the promotion of competition. For example, the telecoms regulator might encourage infrastructure sharing for environmental or public health reasons, and this might turn into a conflict with competition policy. Therefore, the assessment and the outcome of specific cases might differ substantially.
A joint mandate to regulate and compete may also affect the force with which these two objectives are pursued and implemented in practice. For example, one important task of any antitrust authority is competition advocacy—it may be the case that advocacy plays a secondary role (or no role at all) compared to regulatory objectives in a given sector. Who then advocates competition when the two mandates of a multi-purpose regulator conflict?

The integration of institutions can also increase administrative efficiency. Administrative procedures can be simplified and duplication of administrative departments (accounting, human resources, IT) can be avoided. This is generally a second-order benefit and should by no means be a driver for integration. Integration should not be motivated by the possibility of reducing fixed administrative costs (a one-time cost benefit), but should rather be motivated by a policy efficiency and an increased effectiveness that can be passed on to the constituency the institution serves (similar to the analysis of efficiencies under merger review).

B. Advocacy

The advocacy functions of regulatory and competition authorities refer to those activities beyond law-enforcement such as industry studies and reports, comments and recommendations on new laws and regulations, and public awareness activities that aim to contribute to the authorities’ goals. Most antitrust and regulatory agencies have powers to take advocacy initiatives in the form of recommendations or guidance that are not necessarily binding for the regulated entities, the government, or other agents.

The creation of multi-purpose regulators has two potential effects on advocacy activities: On the one hand, an integrated institution might be more powerful and influential but, on the other, the diversity of the agenda of a multi-purpose regulator might dilute and weaken its positions.

A strong multi-purpose regulator will be able to better influence decision-makers and get its proposals through the political process. Also, being able to use a multi-perspective approach could allow regulators to elaborate a more comprehensive and effective strategy on sector-specific issues.

A multi-purpose regulator should have access to deeper expertise in regulated sectors, which often possess complex and unique competition problems. When specific-sector regulators and competition authorities are separated, “(c)ompetition authorities often lack the sector-specific expertise the regulators do have” and “(a)s a consequence, they may easily get caught in a scrimmage of technical arguments with great risk to lose the fight.” Therefore, sector-specific expertise could help to strengthen competition analysis in regulated sectors.
Being multi-purpose might, however, affect negatively the attainment of some specific objectives. Advocacy activities within multi-purpose, sector-specific regulators combine competition objectives with other objectives in their agenda, which could conflict with competition such as investment promotion, technological development, or rapid network deployment. This will require multi-purpose regulators to make trade-offs and choices, therefore reducing the strength of stand-alone arguments.

Regulation and competition advocacy require different priorities and objectives and therefore their recommendations will have different natures implying different approaches. With single-purpose regulators, policy-makers will get “pure” competition and regulatory recommendations and any conflict will have to be resolved openly. However, in a multi-purpose regulator, the differences in approaches will be resolved internally, reducing the transparency of the discussion and hiding possible discrepancies between the competition and the regulatory approaches. This will imply, for example, that “pure” competition and “pure” regulation-specific advocacy arguments will be weakened vs. the case of a single-purpose regulator.

Any bias towards a more regulatory approach or a more competition-oriented approach will depend on the internal structure of advocacy units: If sector-specific units take the lead in sector-specific advocacy initiatives, competition arguments can be undermined. The balance of the final outcome will depend to a large extent on the internal allocation of responsibilities, and especially on whether the relationships between the competition and the regulation staff are cooperative or competitive.

Finally, these implications for the advocacy functions will just be present in regulated sectors. Advocacy in non-regulated industries will mostly focus on competition aspects, which can result in an unbalanced advocacy approach to regulated vs. non-regulated industries.

C. Independence vs. Accountability

Agency independence is essential for efficient application of competition law and regulation. An independent institution will avoid political interference that can affect the agencies’ objectives and effectiveness. An independent agency will solve commitment problems that can exist when it has strong ties to the government. Also, independence of competition authorities is linked to effective antitrust enforcement.

Governments can try to influence regulatory and antitrust policy enforcement in order to benefit their own political agenda. If the independence of regulators is not fully guaranteed by the legal framework, the existence of fewer multi-purpose regulators might facilitate government control and influence on regulatory decisions. On the contrary, the existence of several regulators overlooking a specific issue—say a merger in the communications industry, which is analyzed by both the antitrust authority and the sector-specific regulator—might make the
implementation of the government agenda more difficult.

Responsibilities for a specific sector might be diluted if the sector is supervised by several regulators. Thus, the integration of competition and regulatory powers can solve the problem of assigning responsibilities and thus improve accountability.\(^{17}\) Sector-specific regulators can always blame the competition authority for the deficient functioning of a market (and vice versa). On the other hand, a too broad agenda can make the assumption of responsibilities by top managers more difficult since they might not be able to get a deep knowledge in all subjects.

An independent agency contributes towards building a country’s “rule of law” through its ability to enforce laws that are known and relatively settled, and which undergo revisions by a judiciary that is schooled in legal reasoning and is independent of political manipulation. In addition, an independent agency will more likely use its powers to enforce technical decisions and rules vs. short-term political goals or agendas. This contributes towards compliance with these laws, as people are more likely to comply with rules that are viewed as treating them “fairly”.\(^{18}\)

On the other hand, critics note that autonomous institutions tend to represent an autonomous bureaucracy and hence are beyond the reach of the general citizenry, as they are not beholden to the voting public. A solution to this valid critique is ensuring that these agencies function in a transparent manner and that they are accountable, making the risk of capture less serious. Increasing independence makes an institution’s accountability more difficult. Independence from the political process is important, but independent regulators must have some form of mechanism in which they are accountable, for example, the control of their budgets or through the disclosure and transparency of their activities.\(^{19}\)

**D. Coherence and Coordination: The Value of Primacy and Deference**

When an agency is reformed to incorporate a combination of duties, one of the first questions that arises is whether its policy remains coherent or not. In other words, the considerations of complementarity in its new functions, which we discussed above, are crucial to its efficient functioning. Nevertheless, coherence considerations rarely make it into the legislative discussion. A consequence is that the consistency of new mandates within an agency will have to be resolved within the organization—not in an open and transparent manner, but as decisions are enacted. It is usually the outcome of an agency’s decisions, and not its legal mandate, that will determine the final effects of the reorganization brought about by a legal change in regulators.\(^{20}\)

The issue of coherence in an agency facing a multiplicity of objectives or, if concurrence exists, when...
an agency is required to coordinate with another will affect an agency's credibility with the parties it regulates. Taking the first issue into account, an organization with varied and conflicting mandates will lack credibility when it enacts certain policy objectives since other purposes written into laws and regulations can eventually become a priority and may or may not conflict with the agency's current actions. This problem exists whether the agency is multi-membered or managed by a single person.

If we consider the second issue, the lack of coherence in the face of concurrency, agencies with concurrent mandates but differing objectives will have to solve the problem of coordination to ensure that their decisions lend certainty to the undertakings they regulate. Coordination will very likely result in a slower decision process as collaboration takes place. Coordination problems are sometimes solved internally, but they may play out in public or over long periods of time, leading to a lack of predictability in enforcement and policy application.

Coherence and coordination issues among regulators are sometimes resolved through mergers or separation of powers. This affects the institutional design of regulatory bodies and their setup as single (specialized) or multiple enforcers of competition policy. A single antitrust enforcer has exclusive enforcement in these matters and so coherence problems are eliminated—but not necessarily coordination problems, as the enforcer’s actions may hinge upon sectors regulated by a different agency.

In the case of multiple enforcers Kovacic & Hyman⁷¹ note a plurality of models, going from the concurrence of agencies with similar mandates (the DOJ Antitrust Division and the FTC), different levels of government (federal and state), shared or concurrent responsibilities among regulators (FCC and DOJ), to the models we are addressing here: a multi-purpose, multi-sectorial agency with antitrust and regulatory powers over various regulated sectors (the case of Spain), or a specialized antitrust agency across all sectors but one where a sector regulator has multi-purpose objectives as it can regulate and apply antitrust law exclusively (the case of Mexico’s Cofece and IFT).

In seeking to solve coherence and coordination problems through new institutional design, potential new problems need to be considered—such as cost (where will the money come from?), capture (is it easier or harder to capture a single purpose regulator that oversees multiple sectors but needs to coordinate in order to enforce the law or a multi-purpose regulator who may have conflicting objectives?), and political influence (who is benefitting from the new design and is this an equilibrium that truly improves the social outcome vis-à-vis the previous setup?).

THUS AN AGENCY’S CREDIBILITY AND BRANDING IN TERMS OF THE WORK IT IS CAPABLE OF DOING ARE CRUCIAL TO SET EXPECTATIONS IN LINE WITH ITS PRIORITIES

A PROLIFERATION OF REGULATORY AGENCIES INCREASES THE RISK OF JURISDICTIONAL OVERLAPS AND THEREFORE OF CONFLICTS, PARTICULARLY WHEN PRIMACY OR DEFERENCE HAS NOT BEEN AGREED UPON OR ESTABLISHED
For the problems laid out above, it should become clearer that intervening at the level of institutional design by creating or merging agencies is not necessarily a simple solution. A proliferation of regulatory agencies increases the risk of jurisdictional overlaps and therefore of conflicts, particularly when primacy or deference has not been agreed upon or established.

For example, Petit argues that the traditional distinction between *ex ante* enforcement (regulators) and *ex post* sanctions (competition agencies) is overly simplistic. Sector regulation has incorporated the opening of markets and elimination of bottlenecks in its mandate, bringing it closer to competition law standards, while competition agencies, particularly in Europe, have increasingly taken on “quasi-regulatory enforcement policies.” In contrast, merging all objectives into an “all powerful” agency may simply internalize a problem that was publicly evident before. The problems then change, giving rise to a lack of transparency in priority setting and resolution, a need for accountability as all power becomes concentrated into fewer actors, and a greater coherence problem as multiple mandates and priorities need to be reconciled.

### E. Priority Setting

Priority setting might be diluted under a multi-purpose regulator. A too broad mandate can be translated into confusion about both objectives and the criteria needed to make a preliminary assessment of the seriousness and importance of some matters. In addition, a broad mandate risks leaving a discussion of policy priorities in the hands of an agency based on its own set of internal restrictions, which may or may not coincide with the expectations set out by the legislative branch or the public in general. To put it bluntly, a broad mandate with no transparency requirements about the allotment of funds, setting of goals, etc. may lead to an agency working hard but underperforming relative to a performance bar expected by society. Thus an agency’s credibility and branding in terms of the work it is capable of doing are crucial to set expectations in line with its priorities.

This is especially relevant when the objectives of different divisions of a multi-purpose regulator conflict. For example, in a regulator with joint powers for regulation and competition in the telecoms sector, the regulation division may give priority to rapid infrastructure deployment over the existence of competitive markets. In such a case, a multi-purpose agency would have to balance which combination of policy objectives better serves society. If the mechanism for setting priorities is not well defined and sufficiently transparent, the quality of the regulatory process might be affected and the outcome might not necessarily enhance social welfare.

The integration of different powers and responsibilities under one roof will require, at least initially, a lot of effort to integrate, coordinate, and maintain the overall internal coherence. There are risks that
an agency’s priorities will be biased towards internal procedures rather than focused on policy objectives. Although such a risk is in principle temporary, it might become permanent if not properly addressed.

**F. Regulatory Capture and Regulatory Arbitrage**

According to Cseres, “concerns about agency capture may dictate to have agencies with broad jurisdictions to make them more likely to resist pressure from any one interest group.”24 Similarly, Kovacic & Hyman state that “[a] multiplicity of functions does provide a safeguard against capture. Owing to the breadth and diversity of its duties, a multi-purpose agency provides a more elusive target for any single industry group.”25 The risk of regulatory capture seems therefore to be reduced when competition and regulation are integrated under a multi-purpose institution. Also, a multi-purpose, multi-sector regulator will be exposed to a larger number of industries and therefore be able to use experience across sectors to adopt more informed and unbiased decisions in specific sectors, reducing not only conscious but also unconscious potential capture.

However, there are also views arguing that the integration of regulatory and competition powers could actually increase the influence of the industry on the regulator because “[s]plitting regulatory tasks and monitoring technologies among several non-benevolent regulators may reduce their discretion in engaging in socially wasteful activities.”26 This is the case when different institutions have shared powers over a specific sector; for example, in the case that the competition authority can review decisions by regulators.

Therefore, the overall effect of the integration of functions in one single regulator can reduce the risk of capture when regulators prior to the integrations were too small and there was not an effective control of decisions between agencies; but it could be negative when regulators were already large enough but competition authorities could review regulators’ decisions.

Finally, the existence of discrepancies between regulators that have concurrent (vs. complementary) powers over one sector can result in regulatory arbitrage. Companies can look for those agencies whose decisions are more favorable to them through “forum shopping.” The integration of competition and regulatory powers might reduce forum-shopping opportunities, improving agencies’ use of resources and policy instruments.

**III. THE CASES OF SPAIN AND MEXICO**

**A. Institutional Reform in Spain**

**1. Background**

The new multi-purpose regulatory authority in Spain, the Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la
Competencia (“CNMC”) (in English, the Markets and Competition National Commission) started operations in October 2013. The new CNMC integrated the former antitrust authority, Comisión Nacional de la Competencia (“CNC”) and six sector-specific regulators responsible for telecommunications, audiovisual media, energy, railways, airports, and postal services (of which two were projected but not yet created).

The Spanish government put forward several reasons for this institutional reform. Chief among them were increasing the coherence between regulatory and antitrust decisions through better integration of ex-ante regulation and ex-post antitrust enforcement, reducing costs by increasing administrative efficiency, reducing the risk of regulatory capture, and integrating ex-ante and ex-post approaches. Other political motivations for the merger were widely discussed in the press at the time since one of the consequences of the integration was the dismissal of the previous members of the different boards and the appointment of new members by the new parliamentary majority.

The creation of the macro-regulator involved a re-assignation of responsibilities, and some minor previous regulators’ functions were assigned to the respective ministries.

The new CNMC consists of a decision board, composed of ten members, and four Directorates (antitrust, energy, telecommunications and audiovisual, and transport and postal services). There are other horizontal units such as a legal service that reports to the board and a competition advocacy department that reports directly to the Chairman.

The board is divided in two chambers: the antitrust chamber, chaired by the Chairman, and the regulatory chamber, chaired by the Deputy Chairman. The antitrust chamber deals with antitrust infringements and mergers, and the regulatory chamber deals with ex-ante sector-specific regulation in all industries covered by the sector Directorates. There is a mechanism for exchanging opinions between chambers and discrepancies between chambers are resolved at plenary sessions of the two chambers.

The members of the board are proposed by the government for a six-year non-renewable term, and approved by the Parliament. The appointment criteria are completely opaque. The actual board members proposed by the government did not face any opposition in Parliament where the party supporting the government had an absolute majority.

For infringement proceedings, there is a functional separation between the board and the four directorates. Directorates conduct investigations in infringement cases. Once the investigation phase is finalized, the Directorate makes a proposal to the Board, which analyzes it and adopts a decision (which does not necessarily follow the line of the proposal).
2. Assessment

• Synergies vs. Conflict

The new CNMC is organized into four Directorates that replicate the structure of the former independent regulators (antitrust, energy, telecoms plus the new audiovisual powers, and transport which includes the former railways and postal regulators plus the new airports regulator). The structure does not allow elucidating how potential synergies across departments can arise, so creating synergies will depend on how the institutional culture develops (i.e. whether there is collaboration or rivalry between departments).

Synergies might potentially arise at the Board level both within the regulatory chamber that will deal with the several industries and therefore can apply consistent regulatory principles, and across chambers since the consultation mechanism between chambers can realize synergies between regulation and antitrust enforcement.

However, there are obstacles to the realization of synergies:

• if there is no collaboration across departments, synergies at the board level might come too late in the procedure;

• the diverse agenda of the regulatory chamber can lead to a lack of specialization of board members and inability to exploit potential synergies; and

• the functioning of the cross-chambers consultation mechanism will depend on the rules established and on whether Board members adopt a conflict or a collaborative attitude. Games of power between chambers might make synergies more difficult to arise.

Finally, the Spanish government argued that the increased administrative efficiency derived from the removal of duplicated costs and the simplification of the structure of the regulator would produce important cost savings, an argument that is especially relevant under the current public budget constraint. The government predicted cost savings of EUR 28 million. However, this is a side argument that does not justify per se the creation of a multi-purpose regulator, unless there are also important policy synergies.

ACCOUNTABILITY IS, IN PRINCIPLE, EXPECTED TO IMPROVE, SINCE IN REGULATED SECTORS A SOLE INSTITUTION WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SUPERVISION OF THE MARKETS AND THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANTITRUST LAW
• Advocacy

The fact that the CNMC is a bigger institution with broader responsibilities makes it potentially more influential over the legislative process. Also, combining sector-specific and competition expertise puts the institution in a better position to submit more informed opinions on sector-specific regulatory initiatives or to create more comprehensive market studies.

However, depending on how responsibilities are assigned internally, this combination could also introduce some bias. The new CNMC maintains a separate competition advocacy department, which already existed in the preceding antitrust agency. This department is in charge of elaborating market studies as well as participating in the legislative process through non-binding reports and recommendations. However, it is not clear from the CNMC structure and functions how advocacy responsibilities are assigned within the regulator, and whether advocacy initiatives in the regulated sectors will be led by sector-specific units or coordinated by the competition advocacy unit. In the former case, competition arguments might become of secondary importance in favor of other regulatory goals. In either case, “pure” competition arguments will be undermined since the promotion of competition will no longer be the sole goal of the institution. Also, if the advocacy reports in regulated sectors are approved by the regulatory chamber, the regulatory bias might be reinforced.35

The integration of regulatory and competition powers under the CNMC does not necessarily mean that discrepancies will disappear, but rather that they will be resolved internally. Possible internal conflicts might not be visible to policymakers and legislators who will receive a sole report. To avoid this, the advocacy reports should reflect any potential conflicts between regulation and competition advocacy and should not attempt to reconcile them.

Again, the outcome will very much depend on whether the directorates and chambers adopt a cooperative or a rivalry approach. A rivalry approach is not necessarily negative if it enriches the discussion and such discussion is reflected in a transparent manner in the final report. Under the current setting, it is difficult to anticipate which model will prevail.

• Independence vs. Accountability

The creation of the CNMC did not entail major changes in the system of appointment of board members, which are proposed by the government and heard by the Parliament. The current appointment system lacks transparency and is not necessarily based on the merits of the candidates. Under this setting, the smaller number of board members and the fact that they are politically appointed make the risk of government influence more likely.36 Also, the excessively broad agenda of the regulatory chamber and the lack of expertise of some board members in both chambers make board members more exposed to government influence.
Accountability is, in principle, expected to improve, since in regulated sectors a sole institution will be responsible for the supervision of the markets and the enforcement of antitrust law.\(^{37}\)

The new institution budget is set by the government, which reduces the independence of the agency but makes it more accountable.\(^{38,39}\) However, the large number of industries covered by the new agency and the small size of the chambers (five members each) make it difficult for board members to know the details of all the adopted decisions. For example, according to the Chairman of the CNMC, the board has adopted nearly 1,000 decisions during its first eight months of operation,\(^{40}\) of which almost three-quarters corresponded to the regulatory chamber.

This implies that the five members of the regulatory chamber have adopted an average of 20 decisions per week in six industries.

The number of decisions is likely to increase in sectors such as railways and airports, which are at early stages of liberalization. The topics range from technical network issues to audiovisual contents and advertising regulation. It is therefore not credible that the members of the regulatory chamber will be able to take proper responsibility for such a volume of decisions covering such a broad set of issues.

- **Coherence and Coordination**

One of the reasons put forward by the Spanish government to justify the merger was to address some concerns regarding conflicting decisions of industry regulators and the antitrust agency.\(^{41}\) Companies claimed that this led to high regulatory uncertainty. The CNMC can promote a more coherent application of competition principles in regulated sectors.

However, there are factors that could limit coordination:

1. Coordination depends not only on the institutional arrangements but also on the institutional culture. If the sector-specific divisions and the competition division do not develop a culture of cooperation, coherence will not be guaranteed.

2. The different natures of regulatory and competition administrative procedures make a formal coordination difficult. Both timing and powers differ in antitrust and regulatory interventions. While regulatory intervention is normally \textit{ex ante} and does not aim to sanction, antitrust investigations are \textit{ex post} and aim to sanction specific conducts. This difference is blurred but not totally eliminated under the current convergence of regulatory and antitrust principles.
3. It is also not clear how such coordination will be articulated at directorate and board levels. If coordination does not occur explicitly at directorate and at board levels, the integration might result in an internalization of potential conflicts leading to a lack of transparency in resolution. This problem might be aggravated by the multiple mandates of the regulator and the difficulty in reconciling priorities and objectives.

- **Priority Setting**

The CNMC has integrated supervisory powers over a large number of sectors, which could lead to a dilution of priority setting. In its first strategic plan presented in May 2014, the CNMC set three broad goals that are not specific to a multi-purpose regulator: rigorous interventions, transparency and independence, and the realization of synergies. It then developed a list of actions, which are mostly related to the process (e.g. an integrated approach to problems, internal communication, efficient use of resources). Just a few actions refer to vague policy objectives such as the active prosecution of cartels.

Such a broad strategic plan does not provide indications of how priorities will be set and internal conflicts will be solved but, on the contrary, it keeps a large degree of uncertainty regarding policy objectives, decision mechanisms, and internal allocation of human and financial resources of the new regulator.

Also, the fact that there is no organic integration of the antitrust and the regulatory departments means the setting of priorities at directorate level will not truly benefit from an integrated institutional setting. Only the Plenary of the Board is in a position to set comprehensive priorities covering regulation and antitrust but the separation of the investigation and the decision phases and the broad range of issues covered by the Board make the process of setting priorities a complex task.

- **Regulatory Capture and Regulatory Arbitrage**

To prevent regulatory capture was one of the drivers of the reform. This is certainly an issue for the smaller regulators (railway, postal, and the yet to be created, airports regulator), since they may lack enough resources to face monopolies or quasi-monopolies in their respective markets. A large multi-sector regulator reduces in principle the risk of being captured.

There are two aspects that may contribute to maintain or increase the risk of regulatory capture: First, the structure of the new regulator keeps industry responsibilities under different directorates which are still subject to capture by big industry players. Second, the broad agenda of the regulatory chamber means that members of the chamber cannot be experts on all supervised sectors and therefore might be more receptive to arguments by large industry players. The risk of capture will therefore depend on the degree to which the
competition division can be heard, and the extent to which the interplay between chambers can limit the risk of capture of sector-specific divisions and of the regulatory chamber.\textsuperscript{44}

Finally, it is not clear that “forum shopping” will be attenuated under the new structure since complaints will still follow different routes depending on whether they are submitted on the basis of sector regulation or competition law. Regulatory complaints will be dealt with by sector-specific units and decided by the regulatory chamber. Competition complaints will be investigated by the competition division and decided by the competition chamber. Depending on the level of coordination and control across divisions and across chambers, forum shopping might or might not be reduced.

B. Institutional Reform in Mexico

1. Background

In its “exposition of motives” to the 2013 constitutional amendment, the Mexican government noted two key objectives that had a direct incidence on telecommunications and antitrust under the “Pact for Mexico,” which all three major political parties signed at the beginning of President Peña Nieto’s presidency in 2012:

1. “Extend the benefits of an economy formed through competitive markets.” Within this agreement the government agreed to strengthen the Federal Competition Commission (CFC at the time, now “Cofece”) and create specialized tribunals in competition and telecommunications.

2. “Guarantee equitable access to world-class telecommunication services.” Meaning that a right of access to broadband would be recognized, and the sector regulator Comisión Federal de Telecomunicaciones (COFETEL at the time, now “IFT”) would be granted autonomy. In addition, a telecommunications backbone would be developed and competition would be instilled in broadcasting, telephony, and data services.

After a very short discussion period from late February to early April of 2013, Congress voted to pass changes to various articles in the Constitution. These Constitutional reforms triggered the formation of new telecommunications and competition authorities in Mexico and came into effect on June 11, 2013.

A rare characteristic of the constitutional reforms was the length and detail of the amendments. Constitutions are usually meant to be coordinating devices among heterogeneous actors that aid in the enforcement of the law, but are not meant to dictate behaviors or transform culture.\textsuperscript{45} They provide a
framework with which to evaluate both transgressions to rules and the effectiveness of enforcement. In the case of the Mexican reforms, the stated aim of the legislators in drafting lengthy permanent and transitory articles was to avoid special interests from subsequently “watering down” any significant changes during the process of drafting the secondary legislation. Given how long the drafting of secondary legislation has taken, these concerns may not have been completely without grounds.\textsuperscript{46}

The newly formed authorities were granted autonomy—a completely novel form of institutional makeup in Mexico until now, with the exception of the Central Bank, the Statistics Office, and the Electoral Commission. Autonomy does strengthen the mandate of these institutions but generates a number of practical difficulties and uncertainties, from the very basic: Who issues their codes of rulings? How are funds to be disbursed to them? Should legal adjustments be made to ensure they comply with the transparency and civil service responsibilities that the remaining federal public administration entities follow? To the more complex: How do two autonomous regulators interact with regulators that, while being technically autonomous, belong to the executive and may have a different standing with the judiciary? If they are completely autonomous, are they a fourth branch of government and, if so, are they even constitutional?

New commissioners were selected through an open, merit-based process and began their responsibilities in September 2013, basing their power on two old laws, Federal Telecommunications Act 1996 (“LFT”) and Federal Economic Competition Law of 1993 (“LFCE”)—both of these having been amended partially over time. Meanwhile as secondary legislation has not yet been passed, the two new institutions have not yet formally announced their internal restructure, as it is dependent on bylaws to secondary legislations that have not come into force. We will, nevertheless, describe in general terms the current institutional make up with the caveat that it is still undergoing changes as we draft this article.

IFT will likely have to face a difference in the interaction that exists between the substantive or technical areas and its plenum in a regulation vs. a competition context. While technical areas work with and report to the plenum on a regular basis while performing their various duties aimed at designing, supervising, and enforcing regulation, the nature of the interaction in an adversarial context, as is the case with antitrust, is completely different. The new regulator will have to “wall off” the investigation and merger review case teams to avoid being accused of acting as a judge, jury, and executioner.

This, of course, is not a problem in Cofece where technical areas have been accustomed to working at arms length with its plenum. In fact, reforms which very strictly separate the investigative from the trial phases of the case were aimed at increasing procedural fairness and further legitimizing Cofece’s decisions. The Investigative Unit Head (Autoridad Investigadora (“AI”)) has been raised to the level of the commissioners. The Plenum no longer relies on the AI to oversee the trial portion of a case, and a new Instruction Secretary position has been created to give continuity and report to Plenum. New powers on reviewing “barriers to competition”—currently being interpreted as the possibility of undertaking market studies—and determining
“essential inputs” will likely lead to a restructuring of competencies between various directorates: regulated markets, economic studies, and perhaps even unilateral conduct investigations, since “essential inputs” are also regarded as an abuse of dominance conduct.

2. Assessment

- Synergies vs. Conflict

The most significant change comes in IFT with a completely new unit (Unidad de Competencia Económica (“UCE”) charged with overseeing antitrust investigations and modeled after Cofece’s previous model. One of the stated objectives with the reform was to allow better cooperation and information sharing between the sector regulators and the area charged with overseeing antitrust. The reasoning for the merger was precisely to exploit these synergies.

The UCE is broken into three directorates: a merger review, an investigation and an adjudication area meant to keep separate the inquiry of anticompetitive allegations, and merger review during the trial portion of the legal procedure. Competition advocacy remains with the office of the head of the UCE who collaborates with the other units within IFT but at the same time functions as an independent division within IFT since it has to respect one of the key reforms introduced in the Constitution, which is the separation of investigative work from the decision-making process. Although this can be seen as applying to the plenum in deciding competition cases, it remains to be seen how regulatory analyses and decisions, which are ex ante, will not be “contaminated” with ex post resolutions applying on a case-by-case basis to individual economic agents—an issue of coherence which we take up later.

In the case of Cofece, a similar problem does not arise since its directorates of investigation have traditionally been separated from its market and economic studies directorates. The latter two will likely no longer report to the Investigation Area Head (the Executive Secretary) but to a new Instruction Secretary or similar office charged with following the trial phase of the cases and perhaps the advocacy obligations of Cofece. In terms of Cofece, no synergies are gained from the new makeup imposed by the Constitution, but a larger bureaucracy—with an incommensurate budget—will have to be created.

As Hyman & Kovacic mention, it is a common complaint among regulated entities that additional powers are rarely assigned new budgets that allow them to face these new responsibilities. In this case, Congress did increase budgets for both: IFT’s threefold (350 percent increased from approximately U.S. $50 million to U.S. $230 million) and Cofece’s 33 percent. Cofece’s budget increase will hardly cover the fees for the new administration responsibilities and two additional commissioners’ posts with their respective staffs.
In addition, Cofece was not allowed to introduce changes to the law that would enable it to obtain monies from late fees or from merger notifications. One immediately visible effect has been its inability to retain a large portion of its qualified staff as an important number of competition experts have left the old antitrust regulator for better salaries and positions with the new telecommunications regulator. The incorporation of experienced competition economists and lawyers is an important boost to IFT, but it has come at a cost to Cofece, which even before the reforms often suffered from a shortage of qualified economists and lawyers.

- **Advocacy**

Having joint regulatory and competition knowledge may better position IFT to lobby Congress for important regulatory changes. With both regulatory and competition knowledge it will be able to make more informed opinions but, as is the case of Spain, additional responsibilities while sometimes complementary may also be conflicting and lead to bias in decision-making. In contrast to the CNMC, the same plenum decides regulatory and competition cases so that two conflicting positions will very likely be resolved inside the organization and not be subject to external scrutiny and discussion. That is, unless the new regulator adheres to transparency criteria that present competition and regulatory arguments side by side.

Given the size of the Competition Unit vis-à-vis the other units at IFT, there is a very real risk that regulatory-based considerations will trump competition ones and that advocacy will be weakened within the IFT. A concurrency of faculties in advocacy opinions in telecom with Cofece would be a welcome reform in the future.

- **Independence vs. Accountability**

The possibility for reelection as president of each agency after an initial four-year term, subject to Congressional decision, puts in jeopardy the independence with which the presidents of IFT and Cofece will act over his or her initial four-year terms.

Another point of concern are the strict guidelines that Congress has imposed on future and meritorious candidates which will likely result in good public servants—but only public servants—having the possibility to be appointed as commissioners. To avoid regulatory capture the law forbids any person who has worked or represented an economic agent subject to regulation or investigation during the three prior years to their appointment to become an eligible candidate for Commissioner. In addition, there is a bar against candidates serving in companies that were subject to regulation or investigation during the three subsequent years after
they served as commissioners. The likelihood that anyone but political appointees and civil servants will fulfill or agree to these conditions is low making independence suspect over time.

With the degree of scrutiny they are facing as completely new autonomous institutions—one that will likely continue—both regulators have so far been cautious and responsible about publishing their annual work plans and quarterly reports. The production of guidelines, foreseen in the secondary legislation, that will make transparent and provide certainty in their enforcement actions will be a crucial metric for how accountable they are in the future.

- Coherence, Coordination, and Priority Setting

A key driver for the constitutional amendment that granted competition powers to the telecommunications regulator was to improve the coordination that had been lacking even if improving between CFC and COFETEL. Nevertheless, there was no clear analysis of the reasons that had led to this poor coordination, created mostly by the CFC’s determinations of a lack of effective competition conditions that were the trigger to impose asymmetric regulation. Consequently all competition powers were granted to IFT (mergers, investigations, advocacy), not just those relating to the imposition of regulation. As a result, the new telecommunications entity has a large and not necessarily complementary mandate reflected in its annual work plan for 2014, which includes: freedom of speech and universal access; competition, free market access, and eliminating restrictions to competition and innovation; ensuring quality, competitive prices, and security; regulating and supervising the use of spectrum, networks, and telecommunications and broadcasting services; and protecting rights of users and audiences.48

It will be a challenge for IFT to manage and prioritize its diverse mandate. This may be reflected in the judiciary, where economic agents have traditionally turned when defending conflicting rules or their enforcement. The newly minted specialized tribunals will have an important workload in ensuring that the new reforms do not deteriorate into excessive and unnecessary litigation, as was the case before.

Another important aspect to note is that although the merging of competition authority into the telecommunications regulator was seen as a “clean” way of resolving coordination problems, coordination will still be key between IFT and Cofece. Both have to enforce the same law in competition matters, and any similarities or discrepancies with which they do so may result in excessive litigation brought before the tribunals or the possibility of regulatory arbitrage, which we take up next.

- Regulatory Capture and Regulatory Arbitrage

Although there are certain undertakings that very clearly fall into the purview of the telecommunications regulator, there are others such as value-added services operators, which lie in a grey area. Much has been written about the behind the scenes disputes between U.S. regulators regarding their own
but this is new to Mexico and will present not just an interesting coordination challenge between IFT and Cofece, but could open up a new avenue of litigation among economic agents falling into this grey area and seeking to arbitrage between them.

Avoiding regulatory capture should not impose unnecessary burdens on the authority, but the rigidity with which investigative and resolution phases have been separated results in an important and likely unnecessary burden on the authorities. In the case of competition, historically there were internal complaints of having very little interaction between the technical areas and plenum to the point where commissioners only heard one side of the argument (the external parties) and not the other (the directorates). We hope to take up this point in future research.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

There are synergies and benefits to gathering regulatory and competition powers under one roof, but in order for these elements to be exploited special attention should be put on institutional and organizational design. Just merging several institutions into one larger one does not guarantee the realization of promised synergies and benefits.

The building of an institutional culture is also important. Like in any merger, there are aspects of institutional culture that are valuable in the separate entities and thus need to be preserved, while others have to be modified either for the joint entity or for individual departments or subsidiaries. In essence, the creation of a new culture is needed to change the way of working. There needs to be a clear strategy driven by top management and absorbed by the staff. As pointed by Lyons for the U.K.’s CMA, the first thing the chairman and the board members of the new institutions will have to get right is a “common culture of genuinely independent collective decision making.”

Within this process clear risks need to be recognized, such as the risk of running independent divisions with no clear unifying mandate (it need not be single, but it must be cohesive and priorities need to be clear). Externally, the government has to believe in the concept of an independent institution. As pointed out by Hadfield & Weingast, “this is not just a matter of building institutions; it requires the achievement of a shift in common knowledge systems of beliefs.”

A transitional period is essential to ensure that there is enough flexibility to adjust to change and ensure a smooth transfer of the strengths, knowledge, and experience from previous institutions into the new organization. When a transitional period is clearly announced it also signals to all parties—internal and external to the new agency—that the period of uncertainty is finite and reduces posturing and opportunistic behavior by economic agents as change is enacted and implemented.

The configuration of a small board with enormous responsibilities over a broad number of sectors and a complex system of interactions between chambers can act as a bottleneck to the functioning of the
institution. A more sensible option seems to opt either for the German model (with nine specialized ruling chambers) or for the Dutch model (with a minimalistic board with limited managerial responsibilities).

Increased responsibilities require even better appointment mechanisms that select the best candidates to occupy the decision posts. In both cases described here, the current mechanism does not guarantee a transparent selection of the best candidates going forward, and in some cases not necessarily based on their merits. If the quality of the board is important in a single-purpose regulator, it becomes crucial in a multi-purpose regulator where not only highly technical expertise is required, but also capacity to know and relate sectors, and to have a broader overview over the issues at stake is essential.

The ultimate aim of institutional design is to ensure an effective enforcement of the law. The success of the new institutional settings both in Spain and Mexico is yet to be proved. Some features of the new institutions were not fully motivated by the aim of improving regulation enforcement. This can lead to a non-materialization of the potential benefits. The fine-tuning of the institutional design, the details of the implementation, the internal procedural design, and the new culture of the institutions and governments will be crucial to exploit the complementarities of regulatory and antitrust policies.
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Institutional Design and Federal Antitrust Enforcement Agencies: Renovation or Revolution?

BY MICHAEL S. MCFALLS

Institutional design, properly defined, both circumscribes and defines the practice of antitrust law in the United States. The structure of antitrust law and enforcement in the United States reflects so many disparate strands of political thought and expression that it seems almost impossible that it could function, much less cohere. But that very mixture of currents and cross-currents is quintessentially American—and keeps the importance of institutional design very much alive and significant in U.S. antitrust law. And although fundamental reinvention is unlikely, incremental changes are both possible and desirable, particularly those within the discretion of the enforcement agencies themselves. Below, we discuss what kinds of changes may be useful for the enforcement agencies to consider.

I. INTRODUCTION

Institutional design is a term that would seem completely irrelevant to most practitioners who make their living in antitrust law in the United States. For many, it is a topic confined to academic circles (at least in the United States), a craft applied to many countries whose borders or governmental structure did not exist when the Sherman Act (and, in many cases, the Clayton Act) emerged, and a possibility whose moment has passed in a country with a dysfunctional legislative branch and a conservative judiciary.

But institutional design, properly defined, both circumscribes and defines the practice of antitrust law in the United States. The structure of antitrust law and enforcement in the United States reflects so many disparate strands of political thought and expression that it seems almost impossible that it could function, much less cohere. But that very mixture of currents and cross-currents is quintessentially American.

At the center of the antitrust enterprise in the United States are the Sherman Act and Clayton Act, which are wonderfully broad, terse statutes that confer substantial enforcement discretion on the executive branch. The existence of two federal enforcement agencies (the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”)) reflects the modern progressive belief in expert agencies (hence the existence of the FTC) and the desire to avoid making enforcement of the antitrust laws at the DOJ captive to the political party resident in the White House (which oversees the Department of Justice) or to the current bent of the federal judiciary.

Private attorneys general, as well as state attorneys general, (“AGs”) also provide an additional safeguard against a lack of aggressive enforcement or scarce enforcement resources. The legislature cannot force executive branches or independent agencies to enforce their antitrust laws, but it can and does allow private parties and state AGs to pick up any slack during
eras where the executive agencies may opt to be less active. And at the very top of the antitrust pyramid is the federal judiciary, which provides the same constraint on overreach—whether by private or governmental plaintiffs—that it is supposed to provide in other aspects of our daily lives.

More importantly, institutional design, appropriately imagined, is a continuing organic process that encompasses not only the structural parameters of U.S. antitrust law but also the internal machinery of U.S. enforcement agencies. Here, we depart from fundamental aspects of design, defined by Congress and bounded by the judiciary, to decisions within the discretion of the enforcement agencies. In some respects, and in some eras, the agencies have dramatically expanded their authority beyond what many believed were appropriate boundaries. In other instances, the agencies have acted to protect the integrity of their investigational and enforcement processes by reducing unnecessary burdens, refining and publicizing evolving standards for enforcement, and otherwise refusing to exercise the maximum extent of their substantive or procedural authority even when convenient to do otherwise. The staffs of the agencies exercise this sort of discretion every single day, applying far more sophisticated standards to their investigations and reducing unnecessary procedural burdens on parties even when a matter becomes adversarial.

In this light, institutional design is very much alive and important in U.S. antitrust law. And although fundamental reinvention is unlikely, incremental changes are both possible and desirable, particularly those within the discretion of the enforcement agencies themselves. Further progress can and should be made.

Below, I discuss what kinds of changes may be useful for the enforcement agencies to consider. First, I identify central objectives for antitrust enforcement agencies. Second, I examine whether and how the agencies have achieved these objectives in the merger review process, and what changes may allow them to enhance their performance in meeting the central objectives that we identify. Third, I compare agency performance in the civil non-merger context, and explain how the FTC could enhance its speed and impact by doing less and trusting the federal judiciary to do more. I also address why these changes would not render either of the agencies irrelevant, and why they do not require or justify fundamental reallocations of authority between the DOJ and FTC.

A final section discusses how and why the federal antitrust enforcement agencies should enjoy at least equal footing with sister federal agencies with respect to competition issues. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court has gone in precisely the opposite direction without any justification. Perhaps more frequent self-restraint at the antitrust agencies would lead the Supreme Court to restore balance between the antitrust agencies and other authorities with respect to authority over competition issues. In the interim, the
enforcement agencies can and will continue to develop relationships which will protect and advance the values of competition in other parts of the federal government.

II. IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES FOR ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

A full discussion of the objectives of antitrust enforcement agencies (and antitrust law itself) is obviously beyond the scope of this article. But a quick discussion of important enforcement agency objectives is essential before evaluating agency performance, analyzing the impact of structure on performance, and recommending revisions in design.

The most important aspect of agency performance is accuracy. The agencies have a substantial independent incentive to select cases appropriately, particularly when resources are scarce. But the full array of non-pecuniary incentives for agencies and staffers can produce results that are just as biased as decision-making based solely on economic self-interest.

Judicial review (based on a balanced, adversarial process) is ultimately the most important guarantor that agencies will select their cases appropriately. All are aware that courts occasionally produce opinions that fall well short of the mark. But more often than not, this is the result of poor advocacy, not poor judgment. The question is not whether the agencies have more expertise than judges, or fewer economic incentives than their private adversaries. One could say the same with respect to multiple aspects of law enforcement and regulation. The question is whether the agencies can show that the outcome they seek —whether criminal, civil, or equitable—is supported by evidence reviewed by an independent federal judge with life tenure. Limitations on judicial review and authority marginally increase the likelihood of agency overreach.

Another important dimension of agency performance is doctrinal flexibility. This not only enables agencies to limit their own case selection appropriately, but also to expand the range of tools to use in investigations and enforcement. There is very little in the way of institutional design that can directly enhance the ability of the agencies to encourage and use novel legal and economic thinking in their activities. But the adversarial nature of the litigation process, coupled with judicial review and supremacy, creates an important incentive for the agencies to find appropriate vehicles for challenging the doctrinal status quo. Again, more judicial review, not less judicial review, is likely to enhance the ability of the agencies to respond to new issues and thinking.

A third important dimension of agency performance is legitimacy, which also includes factors like transparency, consistency, and self-restraint. Even when agencies are arriving at more accurate or innovative outcomes, their decisions may lack appropriate legitimacy or impact if they are unclear, misunderstood, easily distinguishable, inapplicable to other
cases, or the result of coercive tactics or circumstances. The enforcement agencies have understood for years that their ability to have an impact on the business community can depend significantly on the perceived legitimacy of their decision-making. Unfortunately, traditional institutional design can have very little impact on legitimacy without subjecting multiple staff decisions to judicial review (even though many today are not even subject to review by agency management). The ability of the agencies to achieve these objectives depends largely on their willingness to implement controls that may serve their longer-term interests while compromising shorter-term objectives.

A fourth important dimension is efficiency—arriving at good decisions in a manner that avoids unnecessary delay and cost. Up to a point, efficiency and accuracy can coexist as objectives. But those who would complain about the cost of investigations and litigation should consider the alternative—per se rules against potentially ambiguous conduct, presumptions against mergers that may be benign, and a considerably slower growth in our understanding of how competition truly works. The real problems in the U.S. system arise when the agencies impose significant costs and delays without producing good or accurate results, or when they obtain results by imposing greater costs in an effort that avoids judicial review.

III. FEDERAL ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT: MERGER REVIEW

The U.S. merger review process is a product of a flawed structural design and remarkable institutional adaptation. Merger review rests on four fundamental pillars:

1. Section 7 of the Clayton Act, passed in 1950, sets the substantive standard by permitting challenges to mergers and acquisitions that may substantially reduce competition. This facilitates challenges to deals even before they have actually resulted in anticompetitive effects.\(^3\)

2. The Supreme Court decision in United States vs. General Dynamics\(^4\) underscored the importance of analyzing the importance not only of evaluating what would be likely to happen in the future as a result of the deal, but also of comparing the deal’s potential impact with what would have happened absent the acquisition. This focus on the but-for world substantially increases the complexity and richness of merger review.

3. The Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, which requires companies involved in deals that meet certain thresholds to obtain agency review and approval before closing. The agencies have substantial discretion to issue requests for additional information before letting certain potentially problematic deals close, which gives them extraordinary leverage in public-company deals.

4. Judicial review, as the agencies must pursue preliminary injunctive relief from an independent federal court if they have chosen to challenge mergers after a request for additional information.
The flaws in the design are obvious: (1) the existence of two enforcement agencies compel the agencies to allocate matters, industries, and/or enforcement responsibilities; (2) the ability to issue Second Requests without any meaningful judicial constraint confers extraordinary leverage on the enforcement agencies to delay or kill deals; and (3) preliminary injunction trials after a Second Request do not make sense if confined to market definition and market shares.

Fortunately, the enforcement agencies have, for the most part, adapted extraordinarily well to the pre-merger system. They have allocated industries in a manner that makes sense. They have devised a system for clearing transactions that cross categories over which each has principal enforcement responsibility. Their staffs have accumulated expertise in particular industries, demonstrated flexibility in negotiating Second Requests, and structured remedies that resolve competitive problems short of litigation or full-stop injunctions. Most significantly, the agencies have formulated and revised guidelines for horizontal mergers that reflect increasing sophistication well beyond what traditional antitrust law has required.\(^5\)

The increasing substantive sophistication of the enforcement agencies is attributable largely to the legal requirement of obtaining injunctive relief from independent federal courts. While sometimes criticized for implausible market definitions,\(^6\) the agencies have also offered greater quantitative sophistication (in the form of economic data and analysis) and more qualitative richness (with better and deeper interpretation of ordinary-course documents).\(^7\) When chided for facile presumptions based on share and concentration, the agencies responded with richer variations of competitive effects analysis, based on unilateral theories of harm and more sophisticated models of coordinated interaction.\(^8\) When rejected for burden-shifting on issues like entry and efficiencies,\(^9\) the agencies responded with their own evidence on why entry or efficiencies would not be sufficient to deter or reverse anticompetitive effects.\(^10\)

The best example of how judicial review has dramatically improved agency performance is in the hospital merger context. Only after the agencies lost seven consecutive hospital mergers in federal court did the FTC reconsider its approach to litigating them. Using important doctrinal innovations from leading health care and antitrust economists, agency staff retooled and began challenging transactions with a different approach to geographic market definition and competitive effects analysis. The most recent litigated hospital merger challenges against *Promedica,\(^11\) OSF,\(^12\) Phoebe Putney,\(^13\) and St. Luke’s\(^14\) reflect a substantially more modern and persuasive approach to challenging hospital mergers, each with a different flavor of enforcement. Not surprisingly, the agencies have prevailed in every one of these challenges. With greater sophistication has come impressive exercises of prosecutorial discretion, with the agencies closing investigations in a number

---

**THE INCREASING SUBSTANTIVE SOPHISTICATION OF THE ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IS ATTRIBUTABLE LARGELY TO THE LEGAL REQUIREMENT OF OBTAINING INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM INDEPENDENT FEDERAL COURTS**

---

**WITH GREATER SOPHISTICATION HAS COME IMPRESSIVE EXERCISES OF PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION, WITH THE AGENCIES CLOSING INVESTIGATIONS IN A NUMBER OF RELATIVELY HIGH-PROFILE TRANSACTIONS AT THE SAME TIME THAT THEY WERE EXPANDING THEIR CREDIBILITY WITH VICTORIES ACROSS THE FULL SPECTRUM OF ENFORCEMENT THEORIES**
of relatively high-profile transactions at the same time that they were expanding their credibility with victories across the full spectrum of enforcement theories. Thus, although there remain a number of open, legitimate questions about specific aspects of the Commission's hospital merger enforcement program.

Other areas of merger enforcement could benefit from comparable litigation efforts. In the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and life sciences space, the FTC staff has done an extraordinarily good job of articulating and applying evolving theories of potential anticompetitive effects. But there is no doubt that the crucible of litigation would provide additional public benefits in this context, either legitimizing or circumscribing some of the agency's more aggressive enforcement efforts. The FTC has not retreated or ducked these challenges, going to court in cases like Thoratec/Heartware and Lundbeck. But in Thoratec, the parties abandoned a transaction that would almost certainly be enjoined, and in Lundbeck, the district court and appellate court did not deal with antitrust issues with a steady or credible hand. The answer to poor or disappointing judicial decisions is to litigate more, not less, at least in appropriate cases. Unfortunately, the vast majority of pharmaceutical and medical device transactions raising any significant antitrust issues are resolved with surgical divestitures with little or no impact on the underlying transaction.

This phenomenon is not unique to life sciences deals—many transactions raise issues relating to only a small portion of the deal, imposing delay on parties, and uncertainty for all affected parties, including employees, suppliers, and customers. At the end of this protracted period of review, the parties often settle to avoid still further delay, regardless of the underlying merits.

The increasing frequency of quick consents in arguably marginal circumstances has led to much grousing in the private bar about the increasingly regulatory nature of federal antitrust enforcement (in contrast to a law enforcement model). Although the agencies are making better and more informed decisions based on the documents, data, and information obtained from Second Requests, they can use their leverage to force consents and remedies without effective judicial review. Transparency of merger best efforts provisions, the amount of time required to get through the Second Request and litigation processes, and the insignificant portion of overlap in multiple public company deals confer so much leverage to the enforcement agencies that judicial review is sometimes not a meaningful alternative. When judicial review is no longer a meaningful alternative, the agency—particularly staff—acts without fear of constraint.

Thus, although courts have a positive impact as a constraint on agency overreach, the HSR process itself may confer too much leverage to ensure that judicial review and constraint is as meaningful as it could be. What could be done to make review more meaningful while retaining the benefits of broader discovery and more sophisticated analysis?

First, the agencies themselves could impose more limits on their initial investigations, requiring their
staffs to request documents from fewer custodians and less data. Although they have done this before, they could agree to go still further. For example, in exchange for more limited production obligations, parties could agree not to use other information, data, and documents that are not provided to staff. After one month of HSR review parties could pull and refile, and could spend the second month collecting and producing documents and data for a quick look Second Request The staff would take an additional four to six weeks to review the material, then give the Commission and DOJ two weeks to decide whether to pursue injunctive relief. Parties agreeing to a track like this would proceed directly to district court, litigating preliminary relief on a very basic record with limited testimony. Both district and appellate court review of agency action would be more likely to occur in multiple cases.

Second, agencies and the courts could accelerate the timetable for merger litigation. During the initial investigation, and after their recommendations to pursue preliminary injunctive relief, the agencies could and should share their discovery with private parties. This would not only reduce the amount of time that parties must spend in discovery during preliminary injunction litigation, but would also increase the accuracy and legitimacy of agency decision-making. Unilateral, asymmetric discovery may have justifications during the bulk of an investigation, but once the agency staff have indicated a desire to pursue injunctive relief, they should be obliged to share discovery to the same extent they would be required to disclose their evidence in federal litigation. This avoids one of two extremes—that staff exaggerates the power of their evidence in engaging with the parties, or that parties systematically underestimate the weight and force of staff’s evidence.

Third, the federal courts should be the final word on these issues, regardless of whether the DOJ or the FTC brings the case. The FTC should return to its traditional position that it does not have a lower standard for obtaining preliminary injunctive relief than the DOJ, even if it is correct that it may be entitled to receive injunctive relief under a lower standard. Here’s why:

1. The Commission’s aggressive pursuit of a lower standard creates a preposterous divergence in the treatment of mergers depending on whether parties, industries, or matters belong to the DOJ or FTC under their clearance agreement. This undermines the legitimacy of FTC actions, particularly consent decrees obtained through inappropriate leverage gained from the unabashed exercise of maximum prosecutorial power.

2. This lower standard is based on a fundamentally flawed premise that the FTC’s expertise is greater or necessary for adjudicating merger cases. Many would argue that there is plenty of evidence to the contrary. Moreover, if the Commission’s expertise cannot be duplicated by DOJ, why is DOJ reviewing any mergers?

3. The related positions that the FTC has begun to take in these cases—that it need not settle on
relevant market definitions, and that it need not offer substantial evidence of anticompetitive effect—are impossible to reconcile with either the extraordinary amount of discovery that the agency has already enjoyed in its investigation and the alleged expertise that would justify judicial deference to its allegedly superior adjudicative capabilities. Notably, this injunctive authority under 13(b) arose before the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, which already essentially confers almost unlimited power on the agencies to enjoin a transaction while they investigate it.

Other actions and statements from the FTC are also flatly inconsistent with the broad and lengthy discovery that the agencies undertake during Second Request review. For example, some at the Commission continue to use a threshold for authorizing complaints that is far too low given the information at its disposal—whether there is “reason to believe” that the transaction or behavior may violate antitrust law. In the merger context, this is a proper standard for determining whether a Second Request is appropriate, not whether the pursuit of an injunction is appropriate. Similarly, the continuing use of market shares and related presumptions is not only inconsistent with how the agencies internally evaluate most transactions, but also grossly inappropriate in light of the discovery the agency obtains in Second Requests.

The desire to win is understandable for all of us. So too is the impulse for an agency to assert the full extent of powers when so many assert so confidently that their legal powers fall well short of their exercise. But even if we agree that an exercise of power is permitted, we need not agree that it is appropriate or prudent.

Bypassing federal judicial review, or limiting it to issues decided by the Supreme Court over 50 years ago, does nothing more than validate the most extreme criticisms of the merger review process and the enforcement agencies. Further, these actions cast a long, unfortunate shadow over an extraordinary effort by hundreds of people at both agencies to make a horribly designed structure relatively efficient, sophisticated, and even dynamic.

Thus, the FTC should join the DOJ in seeking injunctive relief in federal court on an aggressive timetable consistent with the extraordinary amount of discovery that staffs obtain through the HSR process. Moreover, they should not try to circumvent judicial review any further or differently by suggesting they bear anything less than a burden of showing that the merger is more likely than not to reduce competition in a relevant market.

References to incipiency are irrelevant in the HSR era: all HSR-related merger review occurs before transactions result in anticompetitive effects. And the fact that the courts do not require the agencies to prove potential anticompetitive effects with certainty does not mean that mere possibilities should suffice.
The agencies should prove that anticompetitive effects are at least reasonably probable, which, under any reasonable interpretation of the Clayton Act in the HSR era, must mean more likely than not.

IV. CIVIL NONMERGER ENFORCEMENT

The structure of civil non-merger enforcement in the United States bears some superficial similarities to the merger enforcement structure. Two federal antitrust agencies share enforcement responsibilities and generally allocate oversight of particular industries (and in some cases, companies) to either agency depending on their traditional focus and staff expertise (which now parallels the division to which the agencies agreed for merger enforcement). Each enforces Section 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act, and theoretically is able to enforce the Robinson-Patman Act and Section 3 of the Clayton Act.

There are, however, significant differences between the merger and civil non-merger enforcement regimes. First, private plaintiffs assume a far more important role in the number, nature, and importance of challenges under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. Absent leadership from the agencies, the development of Sherman Act jurisprudence can arise in contexts that may have little to do with preserving consumer welfare, and can be brought by private parties and attorneys whose expertise is often inferior to agency lawyers and whose incentives may lead to challenges in cases with no merit. This has led federal courts to be skeptical not only of private antitrust challenges, but of antitrust law itself, with dramatic adverse consequences for the development of sound antitrust law and the ability of the agencies to conduct their core mission vis-à-vis other federal and state governmental entities.

Second, in non-merger areas, the agencies often lack the leverage provided by the waiting period requirements of the HSR regime. Private parties are better positioned to resist overbroad information requests, and delay compliance with agency requests. This can significantly delay agency non-merger investigations and challenges, perhaps even rendering agency action moot. This also increases the importance of private plaintiffs in the solution of distinct antitrust issues, as they are often more willing than agencies to commence legal proceedings without full or even marginal visibility into the facts underlying their case.

Third, the statutory structure for federal agency enforcement provides a potentially more expansive role for the FTC to develop civil non-merger antitrust law. Historically, increasing congressional frustration with DOJ’s incentive and ability to prosecute antitrust challenges under the Sherman Act, coupled with extraordinary optimism about the ability of an independent agency to become an effective prosecutor and adjudicator of antitrust issues, led to the creation of the FTC itself.25 Armed with a variety of investigative powers and adjudicative responsibilities, the FTC can seek to go beyond the Sherman Act in challenging
particular species of business practices, notably under Section 5 of the FTC Act. It also enjoys substantial home court advantages in making sure that its view of the law becomes the law of the land.

Finally, judicial review is a far more meaningful option in the non-merger context, substantially increasing the legitimacy of federal enforcement actions in two important respects. First, when parties settle despite the ability to obtain judicial review of their behavior, the consent in non-merger contexts is more likely to reflect a realistic appraisal of underlying merits. That is especially true when the agencies do not seek monetary relief. Second, when the agencies prevail, they often obtain opinions that vindicate their views of the law, and are far less distinguishable than opinions in the merger context, which are generally more driven by facts and often *sui generis*.

As with the federal merger review system, no legislation is required to improve federal antitrust enforcement in the civil non-merger context. The agencies have all the tools required to perform effectively, and private parties have sufficient access to judicial review to ensure adequate protection against any potential overreach by the agencies. The primary question that the agencies face is how to improve their selection of investigations, as well as their pace, which would conserve resources, enhance their ability to litigate a broader array of non-merger issues, and make relief more timely and meaningful in those cases where enforcement is appropriate.

More effective non-merger enforcement would enhance the leadership of the agencies in developing antitrust law. It could also limit the substantial collateral damage that private antitrust litigation causes to the agencies in their efforts not only to enforce the Sherman Act in courts, but also to advance the competition mission with other federal authorities and state governments.

**V. THE RECENT DOJ CIVIL NON-MERGER ENFORCEMENT RECORD**

Below, we evaluate the performance of both the DOJ and the FTC over the past 15 years. The demonstrable success of DOJ in bringing a variety of enforcement actions under both Section 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act raises substantial questions about whether the FTC requires greater authority to achieve effective enforcement outcomes. Indeed, the FTC’s record in several crucial areas of competition law and policy suggests, ironically, that exercising greater authority has substantially undermined the effectiveness of its efforts. Contrary to the view of some commentators, the FTC has acted consistently with its statutory mandate, and its failure to achieve timely, meaningful, or pervasive impact in cases involving standard-setting deception and Hatch-Waxman settlements should lead the agency to consider whether it should make its enforcement process leaner and more agile.

The DOJ has had a remarkable level of success across industries and issues over the past 15 years.
No discussion of contemporary antitrust enforcement is complete without an examination of the DOJ’s case against Microsoft. What began as an attempt to enforce a consent decree blossomed into a full-blown Section 2 case that involved almost every conceivable issue that can arise in a Sherman Act proceeding. At the end, the case produced one of the great modern opinions in antitrust law, involving one of the most important companies in the world, in a case that any business would ignore only at their own peril. The commercial impact of the case and remedy was immense; the legal impact of effective enforcement went well beyond the defendant itself. Arguably, the most extraordinary aspect of the case was its rapidity through every aspect of the antitrust enforcement system. The DOJ was able to achieve an important public benefit, principally in the form of validation from an en banc panel of the D.C. Circuit.

*Microsoft* is important. And the application of traditional antitrust principles to a relatively novel technological context made the case complicated. Nevertheless, the DOJ’s achievement in Microsoft is one of many in the past 15 years. Other crucial enforcement efforts include the following:

- The DOJ’s successful challenge to VISA and MasterCard rules prohibiting members from issuing cards with other credit card networks.  
- The DOJ’s traditional challenge to Dentsply’s exclusive agreements, vindicated in the Third Circuit.  
- The DOJ’s innovative (although unsuccessful) efforts to challenge above-cost pricing by American Airlines that allegedly impaired the efforts of new entrants to compete.  
- The DOJ’s challenge to swap agreements involving the Village Voice and independent weeklies, a traditional horizontal restraints case in the context of acquisitions.  
- The DOJ’s successful, widespread investigation into no-poach agreements among Silicon Valley employers.  
- The DOJ’s rapid, (thus far) successful, and politically unpopular challenge to Apple’s agreements with book publishers.  
- The DOJ’s innovative, swift, and effective challenges to agreements between Verizon and cable companies, which would have reduced the incentive of Verizon and cable companies to compete more vigorously against each other.  
- The DOJ’s ongoing challenges to vertical agreements between merchants and payment systems allegedly reducing horizontal interbrand competition.
Very few of these challenges involve conventional antitrust theories—arguably only the Dentsply, Village Voice, and Apple cases fit traditional antitrust molds. And in those cases, the DOJ moved rapidly and effectively to obtain timely relief. In Apple, the DOJ confronted and overcome substantial cross-currents. Other cases involved novel enforcement theories or the application of more traditional antitrust standards to very complicated facts. The ability of the DOJ to prosecute these investigations and challenges under the Sherman Act suggest that there are no substantial legal impediments to bringing challenges based on novel legal theories or novel business practices.

VI. THE FTC RECORD

Despite considerably more tools at its disposal, the FTC's civil non-merger enforcement record over the past 15 years is comparatively lackluster. To be sure, there have been important, successful enforcement efforts in a number of areas—real estate, state action immunity, and petitioning immunity. But despite the efforts of many dedicated employees, the FTC has faced substantial difficulty in shaking its historical reputation as a disappointment in its non-merger enforcement efforts.

First, the FTC still sometimes pursues marginal cases involving small or low-profile defendants or matters where enforcement will have little or no impact on courts or the business community. Even when the defendants are higher-profile, the commercial impact and legal significance of the action can be painfully small. In the Three Tenors, the FTC successfully applied the Quick Look to a restriction on competitive sales of an older recording in connection with the joint production and sale of a new recording. The D.C. Circuit usefully affirmed, and added yet another decision scaling back the free-rider defense in horizontal restraint cases. But how much did the Commission spend in time and resources reminding the antitrust bar and business community that this sort of restriction was not permissible, and what else might the Commission have done with the resources?

Second, even the victories in North Texas Physicians, RealComp, and North Carolina Dental took so long, and involved facts so convoluted, that they have had limited impact on areas of law or the economy in which they could and should have had greater impact. (Because the Supreme Court will review the North Carolina Dental decision, its impact could become more significant.) Moreover, it is very difficult to see how Part III adjudication is necessary in these cases. District and federal appellate courts can easily apply the Quick Look—in a case brought by the DOJ. If anything, the Quick Look should be easier for district courts to apply than the rule of reason. The substantial expenditure of limited resources on Part III matters does not make much sense to outsiders in these contexts. And when one contrasts these cases with the DOJ challenges in the payment system cases, or the Verizon-cable-company agreements, the small legal and commercial impact of these expensive FTC enforcement actions becomes even more evident.
Third, even when the stakes have been more significant, and the context more appropriate for Part III and Section 5, the FTC’s enforcement efforts were not sufficiently quick or well-developed to be effective. In *Rambus*, the FTC took nine years to investigate and challenge standard-setting practices of a single defendant before a single standard-setting body from 1991 to 1996. Multiple parties were already challenging the validity and enforceability of Rambus patents. Nevertheless, the FTC continued to press the enforcement action through protracted administrative litigation, which predictably ended in long opinions resulting in the Commission’s finding of liability after significant periods of time. The D.C. Circuit understandably rejected the Commission’s findings, holding that the Commission, like any other plaintiff, should demonstrate that the allegedly illegal conduct actually resulted in anticompetitive effects, a position all the more legitimate in light of the years of investigation and litigation that had preceded appellate argument.

Fourth, even when the FTC has obtained favorable settlements, it has lost substantial public benefits resulting from litigation. In two challenges involving Intel, the FTC took aggressive positions on bundled pricing, unilateral refusals to deal, and allegedly unlawful product design. Although the defendants was obviously a high-profile target, the inability or willingness of the FTC to achieve its objectives through the judicial process undermined the impact and perceived legitimacy of these enforcement actions. Few antitrust lawyers are parsing the consent decrees in these cases for meaningful guideposts when advising leading companies. DOJ, by contrast, used enforcement actions against Microsoft and Apple to reaffirm important principles of antitrust law in novel factual contexts, articulating legal principles clearly, concisely, rapidly, and, in the view of the courts thus far, correctly.

Fifth, in an area where the FTC has invested the greatest amount of resources, it has won a battle but ultimately lost a war. In 1998, the FTC began investigating Hatch-Waxman settlement agreements. For a variety of reasons, the FTC moved slowly, eventually entering consent decrees in both cases.

After settling the first two sets of agreements that it investigated, the FTC subsequently challenged a set of agreements between Schering-Plough and generic companies involving K-Dur. Though the FTC did not apply the label of *per se* illegality to the arrangement, the opinion appeared to outsiders to take precisely that position. Taking advantage of their ability to choose their appellate court, the defendants selected the Eleventh Circuit, which had already ruled in an earlier appeal in private litigation that settlements within the scope of the patents at issue were presumptively lawful. Not surprisingly, the Eleventh Circuit showed no deference to the FTC’s view of facts or law, and reversed. The FTC watched as the Second and Federal Circuits reached similar results.

In 2008, the FTC renewed its enforcement efforts in a challenge to Cephalon’s settlements with four generic companies involving Provigil, going directly to district court. Separately, the FTC challenged agreements between Solvay with generic companies involving Andro-Gel in district court. These were
transparent attempts to create circuit splits to expedite Supreme Court review of the issue.

Eventually, the strategy bore fruit. The Supreme Court took the Andro-Gel case and reversed.\textsuperscript{51} Unfortunately, the quality of the decision did not justify the time and resources required to produce it. The Supreme Court rejected the extreme position that any patent settlement within the nominal exclusionary scope of the patents-in-suit would be lawful. But it did not articulate any meaningful guidance on how lower courts should evaluate the impact of a settlement.\textsuperscript{52} Thus, 16 years after the FTC began its enforcement efforts, we finally have a Supreme Court decision, but it is not useful for other cases, resulted from FTC action in district court (not Part III), and is not based on Section 5. It is hard to imagine that the DOJ could have done less simply using Sherman Act authority in district court. Indeed, more than a year after the Supreme Court decision, the FTC continues to litigate Cephalon in district court, now pressing for restitution while private plaintiffs press for treble damages.

Although the FTC felt vindicated by the Actavis decision, it should step back and seriously consider whether its textbook approach to investigation and prosecution served the public interest. This is not to second-guess the actual decisions the FTC actually made. Each step—settling the initial cases, collecting information and issuing reports, litigating in Part III, and pursuing challenges in federal court to avoid appellate forum-shopping and create circuit splits—made perfect legal sense and was a sound public policy decision. Cumulatively, however, the amount of time and resources required to obtain such a largely ambiguous opinion with little guidance for future cases seriously raises questions about whether the FTC should continue to press ahead with the protracted Part III litigation process.

Speculation about the feasibility or speed of an alternative course is unnecessary. Right when the FTC began its investigations, it was commencing a challenge in federal court to exclusive agreements that Mylan reached with active pharmaceutical ingredient suppliers, which enabled Mylan to corner three separate generic pharmaceutical markets and raise the prices of all three substantially. The FTC investigated the case rapidly, and went straight to district court to obtain rapid injunctive and other equitable relief.

There is no reason that the FTC could not pursue precisely the same kind of challenges in other cases going forward. Moreover, given the flexibility that courts have shown in DOJ’s challenges under the Sherman Act, there is no obvious reason why the FTC must or should use authority under Section 5 as an independent source of doctrinal authority.

The FTC should also continue its efforts to guide the development of non-merger law in its amicus
efforts. In fact, one of the most effective enforcement victories over the past 15 years resulted from amicus efforts in private litigation, followed by advocacy before the Federal Drug Administration (“FDA”) and in favor of legislative reform. In the Orange Book listing cases, the FTC identified potential weaknesses in the FDA patent notification system, which undermined the integrity of that process in several notable instances while also permitting branded firms to exclude competition that might otherwise have occurred. Broader amicus efforts, along with more effective collaboration with sister agencies, may enable the Commission to cover more substantive ground more credibly across the industries for which it bears primary enforcement responsibility.

VII. THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE AGENCIES TO OTHER FEDERAL AUTHORITIES

Perhaps the most substantial basis for criticizing federal antitrust agency performance outside the merger context is the relatively modest impact that the FTC and DOJ have had on sister agencies throughout the federal government. The role of other federal government entities as regulators and even as market participants can have a significant impact on the competitive structure and performance of industries and participants. Although the federal agencies have traditionally attempted to assert the importance, even hegemony, of competition as a public policy value, the recent role of the agencies has been low-profile at best.

This does not reflect the absence of opportunities from a competition policy perspective. In its capacity as the most important domestic customer of pharmaceuticals, health care services, rare earth minerals, and numerous high-technology defense industry products, the federal government would benefit from continuing counsel from antitrust enforcers on how to ensure that their upstream suppliers continue to be cost-competitive, innovative, and prevent bid-rigging among other ills.

And in their capacity as industry regulators, numerous federal agencies would benefit from continuing collaboration with federal antitrust regulators to ensure that their regulatory activities do not unnecessarily reduce competition. That is especially true for agencies like the FDA and Department of Defense (“DOD”). But it is also true for governmental actors like the Federal Reserve, Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (“FDIC”), and Treasury. The return of the DOJ to greater activism in the financial sector is welcome but long overdue.

One reason for the reticence of federal antitrust agencies in acting more directly in regulated sectors may be the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Credit Suisse Sec. (USA) L.L.C. v. Billing}. There, the Supreme Court arguably articulated a more expansive doctrine of implied antitrust immunity at the intersection of securities law and antitrust law. Justice Breyer identified four factors that were crucial in determining whether implied antitrust immunity would apply to conduct:

1. the existence of regulatory authority to supervise the conduct at issue;
2. “evidence that the regulatory entities exercise that authority . . .”;

3. “a resulting risk” that if antitrust and other laws, “if both applicable, would produce conflicting guidance, requirements, duties, privileges, or standards of conduct . . .”; and

4. whether the conflict affects “practices that lie squarely within an area” of activity that the other body of law seeks to regulate.

Thus, immunity could apply even when there is no actual or direct conflict between antitrust and other regulatory law. Indeed, in Billings itself, the challenged behavior also seemed to violate the securities laws.

This displacement of antitrust law and principles in circumstances where compliance with antitrust law would not undermine the spirit or letter of other federal regulation or law may have consequences that regulators at other agencies themselves may not welcome. Perhaps it is attributable to the skepticism that the Supreme Court has about private antitrust enforcement.58

Even in the shadow of Billings, the federal agencies may nevertheless continue to play an important role in preserving and expanding principles of competition in sectors regulated or dominated by the federal government as regulator or commercial actor. Outside of the intellectual property context, where the Supreme Court shares the knee-jerk hostility of antitrust agencies to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“PTO”) and even Federal Circuit, the DOJ and FTC will have to continue an approach based on deep knowledge, mutual respect, and more frequent, material collaboration with sister agencies in activities within and outside the enforcement agencies.

Fortunately, each of the agencies has experienced staff familiar with the regulatory and commercial terrain of the industries also regulated by sister agencies. In fact, it is this experience and familiarity that are the strongest guarantee that each of the agencies would continue to enjoy and merit an independent existence as a federal antitrust enforcement agency. And although the relative specialization of each agency’s staffs is arguably the result of historical accident, not institutional design, it is precisely the kind of incremental adaptation that has made the U.S. antitrust agencies so effective. ▲

1 Partner, Ropes & Gray LLP, Washington, D.C. The author was also Attorney-Advisor to FTC Chairman Robert Pitofsky from 1998 to 2000. This article reflects solely the views of the author, and does not reflect the views of Ropes & Gray, its partners, or its clients.

2 For others, institutional design has been a hot topic for some time, and certainly not confined to academic circles. For leading discussions of institutional design in the U.S. context, see Daniel A. Crane, The Institutional Structure of Antitrust Enforcement (2011); William E. Kovacic & David A.
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FTC v. Lundbeck, Inc., 650 F.3d 1236 (8th Cir. 2011) (affirming rejection of FTC and State of Minnesota challenge to acquisition of two drugs allegedly permitting owner to raise prices substantially).


There are legitimate questions that others have asked from the opposite end of the spectrum, including fundamentally, whether there is structural bias towards under-enforcement. See Lawrence M. Frankel, The Flawed Institutional Design of U.S. Merger Review: Stacking the Deck against Enforcement, Utah L. Rev. 1 (2008). One solution is to defer substantially more to agency judgments about the appropriateness of injunctive relief in merger cases, akin to the deference allegedly shown to regulators in administrative rulemakings. But the structure of merger enforcement and civil non-merger enforcement itself demonstrates a congressional interest in compelling the agency to carry its burden of proving that criminal, injunctive, or other civil relief is appropriate. Moreover, one of the underlying assumptions of the argument—that the agencies have superior access to information—actually weights heavily in favor of allocating the burdens of proof and production on the agencies, not on private parties with limited discovery power. The argument for deference to the agencies is far stronger with respect to merger remedies, where the agencies have substantially more expertise and liability has either been proven or conceded.


Others have disagreed about the impact of the case, particularly the remedy. See especially Carl Shapiro, Microsoft: A Remedial Failure, 75 Antitrust L.J. 739 (2009). I am confident that the remedy was incomplete and imperfect, but even more confident that the public interest in the enforcement effort itself was immense.


Fortunately, there are fewer examples today than 15 years ago, but there also continue to be matters that predictably lead to widespread puzzlement and scorn. See, e.g., Kimberly Strassel, Piano Sonata in FTC Minor, available at http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB1000142405270230562904579224251626379422 (Nov. 28, 2013).


Schering-Plough Corp. v. FTC, 402 F.3d 1056 (11th Cir. 2005).

In re Tamoxifen Citrate Antitrust Litig., 466 F.3d 187 (2d Cir. 2006); In re Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig., 544 F.3d 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2008); see also In re: Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig., 604 F.3d 98 (2d Cir. 2010). Judge Posner, sitting as a district judge, went still further in Asahi Glass Co. v. Pentech Pharmaceuticals Inc., 289 F. Supp. 986 (N.D. Ill. 2003), essentially requiring plaintiffs to
show that the settlement (and underlying litigation) was essentially a sham.  


52 Indeed, the antitrust bar read in Actavis that settlements could sometimes harm competition, that large payments from branded pharmaceutical companies to generic companies could skew incentives based solely on merits in the underlying patent litigation, that patent holders can have the ability to reach anticompetitive agreements, and that efficiencies may sometimes justify litigation settlement. All of these were pretty self-evident propositions to many in the patent and antitrust bar when these settlements first emerged. What the antitrust bar needed (or at least desired) was a clearer standard for counseling, or at least a workable standard for litigating. Unfortunately, the Court’s opinion provides neither.  


This article discusses the experience of Brazil regarding institutional design and decision-making powers and Brazil’s efforts to enhance its convergence to international best practices, thereby improving Brazil’s competition law enforcement. We describe the history of Brazil’s competition law and policy system, and go on to discuss the benefits, as well as the efficiency and productivity costs, that result from the bifurcation of prosecutorial and adjudicative roles within the administrative system; warn that independency for a competition agency can be a two-edged sword; and emphasize the need to consider resources when designing and implementing merger and control systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last several years, procedure and process rules that apply to competition law have been at the forefront in the agenda of international fora and of several jurisdictions. The International Competition Network (“ICN”) and the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (“OECD”) have promoted discussions among its members on procedural fairness and transparency, which can be achieved within different institutional designs. Likewise, many scholars have devoted substantial attention to institutional design and decision-making powers’ issues and have assessed the performance of competition agencies around the world based on individual frameworks.

The present article discusses the experience of Brazil regarding institutional design and decision-making powers and its efforts to enhance convergence to international best practices and, with that, to improve competition law enforcement in the country. While describing Brazil’s competition law and policy system since the 30’s to today, we plan to demonstrate:

1. The bifurcation of prosecutorial and adjudicative roles within the administrative system, although helpful from a due process and procedural fairness point of view, can come associated with a heavy toll on efficiency and productivity.

2. “Independency” granted to a competition agency can be a double-edged sword: It protects the agency against “regulatory capture” but it can also limit the ability of the agency to foster competition advocacy within the government. Early-stage adopters of a competition framework should be concerned with the “perils of insulation.”

3. Merger control systems cannot be designed and implemented without regard for actual resources at the disposal of the antitrust agency. For agencies with scarce resources at hand, an “imperfect” ex-post merger system might be more indicated than a pre-merger system. The incremental experience in
Brazil of transitioning to a full-blown *ex-ante* merger control only after the ecosystem was mature and properly resourced probably makes sense for other developing economies.

II. THE EARLY DAYS: FROM THE ‘30S TO THE MID-’90S

Brazil’s Constitution of 1934 explicitly provided that “crimes against the economy” would be treated as crimes against the Brazilian State, where severe penalties would apply. At that time, Brazil relied on extensive government intervention, with broad-ranging price controls and a great number of state-owned companies operating in different segments of the economy. Law No. 431 of May 18, 1938 was passed in this context. It established that it was a crime to attempt to manipulate markets for essential goods for the purpose of maximizing profits or gains (the law referred to artificially increasing or decreasing prices); sanctions included from six months to two years of jail time.

Likewise, Law No. 869 of November 18, 1938, which was inspired by the *U.S. Sherman Act*, was specifically targeted to promote competition—prohibiting practices such as cartels and anticompetitive mergers, predatory pricing, and interlocking directorates involving competitors, among other actions. Such conducts were treated as a crime, punishable with jail sentences from 2-10 years. For other anticompetitive conducts, such as resale price maintenance, the law established less severe sanctions—jail times from six months to two years and the payment of a criminal fine. The law also provided for sanctions against legal entities, to be applied by the Ministry of Justice. The statute had limited application and there is no record of enforcement actions taken based on these laws.

Following the end of the Second World War, Brazil’s Congress passed Law No. 7.666, of June 22, 1945, known as the “Malaia Law,” which provided that anticompetitive acts against the “national economic interest” were to be considered an administrative infringement, in addition to being a crime. The draft law was submitted by the then Minister of Justice Agamemnon Magalhães. A federal government agency was created to enforce such law, named “Comissão Administrativa de Defesa Econômica”—(“CADE”). At its early stages, CADE was a branch within Brazil’s Presidential Office and presided over by the Minister of Justice himself.

Among the reasons for the adoption of Law No. 7.666/1945, Agamemnon Magalhães listed the need to battle against trusts and other form of economic concentrations that could harm Brazil’s working class and its small industries. The wording of the provisions clearly indicates that Congress’ least worry was to maximize economic efficiency; conversely, protectionism and the need for greater State-intervention were the main goals of the law. Due to the political context that followed its enactment—Brazil’s President Getúlio Vargas left government a few months later in October that same year—the law produced no enforcement record and ended up being revoked in early November 1945.

In 1946, the Brazilian Congress passed a new Constitution that explicitly promoted competition. Its Article 148 provided that any form of abuse of dominance targeted to dominate national markets, eliminate competition, or arbitrarily increase profits would be punishable. It was the first time that legislation made use
of the expression “abuse of economic power” in Brazil—this approach was then followed by the 1967, the 1969, and the 1988 Constitutions as well.

Despite the 1946 constitutional provision, it was only in 1962 that Brazil adopted, after extensive legislative discussions, a competition law that once again set forth an administrative system to enforce competition rules. Law No. 4,137, of September 10, 1962, created the Administrative Council for Economic Defense (Conselho Administrativo de Defesa Econômica (a new “CADE”)), empowered to fight against the abuse of economic power. In his introductory statement, Agamemnon Magalhães referred to the abuse of economic power as a “power of economic and political corruption” and to one of the “four powers of the Republic,” which therefore needed to be harshly punished by the State. This legislation reflected Congress’ shift from a standpoint where its concern was focused on protecting the working class, included in Law No. 869 of 1938, to another where the main purpose was to protect consumers.

Under the 1962 law, CADE was based in Brasília, with jurisdiction to investigate and sanction anticompetitive conduct affecting the Brazilian territory. It was subject to the Council of Ministers, a body under the President of the Republic. CADE was then composed of one chairman and four commissioners, appointed by Brazil’s president following a recommendation of the Council of Ministers, for a term of four years, except for the chairman, who could be removed by Brazil’s president at any time. Commissioners could be exceptionally removed due to malfeasance as specified by law. Decisions were taken by a majority, formed by at least three commissioners out of four voting members. CADE had limited investigative powers, basically the ability to review financial statements and annual reports of companies and inquiry witnesses on alleged anticompetitive practices.

However, regardless of the stated goals to promote competition and preserve markets, the 1962 law was not effective primarily because of protectionist measures in place against imports, and price controls. Moreover, at that time, most of Brazil’s largest industrial, transportation, and financial enterprises were State-owned or private monopolies, and the country was from 1964 until 1985 subject to a military regime with direct influence over CADE’s nominations and law enforcement. Against this backdrop, the existence of CADE had a marginal impact in promoting competition in the marketplace and/or protecting consumers.

There is limited data on enforcement during that period, but the available record indicates that in 21 years—from 1963 to 1984—CADE reviewed 152 cases and imposed only 16 sanctions against anticompetitive practices in Brazil, most of them reverted by judicial courts. This is substantially less than CADE’s performance in just seven months after the regime became market-based; for example, from May to
December 1996 the agency reviewed 162 cases and imposed 20 sanctions for illegal behavior.\textsuperscript{15} According to CADE:

The promotion of competition was not a priority in Brazil under the old framework. During the “CIP era,” bodies like CADE existed from a formal perspective but they were not envisioned to work (…). Authorities used and abused their powers to intervene in the economy, while at the same time the bureaucratic system for competition cases turned the competition system ineffective.\textsuperscript{16}

The transition into a market-based economy began in 1988, when again a new constitution was passed in Brazil. From that moment on several substantial macro- and micro-economic reforms were implemented. So, differently from what had happened before, the constitutional provision that established that competition was a crucial feature of the “economic order” now carried considerable meaning. This led the way for the country to adopt privatization programs, for the reduction of trade barriers, and for the vast majority of price controls to be eliminated. Moreover, inflation was controlled with the introduction of a new currency (Real (“BRL”)) in 1994.

As part of the 1990s reforms, a new competition law was introduced in 1994, jump-starting the modern era of competition law in Brazil, as discussed below. A few years before, Congress had enacted Brazil’s Economic Crimes Law (Law No. 8,137/90), which established that some types of anticompetitive conduct may be considered a crime, subject to penalties of 2-5 years of imprisonment or to the payment of a criminal fine. The dual nature (administrative and criminal) of Brazil’s competition system was, therefore, preserved in the 1990s reforms. Furthermore, in 1991 Congress passed Law No. 8.158, which created the then “National Secretariat of Economic Law” (Secretaria Nacional de Direito Econômico (“SNDE”)), within the Ministry of Justice, which was responsible for reviewing merger cases.

III. A LANDMARK: LAW NO. 8,884, OF JUNE 11, 1994

The introductory statement to the 1994\textsuperscript{17} law pointed out the reasons that justified the adoption of a new competition law in Brazil: (i) lack of specialized staff, (ii) the need to create a more effective legal services office within CADE, (iii) the need for a more rational merger control system, and (iv) the need for an institutional reform.

The 1994 law introduced relevant institutional changes, reconfiguring CADE as an independent agency\textsuperscript{18} responsible for adjudicating all types of competition cases, including merger reviews and prosecution of anticompetitive conducts. The agency was comprised of six commissioners and a chairman, and all of its decisions were subject to judicial review. CADE’s commissioners and chairman were appointed by the President of the Republic and confirmed by Congress, for a term of two years, with the possibility of being reappointed for one additional term. Decisions were taken by majority, formed by at least three commissioners
out of five voting members.

In this regard, there were two main changes introduced by the 1994 law when compared to the 1962 law: (i) the Executive Power could no longer appoint members to CADE without getting Congress’ confirmation, aligned with the constitutional principle of checks and balances; and (ii) terms were reduced from four years to two years, which later proved to be a wrong decision.

Two other agencies outside CADE were responsible for investigating anticompetitive practices and issuing non-binding reports in connection with merger reviews, namely the Secretariat of Economic Law of the Ministry of Justice (Secretaria de Direito Econômico (“SDE”)) and the Secretariat of Economic Monitoring of the Ministry of Finance (Secretaria de Acompanhamento Econômico (“Seae”))—the agencies were jointly referred as the “Brazilian Competition Policy System” (Sistema Brasileiro de Defesa da Concorrência). The SDE was headed by a secretary of state appointed by the president of the Republic and was divided into two divisions, one with responsibility for enforcing the competition law (Departamento de Proteção e Defesa Econômica (“DPDE”)), and the other responsible for the consumer protection law (Departamento de Proteção e Defesa do Consumidor (“DPDC”)). The SEAE was also headed by a secretary of state appointed by the president of the Republic and was originally composed of public officials that had previously served in price-controlling commissions. The system was, therefore, based on ensuring full independence to the decision-making agency (CADE) while leaving the agencies with investigative powers under the umbrella of the Federal government.

To address concerns regarding procedural fairness, two independent legal officers were established within CADE: (i) CADE’s attorney general, who represented CADE in court and could render opinions in all cases pending before the agency; and (ii) the federal public prosecutor, who could also render opinions in connection with any case pending before CADE.

The 1994 Law introduced a more coherent structure to the post-merger control system established in 1991. Article 54 of the law provided that any act that could limit or otherwise restrain competition must be submitted to CADE for review. Under §3 of Article 54, the acts for which this submission was required included transactions aimed at any form of economic concentration which caused any participating company or group of companies to achieve 20 percent of market share of a relevant market, or in which any of the participants has posted annual gross revenues equivalent to at least BRL $400,000,000.00.

The 1994 law was amended three times: in 1999, to create a merger filing fee; in 2000 to empower the SDE with dawn raid powers and the ability to execute leniency agreements with wrongdoers in exchange of...
confession and cooperation; and in 2007 to allow settlement of cartel investigations.

From 1994 to 2003, the Brazilian competition authorities focused primarily on merger reviews, and substantial resources were devoted to reviewing competitively innocuous mergers. The post-merger review system proved to be very inefficient: CADE reviewed around 8,000 transactions, and in only a few instances decided to block them—there were a small handful of other cases in which remedies were imposed in order for the transaction to be approved.²⁰

Mergers reviewed by CADE (1994-2010)²¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Remedies</th>
<th>Transactions blocked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the timeframe for the review of filed transactions, under Law No. 8,884/94, SEAE had 30 days in which to issue an opinion about the transaction, which was then forwarded to SDE. Upon receipt of SEAE’s opinion, SDE also had 30 days to issue its own opinion. Both opinions were then forwarded to CADE, which in turn had to issue its decision in 60 days. The law also required that CADE’s attorney general issue an opinion within 20 days, which the reporting commissioner could or could not take into account in preparing his/her own opinion.
Notwithstanding the 120-day review period established by the law, the Brazilian merger review system was, on average, not completed within 120 days. From July 1994 to March 1996, the average review period for a transaction was 514 days. This number was reduced to 332 days in 1998 and to 207 days in 2004 as a consequence of a number of measures adopted by the agencies to deal with the institutional challenges of the system.

In the absence of a more rational legal framework, merger review had to be improved through infralegal measures such as the: (i) adoption of a simplified filing form in 1996 and in 1998; (ii) introduction of a “fast track” procedure for simple cases and cooperation agreements among SDE, SEAE, and CADE’s legal services, reducing overlapping functions; (iii) provision of consent decrees (Medida Cautelar) or agreements with the parties (Acordo para Presevar a Reversibilidade da Operação or APRO) that prevented complex transactions from being closed prior to CADE adjudicating the case; and (iv) ability of CADE to issue binding interpretations of law with the purpose of ensuring legal certainty regarding the notification thresholds (Súmulas).

Starting from 2003, as a result of reducing overlapping functions between SDE and SEAE, SDE started to dedicate its resources to the fight against cartels and to use the enhanced investigative tools granted by the Brazilian Congress in 2000 (mainly dawn raids and leniency). With direct evidence being available in the cases to be adjudicated, CADE began imposing record fines (up to 25 percent of the company’s gross turnover in the year preceding the initiation of the investigation, doubled for recidivism) on companies and executives were found liable for anticompetitive conduct.
Brazil’s competition authorities’ strategy of focusing available resources on cracking cartels proved successful and there was an increasing number of investigations of anticompetitive practices, as well as dawn raids. There were also a growing number of applicants to the leniency program. More than 30 leniency agreements have been signed since 2003, and more than 300 search-and-seizure warrants have been served since then to obtain evidence of illegal conduct. Well-known international cases, such as air cargo, marine hose, compressors, and CRT, were initiated in Brazil through leniency applications filed before the SDE. As a result of such prioritization, Brazil’s anti-cartel program became widely respected both in Brazil and abroad.29

Brazil’s settlement program, later introduced in 2007, represented a remarkable improvement as early cooperation on the part of the defendants saved public resources, cut down litigation, enabled early payment of a significant sum of money, and provided expedited treatment and more certainty and transparency to the business community. Settling also proved beneficial for the defendant, as it often meant a more efficient use of resources on the part of the company. Over 30 settlements have been executed by CADE since 2007, approximately 15 of which were in connection with cartel investigations.

**Fines imposed by CADE for anticompetitive conduct /Investigations settled with CADE (1994-2011)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Initiation of the Investigation – Adjudication</th>
<th>Fines (U.S.$)</th>
<th>% of the Total Turnover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beer (abuse of power)</td>
<td>2003-2010</td>
<td>170 million</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Gases</td>
<td>2003-2010</td>
<td>1.3 billion</td>
<td>25% (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Bars</td>
<td>1996-2005</td>
<td>210 million</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Rock</td>
<td>2002-2005</td>
<td>45 million</td>
<td>15-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Steel</td>
<td>1996-1999</td>
<td>38 million</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Services</td>
<td>2003-2007</td>
<td>25 million</td>
<td>15-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins</td>
<td>1999-2007</td>
<td>10 million</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand Extractors</td>
<td>2006-2008</td>
<td>1.35 million</td>
<td>10-22.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Initiation of the Investigation – Settlement</th>
<th>Settlement (U.S.$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT Services</td>
<td>2005-2011</td>
<td>20 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressors</td>
<td>2009-2009</td>
<td>60 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics Bags</td>
<td>2006-2008</td>
<td>15 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>2006-2007</td>
<td>19 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressors</td>
<td>2009-2009</td>
<td>50 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Hose</td>
<td>2007-2008, 2009 and 2011</td>
<td>10 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enforcement records under the 1994 law showed that, as a policy matter, enforcers were determined to impose stiffer sentences against anticompetitive conduct that targeted Brazilian businesses and consumers. Further progress, however, depended on broad legislative reform.

In order to change the institutional framework in a way that was consistent with the ever-increasing challenges in enforcement, antitrust authorities proposed a fairly bold overhaul of the 1994 regime. The reform aimed to increase efficiency and bring greater rationality to competition enforcement in Brazil. In essence, the proposed changes consisted of:

1. restructuring the system by creating a single competition agency to enable the government to eliminate existing overlaps among agencies;

2. adopting a pre-merger review system and incorporating appropriate standards of materiality as to the level of the “local nexus” required for merger filing;

3. introducing sanctions and other specific provisions addressing anticompetitive conduct investigations, including amendments to the leniency program and criminal sanctions; and

4. enhancing human resources for the new agency.

The bill, which was aligned with the recommendations issued by the OECD in its 2005 and 2010 Peer Reviews of Brazil’s competition law and policy, went through intense legislative discussions after 2000 and was finally approved by Congress in November 2011.

IV. THE WAY FORWARD: BRAZIL’S NEW COMPETITION LAW

A. Creation of a Single Competition Agency

The new law, which entered into force in May 2012, consolidated the investigative, prosecutorial, and adjudicative functions of the Brazilian competition authorities into one autonomous agency. CADE was restructured to include: (i) an administrative Tribunal composed of six commissioners and a chairman, responsible for adjudicating merger and antitrust cases; (ii) a Directorate General for Competition (“DG”—Superintendência-Geral), responsible for conducting antitrust investigations and reviewing merger cases; and (iii) an Economics Department, responsible for providing economic support both for the Tribunal and the DG. All CADE’s decisions are subject to review by non-specialized judicial courts—either de novo review or deferential to fact-finding.

BRAZIL’S SETTLEMENT PROGRAM, LATER INTRODUCED IN 2007, REPRESENTED A REMARKABLE IMPROVEMENT AS EARLY COOPERATION ON THE PART OF THE DEFENDANTS SAVED PUBLIC RESOURCES, CUT DOWN LITIGATION, ENABLED EARLY PAYMENT OF A SIGNIFICANT SUM OF MONEY, AND PROVIDED EXPEDITED TREATMENT AND MORE CERTAINTY AND TRANSPARENCY TO THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY
The DG, appointed by the President of the Republic and confirmed by Congress for a two-year term, performs the former functions of SDE’s Antitrust Division and SEAE, combining the roles of an investigator and a prosecutor. The main goal creating the bifurcated agency structure was to preserve independence of the decision-making body, although some argue that this did not eliminate a certain “confirmation bias” due to the close relationship existing between the DG and CADE’s Tribunal officials.

The bifurcation of prosecutorial and adjudicative roles within the administrative system, although helpful from a due process and procedural fairness point of view, is still associated with a heavy toll on efficiency and productivity, with the average length of antitrust investigations being much more significant when compared to systems like the United States or the European Union.

SEAE continues to exist but deals exclusively with “competition advocacy” before the Brazilian regulatory agencies and other governmental bodies. It is particularly relevant that this function continues to be performed by SEAE, since its position as part of the powerful Ministry of Finance affords it access to many other government bodies. Now divested of its other responsibilities, it may be in a better stance to promote competition standards within government.

The fact that the antitrust investigative agencies were within the Ministry of Justice and Finance in the early days of competition enforcement in Brazil played a very important role in disseminating the concept of competition within the government and strengthening the role of CADE, the then competition tribunal. An important lesson can be learned from the Brazilian experience: Policy makers should be careful when creating independent competition agencies at the beginning of establishing a competition regime—if the country has no competition culture, it is likely that the agency will lack power and resources to enforce the competition law and will be left excluded (what we refer to as being the “perils of insulation”).

Also, the fact that the primary investigative agency for anticompetitive behavior was within the Ministry of Justice allowed for a more comprehensive platform for cooperation with the criminal authorities, as the Federal Police was also within the structure of the Ministry of Justice. This is not to say that cooperation cannot take place under the new framework, but it certainly requires an added effort on the part of the DG.

As for CADE, under the 1994 law, as previously discussed, its chairman and commissioners were appointed by the President of the Republic and approved by Congress for terms of two years, which could be renewed once. Under the new law, this was changed to a single term of four years, with staggered terms to avoid simultaneous vacancies and the possibility that a quorum could not be convened. The reasoning behind the change was to avoid pressures on commissioners who would still be eligible for reappointment—which could affect their ability to vote on cases—and also to reduce the relatively high turnover rate.

Finally, the use of economic analysis in Brazil has grown dramatically in competition matters over
recent years and is expected to play a major part in every important abuse of dominance and merger case under the new regime. The creation by the 2011 law of an Economics Department within CADE is certainly a watershed event in that respect.

B. **Merger Control**

After almost 25 years of a post-merger review system being in place in Brazil, the new law introduced a mandatory pre-merger notification system.\(^{31}\)

The maximum period to conduct the merger review is 330 calendar days from the day of filing or from the date CADE considers the filing to be complete. Simple cases can be cleared solely by the DG without the need for being reviewed by the Tribunal. The few complex cases that require the adoption of remedies to address antitrust concerns, or transactions that have to be blocked, necessarily need to be reviewed by CADE’s Tribunal.\(^{32}\) This rearrangement of roles between the prosecutorial and adjudicative agency has brought more efficiency to Brazil’s competition system and freed-up resources of the Tribunal to focus on the review of complex cases.

In 2013, the average review period for simple case was 25 calendar days,\(^{33}\) aligned with international best practices. This argues that the Brazilian experience of transitioning to a full-blown *ex-ante* merger control only after the ecosystem was mature and properly resourced may serve as an inspiration to other developing economies.

Regarding the criteria for the substantive merger review, the new law follows the same lines of Law No. 8.884/94, and the 1994-2012 CADE case law generally governs CADE’s decisions under the new system.

C. **Prosecution of Anticompetitive Behavior**

Article 36 of Brazil’s new competition law deals with all types of anticompetitive conduct other than mergers.

The statute did not change the definition or the types of anticompetitive conduct that could be prosecuted in Brazil under the previous law. The law prohibits acts “that have as object or effect” to (i) limit, restrain, or in any way cause injury to open competition or free enterprise; (ii) control a relevant market of a certain good or service; (iii) increase profits on a discretionary basis; or (iv) engage in market abuse. Article 36, §30 contains a lengthy but not exclusive list of acts that may be considered antitrust violations provided they have as an object, or produce, the above-mentioned effects. The listed practices...
include various types of horizontal and vertical agreements and unilateral abuses of market power.

The table below provides a summary of the main changes introduced by the new competition law regarding sanctions:

### Main changes introduced by the new competition law regarding sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law No. 12,529/11</th>
<th>Law No. 8,884/94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporate fines</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines range between 0.1 and 20 percent of the company’s or group of companies’ pre-tax turnover in the sector of activity affected by the conduct in the year prior to the beginning of the investigation, but should be no less than the amount of the unlawful gain from the conduct. CADE may resort to the total turnover whenever information on revenue derived from the relevant “sector of activity” is unavailable or not reliable.</td>
<td>Fines range between 1 and 30 percent of the company’s pre-tax total turnover in the year prior to the beginning of the investigation, but should be no less than the amount of the unlawful gain from the conduct (i.e., the fine is to be calculated as a percentage of the defendant’s total revenues, not just those that derives from the affected or relevant market).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directors and Officers Fines</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors and Executives of companies in violation may be fined between 1 and 20 percent of their company’s fine.</td>
<td>Directors and Executives of companies in violation may be fined between 10 and 50 percent of their company’s fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADE needs to establish fault or negligence on the part of the directors and executives.</td>
<td>No need to prove fault or negligence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Individuals and Non-profit Entities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other individuals; public or private legal entities; as well as any association of persons or de facto or de jure legal entities, legally incorporated or not, which do not perform business activities, may be fined between BRL 50,000.00 (fifty thousand reals) to BRL 2,000,000,000.00 (two billion reals).</td>
<td>Other individuals; public or private legal entities; as well as any association of persons or de facto or de jure legal entities, legally incorporated or not, which do not perform business activities, may be fined between BRL 6,000.00 (six thousand reals) to BRL 6,000,000.00 (six million reals).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other sanctions that may be imposed to Companies (the previous and the current competition laws contain similar provisions)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate spin-off, transfer of control, sale of assets, or any measure deemed necessary to cease the detrimental effects associated with the wrongful conduct.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication of the decision in a major newspaper at the wrongdoer’s expense.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition of the wrongdoer from participating in public procurement procedures and obtaining funds from public financial institutions for up to five years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion of the wrongdoer’s name in the Brazilian Consumer Protection List.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation to the tax authorities to block the wrongdoer from obtaining tax benefits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation to IP authorities to grant compulsory licenses of patents held by the wrongdoer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The new law also modified Brazil’s Leniency Program.\textsuperscript{34} The 2000 rule that leniency was not available to a “leader” of the cartel was eliminated. The elimination of the disqualification of the “leader” as an applicant in the law does not necessarily mean that the authority will disregard the role played by a cartel participant in determining whether to grant leniency or not—Article 86 of Law No. 12,529/2011 provides that the authority may grant leniency if the program requirements are fulfilled. Therefore, the authority is no longer required to address arguments that a leniency applicant must be disqualified for having been a leader in a conspiracy, but this will most likely not be followed by policy changes resulting in immunity from sanctions independent of the role played by each party. Further, a grant of leniency currently extends to criminal liability under the Federal Economic Crimes Law but not to other possible crimes under other criminal statutes, such as fraud in public procurement. The new law broadens the leniency grant to extend to those crimes as well.

Law No. 12,529/2011 also introduced changes to the criminal sanctions applicable to anticompetitive conduct. The previous provision of the Federal Economic Crimes Law set forth jail terms of 2-5 years or the payment of a criminal fine. The new law amended that provision and established that anticompetitive behavior may be punished with a jail term of 2-5 years plus the payment of a criminal fine. Criminal prosecution continues to be solely against individuals, and State and Federal-level prosecutors are the ones in charge of prosecuting the conduct.

Finally, as for procedure, both the previous law and the current law grant court-like due process protections. In the balance between agency effectiveness and rights of defense, the law opted for the latter, aligned with provisions of Brazil’s constitution.

D. Increased Agency Staffing

An important element in the new law is the provision for 200 permanent positions in CADE. These positions would not require candidates to be specialists in antitrust regulation but, rather, the new staff would be drawn from other specialties in the federal civil service. Until 2012, the most serious problem confronting Brazil’s competition authorities has been its lack of resources, compounded by a high rate of employee turnover which adversely affects its institutional memory. The agencies have been chronically understaffed, leading to a large backlog of investigations. To date, CADE has hired around 50 officials out of the 200 that have been provided for under the new law.

V. CONCLUSION

Although institutional design is more of an art than a science, a healthy predisposal to constantly learn, measure, and evaluate data and outputs is paramount to assure institutional dynamism. “Reforming” needs to be a constant exercise, and, indeed, striving after an effective institutional design has been a constant challenge for Brazil’s competition system during the past 25 years.

\textsuperscript{34} IN THE BALANCE BETWEEN AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS AND RIGHTS OF DEFENSE, THE LAW OPTED FOR THE LATTER, ALIGNED WITH PROVISIONS OF BRAZIL’S CONSTITUTION
The regime in place today was built upon the experience accumulated during this time, and resulted in the implementation of a bifurcated agency/tribunal model: The DG is appointed for a two-year term, which can be renewed once and, at the tribunal level, commissioners serve a single term of four years, with staggered terms to avoid simultaneous vacancies and the possibility that a quorum can not be convened. This system, although helpful from a due process and procedural fairness point of view, can come associated with a heavy toll on efficiency and productivity. The legislators’ decision that an independent agency would be in charge of enforcement, while SEAE’s role would be limited to competition advocacy, had, as its purpose, reducing the risk of political intervention.

That is not to say that the previous system did not prove to be beneficial to promoting competition enforcement in Brazil. Quite to the contrary—the fact that the antitrust investigative agencies were within the Ministry of Justice and Finance in Brazil’s early days of competition enforcement played a very important role in disseminating the concept of competition within the government and strengthening CADE’s role.

An important lesson can be learned from the Brazilian experience: Policy makers should be careful when initially creating independent competition agencies—if the country has no competition culture, it is likely that the agency will lack power and resources to enforce the competition law and will be left excluded; what we have referred to throughout the text as being the “perils of insulation.” In other words, independency might well be a double-edged sword.

CADE now seems to have all it needs to have an effective competition system: a mature system with broad investigative powers; a sufficient budget; and increased staffing, as provided for under the new law. The main challenge now is to ensure that the judicial review of its decisions will not undermine was has been accomplished at the agency level.

1 Ana Paula Martinez is a partner in Levy & Salomão Advogados. She was the Head of the Antitrust Division of the Secretariat of Economic Law from 2007 to 2010, and co-headed the cartel sub-group of the ICN with the U.S. Department of Justice. Before entering the government, Ms. Martinez was an associate with Cleary Gottlieb Steen and Hamilton LLP. She is licensed to practice law in Brazil and New York and served as an antitrust advisor to UNCTAD, the World Bank, and to the Government of Colombia. Ms. Martinez holds a Master of Laws from both the University of São Paulo and Harvard University and is a Ph.D. in Criminal Law. She is also a Law Professor at the Graduate Program of Fundação Getúlio Vargas—RJ. Mariana Tavares de Araujo is a partner with Levy & Salomão Advogados. Prior to joining the firm, Ms. Araujo worked with the Brazilian government for nine years, four of which she served as head of the government agency in charge of antitrust enforcement and consumer protection policy. Before joining government, she was the General Counsel of a biotech firm in Brazil. Besides advising private parties, Ms. Araujo provides counseling in competition-related matters for the World Bank and is currently a non-governmental advisor to the ICN. She is also a Law Professor at the Graduate Program of Fundação Getúlio


There was also alleged political pressure from the United States to revoke Brazil’s Law No. 766/1945, as the law was perceived as being based on nationalism protectionism. See Letter No. 26, dated June 27, 1945, from Brazilian Ambassador based in Washington to the Brazilian President. See Luiz Carlos Delorme Prado, *Infrações da Ordem Econômica e legislação de defesa da concorrência no Brasil: uma perspectiva histórica*, Farina: Laércio (org.) A NOVA LEI DO CADE. Ribeirão Preto: Migalhas 96-122, p. 102 (2012). See also Darcy Ribeiro, *Aos Trancos e Barrancos: Como o Brasil deu no que deu, Rio de Janeiro: Guanabara Dois* (1986): “Getúlio issued the antitrust law, which prompted a major reaction from the representatives of foreign companies. Otávio Mangabeira has even requested the Army’s intervention against the enforcement of the Malaia Law, named after the Minister of Justice Agamenon Magalhães, due to its physical characteristics. The Malaia Law was envisioned to fight the acts against the economic and moral order. The morality aspect has not moved anyone, but the protection of the economy—inspired by the US legislation—has prompted a negative reaction especially on the part of the foreign companies, which were not willing to accept a government control as the one which existed abroad.”

Agamenon Magalhães presented draft law No. 122/48 to the House in March 1948 stating that “so that the Brazilian State could be empowered, it has to be above any economic power.” Agamenon’s son later resubmitted the draft under No.3 in 1955. In 1961, the then President of the Republic, Jânio Quadros, defended the existence of a criminal system, where decision-making powers were restricted to the criminal courts. Under his proposal, individuals were subject to jail time from 1-5 years and convicted foreigners could be expelled from Brazil. Congress rejected President Quadros’ proposal and passed the draft law that provided for the existence of an administrative system.


The agency started its activities in Rio de Janeiro as Brasília was still under reforms to become the capital of Brazil.

They could be reappointed for one additional term, under CADE’s Internal Rules, issued on March 9, 1964. See http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/decreto/Antigos/D53670.htm.

Brazil is well-known for having adopted, since the 30’s, an import substitution industrialization (“ISI”) policy, which is a trade and economic policy that advocates replacing foreign imports with domestic production.

On August 29, 1938, Brazil created the so-called “Comissão Interministerial de Preços” (Interministerial Pricing Commission), a body composed of representatives of different Ministries to regulate prices. Price regulation was abolished in Brazil in the mid-90’s.


Id.


The agency was associated with the Ministry of Justice solely for budgetary purposes.


The blocked transactions were: the proposed joint venture between asbestos producers Brasilit/Eternit (Case No. 06/94, adjudicated in 1996); the proposed joint venture Brasil-Álcool/Bolsa Brasileira do Álcool among alcohol producers with the goal of serving as a joint selling agency for all output of the members (Case No. 08012.002315/99-50, and Case No. 08012.004117/99-67, adjudicated in 2000); and the merger between chocolate makers Nestlé/Garoto (Case No. 08012.001697/2002-89, adjudicated in 2004, in which CADE ruled that the transaction had to be unwound, notwithstanding the fact that the transaction had closed two years earlier. The decision is now being challenged in Brazil’s judicial courts). Only in cases involving high concentrations in the Brazilian market and a lack of efficiencies resulting from the transaction has CADE imposed restrictions in order to approve the transaction (e.g., Case No. 12/94, Rhodia/Sinasa; Case No. 27/94, Kolynos/Colgate-Palmolive; Case No. 16/94, Siderúrgica Laisa/Grupo Korf Gmb, “Gerdau Case”; Case No. 58/95, Brahma/Miller; Case No. 83/96, Antarctica/Anheuser Bush). According to the OECD & Inter-American Development Bank, Competition Law and Policy in Brazil: A Peer Review, at 31 (2005), although CADE has imposed conditions on approximately 3.4 percent of transactions for the period 2000/2005, structural requirements directing the sale or utilization of assets were imposed only in four cases.


Id.

All deadlines provided for in the Law were interrupted whenever any of the agencies requested additional information, either from the companies involved in the transaction or from third parties.

On August 28, 1996, CADE issued Resolution No. 5, which reduced the number of items on the filing form. Such resolution was primarily responsible for the 66 percent decrease in the time consumed by
merger reviews after the issuance of Resolution No. 5 (the average review period in CADE was reduced from an average of 604 days pre-Resolution No. 5 to 204 days in December 1997 (source: 1998 CADE’s annual report). Shortly thereafter, on August 19, 1998, CADE issued Resolution No. 15 (this resolution revoked Resolution No. 5/96 and was then known as “Super 5”), which reduced the number of the items on the filing form from eighty-five to fifty. Although the aim of reducing the merger review process from 7 months to 2.4 months in one year was not achieved, it is undeniable that Resolution No. 15/98 contributed to a decrease in the time consumed by the merger review process.

The first measure was the issuance by CADE of Resolution No. 8 of April 27, 1997, pursuant to which CADE’s Commissioners could prepare simplified reports in cases in which the SEAE, SDE, and CADE attorney-general opinions were all favorable, permitting summary judgment of a case. Another important step toward expediting merger reviews in Brazil occurred in February 2002 when the SEAE and SDE issued a joint note, providing that simple cases incapable of causing changes to the existing competition environment could be reviewed by means of a simplified procedure, subject to the sole discretion of the Secretariats. This procedure was memorialized by SEAE and SDE Joint Resolution No. 01/2003, as amended by Joint Resolution No. 8/2004, which reduced to fifteen days the time within which SDE and SEAE had to issue their respective opinions.

The first one was executed in 2006 and a more comprehensive version was later adopted in 2009. This proved to be insufficient to deal with the scrambled-eggs dilemma of a non-suspensory system. In this regard, CADE’s final decision in the Nestlé-Garoto transaction (Merger Case No. 08012.001697/2002-89) in 2004 requires mention. CADE ruled that the transaction had to be unwound within 150 days, notwithstanding the fact that the transaction had closed two years earlier. The decision is now under the analysis of the Judiciary.

The Anglo-American concept of binding judicial precedent (i.e., stare decisis) is virtually non-existent in Brazil, which means that CADE’s commissioners are under no obligation to follow past decisions in future cases. CADE’s internal rules were amended to allow CADE to codify a given statement via the issuance of a binding statement (legal certainty is only achieved if CADE rules in the same way at least 10 times).

According to the OECD 2010 Competition Law and Policy in Brazil – A Peer Review, “Brazil’s anti-cartel programme is now widely respected in Brazil and abroad” and “[i]n a few short years Brazil has developed a programme for criminally prosecuting cartels that places it as one of the most active of all countries in this area.” Similarly, the 2008 and 2009 “Rating Enforcement” published by the Global Competition Review states, respectively, that “Brazil has the fastest-growing cartel enforcers in the world” and that “[t]here were some notable achievements in the SDE’s cartel busting programme in 2009, in terms of both results and procedure.” Along the same lines, Thomas O. Barnett, while Assistant Attorney General of the U.S. Department of Justice Antitrust Division, acknowledged “the great progress achieved on this front in Brazil.” (See Thomas O Barnett, Perspectives on Cartel Enforcement in the United States and Brazil, BRASILIA (April 2008)). As a result of such improvements, Brazil has shifted from exclusively being a recipient of technical assistance—and in this respect, it is worth noting the assistance received from the U.S. authorities during the late 1990s and early 2000s—to being a provider of technical assistance to countries interested in improving their anti-cartel programs, such as Chile and Argentina.

One of the defendants had its fine doubled for recidivism.

Law No. 12,529/2011 provides for minimum-size thresholds, expressed in total revenues derived in
Brazil, for two merging parties. The 20 percent market share test in the 1994 law was eliminated in the new law, following international best practices which recommend that notification thresholds should be clear and understandable, based on objectively quantifiable criteria. The law also introduced a claw back provision that allows CADE to review transactions that fall outside the merger thresholds within one year of their closing. Fines for “gun jumping” range from BRL 60,000 to BRL 60 million. Violations can occur even if the parties to the transaction do not compete in the same markets. In cases involving competitors, coordination of competitive activities or detailed information exchanges can also lead to a cartel violation, subjecting the parties to fines from 0.1 percent to 20 percent of a company’s (group of companies’ or conglomerate’s) gross revenues generated in the “sector of activity” affected by the infringement in the year prior to the initiation of the investigation.

For complex cases, the law allows the Reporting Commissioner to authorize the parties to close the transaction before receiving CADE’s clearance, subject to conditions such as the limitations on the freedom of the acquirer to liquidate assets, integrate activities, dismiss workers, close stores or plants, terminate brands or product lines, and alter marketing plans.


Brazil has a Leniency Program that follows the general lines of the U.S. Program and adopts a winner-takes-all approach. It has the following general features: (i) full or partial immunity from administrative sanctions for the first company and/or individual to apply for a leniency agreement; (ii) immunity from criminal sanctions, provided that the individual(s) sign the agreement along with the company; (iii) full confidentiality of the application; (iv) requirement for immediate cessation of the applicant’s involvement in the alleged or investigated violation; and (v) the applicant must effectively and permanently cooperate with the investigation. Full or partial administrative immunity for companies and individuals depends on whether the DG was previously aware of the illegal conduct at issue. If the DG was unaware, the party may be entitled to a waiver from any penalties. If the DG was previously aware, the applicable penalty can be reduced by one- to two-thirds, depending on the effectiveness of the cooperation and the “good faith” of the party in complying with the leniency agreement. In the leniency agreement, the DG states whether it was previously aware of the conduct and makes a recommendation to CADE, which will recognize the benefits while adjudicating the case.
Competition Commission of India: Institutional Design and Decision Making
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Over the last few decades, an increasing number of countries have taken legislative measures coupled with effective enforcement initiatives to foster competition. In India, the enactment of The Competition Act, 2002, the principal legislation governing competition law in India, along with the establishment of the Competition Commission of India as its chief enforcement authority was one of the biggest transformations witnessed by the Indian regulatory space in the recent times. In this article we note how competition law and enforcement has evolved and brought India a step closer to unification with mature antitrust jurisdictions. We also argue that it is imperative that India continue to take lessons from global experiences in competition law enforcement to improve its effectiveness.

I. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND: COMPETITION LAW IN INDIA

Over the last few decades, an increasing number of countries, including India, have taken legislative measures coupled with effective enforcement initiatives to foster competition. The benefits of introducing competition into a market include significant price reductions, better product development, and innovation. The (Indian) Competition Act, 2002 (as amended) (“Act”), replaced the (Indian) Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act (“MRTP Act”), 1969, which contained provisions dealing with cartelization and unfair trade practices, but not merger control.

The enactment of the Act, the principal legislation governing competition law in India, along with the establishment of the Competition Commission of India (“CCI”) as its chief enforcement authority, was one of the biggest transformations witnessed by the Indian regulatory space in the recent times. The Act seeks to promote and sustain competition in markets, protect consumer interests, and ensure freedom of trade. The substantive test and benchmark for analysis under the Act is to prohibit practices that have an appreciable adverse effect on competition (“AAEC”) in India. While competition law and enforcement is an evolving field in India, the introduction of the Act was desirable since it brought India a step closer to unification with mature antitrust jurisdictions. However, it is imperative that India continue to take lessons from global experiences in competition law enforcement to improve its effectiveness.

The Act was brought into force nearly a decade after its inception. In 1999, the Government of India appointed a High Level Committee on Competition Policy and Competition Law (“Raghavan Committee”) to conceptualize a modern competition law for India, drawing from international trends and developments. In addition, the Committee was to recommend a legislative framework entailing a new law or appropriate
amendments to the then existing MRTP Act, given that the provisions of the MRTP Act had become obsolete in light of initiatives taken by the Government of India in 1991.3

In the wake of liberalization and privatization, in order sustain and promote competition it had become increasingly important for India to shift its focus from curbing monopolies to developing a comprehensive and robust competition policy. Further, the enactment of the Act was not only considered necessary, but also desirable, to better realize economic reforms, curb high levels of concentration (since wealth and assets were controlled by a small number of businesses), and promote good governance.

II. COMPETITION LAW FRAMEWORK

After undergoing several rounds of consultations with the relevant stakeholders, the Indian Parliament ultimately enacted the Act in December 2002. However, on account of legal impediments as well as skepticism and opposition among the business fraternity, the effective provisions of the Act only came into force in a phased manner, with provisions relation to anticompetitive agreements (Section 3) and abuse of dominance (Section 4) coming into effect on May 20, 2009 and merger control provisions (Sections 5 and 6) coming into effect on June 1, 2011.

Akin to other jurisdictions, competition law enforcement under the Act adopted a three-pronged approach:

(a) Anticompetitive agreements:4 The Act prohibits agreements which are anticompetitive in nature, i.e. agreements which cause or are likely to cause an AAEC in India. For instance, price-fixing, market sharing, output restriction, and cartels;

(b) Abuse of Dominance:5 The Act prohibits a dominant enterprise from abusing its dominant position in the market. For instance, predatory pricing, excessive pricing, unfair conditions in sale, tying, leveraging, denial of market access, and limiting production; and

(c) Regulation of Combinations:6 The Act regulates all acquisitions of an enterprise and mergers or amalgamations of two or more enterprises, where the asset or turnover thresholds prescribed under the Act are met (“Combinations”), to ensure that such Combinations do not cause an AAEC in the relevant market in India.

III. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK UNDER THE ACT

The Act provides for the establishment of the following enforcement agencies:

(a) the Office of the Director General (“DG”) is the investigative arm of the CCI and is authorized to investigate contraventions of the Act;
(b) the CCI is the nodal authority established under the Act; and

(c) the Competition Appellate Tribunal (“COMPAT”) is the appellate authority under the Act.

Appeals from decisions made by the CCI can be filed with the COMPAT within a period of 60 days from the date on which a copy of the order made by the CCI is received by the parties. Further appeals from the COMPAT lie with the Supreme Court of India, the apex court of the country, and such appeals need to be filed within 60 days from the date of communication of the COMPAT’s order.

A. **CCI and COMPAT**

For the purposes of the Act, the Central Government established the CCI with effect from October 14, 2003. Under the scheme of the enactment, the CCI was established as a quasi-judicial body and has been conferred with all the powers of a corporate personality. The CCI comprises a Chairperson and six other members, who have specialist knowledge and professional experience in areas such as international trade, economics, business, commerce, law, finance, accountancy, management, industry, public affairs, and competition matters and are appointed by the government on the recommendations of a selection committee. Further, each of the members supervises specialist cells such as the Investigation, Economic, Combination, Anti-trust, and Legal Divisions.

The merger notifications filed with the CCI are first scrutinized by case officers allotted to specific cases. Although the members of the CCI are approachable, and the CCI positions itself as a progressive regulator willing to engage with industry, as the competition regime has steadily gained ground the regulator has started taking strong views and positions and is pro-actively conducting market research, tracking M&A deals through deal announcements, and undertaking several *suo motu* investigations for cartelization.

The CCI undertakes a quasi-judicial adjudicatory function in deciding whether or not any particular agreement, practice, or conduct is in violation of the substantive provisions of the Act, or whether a Combination notified to it under the merger control provisions is likely to cause an AAEC or not. Under the Act, the CCI is vested with “inquisitorial, investigative, regulatory, adjudicatory and to a limited extent even advisory jurisdiction.” The CCI is vested with powers of wide magnitude and can pass orders having serious outcomes, including modification of agreements, division of dominant enterprises, modification of Combinations, disapproving a particular Combination, and dealing with complaints or information filed. Moreover, the CCI can evolve its own procedure and is vested with powers akin to those of a civil court.

It is well-established that principles of natural justice must apply to quasi-judicial proceedings as well. However, in *SAIL*, while deciding upon the question of whether the opposite party has a right to notice and
hearing when the CCI forms a *prima facie* opinion, the Supreme Court observed that based on larger public interest and compelling reasons, it can be stated there is no absolute proposition of law that the right to notice and hearing is a mandatory requirement under principles of natural justice. The Supreme Court further held that even though the CCI is required to conform to the principles of natural justice which have been enunciated by the courts, the scope of the duty of the CCI should not be rendered nugatory by imposition of “unnecessary directions or impediments which are not postulated in the plain language of the section itself.”

While examining the effect of the provisions with respect to the establishment and composition of the CCI, the Supreme Court in *Brahm Dutt* observed that the CCI is an expert body which has been created in consonance with international practice. The Supreme Court further stated that it might be appropriate “to consider the creation of two separate bodies, one with expertise that is advisory and regulatory and the other adjudicatory.” Accordingly, the COMPAT (i.e., the appellate body) was created by the Competition (Amendment) Act 2007 with a judge of the Supreme Court/Chief Justice of a High Court as its Chairperson, and was established by the Central Government by notification dated May 15, 2009. It comprises a three-member panel headed by a retired representative of the judiciary. The functions of the COMPAT as envisaged under the Act are to hear and dispose of appeals against the directions of the CCI and to adjudicate on claims for compensation.

The COMPAT embodied the concept of separation of power as envisaged by the Supreme Court in *Brahm Dutt*. However, it is pertinent to note that the CCI, for all practical purposes, continues to perform both functions, i.e. advisory/regulatory and adjudicatory.

**B. Office of the DG**

The Act, for the purposes of investigation, provides for the establishment of a specialized wing of the CCI known as the DG; comprising the DG and Additional DGs. Under the scheme of the Act, the DG is required to assist the CCI in investigating any contravention of the provisions of the Act or its regulations. Based on the holding of the Supreme Court in *SAIL*, the purpose of the DG’s investigation is two-fold: (a) to collect material and verify information and thereafter submit a report based on its findings; and (b) to enable the CCI to examine the DG report and pass an order subsequent to hearing from the concerned parties.

The DG undertakes detailed time-bound investigations and provides a scheme of reference for such investigations after the CCI has taken cognizance of a matter and decided, without entering upon any adjudicatory or determinative process, that there is sufficient preliminary evidence to show a *prima facie* violation. Typically, the DG’s investigation includes written submissions, depositions, interviews, meetings with the party(s) who filed the information with the CCI, the opposite parties, and third-party stakeholders (such as competitors, suppliers, customers, etc). Pursuant to the investigation, the DG is required to submit a
report, containing its findings on each of the issues raised in the information, supported by all the evidence, analysis, documents, and statements collected during the course of the investigation.\textsuperscript{18}

In contrast to the powers conferred to a police officer for conducting an investigation under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (“CrPC”), it is pertinent to note that the DG does not have \textit{suo moto} powers for initiating investigations under the Act. In this regard, the Delhi High Court observed that:

\begin{quote}

\begin{quote}
an investigation by the DG, pursuant to the CCI forming an opinion that prima facie there exists a contravention of the provisions of the Act and directing investigation by the DG, cannot be treated at par with the investigation by a police officer into a cognizable offence... the Act gives no power, to carry out suo motu investigation to the DG, but as opposed to the CrPC, the Act envisages the application of the rule of audi alteram partem during the course of investigation by the DG.\textsuperscript{19}
\end{quote}
\end{quote}

The Competition Amendment Bill, 2012 (“Amendment Bill”)\textsuperscript{20} proposed providing the DG with search and seizure powers, similar to those provided under the CrPC. However, the Amendment Bill has now lapsed and it remains to be seen whether it will be re-tabled before the Indian Parliament. In the event that the changes proposed by the Amendment Bill are given effect, subsequent to obtaining proper authorization from the Chairperson of the CCI, the DG would be able to conduct dawn raids and investigations with ease. Although there have been no dawn raids thus far, the new powers of the DG, if conferred, will be actively used in conducting dawn raids for cartel investigations, creating a fear of quicker detection among cartel members.

It is useful to note that the Supreme Court\textsuperscript{21} has distinguished between the concepts of “inquiry” and “investigation” provided under the Act. “Inquiry” commences when the CCI, in exercise of its powers, issues a direction to the DG. The DG is thereafter expected to conduct an “investigation” in accordance with the directives of the CCI. “Inquiry” continues with the submission of the report by the DG until the time the CCI passes its final order in accordance with the law. Thus, while the term “inquiry” encompasses the overall inquisitorial and adjudicatory function undertaken by the CCI, the “investigative” functions of the CCI are specifically undertaken by the DG.

\textbf{C. Powers of the CCI and the DG}

The scope of the DG’s investigation is limited to the information considered by the CCI. The Delhi High Court in \textit{Grasim Industries} \textsuperscript{22} noted, “the formation of an opinion that prima facie there is a contravention of the provisions of the Act, is a sine qua non, for investigation by the DG.” In contrast, the powers of the CCI are much wider in their ambit and, therefore, the CCI can treat evidence collected by the DG as information and subsequently direct the DG to conduct investigation. This is also in line with the observations of the Bombay High Court in \textit{Kingfisher Airlines Limited v. Competition Commission of India},\textsuperscript{23} where the Court...
directed the CCI to enquire and investigate into every complaint received under the Act and not to stifle investigation, except in account of compelling reasons.

Further, under the scheme of the Act, the recommendations made by the DG do not bind the CCI, which is entitled to take a contrary view and proceed accordingly. Thus, if the DG reports that there is no contravention of the provisions of the Act, the CCI has the following three options: (i) to close the matter forthwith; (ii) to direct further investigation by the DG or to conduct further quasi-judicial inquiry on its own; or (iii) in case it does not agree with the DG and does not feel the necessity of any further investigation or inquiry, to pass an appropriate order, as provided in Section 27 of the Act.

On the other hand, if the DG reports contravention of the provisions of the Act, the CCI can: (i) close the proceedings forthwith if, in its opinion, no contravention of the provisions of the Act is made out and no further inquiry was called; (ii) undertake quasi-judicial inquiry into the contravention reported by the DG; or (iii) accept the report without directing any further inquiry and proceed to pass orders in accordance with the provisions of the Act. As stated above, the CCI’s final decision may be appealed before the COMPAT within a period of 60 days.

IV. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS: SECTORAL REGULATORS AND THE CCI

In the policy changes introduced in 1991, several specialized sector-specific regulators were also established to deal with, among other matters, market failures, the existence of natural monopolies, the need for the creation of a level playing field, and the promotion of competition in the given sectors. Although it might appear that sector-specific regulators and competition authorities share a similar set of objectives, they, however, have different functions, perspectives, and areas of oversight, which make their relationship unique and their interface critical. While sector-specific regulators focus on specific sectors of the economy and identify behavioral issues ex ante, a competition authority takes a holistic view of the economy and addresses behavioral issues ex post, presumably on account of failures by the sector-specific regulator or by virtue of limitations on the power of a particular sector-specific regulator.

A holistic reading of the provisions of the Act confers the CCI with the crucial responsibility of managing economy-wide competition issues on a sector-agnostic basis. However, a number of independent regulators such as the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission, the Insurance Regulatory Development Authority (“IRDA”) and the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board established under specific legislations also appear to be bestowed with the power to oversee and regulate competition in their respective sectors. Accordingly, the interface between competition policy and sector-specific regulation poses complex questions, particularly concerning the underlying relationship between the two sets of regulators. The reasons for this apparent conflict in jurisdiction between competition authorities and sector-specific regulators have been attributed to the lack of legislative clarity in relation
to the powers vested in such authorities and the fact that sector-specific regulation was introduced a long time before competition law.

A. **Legislative Ambiguity**

The edifice of the relationship between sector-specific regulators and the CCI lies in the interplay among Sections 18, 21, 21A, 60 and 62 of the Act, which are unfortunately shrouded in uncertainty.

Section 18 of the Act makes it obligatory for the CCI to regulate activities that raise competition concerns by: (i) eliminating practices having an adverse effect on competition, (ii) promoting and sustaining competition in the market to protect the interests of consumers, and (iii) ensuring freedom of trade carried on by other participants in the market. Further, while Section 60 of the Act is sector agnostic and provides for a typical non-obstante clause emphasizing the supremacy of the Act over all competition related matters, Section 62 of the Act, in essence, provides that the Act ought to work in consonance with other enactments.

Interestingly, both these provisions are mandatory in nature. The inherent inconsistency between the two ought to be resolved by way of a harmonious construction to the effect that all other laws for the time being in force continue to have effect in so far as the provisions of such laws do not directly contradict the provisions of the Act. To the extent that the intent and purpose of the Act and similar existing laws can be reconciled, both shall co-exist and continue to complement each other.

This ambiguity is further illustrated by the interaction between Section 21 of the Act, which states that a statutory authority may refer an issue to the CCI, in any proceeding before it, if the need arises. Thereafter, the CCI is bound to deliver its opinion within a stipulated period of 60 days. Ironically, it is not necessary for the statutory authority to abide by such opinion. On the other hand, in relation to any conflict between the provisions of the Act and a particular statute, Section 21A of the Act provides for non-binding reference by the CCI to the statutory authority entrusted with the implementation of such statute. Further, Section 54 of the Act adds to the ambiguity and leads to a conflict by providing that the ambit of the CCI’s powers extends to all sectors and it is only the Central Government which can exempt any enterprise or class of enterprises or particular conduct from the application of the Act. It must be noted that this power of the Central Government has been used very sparingly so far.

The Central Government, in an attempt to reconcile the interests of the two sets of regulators and address the jurisdictional overlap, has proposed to introduce an amendment by way of the Amendment Bill to Section 21 and 21A of the Act, requiring statutory authorities to mandatorily refer matters relating to “competition” to the CCI and vice-versa. While the banking sector and insurance sector are not wholly exempt from the purview of the Act, ailing banks or insurers shall continue to be dealt with under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and the Insurance Act, 1938, respectively.
B. Competition Law Overlap Example 1: The Insurance Sector

An instance of the overlap between sector-specific regulators and the CCI is illustrated by the interface between the Act and the IRDA (Scheme of Amalgamation and Transfer of Life Insurance Business) Regulations, 2013 (“IRDA Regulations”), which vests the IRDA with the power to regulate Combinations in the insurance sector. The insurance sector in India is regulated under the Insurance Act, 1938 read with the Insurance Regulation and Development Authority Act, 1999 (“IRDA Act”) under which the sector-specific regulator IRDA was established to regulate, promote, and develop the insurance and re-insurance sector.

The IRDA Regulations provide for a mandatory “in principle” approval of the IRDA prior to implementation of a Combination. Further, the parties intending to enter into a scheme (i.e. a Combination) are required to provide a “notice of intention” to the IRDA describing the nature of transfer or amalgamation at least a month before the date of application. Moreover, Regulation 8(3)(d) of the IRDA Regulations require the transacting parties to seek any other regulatory approvals, including that of the CCI, only after receipt of the “in-principle” approval from the IRDA.

As such, based on the IRDA Regulations, the 30-day trigger for filing the merger notification with the CCI would begin on the day the ‘in-principle’ approval is received from the IRDA. This is in stark contrast with the position adopted by the CCI in Exide Industries Limited/ING Life (which related to the acquisition of the remaining 50 per cent. equity stake of ING Life by Exide from the existing shareholders of ING Life), wherein the CCI held that the 30-day trigger for filing a merger notification to the CCI, under Section 6(2) of the Act, would begin on the day the transacting parties submit the “notice of intention” to the IRDA. Thus, it appears that compliance with one set of regulations could lead to a breach of another set of regulations, thereby leading to confusion and risk of penalties for non-compliance. Given that the Act prescribes the highest economic penalties in India, it is important to resolve such apparent conflicts between the CCI and sectoral regulators.

THUS, IT APPEARS THAT COMPLIANCE WITH ONE SET OF REGULATIONS COULD LEAD TO A BREACH OF ANOTHER SET OF REGULATIONS, THEREBY LEADING TO CONFUSION AND RISK OF PENALTIES FOR NON-COMPLIANCE

It has been argued that while sectoral regulators wield their sphere of influence in relation to their specific sectors, the CCI possesses the necessary expertise and understanding to evaluate anticompetitive practices and apply competition law principles in relation to the economy as a whole. Therefore, competition law enforcement is the exclusive domain of the CCI and the same cannot be usurped by regulatory authorities. In order to strike a balance, it is crucial for sectoral regulators and the CCI to establish a proactive interface without impinging upon their respective jurisdictions.

C. Competition Law Overlap Example 2: Mismatch in Timelines Between CCI and Securities Exchange Board of India

The Securities & Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations,
2011 (“Takeover Regulations”) mandate that a public announcement for: (i) exercising 25 per cent. or more of the voting rights in a target company; (ii) acquiring within any financial year additional shares or voting rights in a target company entitling the acquirer to exercise more than 5 per cent. of the voting rights; or (iii) acquiring, directly or indirectly, control over the target company shall be made on the date of agreeing to acquire shares or voting rights in, or control over the target company. Thereafter, an acquirer must make payment to public shareholders who have tendered their shares in the open offer within 15 days from the date of closure of an open offer, a stage which is likely to be reached within 70 days to 90 days from the date of the public announcement. If such a payment is not made, an obligation is imposed on the acquirer to pay interest on the amount due to the public shareholders.

Therefore, the CCI has a period of 210 days under the Act (excluding clock stops) to clear a transaction and, pending such clearance, no implementation activities (including payment to public shareholders) can be undertaken. Accordingly, the mismatch of timelines between the date on which payment obligation under the Takeover Regulations arises and the date of CCI’s approval can result in a mismatch between the Act and Takeover Regulations timelines in instances of a merger notification being filed by a listed company which has undergone an extensive Phase I review. And, thus, it can result in the imposition of a large amount of interest on the acquirer.

V. DECISION MAKING UNDER THE COMPETITION LAW FRAMEWORK

The CCI, being a quasi-judicial body is not necessarily bound by its own precedent; however, certainty is a pre-requisite for any good regulatory regime and industry generally has a legitimate expectation that regulators such as the CCI will abide by their own past decisional practice. Accordingly, a fair, consistent, and transparent decision-making process is essential in order to uphold the authenticity of a competition authority’s actions.

However, thus far, the CCI has displayed a lack of uniformity in its decision-making process, because of the following reasons:

(a) there are no guidelines on important aspects of decision making such as definition of relevant market, calculation of assets and turnover to determine notifiability, treatment of horizontal agreements, safe harbors while assessing competition law concerns emanating from an agreement, and, most importantly, determination of penalties; and

(b) most of the CCI orders (especially Combination approval orders) are not speaking orders.
A. Lack of Guidelines

Since 2011, the CCI has already amended the Combination Regulations multiple times, and while the CCI has used these opportunities to close the loop on several structuring innovations employed by industry to avoid merger control, certain technical and practical issues continue to baffle industry and require to be addressed.

1. Determination of Relevant Market:

Under the Act, the relevant market is defined as the market determined by the CCI to be the relevant product market, the relevant geographic market, or both the product and geographic markets. Further, the relevant product market is defined as the market comprising all those products or services which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by reason of characteristics of the products or services, their prices, and intended use. The relevant geographic market is the market comprising the area in which the conditions of competition for the supply of goods or services or the demand of goods or services are distinctly homogenous and can be distinguished from the conditions prevailing in the neighboring areas.

Owing to the absence of any guidelines on the determination of relevant market, the CCI has, in its past decisional practices, been extremely inconsistent with the manner in which relevant market is defined. It is well accepted that determination of relevant market is the most important tool in a competition inquiry, especially in abuse of dominance and merger control cases. A narrow definition of relevant market will inflate the market share figures of the concerned entity and vice versa.

The “Small but Significant Non-transitory Increase in Price” (“SSNIP”) test is the most accepted and common tool used by competition law regulators for defining the relevant market, both on the product side as well as the geographic side. However, its application has often been questioned on account of an inherent price distortion in markets dominated by a single or a handful of enterprises, referred to in the antitrust literature as the “cellophane fallacy.” Therefore, antitrust scholars have warned against the use of SSNIP test in an abuse of dominance case because the definition of relevant market in a dominance case is for analyzing the conduct of a dominant enterprise which has happened in the past (ex ante analysis) and a SSNIP test will not reveal correct results for defining the market where the market has been distorted because of the pricing behavior of the dominant undertaking. As such, a SSNIP test is a preferable test to be used in a merger analysis because merger analysis is a future-looking exercise (ex post analysis) and the market is not distorted prior to the merger.

In India, the SSNIP test has been used by the CCI on multiple occasions but its approach has not been uniform. The Indian market, in particular, poses intrinsic issues which make the application of the SSNIP test difficult; for instance, lack of market data, difficulties in conducting consumer surveys and determining an appropriately representative sample group, extreme price sensitivity of consumers, etc. Furthermore, the
characteristics of certain sectors do not permit the application of the SSNIP test, particularly in those sectors where quality of service, and not price, exerts a greater influence on customer choice.

In the absence of economic tests capable of application in the Indian market, determinations of “relevant market” are often guided by pure public perception and the wisdom of CCI members, without adequate statistical data to support the same. For example, while in Belaire Owner’s Association v. DLF Ltd37 the CCI restricted the relevant market to a mere suburb of the National Capital Region, in Consumers Guidance Society v. Hindustan Coca Cola Beverages Pvt Ltd38 the CCI held that the relevant geographical market cannot be confined to the closed market inside the premises of multiplexes and considered the relevant market to be the market for all multiplex theatres across India.

In Surinder Singh Barmi v. Board of Control of Cricket in India, (“BCCI case”)39 the Board of Control of Cricket in India (“BCCI”) was alleged to be abusing its dominant position in relation to the grant of franchise rights, media rights, sponsorship rights, and commercial contracts related to the organization of the Indian Premier League. However, the CCI arrived at a simplistic definition of the relevant market as the “market for the organization of private professional cricket leagues/events in India.”

By contrast, in the case of Dhanraj Pillay v. M/s Hockey India,40 the CCI undertook a far more detailed analysis and considered it appropriate to define the relevant market on the basis of each specific allegation against the association. Moreover, the CCI adopted an application of the “effects” based test in this case in order to determine the actual effect of the conduct of Hockey India. It is notable that in the BCCI case,41 although the CCI’s order states that it employed the SSNIP test for determination of the relevant market, the decision did not present any empirical analysis to indicate how the SSNIP test was applied and what the conclusions of such analysis were.

Finally, in the case of Ajay Devgn Films v. Yash Raj Films Private Limited,42 while the informant alleged that the relevant market should be considered to be the “film industry in India,” the CCI did not completely accept the same in its order and, as such, left open the definition of what the relevant market ought to be.

The relevant product market may be defined by conducting an economic analysis of demand-side substitutability (i.e. substitutability from a consumer perspective) and supply-side substitutability (i.e. ability of potential suppliers or producers to switch to the production of the relevant product) as well. In the European Union and the United States, demand-side substitutability is considered to be the more important of the two and also finds specific reference in the Act. However, as with the cases cited above, CCI’s approach with respect to defining relevant market in merger control cases has not been consistent. In NHK Automotives/ BBTCL,43 the CCI considered demand-side substitutability and end-use of various types of springs in order to delineate the relevant product market. In Diageo Plc./ United Spirits Limited,44 the CCI, with regards to the highly

However, as with the cases cited above, CCI’s approach with respect to defining relevant market in merger control cases has not been consistent.

However, in India, contrary to international norms, the penalties imposed by the CCI are solely at its own discretion.
differentiated alcoholic beverages market, considered not only price-point differentiation but also the effect of supply-side substitutability.

2. **Lack of penalty guidelines**

Competition jurisprudence in India suffers from the absence of penalty guidelines which are intended to elucidate and provide guidance as to how the CCI ought to calculate penalties for violations of competition law. Given that CCI has become very aggressive in its enforcement activity, levying fines to the tune of INR 120 billion to date, it is essential that CCI announce detailed penalty guidelines. The trend so far has been that the CCI has applied differential standards for imposing penalties, without providing any coherent reasons and justifications in relation to the process or formulae adopted to calculate the penalties imposed.

For instance, the CCI imposed a penalty of 7 per cent. in the *DLF* case while it imposed a penalty of only 3 per cent. in *Coal India*. With respect to merger filings, an interesting development—reflecting the keenness of CCI in enforcing the mandatory, suspensory merger control regime—is the imposition of penalties for gun-jumping, despite the Act does not contain any charging provision. In *Etihad Airways/ Jet Airways*, the CCI imposed a penalty of INR 10 million on the acquirer, Etihad, for allegedly implementing certain aspects of the Commercial Co-operation Agreement entered into with Jet Airways early, as well as not notifying the sale and lease back of Jet Airways’ prime landing slots in London’s Heathrow airport. Therefore, for companies in India, the calculation of penalties remains a highly contentious issue.

It is pertinent to note that antitrust jurisdictions such as Pakistan and Singapore have guidelines on the imposition of financial penalties. Most recently, Malaysia has also issued draft penalty guidelines which are presently undergoing a public review process. However, in India, contrary to international norms, the penalties imposed by the CCI are solely at its own discretion. Earlier, the Competition Commission of India (General) Regulations, 2009 (“*General Regulations*”) had a regulation which allowed for a show cause hearing with the concerned parties before the CCI levied any penalty. However, even that regulation has been deleted, which makes the whole issue of penalty even more murky.

Notably, the COMPAT has attempted to provide guidance on the manner in which penalties ought to be calculated, but its guidance does not find a basis in any legal provision. Pertinently, in several instances, such as *Gulf Oil Corporation Ltd* and *MDD Medical Systems*, while upholding the decisions of the CCI, the COMPAT has significantly reduced the penalty imposed on the parties and also cited reasons for such reductions in penalties. This reiterates the grave necessity for the CCI to, first, extend the benefit of a lucid and standard methodology guiding the imposition of penalties and, second, give detailed reasoning in its orders for arriving at a particular penalty amount.
3. **Concept of turnover**

In addition to the above, a related topic of contention has been the “turnover” which ought to be taken into account while levying financial penalties under the Act. Companies in India that are active across multiple product lines are often housed under a single entity and, as such, companies lack clarity as to how CCI calculates penalties for infringing conduct. This has become a matter of grave concern and uncertainty.

The Act provides that a maximum penalty of 10 per cent. of the average turnover for the preceding three years can be levied for abuse of dominance/vertical agreements. For cartels, the maximum penalty is up to three times the profit or 10 per cent. of turnover for each year of existence for cartels (whichever is higher). But the Act fails to clarify whether “turnover” for calculating such penalties is only the relevant turnover, i.e. the turnover that can be attributed to the business in which the violation of competition law took place, or the general overall turnover of the contravening enterprise.

The concept of relevant turnover was introduced in India for the first time by the COMPAT in *Aluminium Phosphide Tablets.* This opportunity came before the COMPAT in an appeal against the decision of the CCI penalizing three aluminium phosphide tablet manufacturers for bid-rigging under Section 3(3) of the Act. The CCI had levied a total penalty of INR 3170 million, but this penalty was significantly reduced by the COMPAT. In its analysis, the CCI had not given any basis for the amount of the penalty, and had calculated the penalty based on the total turnover of the enterprise.

The COMPAT held that the CCI should have only considered the “relevant turnover” while calculating the penalty, since the infringing enterprises in this case were multi-product companies. Further, in its formal orders, the COMPAT reprimanded the CCI for the lack of reasoning and elucidated that the CCI must consider the doctrine of proportionality while imposing penalties. The COMPAT also observed that the adjudicatory role of the CCI necessitates that it considers relevant factors—such as the financial health of the company, its reputation, and the likelihood of the company being closed down due to the harsh penalty—before determining a particular penalty amount linked to the enterprise’s turnover. The COMPAT’s order is currently on appeal before the Supreme Court of India where it waits to be seen whether the COMPAT’s guidance will be upheld.

Given that Indian competition law is largely patterned on EU law, the CCI should take a leaf out of the EU’s practice and publish detailed guidelines on important aspects to give appropriate guidance and also to ensure that there is consistency in stances adopted by the CCI. One of the primary reasons for the European Union becoming a mature antitrust jurisdiction is that enterprises have, at their disposal, important guidelines on all important facets of competition law. Further, the EU Commission undertakes a periodical assessment of each of its guidelines and makes modifications to the same from time to time, keeping it up to date.
B. Lack of Reasoned Orders

The Supreme Court, through a plethora of its decisions, has interpreted the doctrine of natural justice to include issuance of reasoned and speaking orders by any authority exercising judicial function. The Supreme Court, in *SAIL*, directed the CCI:

In consonance with the settled principles of administrative jurisprudence, the Commission is expected to record at least some reason even while forming a prima facie view. However, while passing directions and orders dealing with the rights of the parties in its adjudicatory and determinative capacity, it is required of the Commission to pass speaking orders, upon due application of mind, responding to all the contentions raised before it by the rival parties.

Further, emphasizing the importance of the quasi-judicial functions exercised by the CCI and the COMPAT, which can have far reaching consequences, the Supreme Court reiterated the necessity of supporting orders with reasons in *Rangi International Ltd v. Nova Scotia Bank and Ors*.

Despite this well-settled proposition of law, and the Supreme Court’s explicit directives, the CCI’s orders continue to be criticized due to lack of reasoning. As discussed above, the COMPAT has tried to fill the gaps in the CCI’s orders by listing mitigating/ aggravating factors taken into account to reach conclusions regarding contravention of the provisions of the Act and imposition of penalties.

Further, the CCI’s orders under Section 27 of the Act not only lack a comprehensive economic analysis of relevant market, but also display ambiguities and inconsistencies. Even in merger control cases, though the CCI issues several information requests, the definition of the relevant market and the competition impact assessment they give in the orders are minimal and do not contain either specific delineations of the relevant market or an overview of all the information considered by the CCI in its merger evaluation process.

As a general practice, the parties, while filing merger notifications, undertake self-assessments of the relevant market and, typically, in its order, the CCI tends to accept the market definition put forth by the parties or leaves the same open for interpretation. There have been very few known instances where the CCI has asked parties to further drill down into the relevant market to analyze the impact on the market on account of a proposed transaction. However, the CCI orders continue to be devoid of any cogent theories of harm or economic analysis which can set precedent value for future merger notifications.

Given that the CCI is at an extremely nascent stage and is in the process of developing the competition law jurisprudence, which will go a long way in determining how businesses are carried out in India, it is imperative that the CCI issues speaking orders. This will not only lead to the CCI establishing a regime of certainty and predictability, as a result of which stakeholders, i.e. enterprises and practitioners, can arrive at accurate conclusions, but will also be of utmost importance in the event its orders are challenged before higher authorities.
VI. POLICY MAKING FUNCTION UNDER THE COMPETITION LAW FRAMEWORK

A. Draft National Competition Policy

In 2011, the (Indian) Ministry of Corporate Affairs constituted a Committee for framing a National Competition Policy (“Committee”). This Committee took feedback from various stakeholders, including chambers of industries, corporations, law firms, and members of civil society and subsequently issued a draft National Competition Policy Statement (“Draft Policy”), which aimed at integrating principles of competition in various economic policies of the government and, thereby, promoting a competitive market structure in the economy.

The Draft Policy also aimed at promoting good governance by bringing in greater transparency and accountability. It contemplated that where a separate regulatory arrangement is set up in different sectors, the functioning of the concerned sectoral regulator should be consistent with the principles of competition as far as possible and there should be an appropriate coordination mechanism between the CCI and sectoral regulators to avoid overlap in interpretation of competition related concerns. Further, any deviation from the principles of competition should be made only to meet desirable social or other national objectives, which should be clearly spelled out. The following initiatives were proposed as part of the Draft Policy:

- institutional separation between policy making, operations, and regulation;

- a review of existing policies, statutes, and regulations of the Government (which may restrict or undermine competition) from a competition perspective with a view to removing or minimizing their competition-restricting effects;

- a procedure for making a competition impact assessment of proposed policy, law, and regulations before they are finalized;

- “competitive neutrality,” such as adoption of policies which establish a “level playing field” where government businesses compete with private sector;

- national, regional, and international cooperation in the field of competition policy enforcement and advocacy; and

- in order to ensure effective competition, third party access to essential facilities in the infrastructure.
sector, owned by a dominant enterprise, to be provided on reasonable and fair terms.

While the Draft Policy has not yet been put into effect, its mandate and intent rings loud and clear and any analysis/operation of the regulatory framework governing a particular sector will implicitly involve a competition law analysis of the sector with the end goal being a pro-competitive structure leading to consumer welfare.

B. Leniency Program

In the context of the difficulty in securing evidence to prove the existence of cartels, a leniency program has been introduced, whereby leniency may be granted by the CCI under the Competition Commission of India (Lesser Penalty) Regulations, 2009 (“Leniency Regulations”) to the first three cartel participants who apply to the CCI and provide such information as may constitute “vital disclosures” as defined under the Leniency Regulations.

Thus far, market sources indicate that the leniency program has been utilized in three instances but an order on the basis of such an application is still awaited. It is, however, unfortunate that the identity of a leniency applicant in the conveyor belt sector was made public during the CCI’s investigation into this sector. Going forward, the CCI will have to ensure that the identity of applicants is not compromised in order for people to have faith in this process. Nonetheless, the CCI is aggressively promoting its leniency program in order to better investigate cartelization and it is likely, given the high penalties being imposed under the Act, that cartel participants will come forward under the leniency program and assist the CCI in its investigations.

C. Competition Advocacy and Compliance Programs

While the CCI has indicated that it intends to continue to monitor markets and investigate either *suo motu* or on the basis of complaints/information received, as a part of its responsibility to undertake competition advocacy, the CCI is encouraging corporate India to initiate competition compliance programs. On account of the CCI’s investigative zeal and the headline penalties being imposed, Indian companies are gradually coming to realize the importance of ensuring that their business practices are in compliance with competition law and that strong and comprehensive competition compliance programs could serve as mitigating factors in the event of a CCI investigation.

In early 2013, the CCI Chairperson, Mr. Ashok Chawla, met with the heads of 100 of the largest
listed companies in India in a move to improve awareness of the competition law regime in India and, also, to impress upon them the importance of competition compliance and emphasize how the existence of a competition compliance program could possibly act as a mitigant for contravening companies. Mr. Chawla, as well as the members of the COMPAT, regularly speak at various industry events to increase awareness about the CCI’s enforcement priorities and the benefits of a strong competition culture in the market.

Further, the CCI, consistent with international best practices, has been offering informal consultations on procedural aspects relating to the Act. The CCI recently announced that they will expand the scope of this facility to provide consultations on substantive issues, including pre-filing consultation. This will undoubtedly help create greater awareness among market participants and allow them the facility to set their house in order on the basis of guidance received from the CCI.

D. Coordination With Other Competition Regulators

The CCI is also looking to increase interaction and cooperation with global competition law regulators. The CCI signed an antitrust memorandum of understanding (“MOU”) with the Federal Antimonopoly Service (Russia) on December 16, 2011. The U.S. Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice also signed a MOU with the Government of India, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, and the CCI to promote increased cooperation and communication among competition agencies in both countries. On June 3, 2013, the CCI signed a similar MOU with the Australian Consumer and Competition Commission. The CCI also signed an MOU with the Directorate General for Competition of the European Commission (DG, Competition) on Cooperation in the field of competition laws.

In addition to these MOUs, the CCI is actively engaging with several competition law authorities from the United Kingdom, Japan, Korea, and others to enter into arrangements for cooperation in the field of competition law. This greater coordination between the CCI and global competition regulators will significantly impact global cartel investigations and cross-border M&A merger control notifications.

VII. CONCLUSION

The success of Indian competition law and its effectiveness depend on a variety of factors including initial architecture of law, institutional design (including independence of the CCI), resources, manpower, economic training, and governmental support in promoting competition, as well as the balance of power between proponents and opponents of the Act. Given that the Act and its enforcement is still at a very nascent phase, it is very critical that the CCI adopts international best practices, in order to provide more clarity to the industry and practitioners.

The CCI has made substantial headway in rolling out the competition regime in India. The CCI, in spite of being hamstrung by certain shortcomings such as shortage of manpower, has been very aggressive in its enforcement outlook which has made the industry sit up and take notice of the CCI. The CCI has shrugged
off the image of the previous antitrust regulator, MRTP Commission, which was dubbed by scholars as a “toothless tiger” because of its weak enforcement structure and legislative intent. The CCI has gone a long way in ensuring that practices by enterprises which distort the competitive effect of the market are curbed. However, there are still areas of antitrust jurisprudence, like compensation to claimants and their interplay with the scope of compensation under the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, which are yet to be tested.

Given India's place as one of the world’s fast growing economies, the world is closely watching the evolution of the Indian competition regime. The CCI has not been shy in invoking its extraterritorial jurisdiction, including penalizing foreign acquirers such as Titan International and Temasek, for belated merger notifications and Google Inc. for non-cooperation with the DG during the process of investigation. This again emphasizes the need for the CCI to adopt international best practices and provide clarity while establishing a regime of certainty and predictability.
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Chinese Antitrust Institutions—Many Cooks in the Kitchen

BY ADRIAN EMCH

The Anti-Monopoly Law has been in force for over six years. When the AML was enacted in August 2007, the question of which authority would be in charge of AML enforcement was still undecided. There were three strong contenders for the job—the Ministry of Commerce, the National Development and Reform Commission, and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce. The three authorities played active roles during the normative process, probably with a view to showcasing their credentials for the enforcement authority job. MOFCOM took the lead in the drafting of the 2004 version of the draft AML and, not surprisingly, the 2004 draft explicitly mentioned MOFCOM as the sole enforcement authority. Yet, as it turned out, China would have three authorities after all. During July and August 2008—just about when the AML started to take effect—the State Council issued so-called “san ding” notices through which it gave central government ministries and equivalent organizations instructions on their jurisdiction, staff, and internal organization. Through their san ding notices, MOFCOM, NDRC, and SAIC all obtained powers to enforce the AML in a limited way. An antitrust regime with three authorities is complicated, as is the particular jurisdictional carve-up. This paper examines what issues arise with this three-headed authority structure, and how they can be addressed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Anti-Monopoly Law (“AML”) has been in force for over six years. This is not much, compared to the 13 years or so it took to enact the law. Reportedly, one of the main reasons why the legislative process took so long was the struggle about which authority would have jurisdiction to enforce the law.

There were three strong contenders for the job—the Ministry of Commerce (“MOFCOM”), the National Development and Reform Commission (“NDRC”), and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce (“SAIC”). The three authorities played active roles during the normative process, probably with a view to showcasing their credentials for the enforcement authority job. For example, MOFCOM took the lead in the drafting of the 2004 version of the draft AML. Not surprisingly, the 2004 draft explicitly mentioned MOFCOM as the sole enforcement authority.

All three authorities had some credible claims for being the AML enforcement body, based on the pre-existing antitrust-related work they had done: MOFCOM had been in charge of merger control since 2003; NDRC had been enforcing the Price Law, including its antitrust-related provisions, since 1998; and SAIC had been the authority to enforce the Anti-Unfair Competition Law (“AUCL”), with some antitrust-related rules, since 1993.

In 2007, it seems, the decision on who would enforce the AML had still not been made. But legislators thought the AML needed to be adopted. The way out was to draft the AML in a generic manner, by referring only to the “anti-monopoly enforcement authority,” or authorities, in the law. This had the advantage of
allowing the enactment of the AML without waiting for the institutional question to be resolved. At the same time, this type of generic manner approach has been used not infrequently in Chinese legislative processes.8

In short, when the AML was enacted in August 2007, the question of which authority would be in charge of AML enforcement was still undecided. In my first paper about Chinese antitrust, a few months after the AML was passed, my co-author and I expressed hope that there would be a new and, in any case, a single, antitrust authority.9 Three authorities, we found, was not a good idea.

Yet, as it turned out, China would have three authorities after all. During July and August 2008—just about when the AML started to take effect—the State Council issued so-called “san ding” notices through which it gave central government ministries and equivalent organizations instructions on their jurisdiction, staff, and internal organization.10

Through their san ding notices, MOFCOM, NDRC, and SAIC all obtained powers to enforce the AML in a limited way. MOFCOM is in charge of merger control. NDRC’s responsibility is to take on monopoly agreements, abuses of dominance, and anticompetitive abuses of administrative powers (dubbed “administrative monopoly”) as long as the underlying anticompetitive conduct is related to pricing. If the conduct is not related to pricing, it falls under SAIC’s jurisdiction.

An antitrust regime with three authorities is complicated, as is the particular jurisdictional carve-up. This paper examines what issues arise with this three-headed authority structure, and how they can be addressed. First, section II will provide some background, and describe the scope of jurisdiction of the three authorities. Section III will look at the potential overlaps in jurisdiction of the authorities and the resulting problems, while section IV will put forward a few ideas on how to diffuse the potential for jurisdictional conflict. Section V will conclude.

II. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF JURISDICTION

A complete description of governmental stakeholders in the Chinese antitrust space would require a discussion of bodies other than MOFCOM, NDRC, and SAIC, such as the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology or the Ministry of Transportation, which have some limited sectoral antitrust powers.11 However, this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.12

This section will only focus on the three official antitrust authorities. For ease of presentation, given the relatively clear delimitation of its powers, I will start with MOFCOM, followed by NDRC and SAIC.
A. Ministry of Commerce

MOFCOM is the ministry in charge of foreign and domestic trade and commerce. It was established in 2003 as a result of the merger between the previously separate authorities in charge of domestic trade and foreign trade. MOFCOM currently has over 30 departments that perform different functions, including (i) foreign investment, foreign cooperation, and aid; (ii) WTO matters; (iii) domestic commerce; (iv) services; and (v) industry safety.

1. Before the AML

Since 2003, MOFCOM has been the authority approving foreign M&A deals under the Regulation on Mergers and Acquisitions of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors. MOFCOM and SAIC were the two authorities in charge of the “antitrust review” under that regulation. However, for some reason, in practice only MOFCOM was seen to actively take on cases. In 2006, the Regulation on Mergers and Acquisitions of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors was amended, and in 2007 MOFCOM published guidelines on the notification requirements and process.

In addition, MOFCOM had played an active role in the legislative process of the AML. In 1994, the State Economic and Trade Commission, one of MOFCOM’s predecessors, was requested by the State Council to prepare the legislative work for the AML. After its establishment in 2003, MOFCOM assumed, and continued to perform, this responsibility. In 2004, it established an antimonopoly investigation office, whose main function was the drafting of antitrust legislation and international communications. Reportedly, MOFCOM had the ambition of becoming the sole AML enforcement authority, as it proposed in a draft version of the AML submitted to the State Council in 2004.

2. After the AML

According to its san ding notice of July 2008, MOFCOM has the power to (1) conduct antitrust review in merger cases, (2) provide guidance to domestic enterprises facing antitrust litigation overseas, and (3) organize international exchanges and cooperation on multilateral and bilateral competition policies.

After receiving the san ding authorization, MOFCOM established the Anti-Monopoly Bureau in September 2008. The Anti-Monopoly Bureau currently has seven divisions, and about 30 or so staff.

To implement its mandate under the san ding notice, the Anti-Monopoly Bureau lists an antitrust-related range of powers on its own webpage, going into more detail and, at times, expanding the scope of the mandate somewhat—for example, claiming jurisdiction over investigations into anticompetitive conduct in foreign trade.
B. National Development and Reform Commission

NDRC is the governmental authority leading the formulation of economic and social development policy, macroeconomic management, and economic reform. It was formed on the basis of the previous State Planning Commission, which used to be the most powerful governmental agency in the planned economy phase. Today, NDRC still retains a great range of powers to review and approve various important matters, including domestic investment, economic development, key resources, etc. Price regulation is one of NDRC’s economic management responsibilities.

1. Before the AML

Since before the AML NDRC had been enforcing the Price Law, including its antitrust-related provisions. Under that law, NDRC and its local counterparts have jurisdiction over various types of pricing conduct, including cartels, predatory pricing, and price discrimination.\(^{20}\)

In 2003, NDRC issued an implementing regulation of the Price Law, to provide more details on the antitrust provisions in that law.\(^{21}\) Subsequently, the regulation was abrogated after NDRC published implementing rules of the AML.\(^{22}\)

2. After the AML

The san ding notice for NDRC in July 2008 conferred upon it responsibility for: (1) drafting rules on price supervision and inspection, (2) guiding and organizing price supervision and inspection, (3) handling cases related to product and service prices and fee collection involving violations of price-related laws by central government agencies, and (4) handling price monopoly conduct and reconsideration cases and appeals concerning the sanctions imposed for price violations.\(^{23}\)

In antitrust terms, the most important mandate for NDRC was its responsibility for “investigating and handling price law violations and price monopoly conduct in accordance with the law.”

Internally, NDRC drafted more detailed rules on the extent of jurisdiction of its antitrust unit, the Price Supervision and Anti-Monopoly Bureau.\(^{24}\) The Bureau is the department in charge of antitrust enforcement within NDRC. By 2013, it had around 40 staff, although only some of them work on AML cases.\(^{25}\)
C.  State Administration for Industry and Commerce

SAIC is the authority in charge of market supervision and management. Its role includes a wide variety of tasks such as consumer protection, product quality and food safety, company registration, trademark registration, etc.

1.  Before the AML

Already, before the enactment of the AML, SAIC had been tackling some types of anticompetitive conduct under the AUCL. The AUCL contains a number of antitrust-related prohibitions, including those against tying and exclusive dealing by public service enterprises and statutory monopolists, predatory pricing, tying, and bid-rigging.\(^{26}\)

Apart from its work enforcing the AUCL, as noted above, SAIC also shared jurisdiction with MOFCOM over the merger control process under the Regulation on Mergers and Acquisitions of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors. In practice, however, SAIC did not play an active role in this process.\(^ {27}\)

Beyond the case work, SAIC was also seen to participate in the legislative process of the AML. It was appointed by the State Council to prepare the AML draft along with MOFCOM.\(^ {28}\)

2.  After the AML

The san ding notice for SAIC in July 2008 stated that SAIC is responsible for: (1) formulating specific antimonopoly and anti-unfair competition measures; (2) carrying out antitrust enforcement; (3) investigating unfair competition practices, commercial bribery, smuggling, and other cases violating economic laws; and (4) supervising the handling of large, significant, or typical cases.\(^ {29}\)

THE SAN DING GAVE SAIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR “ANTI-MONOPOLY ENFORCEMENT IN SUCH ASPECTS AS MONOPOLY AGREEMENTS, ABUSES OF A DOMINANT MARKET POSITION AND ABUSES OF ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS TO ELIMINATE OR RESTRICT COMPETITION (NOT INCLUDING PRICE MONOPOLY CONDUCT).”

In the antitrust area, the san ding gave SAIC responsibility for “anti-monopoly enforcement in such aspects as monopoly agreements, abuses of a dominant market position and abuses of administrative powers to eliminate or restrict competition (not including price monopoly conduct).”

SAIC’s own view of its jurisdiction is the same as the description in san ding notice.\(^ {30}\)

The department responsible for antitrust enforcement within SAIC is the Anti-Monopoly and Anti-Unfair Competition Enforcement Bureau. The Bureau was established in 2009, and currently has five divisions, although only some of its staff deal with antitrust work in the strict sense.
III. POTENTIAL FOR JURISDICTIONAL CONFLICT

This section will focus on the three official authorities, and will look at two potential areas of jurisdictional conflict: first, between NDRC and SAIC and, second, between MOFCOM and NDRC/SAIC.

The section will also highlight the problems brought about by this potential for conflict.

A. NDRC/SAIC Division of Jurisdiction

In my view, there two broad areas where the potential for conflict could arise: first, there could be a conflict in cases where the allegedly anticompetitive conduct—as a single action—could fall under the jurisdiction of both NDRC and SAIC. In other words, the jurisdictions of the authorities directly overlap to an extent. Second, conflicts could arise in cases that have several different elements (not a single action) which each fall under the jurisdiction of a different authority. I call these two scenarios “concurrent” jurisdiction and “parallel” jurisdiction, respectively.

These two scenarios will be examined below, followed by a description of the problems.

1. Concurrent Jurisdiction

In certain instances, the potential for concurrent jurisdiction is enshrined in the law itself. In other instances, the potential arises through the expansive case practice of the authorities.

a. Legal Provisions

As noted above, the AML did not allocate jurisdiction for enforcement to specific, named authorities. This means we must look at the AML implementing rules adopted by NDRC and SAIC.

An analysis of these rules shows that, at the margins, both NDRC and SAIC included provisions giving them jurisdiction over conduct that could be viewed as an expansion of their jurisdiction relative to the san ding notices (i.e., price-related conduct v. non-price related conduct).

(i) NDRC Expansion

NDRC’s key regulation implementing the substantive provisions of the AML—the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation—contains two provisions that seem to expand NDRC’s field of action.

First, Article 13 contains a prohibition against dominant companies refusing to deal with trading partners “through the setting of excessively high sales prices or excessively low purchase prices,” unless valid
reasons justify the conduct. In other words, Article 13 regulates a particular type of “constructive” refusal to deal: instead of refusing outright to deal with the business partner, the dominant company makes an offer on terms so unfavorable that the partner cannot but decline. In the case of Article 13, the constructive refusal to deal is operated through pricing means—in the case of a dominant supplier, a price so high that the buyer cannot accept it.

The jurisdictional overlap is created by the circumstance that, as a general rule, a refusal to deal is not directly price-related: the dominant company simply says no, without any discussion or setting of prices. Not surprisingly, therefore, Article 4 of the Regulation on the Prohibition of Conduct Abusing a Dominant Market Position\(^{34}\) (“SAIC Abuse of Dominance Regulation”) implements the refusal to deal prohibition of the AML, implicitly claiming enforcement jurisdiction for SAIC.

In contrast, the constructive refusal to deal in Article 13 of the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation is directly price-related, as it is operated through excessive price demands.

The potential scope of jurisdictional clash between NDRC and SAIC can actually be very real, just on the face of the text of the rules. Indeed, Article 4 of the SAIC Abuse of Dominance Regulation lists a few examples of how refusals to deal can be implemented. Paragraph (4) includes the example of “setting restrictive conditions to make it difficult for the trading partner to continue conducting transactions with it.”

Now, Article 13 of the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation precisely contemplates the scenario of a specific “restrictive condition” (i.e., excessive prices) making it difficult for the buyer to accept the offer from the dominant supplier. Of course, a consistent interpretation of Article 13 of the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation and Article 4(4) of the SAIC Abuse of Dominance Regulation could be that SAIC has jurisdiction over non-price related constructive refusals to deal, and NDRC over price-related constructive refusals to deal. However, so far, the soundness of this interpretation has not been confirmed in actual cases.

Second, Article 14 of the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation states that exclusive dealing “through methods such as price discounts” is prohibited, absent valid justifications. The idea is similar to that of the constructive refusal to deal discussed above: a type of anticompetitive conduct (here, exclusive dealing) is implemented through pricing means (here, discounts). The idea that certain types of discounts can have the same or similar effects as exclusive dealing (through contractual obligations) is not new. In the famous \textit{Hoffman-La Roche} case in the European Union, the European Court of Justice basically put contractual exclusive dealing and loyalty discounts on equal footing.\(^{35}\)

Again, as with the potential jurisdictional conflict in the refusal to deal area, the potential for conflict here is that a type of conduct that is perhaps most often of non-price nature (e.g., contractual stipulations)—over which SAIC has jurisdiction—is implemented through pricing means—where NDRC’s jurisdiction starts...
The potential clash of jurisdiction in the discounts area is particularly strong, as SAIC and its local offices investigated loyalty discounts under the AUCL before the AML was enacted. In the China Southern case, the dominant airline in Hunan, China Southern, had classified its distributors into five categories depending on their degree of loyalty (as measured by the percentage of the dominant airline’s tickets among all the plane tickets sold by the distributors). For those distributors who were more loyal (e.g., who sold all or most tickets from the dominant airline), the airline offered higher discounts on its tickets on 30 routes and the possibility to obtain tickets on the most popular routes on a preferential basis. The local Administration for Industry and Commerce (“AIC”) in Hunan held such behavior to be anticompetitive. As the case was investigated in 2005, before the AML came into effect, the AIC sanctioned the airline under the AUCL.\textsuperscript{36}

Hence, in the discounts area, both NDRC and SAIC have a claim for jurisdiction that cannot be easily rebutted. On the one hand, NDRC can refer to Article 14 of the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation. On the other hand, SAIC can claim jurisdiction over exclusive dealing in general, under Article 5 of the SAIC Abuse of Dominance Regulation, and on the basis of the understanding that—in most cases—exclusive dealing cases are not directly related to pricing. SAIC might also be tempted to use the China Southern case as reference of actual case work in the area.

(ii) SAIC Expansion

Article 17(6) of the AML prohibits discriminatory treatment “concerning trading conditions, such as transaction prices” to trading partners in equivalent conditions.\textsuperscript{37} Logically, the discriminatory treatment prohibition is also implemented in the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation. Its Article 16 repeats the AML prohibition, just deleting the words “trading conditions, such as,” and hence does not attempt to expand NDRC’s jurisdiction.

In turn, Article 7 of the SAIC Abuse of Dominance Regulation, which implements the AML prohibition of discriminatory treatment, also copies the text of the AML prohibition but drops the words “such as transaction prices.” Interestingly, the SAIC regulation does not add wording such as “non-pricing related” trading conditions. In a way, this open formulation could be interpreted as an attempt by SAIC to expand jurisdiction. Yet, after stating the general rule, Article 7 lists a few examples of factors where discriminatory treatment can occur, mainly referring to non-pricing elements: (i) product quantity, variety, or quality; and (ii) after-sale services, such as warranty, maintenance, components, and spare parts, etc.

However, Article 7 of the SAIC regulation also includes two elements that seem to relate to pricing. On the one hand, the provision prohibits unjustified discrimination through differences in terms “such as
volume discounts” or payment conditions and delivery.\textsuperscript{38}

Here, again, there seems to be a high potential for jurisdictional clash between NDRC and SAIC. Again, one way of using a consistent interpretation to harmonize the different rules would be that—on the face of the text of its implementing regulation—NDRC would only be interested in pursuing jurisdiction over discrimination of the transaction price as such (that is, the price level), while SAIC would have jurisdiction over other conditions related to pricing including discounts.

However, this type of interpretation seems awkward, as a discount seems to be part of the price. Furthermore, given its claim of jurisdiction over exclusive dealing operated through discounts, it would seem strange if NDRC were to renounce jurisdiction over discriminatory treatment implemented through differentiated discounts.

In short, in the areas of refusal to deal, exclusive dealing, and discriminatory treatment, there is considerable scope for jurisdictional overlap. The underlying reason for the potential overlap is that, in many (if not most) instances, the same type of anticompetitive conduct (e.g., exclusive dealing) can be implemented in various forms and methods, including through methods that directly relate to pricing and those that do not.

Yet an entirely different animal is the draft Regulation on the Prohibition of Conduct Eliminating or Restricting Competition by Abusing Intellectual Property Rights (“draft SAIC IPR Regulation”), circulated on June 11, 2014 for public comment.\textsuperscript{39} As its title indicates, the draft SAIC IPR Regulation was prepared by SAIC, and the idea is that SAIC will enforce it.\textsuperscript{40} To an extent, the draft regulation follows the categories of anticompetitive conduct it claimed in its non-IPR related implementing rules; in the abuse of dominance area, for example, the draft SAIC IPR Regulation covers refusal to deal, exclusive dealing, tying, unreasonable restrictions, and discriminatory treatment. In addition, the draft regulation rarely refers directly to pricing conduct.

However, the SAIC draft also attempts to regulate IPR-specific figures, such as patent pools, standard essential patents, collective copyright management, and abuses through warning letters.\textsuperscript{42} Obviously, these figures are broad in scope, and seem to go beyond the non-pricing domain. For example, Article 13 deals with the implementation of patents in standards; in many standard essential patent cases, the level of the royalty rate—a price-related issue—plays a key role in the dispute in case.

Hence, it is not difficult to see that the draft SAIC IPR Regulation—as a measure with the broad aim to regulate in the interface between antitrust and IPR without specific regard to the price v. non-price dichotomy—could be interpreted as an attempt of jurisdictional expansion.
Beyond the AML and its implementing regulations, SAIC’s pre-existing jurisdiction under the AUCL also gives rise to potential jurisdictional conflicts. As noted, under the AUCL, SAIC has powers to enforce antitrust-related provisions. Some of them relate to non-pricing conduct—in particular, exclusive dealing (by public service enterprises and statutory monopolists) and tying. But some of them explicitly relate to pricing conduct. First, Article 11 contains a prohibition of predatory pricing. Hence, both NDRC (under the AML and the Price Law) and SAIC (under the AUCL) have jurisdiction over predatory pricing, and the various applicable rules diverge to an extent. Second, Article 15 of the AUCL prohibits bid-rigging, and explicitly outlaws pricing manipulation.

b. Cases

There are a number of cases where NDRC and SAIC have ventured out of their price-related v. non-price related jurisdiction straight-jackets.

(i) NDRC Expansion

On the NDRC side, the prime example of an expansive interpretation of jurisdiction is the *Hubei Salt* case. In 2010, the Price Bureau of Hubei province—NDRC’s local office—investigated a salt company, the Wuchang branch of the Hubei Salt Industry Group (“Hubei Salt”), for tying edible salt—where the company enjoyed an exclusive right of distribution—and washing powder in sales to grocery stores. In short, *Hubei Salt* is an abuse of dominance case, where the objectionable conduct was clearly (and only) tying (by way of directly requiring buyers to purchase salt and washing powder together). In other words, this was a case of pure bundling, and no financial incentives such as discounts were involved.

Against this background, given that no pricing elements were involved, one would have expected SAIC to have jurisdiction over Hubei Salt’s conduct. Indeed, Article 6 of the SAIC Abuse of Dominance Regulation implements the AML’s tying prohibition, while NDRC’s Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation does not refer to tying or bundling at all. In that sense, the NDRC decision could be interpreted as a jurisdictional grab under the AML.

Yet, other explanations are possible. For example, edible salt is a heavily regulated product. In China, only government-appointed companies are entitled to distribute edible salt. Most, if not all, of these companies are state-owned enterprises whose right to distribute covers a specified region in China. In addition to granting exclusive rights to sell salt in a given region, the government also decides the prices at which edible salt can be put onto the market. The authorities responsible for setting the salt prices are the Price Bureaus at the provincial level.

Coming back to the *Hubei Salt* case, this means that the authority that investigated Hubei Salt under the AML was the same authority that had set the prices that the company could charge for the edible salt (under the Price Law framework). This may have been the reason why the Price Bureau exerted jurisdiction
over Hubei Salt’s tying conduct under the AML. But, to be sure, there is no such explanation in the press release by the Price Bureau in the *Hubei Salt* case.

(ii) **SAIC Expansion**

On the SAIC side, there is the *China Southern* case, mentioned above. In that case, SAIC’s local office in Hunan found the airline to have engaged in conduct equivalent to exclusive dealing by way of setting up a complex scheme of loyalty discounts.

As mentioned, this case pre-dates the AML. Under the AML, price-related anticompetitive conduct including abuses of dominance falls under NDRC’s purview. As mentioned above, NDRC claims jurisdiction over loyalty discounts under the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulation.

But even after the AML’s entry into effect, local AICs have brought cases against predatory pricing and bid-rigging.

2. **Parallel Jurisdiction**

As noted above, by “parallel jurisdiction” I do not mean that the authorities expand their jurisdiction beyond the *sanding* notices. What I mean is that the conduct at stake has several aspects, some of which are related to pricing and some of which are not.

The background to this situation is, again, that different types of conduct can achieve the same result in economic terms—that is, their impact on the market is the same.

Looking back at the cases in the first six years of AML enforcement, there are quite a few where the conduct at stake has both pricing and non-pricing elements. The cases include both monopoly agreement and abuse of dominance cases.

a. **NDRC Expansion**

On the NDRC side, we have several monopoly agreements cases that merit attention.

On the horizontal agreements level, for instance, the *LCD panels* case is a good example, even though that the case was decided under the Price Law, not the AML. In January 2013, NDRC announced that it had imposed fines of close to U.S. $56 million upon six liquid crystal display (“LCD”) makers from Korea and Taiwan for manipulating prices of LCD panels from 2001 to 2006.
The descriptive part of NDRC’s decision (essentially, a short press release) published online essentially focuses on price-fixing and information exchanges related to prices, which of course are related to pricing. In contrast, the much longer European Commission decision in the same case a few years earlier describes a more varied pattern of conduct of the companies involved, including “a regular and punctual exchange of information on prices, demand, production and capacity for the past, the present and the future.”

Even NDRC’s own decision gives an indication that other, non-pricing forces were at play in LCD panels. Although there were no explanations whatsoever about these points, the orders imposed by NDRC to remedy the anticompetitive conduct did not only include a prohibition to fix prices and pay the fine, but also contained two additional orders: the companies had to commit, first, to provide the latest LCD technology to China and, second, to extend the warranty period during which they could be held liable vis-à-vis the TV makers using the LCD panels from 18 to 36 months.

As the NDRC decision did not describe the rationale behind these orders, it is not clear whether or not the underlying (competition) problems were related to pricing. The first of the additional remedies implies that NDRC might have thought that the LCD panel makers had not used the latest state-of-the-art technology in China, and took issue with it. The problem with regard to the second additional remedy seemed to be that TV makers themselves had a warranty obligation of 36 months vis-à-vis end consumers, while the warranty obligation of the LCD panel suppliers was shorter (18 months). Hence, there might have been a gap of liability that TV makers needed to assume even if any defect were attributable to the LCD panels, not their own fault. These are the possible concerns NDRC might have had. As the descriptions show, the possible concerns are not related to pricing conduct as such.

On the vertical agreements level, the White liquor cases provide a good example of the “parallel jurisdiction” risk potential. In 2013, the local offices of NDRC in Guizhou and Sichuan imposed large fines on two manufacturers of Chinese traditional white liquor, Maotai and Wuliangye, for resale price maintenance (“RPM”).

The description in the public decision (in the form of press release) in the Wuliangye case is somewhat longer than in the Maotai case, and hence this case provides more insights. The decision by NDRC’s local office in Sichuan province clearly states that Wuliangye had not only imposed RPM on its distributors, but also allocated exclusive territories: In 2012, Wuliangye had punished its 14 distributors for “improperly selling Wuliangye at low prices, outside the territory and through other channels.” Yet the NDRC decision did not challenge the territorial restrictions but mentioned them in passing when discussing the methods of how the company had implemented RPM.

In principle, the fact that NDRC focused on RPM only makes sense, as it has jurisdiction over price-related anticompetitive agreements. In addition, at this point in time, neither the AML, nor any AML implementing rules, state that territorial or customer restrictions are illegal under the AML below the dominance level. However, if in the future vertical restraints other than RPM were to be held illegal under the AML, the White liquor cases would be an example to remember on how pricing and non-pricing elements can
be intertwined in this field.\textsuperscript{56}

In the abuse of dominance area, NDRC closed its investigation of InterDigital in May 2014. The case was closed through NDRC’s acceptance of the commitments proposed by InterDigital, which were published on NDRC’s website\textsuperscript{57} alongside some explanations on what the regulator’s concerns were.\textsuperscript{58}

The explanations in the NDRC press release were very succinct. However, NDRC still gave three examples of suspected anticompetitive conduct that InterDigital was alleged to have engaged in: (1) demanding excessively high licensing fees, (2) requiring free cross-licenses, and (3) bundling the licensing of standard essential patents (“SEPs”) with non-SEPs.\textsuperscript{59}

The last type of purported anticompetitive conduct—bundling—does not seem to be directly related to pricing.\textsuperscript{60}

b. SAIC Expansion

On the SAIC side, at the beginning of the AML enforcement area, the regulator seemed to focus on cartels, mainly local in nature. Generally speaking, SAIC and its local counterparts focused on market allocation conduct by the cartelists.

However, in several cases, the cartel conduct also included bread-and-butter price-fixing. For instance, in the \textit{Anyang second-hand cars} case, the AIC of Henan province imposed fines on a cartel among 11 second-hand cars suppliers in the city of Anyang in January 2012.\textsuperscript{61} The AIC found that the suppliers partitioned the second-hand car market in Anyang, but the agreements also included price-fixing.

Similarly, in the \textit{Liaoning cements} case, in March 2012, the AIC of Liaoning province penalized a cartel led by a local industry association that agreed to reduce cement output volumes during wintertime.\textsuperscript{62} The AIC’s decision mentioned that the cartel also fixed the minimum unit price, but this aspect was not further analyzed in the decision.

Furthermore, in December 2012, the AIC of Zhejiang province fined three concrete companies in Jiangshan for entering into an agreement to divide up the market.\textsuperscript{63} The AIC found that the cartel agreement also fixed prices.

As the description above shows, there are a range of cases where the conduct of the companies in breach of antitrust rules had both pricing and non-pricing elements.
B. The Division Of Jurisdiction Between MOFCOM And NDRC/SAIC

In general, MOFCOM’s jurisdiction under the AML is more neatly delimited as a matter of principle. However, there is still some scope for potential conflict.\(^{64}\)

As under Section III (A), we can broadly distinguish between instances of concurrent jurisdiction between MOFCOM and NDRC/SAIC and parallel jurisdiction between them.

1. Concurrent Jurisdiction

MOFCOM’s merger control powers can in principle overlap with those of NDRC/SAIC in both the monopoly agreement and abuse of dominance areas.

a. Monopoly Agreements

For monopoly agreements, I can see two broad issues. First, MOFCOM at times makes an (overly) broad definition of what constitutes a “concentration between business operators,” which triggers the merger filing obligation (if the thresholds are met). In a way, a broad definition expands the application of merger control rules into areas where in other jurisdictions only the monopoly agreement rules would apply.

The reasons for the expansive interpretation of the concentration concept are in part due to the legal provisions and in part due to MOFCOM’s practice. Strictly legally speaking, in China the only two criteria for a transaction to trigger the merger filing obligation are that (1) we have a concentration and (2) the sales revenue thresholds are met.\(^{65}\)

Other jurisdictions like the European Union and many of its Member States have an additional criterion for joint ventures, namely that they are “full-function.” This essentially means that the joint ventures must operate as independent market players on their own right for the merger filing obligation to be triggered. This criterion is absent in Chinese law.

For example, a joint venture between two companies that is extremely limited in scope—say, only includes joint research—is notifiable in China if there is a legal entity being created in which both companies have a controlling right (which constitutes a “concentration”). Many relatively loose forms of cooperation that do not need merger notification in the European Union—and hence are to be examined under the agreement rules—fall under the merger control regime in China. The P3 case is a telling example.

On June 17, 2014, MOFCOM blocked the proposed alliance among AP Møller-Maersk A/S, Mediterranean Shipping Company and CMA CGM—three container shipping lines operating on the Asia-Europe trade routes.\(^{66}\) MOFCOM found that competition on those trade routes would have been restricted due to: (i) the relatively high aggregate market share of the parties (46.7 percent), and (ii) the negative
impact on shippers and ports, etc. Interestingly, the P3 cooperation did not amount to a concentration under European Union competition rules because the three parties had taken measures to ensure that the cooperation’s main focus was that of sharing ships and associated services through a “network center” to be established in England, while the parties were to keep price, sales, marketing, and customer service functions separate. Hence, under European Union rules, the criterion of full functionality was not fulfilled and the cooperation was not deemed a concentration. In China, by contrast, given the absence of full function criterion, the transaction was notified to MOFCOM under the merger control rules.

In that sense, MOFCOM’s wide interpretation of the merger filing criteria means that—in a way—its jurisdiction ventures in the turf of the monopoly agreement rules, where NDRC’s and SAIC’s jurisdictions would kick in.

It is possible that MOFCOM and other authorities such as NDRC would have had discussions on which authority should examine certain borderline cases but, if that was the case, there is no information available to the public.

In addition to this more systemic issue discussed above, I can think of another, more limited area where MOFCOM has taken an expansive approach to its merger control jurisdiction. In Inbev/Anheuser-Busch and MediaTek/MStar, MOFCOM imposed conditions that—essentially—expanded its powers to review future transactions by the merging parties even where those transactions would not qualify as “concentrations.”

In Inbev/Anheuser-Busch was MOFCOM’s first conditional clearance decision. The remedies required the merged entity “not to increase” existing shareholdings in two Chinese domestic brewers (in which it already had a minority stake) and not to acquire any shares, it seems, in two other domestic brewers. If the merged entity nonetheless intended to acquire shares in these four companies, it would need to seek MOFCOM’s prior approval. In essence, this means that the merged entity needs to obtain MOFCOM clearance for future acquisitions with regard to these companies, even for acquisitions of just a handful of shares.

In MediaTek/MStar, a transaction between two semiconductor companies from Taiwan, as one of the conditions for clearance, MOFCOM required the merging parties to obtain its approval before acquiring any competitor in the LCD TV control chip market (where MOFCOM identified competition concerns) in the future.

To the extent that future transactions do not give rise to an acquisition of a “controlling right” or “decisive influence”—which are the criteria for merger control (in addition to the revenue thresholds)—MOFCOM would not have jurisdiction. In contrast, any acquisition below a controlling stake could still be interpreted as a monopoly agreement, where NDRC or SAIC might attempt to assert jurisdiction.

Conversely, there is arguably also a risk of encroachment of monopoly agreement rules into the merger control domain.
control domain. The risk I refer to is that there is nothing in the law, or NDRC’s and SAIC’s implementing rules, that would prevent the authorities from examining a merger under the monopoly agreement rules.

The sale and purchase agreements, joint venture agreements, and other transactional documents that are the basis of a merger, are—technically speaking—agreements as understood in the AML. Yet there is nothing in the law that states that a transaction that qualifies as a concentration—or even a concentration reviewed and approved by MOFCOM—is not subject to the AML’s monopoly agreement rules. Of course, it would make no sense if NDRC or SAIC started to examine a transaction that had already been approved by MOFCOM—which means or implies that MOFCOM considered the transaction not to have negative effects on competition—but the rules on the book would not explicitly preclude such action by NDRC or SAIC.

Luckily, to the best of my knowledge, there have been no such actions so far, and I have not heard any chatter that the authorities have any plans in that regard.

b. Abuse of Dominance

In the abuse of dominance area, the main issue is the following: merger control is essentially an analysis of prospective behavior. MOFCOM’s review takes place before the transaction is implemented, yet MOFCOM needs to analyze what the competitive situation is likely to be after implementation of the transaction. Now, in some instances, MOFCOM’s analysis shows concerns that, after the transaction, the merged entity would have a dominant position, which it could use to anticompetitive ends.

In a number of transactions, the abuse of dominance concern was implicitly featured in MOFCOM’s decision. For example, in Henkel/Tiande Chemical, ARM/Giesecke & Devrient/Gemalto, and General Electric/Shenhua, the issue was that, post-transaction, the merged entity would have a very strong market position and the competition concern MOFCOM expressed essentially revolved around conduct that might resemble an abuse of dominance. The specific concern was different in the various cases—discriminatory treatment and excessive pricing (Henkel/Tiande Chemical), discriminatory treatment (ARM/Giesecke & Devrient/Gemalto), and tying (General Electric/Shenhua). In Microsoft/Nokia, one of MOFCOM’s concerns was that Nokia would abuse its patent rights by (i) refusing to license, (ii) increasing royalties, or (iii) engaging in discriminatory treatment in relation to its patent licensing practices. In that case, MOFCOM’s assessment was very much forward-looking, focusing on conduct Nokia would engage in after the transaction.

To sum up, it seems conceivable that the competition concerns MOFCOM had in a number of transactions could have been dealt with through enforcement of the AML’s abuse of dominance rules after the transaction, if the suspected conduct were to materialize.

The issue of pre-merger (merger control) v. post-merger (abuse of dominance) enforcement is not
unique to China. What may be different is that MOFCOM may be more skeptical than foreign antitrust authorities of what merging parties may or may not do in the future. While foreign authorities often make an economics-based assessment, including of the incentives the merging parties have after the transaction, MOFCOM often seems to understand the arguments behind the assurances of the parties, yet may still insist in obtaining commitments that put the assurances into formal commitments.

Conversely, there is a potential for encroachment of abuse of dominance enforcement into the merger field. For example, in the European Union, the European Commission applied the abuse of dominance rules to anticompetitive acquisitions by dominant companies.73 Nothing similar has happened, nor am I aware of any significant academic discussion on this point, in China. In a way, there has not been any encroachment upon MOFCOM’s merger powers by NDRC or SAIC using their jurisdiction under the abuse of dominance rules.74

2. Parallel Jurisdiction

As with the division of jurisdiction between NDRC and SAIC discussed in Section III(A) above, there are some areas where the conduct of market players have multiple elements, some of which fall under merger control and some of which could fall under the monopoly agreement rules.75

“Ancillary restraints” essentially represent an example of such parallel jurisdiction. In the European Union, ancillary restraints are defined as “restrictions directly related and necessary to the implementation of the concentration.”76 Typical examples of ancillary restraints are non-compete clauses, licensing agreements, and purchase and supply obligations. As can be seen from these examples, although the restrictions are deemed “directly related and necessary” for the implementation of the transaction, they are still at somewhat of a distance from the core content of the transaction (e.g., the sale of shares, establishment of a joint venture, etc.).

Now, in the European Union such ancillary restraints form part of the merger review process and are covered by the merger clearance decision. In China, the case is less clear.

In China, there are no explicit rules on how to deal with ancillary restraints in the merger control context. Potentially, therefore, both the merger control and the monopoly agreement rules of the AML could apply to ancillary restraints. In short, at this stage in China’s antitrust development, it is not clear how to resolve the issue of parallel jurisdiction over ancillary restraints.

C. Problems Brought About By These Potential Jurisdictional Conflicts

As explained above, there is not insignificant potential for concurrent or parallel jurisdiction between the antitrust authorities. The above analysis has focused much on the law, yet—as widely known—policies play an important role in China.
In the antitrust field, at times, policies other than competition policy guide antitrust enforcement. These other policies can be high-level policies—e.g., access to technology—informing the actions of the Chinese government or the Communist Party. To the extent that such high-level policies inform specific antitrust enforcement cases, the jurisdiction of the various antitrust authorities would become (more) blurred, and the risk of overlap may increase further.

In any event, this situation with potential jurisdictional conflict creates a few problems, both in the framework of actual cases and outside it.

1. Problems in Actual Enforcement Cases

One of the most obvious negative effects that the unclear jurisdictional situation could have is that the antitrust authorities conduct simultaneous investigations into the same conduct. This could result in a frontal clash.

From the perspective of the authorities, a major downside associated with duplicate investigations is that the same law (essentially, the AML) or similar provisions in different laws (e.g., the AML, the Price Law, and the AUCL) are applied inconsistently in the same, specific cases. This could undermine the credibility of the authorities in the long run.

So far, I am not aware of any cases where there have been direct clashes. However, there are two strings of cases that came relatively close. Both relate to instances of parallel jurisdiction exercise by NDRC and SAIC.

The first string relates to the car insurance cases in 2012. SAIC was relatively more active in these cases. In November and December of 2012, the AIC of Hunan province completed separate investigations against four car insurance cartels in four different cities in Hunan: Yongzhou, Zhangjiajie, Changde, and Binzhou. The facts in these four cases were very similar: they all involved market allocation among insurance companies for their car insurance services through so-called “new car centers.” In three out of the four cases, the local insurance industry association played a key role as cartel organizer. In the Yongzhou case, the AIC decision mentioned that the cartel also prohibited the new car center from offering any discount. In the Zhangjiajie case, the agreement among insurance companies also included the “plan of regulating and controlling insurance fees.” In the Changde case, the cartel agreement required that the variances among the prices offered by the insurance companies should not be more than 3 percent.

At around the same time, at the end of December 2012, the local office of NDRC in Hunan province—the Price Bureau—fined a local insurance association and 11 insurance companies in Loudi city for monopolizing the new car insurance market through a new car center. The Price Bureau found that the
illegal conduct included the fixing of discount rates, collective boycott, and market allocation.

From the above we can see that during the final months of 2012 both NDRC’s and SAIC’s local offices in the same province (Hunan) investigated the same type of conduct (car insurance cartels). Mostly, SAIC’s offices investigated the market allocation element of the cartels, while NDRC’s office appeared to focus primarily on the price-fixing element (discounts).

Adding a bit of drama, this was a near miss—one could argue that the authorities came close to collision in these investigations. Based on the publicly available data, it seems that the conflict was averted as there seem to have been many isolated, local cartels and the NDRC and SAIC offices investigated cartels in different localities in Hunan.

The second string of cases with high potential for jurisdictional conflict concerns cartel conduct in the tourism sector in Yunnan province, a popular tourist destination in China. In 2013, both SAIC’s and NDRC’s offices in the province launched anticartel investigations.

In April 2013, the AIC in Yunnan penalized the participants in two cartels in the tourism industry. Two local tourist associations were found to have entered into monopoly agreements with tourist agencies, hotels, tourist attractions, and bus companies. The agreements required that the tourist agencies use a specifically designated “tourist information management system” to provide tourist services, and choose only from the hotels and tourist attractions within that system. The agreements also fixed the prices of hotel rooms and admission tickets to tourist attractions, as well as transportation fees. Interestingly, the AIC’s decision explicitly found the price-fixing to be illegal: “the parties organized the conclusion of the Self-discipline Agreement [among] tourist agencies, hotels and tourist attractions, and fixed the prices to enable the previously competitive tourist service companies to form a price alliance. [Such practice] is of strong anti-competitive nature.”

Later that year, in September 2013, just a few days before the start of the week-long Chinese “golden week” holiday around National Day (October 1), NDRC issued a press release on its decision to impose sanctions on 39 companies in the tourism industry. The contested practices of the companies mainly related to the preceding golden week holiday around Chinese New Year in February 2013. Part of the NDRC actions concerned business practices in Yunnan. In Lijiang, an ancient city in Yunnan, NDRC found eight travel agencies to have engaged in price-fixing of hotel rooms and meal vouchers. The companies reportedly met 24 times in 2011 and 2012 under the auspices of a local industry association. They also entered into a written contract that fixed prices and discounts and allocated market shares to each of the participants.

To a large extent, the cartel investigations against practices in the tourism industry in Yunnan had the potential of a head-on jurisdictional clash between NDRC and SAIC.
From the perspective of the companies subject to parallel investigations by NDRC and SAIC, one of the most significant risks would be that they are subject to two investigations and, potentially, two sets of fines and sanctions. Such a scenario would lead to a violation of the double jeopardy principle in Chinese administrative law.\(^8\)

2. **Problems Beyond Actual Cases**

There are important differences in the rules of the Chinese antitrust authorities, even between NDRC and SAIC. The differences concern both rules of substantive and procedural law, both within the AML framework and outside.

On the substance, the NDRC and SAIC rules show some important differences. There are various examples. A particularly good example is that of the “valid reasons” that can justify potentially illegal abuses of dominance under the AML.

In the AML, except for excessive pricing, all the types of abusive conduct listed—namely, predatory pricing, refusal to deal, exclusive dealing, tying and unreasonable conditions, and discriminatory treatment—can be justified by valid reasons.

However, the approaches which NDRC and SAIC have taken to flesh out the AML rules are very different. Without going into excessive detail, it suffices to say that the format is different: NDRC provides specific examples of valid reasons for each different type of abuse. For example, the justification reasons for predatory pricing are different from those for loyalty discounts. In contrast, the SAIC regulation provides a set of relatively high-level principles that apply to all the types of abuses covered by the regulation.\(^8\)

These differences in the substantive rules present a very significant challenge for companies operating in China. Companies want to conduct their business in compliance with the law. Now, if the rules of NDRC and SAIC are different and it is not clear which authority will have jurisdiction, then companies do not know which rules to abide by. Of course, companies can try to comply with both NDRC’s and SAIC’s rules. However, as the discussion on the valid reasons point above has shown, the rules are not always structured in the same way and may not always be fully consistent.

On the procedural side, NDRC and SAIC rules also diverge—for example, in the leniency program area. Indeed, both NDRC and SAIC have leniency programs based on the general principles outlined in the AML, but their programs have important differences.\(^8\) A company wishing to self-report through a leniency application does not have a clear understanding on which authority will take on the case. This can in itself be a problem for the company. If the company submits the leniency application to the wrong authority, it might be deemed not to have submitted such application. To the best of my knowledge, there is this particular problem can be resolved, to a large extent, if the authorities align the substantive rules they work with.
no clear established system whereby NDRC and SAIC would transfer leniency applications internally.

IV. IDEAS TO DIFFUSE POTENTIAL JURISDICTIONAL CONFLICTS

There are number of ways how the potential for jurisdictional conflict can be reduced; below, I discuss the alignment of rules and the establishment of a detailed cooperation system as possible ways.

The cleanest, but also most radical, solution to reduce conflict risks would be to merge the three existing antitrust authorities in China in one way or another, and create a single antitrust authority. A slightly less radical solution going into the same direction would be to have two authorities—one for merger, and one for non-merger enforcement—as the largest potential for jurisdictional conflict is between NDRC and SAIC (the two non-merger authorities). However, the topic of authority restructuring is beyond the scope of this paper, and I will therefore not further discuss it.

A. Alignment of Rules

As noted above, from companies’ perspective, a major problem with the current institutional system is that the rules of the authorities diverge on important aspects. Hence, if it is difficult to anticipate which authority will exercise jurisdiction, it will be difficult to know what set of rules apply. This can be an obstacle to effective compliance.

This particular problem can be resolved, to a large extent, if the authorities align the substantive rules they work with. To the extent that the applicable rules are the same, companies know which obligations they have and can orient their compliance efforts toward them. The U.S. experience in this regard may be very useful. In the past years, perhaps decades, there has been a substantial degree of convergence between the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission as to the substantive rules of antitrust enforcement.

The advantage of this approach is that no change in the institutional structure is required to achieve an alignment on the substance of the applicable law. And, given the similarity of their powers, rule alignment would be particularly important for NDRC and SAIC.

B. Cooperation System

The second way to reduce the potential for jurisdictional conflict would be to increase the degree of institutional cooperation between China’s antitrust authorities. Ideally, the cooperation would be structural—the best would be to create a proper “cooperation system.” This system should include both substantive and procedural elements.
1. **Cooperation on Substance**

In terms of the substantive element, the authorities should establish clear rules on how to allocate jurisdiction in grey areas. The starting point of the division of jurisdiction between NDRC and SAIC must, of course, be the *san ding* notices.

Going back to the main risks of conflict between NDRC and SAIC discussed in Section 3—concurrent and parallel jurisdiction—these two scenarios may require different rules.

For concurrent jurisdiction, the risk of jurisdictional conflict could be reduced by agreeing to focus on the category of the conduct involved (that is, the goal the conduct attempts to achieve), not the method of implementation. For example, the goal of loyalty discounts could well be exclusive dealing, which is generally recognized to be non-price related and hence to fall under SAIC’s purview.

For parallel jurisdiction, the principle for reducing the risk of jurisdictional overlap could be to determine the central focus of the anticompetitive conduct, perhaps similar to international tax rules allocating jurisdiction. For instance, where a cartel includes price-fixing, output reduction, and market partitioning, the authorities would examine whether the price-related aspect (price-fixing) or the non-price related aspect (output reduction and market partitioning) is more important. Detailed implementing rules would be needed to help the authorities guide through this potentially difficult exercise.\(^{91}\)

2. **Cooperation on Procedure**

Whatever the substantive principles for jurisdictional division, there is always a potential for conflict.

Hence, a procedural—in fact, an institutional—set-up is required to deal with potential conflict issues. The Chinese antitrust authorities need an institutional mechanism to reach agreement, and resolve disagreement, on their jurisdiction.

At this point in time, both NDRC and SAIC officials at conferences and other occasions often state that the key principle of their jurisdictional carve-up is the “first come, first serve” principle. Unfortunately, this principle is high-level, and not very operative.

China might be tempted to look at foreign jurisdictions with more than one antitrust authority. For example, in the United States, the so-called “clearance process” between the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission provides a detailed procedure of how to solve jurisdictional questions. As both the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission have concurrent jurisdiction to review almost all antitrust investigations, in order to avoid duplication
enforcement efforts, the authorities decided between themselves which authority would conduct an investigation of a particular transaction. This is accomplished through the clearance process, whereby one of the authorities requests the power to investigate a case from the other authority, which clears the request. The clearance process applies to both merger and non-merger investigations. However, the process is clearly not perfect, and has been consistently criticized by some practitioners and scholars. Given these insufficiencies, it is clear that, if the Chinese authorities were to look at the U.S. model, they would need to learn from both the ups and the downs of the clearance process.

A procedural mechanism on jurisdiction (and other issues) between Chinese antitrust authorities could be worked out on a bi- or trilateral basis. Equally, it would be possible to channel it through the Anti-Monopoly Commission. Indeed, the AML already empowers the Anti-Monopoly Commission with the task of “coordinating the administrative anti-monopoly enforcement.” Related to that, the antitrust authorities could decide whether or not to provide for an escalation possibility in case the issue could not be resolved among them. The natural choice for an appeal instance would be the Anti-Monopoly Commission.

Any cooperation agreement between Chinese antitrust authorities, in particular NDRC and SAIC, should also cover other, practical aspects—for example, if an authority decides that the other authority has jurisdiction, how the file of the matter should be transferred, etc.

Finally, an important point about any cooperation between antitrust authorities is that the rules (whether high-level principles, detailed implementing rules, or both) should be made public so that market players can obtain certainty about substance and process.

V. CONCLUSION

China’s particular institutional regime with three antitrust authorities is, to a large extent, a legacy of the past. Each of MOFCOM, NDRC, and SAIC had antitrust enforcement powers under laws and regulations other than the AML even before the latter’s entry into force.

By taking over pre-existing structures, some of their tensions and potential for conflict have been imported into the AML framework.

Over the six years of AML enforcement, we have not witnessed a major, public clash among the three authorities. There have been a few near misses in the Hunan car insurance and Yunnan tourism cases, where there were simultaneous investigations in the same sectors and geographical regions, though it seems direct overlap and jurisdictional conflict was just about averted.

However, that does not mean that all has been fine. To the contrary, compliance costs are high for businesses, given the manifold and—at times—inconsistent rules issued by the different authorities. Furthermore, it is possible that the multiplicity of rules and uncertainty of institutional dynamics may have led to compliance over-deterrence, by encouraging companies to take the lowest denominator as the
benchmark for business practices, leading to a stifling of their competitiveness as well as business innovation.

Going forward, we should expect the jurisdictional carve-up issue to gain in prominence, as the antitrust authorities continue to shift their focus towards enforcement (away from normative and other tasks) and some of the enforcement teams at the authorities continue to grow in numbers.

Unless higher-ranked authorities such as the State Council push for more radical solutions such as creating a single authority, it will in principle be up to the three antitrust authorities themselves to come up with a more structured, institutionalized, and transparent *modus operandi* to clarify the boundaries of their powers and give the much-needed certainty to market players.
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By administrative decision in 2008, NDRC authorized the price departments at the provincial level to investigate and sanction conduct in breach of the AML.


WANG XIAOYE, THOROUGH COMMENTS ON CHINESE ANTITRUST LAW 72 (2008).

International competition law analyses may use the terms of “concurrent” jurisdiction (application of the same law) and “parallel” jurisdiction (application of different laws) differently. See, for example, International Competition Network, Antitrust Enforcement in Regulated Sectors Working Group, Subgroup 3: interrelations between antitrust and regulatory authorities, Report to the third ICN Annual Conference, Seoul, at 7 (April 2004)


Regulation on the Prohibition of Conduct Abusing a Dominant Market Position, [2010] SAIC Order No. 54, Dec. 31, 2010, arts. 7(2) and (3).


Id., art. 20. In fact, when SAIC started drafting the normative text for a document regulating anticompetitive conduct involving IPRs, the initial plan was to draft “guidelines.” However, the plan was later changed, and now SAIC opts for a regulation. Reportedly, the reason for this change was that the guidelines might have been adopted in the name of the Anti-Monopoly Commission, and hence they would have been applicable to all three antitrust authorities. Rumors had it, not all antitrust authorities agreed. Hence, SAIC now plans a regulation, which is in fact an “administrative regulation” that only binds itself.

Id., arts. 7-11.

Id., arts. 12-15.
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The White liquor cases were not the only AML case where both RPM and territorial restrictions were imposed by manufacturers on distributors. Indeed, in Johnson & Johnson, a court case, the same occurred. See Shanghai High People’s Court, Beijing Ruibang Yonghe Science and Technology Trade Company v. Johnson & Johnson Medical (Shanghai) Ltd., Johnson & Johnson Medical (China) Ltd., Aug. 1, 2013, [2012] Hu Gao Min San (Zhi) Zhong Zi No. 63.


In the Qualcomm case, too, the bundling of SEPs and non-SEPs also seems to have been an area of focus of the NDRC investigation. See National Development and Reform Commission, Qualcomm CEO came to NDRC for the anti-monopoly investigation for the third time, available at http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/fzgggz/jgjdy/fld/jjszhdt/201407/t20140711_618478.html.

The case before NDRC was likely factually very similar to the court cases in Huawei v. InterDigital, where the Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court at first instance and the Guangdong High People’s Court on appeal each issued two judgments. See Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court, Huawei v. InterDigital, [2011] Shen Zhong Fa Zhi Min Chu Zi No. 857 and No. 858; and Guangdong High People’s Court, Huawei v. InterDigital, Oct. 21, 2013, [2013] Yue Gao Fa Min San Zhong Zi No. 305 and No. 306. In their judgments, both courts held that InterDigital’s conduct amounted to excessive pricing and tying (SEPs and non-SEPs), in violation of the AML. When analyzing the excessive pricing element of the conduct, the courts actually stressed several aspects that were not price-related. In particular, the courts at both instances found that the filing of lawsuits by InterDigital before the District Court and the International Trade Commission in Washington, D.C. was a means by InterDigital to put undue pressure on Huawei with the ultimate goal to obtain higher, excessive royalties for the patent licensed to Huawei. See Ye Ruosi, Zhu Jianjun, & Chen Wenquan, Determination of Whether Abuse of Dominance by Standard Essential Patent Owners Constitutes Monopoly: Comments on the Antitrust Lawsuit Huawei v. InterDigital, 3 ELECTRONIC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 46-52 (2013). The filing of a lawsuit is in principle not related to pricing. Viewed from that perspective, it is not difficult to imagine that SAIC would argue it could have jurisdiction over SEP cases; for example, on the grounds that the lawsuit before the International Trade Commission would be equivalent to a refusal to deal.
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A related issue is that MOFCOM rules allow for voluntary notification even if the sales revenue thresholds are not met. Measures on the Notification of Concentrations between Business Operators, [2009] MOFCOM Order No. 11, Nov. 21, 2009, art. 16. However, the law itself in principle only allows voluntary notification for “concentrations between business operators,” and hence MOFCOM should in principle not accept a notification for a transaction that does not qualify as a “concentration.”

In Henkel/Tiande Chemical, the MOFCOM decision mentioned the market share upstream. One of the parent companies (Tiande Chemical) had a market share at, or close to, the dominance presumption threshold of 50 percent. Henkel/Tiande Chemical, [2012] MOFCOM Public Announcement No. 6, Feb. 9, 2012. In ARM/Giesecke & Devrient/Gemalto and General Electric/Shenhua, the MOFCOM decisions did not indicate the precise level of market shares. However, it is possible or even likely that the market share of at least one of the merging parties was above 50 percent. Indeed, ARM has a very strong IPR portfolio, and the European Commission decision in the same case mentions high market share figures. Similarly, MOFCOM’s decision in General Electric/Shenhua indicates that both General Electric (as one of only three players) and Shenhua were found to be the largest players in the two affected markets. ARM/Giesecke & Devrient/Gemalto, [2012] MOFCOM Public Announcement No. 87, Dec. 6, 2012; and General Electric/Shenhua, [2011] MOFCOM Public Announcement No. 74, Nov. 10, 2011.


NDRC’s involvement in the MOFCOM merger control process as a stakeholder that is often consulted is another matter, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

MOFCOM also has jurisdiction over antitrust-related fields under rules outside the AML framework, where potential overlaps with NDRC and SAIC are possible. For example, in the technology licensing space, MOFCOM has certain powers under the Foreign Trade Law and its implementing rules, which can overlap with the monopoly agreement and abuse of dominance rules in the AML for cross-border licensing agreements. See Foreign Trade Law of the People’s Republic of China, [2004] Presidential Order No. 15, Apr. 6, 2004, art. 30; and Regulation of the People’s Republic of China on the Administration of Import and Export of Technologies, [2001] State Council Order No. 331, Dec. 10, 2001, art. 29. However, I will not
discuss this issue further in this paper.


78 There have been discussions in this sense in a slightly different situation. As noted above, there were court cases brought by Huawei against InterDigital that ended in two judgments at both the first instance stage in Shenzhen and the appeal stage in Guangzhou. After the appeal judgments had already been out for some time—finding that InterDigital had breached the AML—NDRC issued its decision on supposedly very similar facts. However, the NDRC decision did not find an infringement. It was a decision accepting InterDigital’s commitments, which means that the NDRC only talked about “suspected” anticompetitive practices by InterDigital but never clearly found that the company’s conduct was illegal. Before the NDRC decision against InterDigital, there had been some criticism in the Chinese academic community. The concerns were mainly that there is public inconsistency if the courts find conduct to be illegal, while an administrative authority settles the case without a finding of illegality.

79 Wang Xiaoye, Several issues on China’s anti-monopoly enforcement agencies, 28(1) Dong Yue Tribune, 33-41 (2007). The negative implications for authority credibility are also present if the factual scope of the investigations by multiple regulators is different (e.g., different target companies), but the legal allegations are the same or similar.
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Of course, ultimately, the goal of most if not all cartelists and other companies engaging in anticompetitive practices is to obtain higher revenues—hence, all anticompetitive conduct is in principle “price-related.”
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The Legislation Law stipulates that if a regulation enacted by a central-level ministry is in conflict with another regulation of the same rank, such conflict can be escalated to the State Council. Legislation Law of the People’s Republic of China, [2000] Presidential Order 30, 1 July 2000, art. 86(3). In a sense, the Anti-Monopoly Commission is an “extended arm” of the State Council.
The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis was the impetus for the introduction of competition law in both Indonesia and Thailand. The crisis upset cozy pre-existing government-business relations and led to the collapse of some financial empires. There was a belief in both countries that anticompetitive practices, sanctioned by government, contributed to the crisis and so this proved to be a catalyst for the introduction of competition law in 1999 in both Indonesia and Thailand. While the International Monetary Fund imposed, as a condition for financial support, a requirement that Indonesia introduce a competition law, it did not impose the same condition on Thailand despite the fact that, arguably, Thailand was in worse economic shape prior to the AFC than Indonesia. However, despite the common causal factor, Indonesia and Thailand each designed different competition laws and institutions and both have quite different enforcement records. Why? This is a difficult question, but we present several answers, leading to the realization that while the world has changed in Indonesia and competition is more important there now, the same cannot be said for Thailand—yet.

I. INTRODUCTION

Government is inseparable from big business networks in Southeast Asia. Small political elites (who gain individual political and economic power from their official positions) or oligarchs (who gain individual political and economic power directly from their material wealth, not their position) control the politics and economies of all countries in Southeast Asia—and so all countries in the region are best described as plutocracies. Of course, elites and oligarchs are often inseparable and oligarchs can use their wealth to buy official or political positions, and often do.

Cozy relationships between government and business limit competition and innovation in many important markets. Government-provided exclusive licenses, preferential lending (often from state-owned banks), elite and oligarchic control of state-owned enterprises (“SOEs”) that compete with the private sector and government tolerance of anticompetitive practices not only provide the elite and oligarchs with considerable financial rewards but also prevent entry by more efficient firms—particularly foreign firms.

Given these circumstances it is hard to envisage that competition law would be introduced at all given that political power and incumbent wealth has been derived from excluding competition. After all oligarchy is all about the politics of wealth defense—which would include preventing the introduction of competition law. In democracies, pressure for microeconomic reform and the introduction of competition law is likely to come from a middle class who benefit from the lower prices resulting from more competition or improved market access through reduced

GIVEN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES IT IS HARD TO ENVISAGE THAT COMPETITION LAW WOULD BE INTRODUCED AT ALL GIVEN THAT POLITICAL POWER AND INCUMBENT WEALTH HAVE BEEN DERIVED FROM EXCLUDING COMPETITION
entry barriers and control of dominant firms. Southeast Asian economies have grown considerably in the last twenty years and so the size of the middle class has also grown, increasing pressures on government for a more “level playing field.” However, the size of the middle class was still relatively small in both Indonesia and Thailand when competition law was introduced in both countries in the late 1990s.

In the World Economic Forum’s Executive Opinion Survey when asked: “In your country, to what extent does anti-monopoly policy promote competition” Indonesia ranked 43 and Thailand 69 out of 148 countries in the Global Competitiveness Report 2013-14. But do executive opinions reflect proper perceptions of competition law? Or do they simply reflect vague impressions of competition policies including privatization, tariff policies, etc.? As will be seen, Thailand does not enforce its competition law at all so it is hard to understand its relatively high ranking.

The 1997 the Asian Financial Crisis (“AFC”) was the impetus for the introduction of competition law in both Indonesia and Thailand. The crisis upset cozy pre-existing government-business relations and led to the collapse of some financial empires. There was a belief in both countries that anticompetitive practices, sanctioned by government, contributed to the crisis and so this proved to be a catalyst for the introduction of competition law in 1999 in both Indonesia and Thailand. While the International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) imposed, as a condition for financial support, a requirement that Indonesia introduce a competition law, it did not impose the same condition on Thailand despite the fact that, arguably, Thailand was in worse economic shape prior to the AFC than Indonesia.

Despite the common causal factor, Indonesia and Thailand each designed different competition laws and institutions and both have quite different enforcement records. Why? This is a difficult question to answer. Both are essentially civil law countries (although Thailand has elements of the common law). Because judges are trusted less in civil law countries than in common law countries, civil law countries in Southeast Asia tend to spell out in detail what is prohibited, if not in the legislation (including market-share thresholds for example) then in detailed decrees or guidelines. If these details are not provided, it is unlikely that competition law provisions will be implemented either by civil law regulators or the courts.

Undoubtedly, the design of a competition law and competition regulator depends on a number of factors that are difficult to disentangle empirically. Factors that influence the design outcome can include: (i) pre-existing network relationships; (ii) the extent to which foreigners are involved in the process, including the amount of foreign aid being provided; (iii) the structure of business including its competitiveness and the extent to which underlying important monopolistic practices exist; (iv) political circumstances, including the extent to which big business groups control government and parliament; (v) the extent to which the state (including the army and royalty) is involved in business; and (vi) the adjudication institutions, such as the legal system and traditions, and their history of independence and enforcement effectiveness in each country.
Big business is similar in both Indonesia and Thailand—small numbers of very rich oligarchs (mostly of Chinese ethnic origin) control conglomerates that dominate each economy. So it could be expected that elites and their networks in each country would have the same kinds of interests to protect and so would want similar kinds of competition laws that limit the impact on their wealth. With control of the political process, it would be expected that elites and conglomerates would not want regulators to be independent, instead preferring them to be within government ministries they can influence politically directly or indirectly through control over the appointment of regulators. Judicial discretion, similarly, would want to be minimized.

However, despite the fact that both countries had weak coalition governments around the time of the introduction of competition law, Indonesia and Thailand have vastly different competition laws. Competition law is complex in Indonesia and has an independent regulator. Thailand’s competition law is relatively simple, derived from competition laws in Northeast Asia and Europe, but its regulator is located within a ministry. The difference can be explained, at least partially, by the fact that competition law in Thailand was drafted by technocrats within the civil service, while in Indonesia it was mainly a political compromise between in-house parliamentary groups.

At the time of the AFC Thailand was saddled with weak coalition governments that resulted in considerable policy dithering due to interest group bickering. But Thailand already had a competition law—the Price Control and Anti-Monopoly Act 1979—which was not enforced. This was replaced by the Competition Act 1999. Interestingly, despite the military being involved in business in Thailand, both Acts were the result of military-installed governments—which may explain the harshness of the penalties. At the moment Thailand still only has criminal penalties although there are proposals to introduce civil penalties.

Indonesia, by contrast, at the time of the AEC, had just replaced a strong, centralized government under the dictator Soeharto. This was a government with a long history of cronyism and backroom deals and increasingly unpredictable policies. After Soeharto’s fall, to counter the economic power of future presidents, the competition law was written by groups within Parliament (with some input from the executive) who were suspicious of elite and oligarchic domination of the economy under Presidents Sukarno and Soeharto in conjunction with the military. Being a compromise of competing interest groups within Parliament, the resulting Act is complex and internally inconsistent as it was driven by an attempt to cover every conceivable kind of anticompetitive and unfair practice. In order to prevent the executive from assuming the control over business it had previously enjoyed, the Indonesian regulator (“KPPU”) was made the first independent regulator in Indonesia—with staff recruited from outside the civil service and so not enjoying civil service benefits such as permanency.

Given the above it could be expected that with a relatively clearly written act in Thailand—the product of extensive research within the bureaucracy—there would be a greater level of enforcement in Thailand.
Yet not one case has proceeded to a sanction. While several major cases were investigated during the first year, including those involving a cable television monopoly and a whisky tied sales case, enforcement effectively stopped with the election of the Thai Rak Thai party in 2000, led by Thaksin Shinawatra. Thaksin had built a considerable base of electoral support, particularly among the poor in the North and Northeast, but led a party dominated by big business and which competed with other elites groups in the opposing Democrat Party. Cases recommended for prosecution by the Trade Competition Commission to the Attorney-General have usually been returned to the Commission stating that more evidence was required to meet the standard for a criminal prosecution.

The lack of successful prosecutions is not only due to elite or oligarchic interference at the investigating stage and problems of meeting the criminal standard of proof, but also due to the fact criminal convictions mean considerable loss of “face” in Thailand. So cases may have had an indirect impact on the Attorney-General's network relationships—not just the direct business interests of those involved. Recent proposals to allow for civil penalties (which mean less loss of “face”) may lead to a greater level of enforcement.

On the other hand, face does not seem to be quite so important in Indonesia. Many cases have been investigated and action taken by the KPPU. While many have been lost on appeal in the courts, many have also succeeded. So the level and quality of enforcement have been much greater in Indonesia than in Thailand.

II. THE ASIAN FINANCIAL CRISIS

The AFC crisis began in Thailand in July 1997 (sometimes called the Tom Yam Goong Crisis—that is, hot, spicy but sour) when the Thai baht was allowed to float. In Thailand close government-business ties usually meant that favored businesses felt protected from government and so immune from sudden changes in economic policy. However, a weak coalition government failed to respond to early signs of the impending crisis and the sudden float of the Thai baht in 1997 upset longstanding business expectations that they would be protected.

Before the AFC the Thai Finance Ministry had guaranteed the creditworthiness of Thai financial institutions. The float of the baht arose as a result of the appointment of a new finance minister in Thailand in June 1997. The Thai Finance Ministry, under the previous minister, had sought data on the amount of foreign reserves held by the Central Bank but could not get a reply. In frustration, Prime Minister Chevalit Yongchaiyudh appointed Thanong Bidaya (who has a PhD in management from Northwestern University) as the new finance minister. Bidaya went to the Central Bank to inspect their records and to his dismay he discovered that reserves would only cover Thai imports for two days—whereas the Bank was required to hold reserves for 60 days. One reason was that the Central Bank had lent about U.S. $8 billion to local banks who were in difficulty. As Haley, Haley, & Tan put it:
The Central Banks’s officers had not reported the true state of affairs six months earlier to the government and public because the officers would have lost face. Presumably their network friends would also have lost considerable amounts of money. However, U.S. authorities knew about the foreign reserve problem. Timothy Geithner wrote that Thai authorities refused to listen to the IMF’s warnings about short-term foreign currency borrowing coupled with a fixed exchange rate. Geithner said that Thai authorities claimed to have U.S. $20 billion in foreign exchange reserves but “we knew the real number was closer to zero; the Thai central bank had sold its dollars in the forward market to conceal the depth of its problems.”

Thailand reached a standby arrangement with the International Monetary Fund in August 1997. Indonesia did the same in November. However, Soeharto’s initial commitment to reform as part of the IMF bailout was followed by backpedalling due to business pressures. Soeharto’s backpedalling may account for why the IMF insisted on a formal commitment to introduce competition law.

The crisis had significant political impact as well as financial. Business and government have always been close in Southeast Asia and politically well-connected businesses suffered considerable reductions in income and wealth due to the floating of their currencies, as foreign borrowings had usually not been hedged—the government had been “trusted” not to float without advance notice. At the same time, normal citizens suffered considerably and blamed the crisis on political corruption and business-government links. As often happens with economic crises, subsequent political turmoil led to important political changes. The Asian Financial Crisis led to the end of the Soeharto regime in Indonesia and the Chavalit government in Thailand.

III. SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF BIG BUSINESS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Wealth is highly concentrated in families in all Southeast Asian countries. For example:

The largest ten families in Indonesia and the Philippines control more than half the corporate assets (57% and 52.2% respectively). The concentration of control in the hands of large families is also high in Thailand (46.2%) and Hong Kong (32.1%). A quarter of the corporate sector in Korea, Malaysia and Singapore is controlled by the largest ten families. In contrast, family control in Japan is insignificant, as the largest 15 families own only 2.8% of listed corporate assets.

Businesses tend to share a number of common characteristics, which include the importance of networks (both domestically and across countries), the use of business groups, and a concern with control over
the distribution chain.

A. Networks

In general, loyalty and trust form the basis for most networks and so every country develops its own business networks where legal institutions are weak. In Southeast Asia, networks have been traditionally important because, until recently, legal institutions have not developed to regulate business relationships, including the enforcement of contracts, etc. So it is not surprising that immigrant Chinese families and clan groups, for self-protection against governments and indigenous networks, formed ethnic business networks during the 19th and 20th in all countries in Southeast Asia. These networks usually extended beyond individual countries.

In Southeast Asia, most big business is dominated by the Overseas Chinese. In Thailand, one exception is the Crown Property Bureau, which is at the heart of the network monarchy that dominates many significant Thai economic sectors. Not much is written about the Bureau, probably due to a fear that anything critical will breach lese majeste laws. One exception is a work by Porphant Ouuyanont, who describes the initial source of the Bureau's wealth as follows:

In 1890, as part of the overall modernisation of administration … royal expenses were formally separated from the government budget and placed under the management of a revamped Privy Purse Bureau (PPB) within the Ministry of Finance. Around 15% of total government revenue was assigned to the PPB.8

After paying for household expenses, there was a surplus which was invested and serves as the basis for the monarchy’s extensive investments in Thailand today, particularly in real estate, banking (the Siam Commercial Bank (“SCB”)), and business (the Siam Cement Company—which had a monopoly on cement production at a time of considerable urban expansion). After the absolute monarchy was abolished in 1932, the PPB’s assets were divided into three: those belonging to the King personally; state property including the palaces; and the assets used to fund the monarchy as an institution—which included the SCB and Siam Cement—which were then controlled by the Crown Property Bureau and which came under the Ministry of Finance with directors appointed by the government. However, in 1948 the Crown Property Act established the Crown Property Bureau as a juristic person and gave control back to the monarchy.

The CPB has its own website and provides an annual report9 which does not include financial statements. Porphant Ouuyanont estimated the total worth of the CPB in 2005 to be about 1.1 trillion baht, which is about U.S. $34.4 billion at current exchange rates. While the CPB is not given an explicit exemption from competition law, given the importance of the monarchy network in Thailand it is highly unlikely the CPB would be investigated for alleged competition law offenses.
Overseas Chinese place great value on connections (guanxi) and because they believe in putting family first, necessarily see relations outside the family as being potentially opportunistic. Gifts are seen as a way of developing trustworthy relations outside the family in societies where the ability to enforce contracts is limited. Trust developed through goodwill over time helps to expand the number of people one would otherwise deal with outside the family. Drawing the line between guanxi—used to develop long-term relationships in an uncertain world that reduce transaction costs—and corruption and/or anticompetitive practices is difficult. Adding to the complexity is that, for survival, Overseas Chinese developed close links with indigenous rulers, often collecting taxes for them and otherwise helping to develop their businesses—which also gave them the ruler’s protection against often hostile indigenous competitors.

Haley et al.\textsuperscript{10,11} summarize the types of Overseas Chinese business networks as follows: Clan grouping (by family surname); locality group (by locality of origin in China); dialect grouping (e.g. Hokkien, Teochew); guild grouping; and trust grouping (based on experience or recommendation). One of the advantages of the Overseas Chinese business networks is the ability to discuss matters openly, without fear that what is communicated will be used against them (i.e. no fear of loss of “face”). While this openness allows for better decision-making, it also allows for the possibility (or probability) for potentially anticompetitive matters to be discussed, such as price-fixing and exclusionary boycotts. Overseas Chinese business networks allow for the network to transmit information about prices, changing economic conditions, and the trustworthiness of those within and without the network. These networks also allow for long-term co-operation and “network co-ordination” of prices, targeting of businesses to exclude, and agreements not to compete with each other—hence competition law should take an interest in such networks.

\textbf{B. Business Groups}

For most competition law purposes, corporate form is not considered relevant. Companies are assumed to have widely dispersed ownership and corporate governance is there to overcome agency problems between shareholders as principals and management as their agents. But a sole concern with ownership masks issues of control, which are particularly important in businesses in Asia.

La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer\textsuperscript{12} examined the ownership structure of the 20 largest publicly traded firms in 27 of the richest countries in the world, where the likelihood of widely dispersed ownership is high. They found, particularly in countries that have poor minority shareholder protection, that even large firms tend to have controlling shareholders, with control held sometimes by the state but mostly held by a family (either the founder or his—invariably male—descendants). Usually, controlling shareholders have a degree of control over company assets greater than their rights to the cash flows or assets of the firm. This is achieved through the use of pyramid structures or dual class shares.

Furthermore, the Overseas Chinese family businesses often “expand by acquiring an ever-increasing number of companies rather than by expanding existing companies. The overall business group may be large,
but its individual components may be relatively small. This means that ethnic Chinese feature strongly in lists of the wealthiest families or entrepreneurs, but are under-represented in lists of the biggest companies.¹³

Claessens, Djankov, & Lang found that corporate control is usually enhanced through the use of pyramid structures and cross-holdings among East Asian firms.¹⁴ Pyramid control is fairly common in continental European countries and in Asia but not in the United Kingdom and the United States. Pyramids are usually created through a holding company that has a controlling interest in another holding company that has, in turn, a controlling interest in an operating company. Because both dual-class shares and corporate pyramids are mechanisms to separate cash flow rights and voting rights, they allow a party to control corporate assets while contributing only a small proportion of equity capital. Once established, control can be increased through rights issues. Funds are sought from existing shareholders, with those that contribute increasing their relative ownership share. As a strategy, rights issues can be used to dilute the shareholding of non-network shareholders.

The economic basis for exercising control through dual-class shares and pyramids is essentially the same as for "trust networks"—they can achieve efficiencies but also increase market power. They may bring efficiencies where institutions, such as equity markets, are undeveloped. For example, the business group can serve as an internal financial market where cash from profitable firms within the group support those firms that are struggling. Just as importantly, where legal institutions are undeveloped (and thus contracts are difficult to legally enforce) then a business group, conglomerate, or corporate pyramid can substitute internally for outside contracting—thereby bypassing outside markets and networks. A recent empirical study of business groups concluded that "their emergence and early establishment often occur under very difficult institutional conditions and that they played a pivotal role in the early stages of many countries' and regions’ economic development."¹⁵

Importantly, for competition law purposes, large business groups also facilitate the exercise of market power. Pyramidal group, allow for centralized control of interrelated markets. This enables, for example, one group member to secretly tie the products of network members, or to provide below cost inputs to another member company, allowing the downstream firm to drive competitors out of business. For example, suppose A owns 51 percent of shares in Company X, a monopolist. A also owns 100 percent of shares in Company Y. Company X sells an input to Company Y. A could direct Company X to sell the input to Company Y at a 30 percent discount compared to other buyers. This increases A's overall profits (A receives only 50 percent of profits from Company X, but 100 percent of profits from Company Y). Company Y gets a competitive advantage in the downstream market and may be able to drive out his/her other competitors or force the others to join a cartel. If the business group operates across countries, a competition regulator will have difficulty proving predatory pricing, in particular where the chain of companies includes private companies.
that operate with few records or public scrutiny.

While the exercise of market power may be similar, a distinction should be made between conglomerates and business groups. Conglomerates typically are a corporate group, with a parent company and subsidiaries. For example:

Many successful ethnic Chinese families in the region have modernised their business interests along similar lines. Typically, their companies are formed into a squat pyramid format, with a private holding company at the apex, a second tier holding the most prized assets which are usually privately held, and a third tier comprising the group’s publicly-listed companies. Such a structure makes it easier for the families to implement the maxim: ‘what is profitable is 100 per cent mine; what is not is mostly not mine.’ Should there be a desire to do so, it also makes it easier to raise funds at the bottom of the pyramid from shareholders in the group’s public companies, then pass these up the pyramid.\(^\text{16}\)

Business groups are an intermediate type of organization lying between market contracting and common-ownership conglomerates. A business group is a collection of legally distinct firms that do business with each other on favorable terms. While they may resemble conglomerates, the companies in a business group are legally independent, i.e., there is no formal control. However, despite this independence they coordinate their long-term strategies. Despite the formal lack of control there is still, however, a high degree of informal control within business groups; for example, by:

- a family (e.g., ethnic Chinese groups in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand, or the Bumiputera groups in Indonesia and Malaysia);
- the State (e.g., government-linked groups in Singapore or Vietnam, the military in Thailand or Indonesia); or
- a financial institution.

Why are business groups so pervasive and important in Southeast Asia? The usual explanation for business groups, as mentioned above, is efficiency. That is, they arise due to market failures or “institutional voids,” similar to the economic explanation for networks. But as institutional deficiencies are rectified with increasing standards of living, it would be expected that they would be no longer needed. However, business groups are still important in Southeast Asia, even with high levels of economic development, which casts doubt then on the “institutional voids” hypothesis and suggests that creation of the market power may be, now, more, important.
Many business groups in Southeast Asia are state-created. Often, following the end of colonial rule, the state monopolized capital and used it to assist specially selected small groups of local entrepreneurs to buy the assets of the departing colonists, or the state simply nationalized them and transferred control to indigenous entrepreneurs linked to government. Usually, this state-led strategy was accompanied by the grant of domestic monopolies and protection from foreign competition (both by import protections and restrictions on foreign ownership).

Because business groups control much of the wealth in Southeast Asia they may represent a particular challenge for competition law. Reasons include: (i) close relations with government (this is more of a problem in the civil law countries where there are usually fewer private remedies available, because state regulators do not act on complaints about anticompetitive conduct); (ii) common anticompetitive practices such as collusion between members of the same business group; and (iii) abuse of market power achieved through coordination of policies and resources (e.g., impeding entry or driving competitors out by obtaining preferential prices or terms for inputs from other members of the group, including preferential financing or favorable distribution through cheaper retail outlets).

As far back as 1995, the Australian East Asia Analytical Unit noted that:

A growing phenomenon among many prominent ethnic Chinese-controlled companies, particularly in South-East Asia, is the degree to which they move together in their quest to jointly dominate markets. This occurs at an international level, emphasising that senior ethnic Chinese business people often treat the region as a single, borderless market.¹⁷

C. Control of Distribution

The Overseas Chinese originally concentrated in trading due to the comparative advantage given them by their networks in many Asian countries. Additionally, they have a very high savings rate and tend to keep much of their wealth in liquid form. Investments are spread across many different industries again reflecting an underlying (deserved) concern with misappropriation by indigenous rulers or other businessmen due to a lack of contract law enforcement. Haley, et al.¹⁸ suggest that:

… the Overseas Chinese prefer to maintain control over distribution of their goods. Perhaps this practice originates through their historical role in trade and distribution of goods; regardless of the reason, most goods sold in Southeast Asia go through the hands of Overseas Chinese intermediaries at some point in their passage between manufacturers and end user.

This “historical role” partly resulted from the lack of legal contract enforcement in China and Southeast Asia. Douglass North¹⁹ stressed that economic growth depends on “How effectively contracts are enforced.” But in Imperial China, the law did not facilitate commercial transactions but rather was designed...
and enforced to promote state interests. As a result, merchants in China avoided the formal legal system. Where the state does not provide contract law or does not enforce it, then businesses “develop reputation-based alternatives to obtain the crucial predictability in commercial transactions.”\(^\text{20}\) The practice of relying on family, extended families, and clans was carried by Overseas Chinese to Southeast Asia (where legal systems were underdeveloped) and served them well.

Klein & Murphy\(^\text{21}\) provide a general model where a manufacturer induces a dealer to provide those services:

through a private enforcement mechanism by which active monitoring and the threat of manufacturer termination assures dealer performance. Within this framework, the manufacturer uses vertical restraints to decrease the short-run gain to non-performing dealers (by limiting their ability to expand output) and to increase the long-run gain to performing dealers (by creating a quasi-rent stream).\(^\text{22}\)

So vertical restraints by firms without market power are simply part of efficient transacting rather than being anticompetitive. But with market power and substantial financial resources, these restraints may be used for anticompetitive purposes.

The network distributional practices built up historically in Southeast Asia in the absence of effective contract law enforcement explains, at least partly, why Singapore’s competition law does not apply to vertical restrictions unless imposed by a dominant firm. If vertical restraints are possibly imposed to overcome contractual problems, rather than for anticompetitive reasons, then there is a lesser case to prohibit them when the firm imposing the vertical restriction does not have market power. Another reason is that vertical restrictions are difficult to analyze for a new competition agency and it was felt it was better to focus on more likely egregious conduct, at least to begin.

Network distribution practices also explain why a number of Asian countries, both in Northeast and Southeast Asia, include “business consumer protection” provisions in their competition laws that deal with bargaining relations between the business supplier and the business buyer. These provisions, while mainly concerned with unfairness in business-to-business contracting and distribution arrangements, can also deal with competition issues such as price discrimination between business buyers.

Apart from contracting efficiency, another explanation for establishing distribution networks is to limit competition. Networks allow members to act together to engage in exclusionary conduct. Outsiders aware of network connections will not enter. Networks can price discriminate, giving other members...
discounts to enable them to survive when facing new entry. Network members can collectively or individually subsidize predatory conduct by members against non-members. Conglomerates make this easier to accomplish. Anticompetitive motives are likely to be an important reason for the persistence of networks and conglomerates—particularly given their inefficiencies.

IV. THE INTRODUCTION OF COMPETITION LAW

Big business influences, particularly through their networks, considerably affected legislative outcomes, regulation, and resulting legal processes in both Indonesia and Thailand. This is partly due to the fact that in Southeast Asia (with the exception of Singapore) “all are governed by states that claim to be strong and lay wide claims but whose capacities are low.”^{23} Many of the relationships are informal and so difficult to capture. While the awarding of licenses to families and friends is usually obvious, the true degree of cooperation between government and business is not transparent. As a result, determining the true forces supporting or opposing the introduction of competition law is difficult to determine.

In Indonesia, business-government relations were controlled by President Soeharto and were accompanied by the three sins of “corruption, collusion (or cronyism) and nepotism” (“KKN”). Soeharto used his presidential decree powers to benefit a limited number of cronies and members of his family; this small number of people controlled a considerable portion of the Indonesian economy. Indeed, the financial crisis in 1997 was largely blamed on KKN.

However, Chinese-Indonesians had came to dominate big business following on from the economic liberalization in the 1980s and ‘90s. Chinese-Indonesians, who had formerly suffered considerable discrimination and violence, sought political alliances for protection, including with the military. But their minority status and wealth made them reluctant to engage publicly with politicians—instead relations were personal and non-transparent^{24}—further underpinning the widespread perception that their relationships with politicians were a major contributing factor to the impact of the AFC in Indonesia.

And while Soeharto mainly developed alliances with Chinese-Indonesians, he also selectively favored the local *pribumi* Malays through preferential bank lending, the awarding of government contracts, and the promotion of strategic industry initiatives.

Business involvement in Thai politics increased as Thailand became more democratic from the 1970s. In particular, the Chinese-Thai developed clientelistic rent-seeking relationships with the military and bureaucrats—and, similar to Indonesia, also to obtain political protection.^{25} Chinese-Thais assimilated into Thai society to a much greater degree than in Indonesia. Part of this was due to religion—Chinese could more
easily accept Buddhism. Thai politicians increasingly turned to Chinese-Thai businessmen for financial support in running for election. In return governments ‘repaid’ financial supporters from the public purse—and in the process reduced bureaucratic checks and balances.

A. **The Introduction of Competition Law in Indonesia**

Hal Hill argues that there is a “deep-seated mistrust of market forces, economic liberalism and private (especially Chinese) ownership in many influential quarters of Indonesia.” A former Chairman of the KPPU, Syamsul Maarif says that Indonesians are “trapped in harmony” which is associated with togetherness and sharing and not competition and individually winning. So why introduce competition law?

Before 1999, competition provisions were included in certain statutes and several attempts were made to introduce competition law in the mid 1980s. In 1992 the Indonesian Democratic Party published a draft law called *Stimulation of Economic Competition Law*, but it never went to Parliament. These attempts were designed to curb the power of the Soeharto family and the conglomerates, but Soeharto’s dominance of politics meant the attempts had little chance of success.

Despite Indonesia being in a better financial position before the crisis than other Southeast Asian countries, including Thailand, the impact of the crisis was greater in Indonesia. In August 1997 the rupiah was floated and in October the IMF called in. The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, together with allegations of election fraud and repression of the opposition, had led to the rupiah falling considerably against the U.S. dollar. As a result, domestic prices increased considerably, production fell, and many banks were at risk of failing. The Soeharto regime was blamed for the crisis by allowing the growth of large conglomerates (controlled by the Soeharto family and Chinese-Indonesians) and for allowing corrupt SOEs to become inefficient.

As a result, the IMF and Indonesian Government agreed on a *Letter of Intent* and a *Memorandum of Economic Policies* on July 29, 1998. However, Soeharto tried to protect his cronies from the impact of the financial crisis and the IMF policy recommendations; for example, by trying to use the central bank’s credit facility to prop up crony banks. Negotiations with the IMF for a new program began and, on September 11, 1998, in a new *Letter of Intent* the Indonesian Government committed to “submit to Parliament a draft law on competition policy” by the target date of December 31, 1998. But as Haggard puts it:

> The ease with which the second program was negotiated should have given the international financial institutions pause. Even more than the first one, the program cut deeply into the patronage networks that Soeharto had built up: the government agreed to essentially all of the IMF’s proposals.

The Ministry of Trade and Industry began to prepare a competition bill. Under the New Order regime,
the Indonesian Parliament had simply been a rubber stamp. But after 1997, the Parliament, with a new-found confidence after more than 30 years of rubber-stamping bills from the executive, asserted its powers and started to initiate and pass laws including a competition law, which was drafted within Parliament with input from the executive.

It is important to understand the background of business development in Indonesia before 1997. While Soekarno had tried to control business-government relations, Soeharto had gone further and established Kadin in 1968 as the only business organization accepted by his “New Order” government between 1968 to 1998. This was formalized in Law No 1 of 1987 that designated Kadin as the sole (monopoly) representative of the business community in Indonesia. Kadin was used by the government to control business participation in government.

While big business, including the Sino-Indonesian conglomerates, maintained close links with government independently of Kadin, Kadin was still the sole official business representative. It covered many competing interest groups including small and big business and indigenous businessmen and the dominating Chinese business groups.

Under Soeharto, large Chinese-Indonesian business groups flourished, particularly during the 1980s when they obtained exclusive import licenses, etc. as a result of close relations with Soeharto. Indigenous business was not so lucky in gaining state protection and subsequently saw conglomerates as the most important contributor to the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997-98.

Small business not only objected to the preferences given to large business groups but also to the way these large companies behaved anticompetitively with impunity. For example, nine large cement companies formed a cartel through an industry an association called the ASI. The forestry association was given the monopoly rights to export timber. One of Soeharto’s sons, Tommy, was given the monopoly right to control village co-operatives, and was also given exclusive contracts to distribute two chemical products from Pertamina—the state-owned oil and gas conglomerate.

Loughlin, et al. argued that the anticompetitive government intervention was largely justified by the government on the basis of overall public welfare:

Government intervention in the Indonesian economy is very extensive, and is justified by the Constitution of 1945, which declares that the state will control economic activities that can affect the welfare of the general public. This has been interpreted liberally by government throughout Indonesian history, often for its own political interest. During the Old Order it was used as justification for nationalizing foreign-owned enterprises. During the New Order it was used to justify the mixed-economy idea of government intervention, in which government intervenes not only to promote macroeconomic stability but also for economic planning purposes.
The latter rationale for government intervention has led to most of the government interventions that have distorted competition.\textsuperscript{32}

As the sole business organization, Kadin sometimes argued for the introduction of competition law. In an interview in 1987, Kadin's Chairman Sukamndani had called on the government to introduce an antimonopoly law. In 1989 the new chairman of Kadin, Sotion Ardjannggi, again called for an antimonopoly law and again at Kadin's national assembly in 1991. But, in general, doubts were expressed about the ability of Kadin to stand up to Soeharto.

In 1994, a new Kadin Chairman, Aburizal Bakrie argued that pribumi and small businessmen should be given preferential treatment and argued for control over conglomerates. In particular he was concerned with the vertical control by conglomerates of production processes from inputs to retail. So Kadin called for control of collusive business practices by Chinese conglomerates. However, Kadin failed in arguing for a competition law that was against the Soeharto's regime preferential treatment of (mainly Chinese) conglomerates and its tolerance (and encouragement) of anticompetitive practices.

Between 1993 and 1994, the Indonesian Department of Trade, together with the Faculty of Law at the University of Indonesia produced a draft law “Healthy Business Competition.” The Indonesian Democratic Party (“PDI”) produced a draft competition law in 1995—but nothing came of either. Before Law No 5 of 1999, there were several laws that had contained elements of competition law or unfair competition law. For example, Article 392 bis of the Indonesian Criminal Code said:

\textit{Whomsoever engages in an act of deception to mislead the public or a certain individual with the purpose of establishing or prospering his/her merchandise or his/her own company or the property of another person, will be sentenced for unfair competition, with imprisonment for a maximum of one year and four months or a fine of Rp. 13,500 if such an act might give rise to his/her own competition or the competition of any other person.}\textsuperscript{34}

Article 7 of Basic Law of Industry No. 5 of 1984 stated that:

\textit{“[t]he Government shall regulate, guide and develop industries in order to: . . . (2) develop fair and healthy competition and prevent unhealthy competition . . .”}\textsuperscript{35}

In addition Article 1365 of the Civil Code allowed for compensation as follow:
Each act that is unlawful and causes loss to other parties shall obligate the person causing such loss by their fault to compensate for such loss.”

Following Soeharto’s resignation, one of Parliament’s first priorities was to draw up a competition law, due to the widespread perception that many of the economic problems were the result of the conglomerates that had grown under the corrupt Sukarno and Soeharto regimes—conglomerates that were mainly controlled by Chinese-Indonesian’s and members of the Soeharto family. There were also considerable concerns about inefficient state-owned enterprises. Greater business opportunities were sought by pribumi but this was impeded by many anticompetitive practices, often sanctioned by government, such as the many (exclusionary) cartels, exclusive licenses, etc. So the stage was set when, on July 29, 1998 the government of Indonesia signed a Letter of Intent with the IMF promising that the draft of a monopoly law would be submitted to parliament before the end of 1998.

B. The Introduction of Competition Law in Thailand

In the late 1950s, the US brought together the military, businessmen and royalists—the three forces that had tussled since 1932—in a powerful alliance. Together they resurrected and embellished the vision of a dictatorial strong state, demanding unity in order to achieve development and to fight off an external enemy—in this era, ‘communism’.

Considerable economic and social changes occurred in Thailand during the 1960s and 1970s due to the extensive involvement of the United States during the American War in Vietnam, and afterwards. The U.S. involvement meant a shift towards a liberal market economy. Trade and financial market liberalization fuelled industrialization and urbanization together with the other Asian “tiger economies.” Bangkok and the middle class grew rapidly—and became more vocal politically.

Thailand has been ruled by the military for most of its history since the introduction of a constitutional monarchy in 1932. During that time the generals and the bureaucratic elite organized to ensure social harmony and to “guide democracy” from above. During the 1970s a group of middle-ranking officers (trained by the United States and who had fought in Vietnam) came to the fore—they were anticommunist and anticapitalist (because they believed businessmen manipulated elections). They also:

believed that the problem of communism stemmed from capitalism because ‘some groups have been able to take advantage and build up monopolistic power which inflicts social injustice and material hardship on the people’.

To overcome these problems a “guided democracy” was needed to eliminate social injustice and curb monopoly power. A Price Fixing and Anti-Monopoly Act in 1979 was designed to control prices. The antimonopoly provisions were used to identify sectors to be brought under price control. This gave the bureaucrats considerable power and options for corruption. Importantly, the sanctions introduced were
criminal (fines and imprisonment) together with personal liability for managing directors and managers of corporations. Similar penalties were introduced for the Competition Act in 1999.

During the 1980s and 1990s there were continual battles between the military and business to control Parliament. By 1988 businessmen comprised two-thirds of the lower house of parliament. Business resented both the appointments of generals to SOEs and the amount of the budget allocated to the military rather than for promoting economic growth. While, initially, most of these business-politicians came from Bangkok, over time Parliament came to be dominated by provincial businessmen. Parliament became a place to do business rather than represent constituents. About this time the World Bank recommended that Thailand liberalize its financial system. Thai bureaucrats agreed, believing that access to capital would allow for new businesses to grow and compete with existing powerful conglomerates.

Another coup in 1991 was intended to stop the alleged corruption and “money politics” resulting from the increased importance of provincial businessmen—politicians who were encroaching on the interests of the established wealth in Bangkok—including that of the military. The coup was supported by Bangkok businessmen who resented the rise of their provincial competitors. At the same time, there was also some concern among some rich Thais in Bangkok about the fact that European luxury car manufacturers had established national exclusive distribution arrangements—local businesses wanted to be able to buy these cars overseas and use local dealers for servicing, etc. Some important people felt that competition law should be introduced to stop these exclusive dealing arrangements.

Following the 1991 coup, the military appointed Mr. Anand Punyarachoon as Prime Minister, who introduced a number of free market economic reforms during his short tenure from March 1991 to April 1992. A draft competition law was approved by his Cabinet and submitted to the Parliament for deliberation, but before it could be passed a brutal crackdown on protestors in 1992 led to Parliament being dissolved and new elections called.

The Democrat Party won the 1992 election (led by Chuan Leekpai). Appealing to businessmen, the middle class in Bangkok, and urban populations in the South, the Democrats proposed to modernize the Thai economy including their “law and institutions.” In 1992, due to the lack of success of the 1979 price-control legislation and a recognition that economic circumstances were changing, the Chuan Government set up yet another Working Party to look at competition law under the Ministry of Commerce. However, no action was taken during his term of office from September 1992 to May 1995.

Arguments between the various factions continued. Bureaucrats argued that parliament was too
powerful and inefficient and had reduced the proper role and importance of the bureaucracy. However, following a land scandal in Phuket the Democrat party led coalition government fell in 1996 to be replaced by a coalition led by the Chart Thai Party (Prime Minister Banham Silpa-archa—a second generation Chinese who had initially made his money from a monopoly on the sale of chlorine for the water supply in his province). Following further elections in 1996, Chavalit Yongchaiyudh became Prime Minister leading yet another coalition government. MacIntyre notes the Chevalit government:

was subject to mounting vilification for immobilism, indecisiveness and corruption. Justified though these criticisms were, they were nothing new. Chavalit’s government was not unusually incompetent, divided or corrupt. With some slight differences from one to the next, this broad characterisation applies to all fully elected governments in Thailand.41

Following a long period of strong economic growth fuelled by foreign capital, the Thai economy slowed in 1996 in part due to a widening current account deficit and concerns with the recently liberalized financial sector. The problems in the financial sector lay mostly with the finance companies, not the banks. The government failed to respond to increased speculation against the baht and continued to defend the pegged exchange rate against the U.S. dollar. However, the baht suffered a massive speculative attack on July 2, 1997, the fixed exchange rate was abolished, and so the AFC began.

The AFC led to a loss of faith in Chavalit’s government and, in the middle of the crisis in November 1997, he was replaced by Chuan Leekpai. Chuan’s Democrat Party led coalition government introduced a program of economic austerity and reforms in line with IMF recommendations. However, he was criticized for pandering to the big financial institutions and for being too welcoming of foreign investment. While the Democrat-led government accepted the IMF proposals:

For big business, which had come to expect government to provide a generally protective and friendly environment, this amounted to treachery … Thailand’s big business had big interests to protect … after the 1997 crisis, it was motivated to control the state – in order to recover the protection the Thai state had traditionally provided for big business and to manage globalisation.42

Chuan’s government made no formal commitment to the IMF regarding introducing a competition law. Instead they agreed to promote greater competition by privatizing monopoly SOEs, etc.43 The Chuan Government was seen as relatively less corrupt than other Thai governments, and responding to criticisms that the 1997 AFC had been caused by crony capitalism, his Cabinet in 1998 approved the previous 1992 Competition Act draft, which ultimately led to

PERHAPS IRONICALLY, GIVEN THAT THAILAND WAS NEVER COLONIZED AND MAINTAINS A HIGHLY INDEPENDENT POLICY STANCE ON MOST ISSUES, IT WAS THAILAND WHO MORE CLOSELY FOLLOWED INTERNATIONAL NORMS IN DESIGNING ITS COMPETITION LAW

WHILE THIS ALLOWS FOR GREATER FLEXIBILITY IN THE RECRUITMENT OF PEOPLE WITH COMPETITION LAW EXPERTISE, THEIR EMPLOYMENT ON RELATIVELY SHORT-TERM CONTRACTS MEANS GREATER UNCERTAINTY BOTH FOR STAFF AND FOR THE KPPU
the enactment of the Competition Act on April 30, 1999.44

V. A COMPARISON OF THE COMPETITION LAWS, INSTITUTIONS, & ENFORCEMENT

A. The Laws

Given that (i) the AFC crisis prompted the introduction of competition law, (ii) the fact that wealth is heavily concentrated in both countries though networks closely linked to government, and (iii) the influence of the IMF, it could be expected that both countries would introduce similar competition laws. This was not the case. Perhaps ironically, given that Thailand was never colonized and maintains a highly independent policy stance on most issues, it was Thailand who more closely followed international norms in designing its competition law. Appendix 1 lists the details of Indonesia’s competition laws; Appendix 2 lists Thailand’s.

B. The Institutions

In developing countries, competition law and economics expertise is limited.

1. Indonesia

Article 30 sets up the KPPU and states that: “(2) The Commission shall be an independent institution free from the influence and authority of the government and parties” and “(3) shall be accountable to the President.” Members of the Commission are appointed for fixed five-year terms and can only be re-appointed for one term. Because all Members are appointed at the same time, there are no overlapping periods and so, at least in theory, all commissioners could be replaced at the same time. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman are elected annually by the Members.

The KPPU staff are not designated as “public servants” who are appointed through a central government employment agency. Instead, the KPPU appoints their own staff. While this allows for greater flexibility in the recruitment of people with competition law expertise, their employment on relatively short-term contracts means greater uncertainty both for staff and for the KPPU, particularly given higher salaries in the private sector.

In a review of Indonesia’s competition law and policy, the OECD in 2012 noted that despite a rapid increase in staff (from 100 in 2006 to 450 in 2011):

… the KPPU remains constrained by insufficient resources, particularly insufficient qualified staff. The requirement to investigate all complaints imposes a heavy
requirement on the organisation’s resources. Together with the prioritisation of enforcement, especially fighting bid-rigging in public procurement (a focus that the OECD strongly endorses) this leaves little available for advocacy or other non-enforcement work. Given the size and population of Indonesia, 450 is not a large number of people to work in the competition agency.15

2. Thailand

The Competition Act was a political compromise; for example, the regulator—the Trade Competition Commission (“TCC”)—is not an independent agency. The Chairman is the Minister of Commerce. Ex-officio members are senior bureaucrats (for example, the Secretary-General of the TCC is the Director-General of the Department of Internal Trade) and the staff of the TCC are officials of the Department of Internal Trade. There are also between eight and twelve “qualified persons” with backgrounds in law, economics, commerce, business administration, or public administration. Qualified persons must not be political officials or holders of political positions in a political party. The appointment of outside (part-time) Members must be approved by Cabinet, with a two-year term of office. Private sector experts are nominated by two trade associations (the Federation of Thai Industries and the Thai Chamber of Commerce)—dominated by big business.

The Commission works by appointing specialized sub-committees comprising between four and six persons, qualified in the various areas, to consider conduct relating to Sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and mergers under Section 37. Criminal prosecutions are recommended to the public prosecutor. The Office of the Competition Commission was established under the Department of Internal Trade, with the Director-General of the Department of Internal Trade as Secretary-General. The Office’s powers include carrying out the work for the committees appointed by the Commission, monitoring the conduct of business operators, and conducting business studies. Certain officials have the power to issue written summons requiring persons to produce statements, etc. and to enter premises to search for evidence without a search warrant where offenses are “evidently being committed in the place.”

Exemptions from the Trade Competition Act were given to central, provincial, and local governments; state enterprises; farmer’s co-operatives, etc.; and businesses exempted by Ministerial Regulation. However, export and import cartels are not exempt, nor are depression or small business cartels. Sakda Thanitcul notes that the exemption of state enterprises was the most controversial provision (as they competed with private companies in important sectors such as the electricity, telecommunication, and railway sectors).

C. Enforcement

1. Indonesia

Indonesia has had many cases; however, almost half the cases decided by the KPPU have been overturned on appeal. The KPPU has been affected by the successful conviction of Muhammad Iqbal, a Commissioner (and
former Chairman) of the KPPU for accepting bribes. Iqbal was sentenced to 4 ½ years in prison and a fine of about U.S. $22,000 for taking a bribe to let Direct Vision, a subsidiary of First Media, have an exclusive right to broadcast the English Premier League in 2008 (affirmed by the Supreme Court).46

The KPPU has dealt with the difficult issue of business groups, using the single economic entity doctrine to extend the law to foreign firms.47 The KPPU held in 200748 that Temasek constituted a single economic entity with two Indonesian companies because Temasek was: (i) involved in the management of both companies, (ii) was authorized to appoint directors or commissioners, and (iii) had access to confidential information. Subsequently, the position has become much clearer in Indonesia with the introduction of Government Regulation No. 57 of 2010, which provides that an entity is regarded as having control over another entity:

- If there is ownership or control of shares or voting rights above 50%; or
- If ownership is below 50%, the test revolves around whether a company has the ability to influence or determine management policy or actual management.

Undoubtedly, this seems to be a sensible recognition of the potentially anticompetitive conduct of business groups and conglomerates in Southeast Asia.

2. Thailand

The Act has not been effectively implemented, due to: (i) network politics, (ii) exemptions given to the large number of SOEs, and (iii) the fact that all penalties are criminal, which means that the Trade Competition Commission has to recommend to the Attorney-General to take action (the criminal standard of proof has meant the Attorney-General has never taken action, always asking for more evidence from the Trade Competition Commission).

It is difficult to know to what extent pressure from big business has had on decisions taken by both the Trade Competition Commission and Attorney-General. However, Poapongsakorn49 argues that corporate lobbying and political intervention characterized early investigations. Big business effectively stopped the introduction of the abuse of dominance provision by preventing the government from initially issuing a market dominance threshold figure. In 2000 the TCC proposed a dominance market share threshold of 33.33 percent and one billion sales revenue in the relevant market. The Federation of Thai Industries opposed the percentage figure and argued for 50 percent. The domination threshold was finally set from February 2007 as follows:

1. Business operator, in any goods or services, with market share in the previous year over 50 percent and at least 1,000 million baht turnover; or
2. The top three business operators, in any goods or services, with combined market share in the previous year over 75 percent and at least 1,000 million baht turnover.

A business operator with market share less than 10 percent, or turnover less than 1,000 million baht in the previous year, is exempted.\textsuperscript{50}

In a paper funded by the World Bank, Suriyasai Takasila & Rajitkanok Chitmunchaitam\textsuperscript{51} found considerable conflict-of-interest problems among the commissioners. As Deunden Nikomborirak summarizes:

The authors found that one of the commissioners considering the tied-sale case of whisky and beer in the year 2000 was a director of a company affiliated with the powerful whisky conglomerate. The conglomerate is known to be one of the largest contributors to all political parties, charities, and sports events and it is staffed with high-ranking retired bureaucrats that have strong links with the relevant regulatory authorities. Another commissioner was found to be a director of a company affiliated with the cable television monopoly accused of bundling cable services and charging excessive monthly fees. There is no evidence that these commissioners ever declared their conflict of interest and recused themselves from meetings during which these cases were discussed.\textsuperscript{52}

From October 1999 until August 2013 there were 18 complaints of abuse of a dominant position (s 25), 22 restrictive agreements complaints (s 27), and 52 unfair trade practices complaints (s 29). However, there has not been a single successful prosecution. And, as the criteria for mergers has not been set, of course there have been no complaints in this area.

In 2010, the government starting examining ways to improve the TCC. However, as the review period closed in 2011, it appears little had changed. Nikomborirak explains why (in 2006), despite seven years of the Act’s operation, enforcement has not been impressive:

The performance of the TCC has been dismal, especially after the January 2001 installment of the new government dominated by large businesses. The Committee met only nine times in six years, four of which took place during the inaugural year. The latest meeting took place on May 14, 2004.\textsuperscript{53}

In the early days the TCC website provided details of complainants, etc. Now only the number of complaints is published. A number of early cases have been discussed including, Case Whisky, etc.\textsuperscript{54}

But what of more recent cases? In the last five years there have been only four abuse of dominance complaints, five restrictive agreements complaints, and no unfair trade practices complaints. No official information is provided on their outcomes. But Dr. Jeffrey Race provides a good description of what happens to complaints by people with little status against those with power in Thailand. Dr. Race is fluent in Thai and has frequently appeared in Thai courts “in a variety of capacities and proceedings.” While his comment below applies to foreigners, it also

\begin{flushright}
HE WAS TOLD “WELL YOU COULD GO TO COURT BUT EVEN IF YOU WIN YOU WILL LOSE.”
\end{flushright}
applies to Thais without status as well:

A foreigner is usually treated with courtesy in the Thai law enforcement system, understood to include police, prosecutors, and courts. In litigation with a nobody he may expect justice; if with a state body or with the well-connected, that prospect recedes. Many find that complaints of even grave abuses are cheerfully ignored.\textsuperscript{55}

To illustrate, this was the experience of a Thai restaurant company when making a complaint under Section 29—the unfair trade practices section of the \textit{Competition Act}. The case involved a restaurant lease renewal. The tenant had signed a three plus three plus three tenancy agreement. The tenant was one of the first restaurants in the shopping center in Phuket and expected to make losses for 1-2 years as the spaces were mostly not yet tenanted. Losses were in fact made in the first two years but the restaurant started to do well and became profitable in the third year (in 2010). The shopping center sent a letter to the tenant in early 2010 asking whether the tenant wanted to renew. The tenant said yes and then asked for approval to renovate the restaurant, which was then given and the renovation carried out. The tenant then asked for the new lease several times as his restaurant license could not be renewed without the lease. The shopping center ignored the request. In November, business improved considerably. In December the tenant received a notice of termination allegedly because he had not paid rent since September. In fact two monthly rental payments had been made since September. The lease was not renewed—as it turns out because one of the other tenants close by (a wealthy family from Bangkok) wanted the space.

The tenant sought advice from his lawyer in Bangkok. He was told “well you could go to court but even if you win you will lose.” Essentially, there was little chance of winning in court due to his relatively low status. The owner of the shopping center is a Singaporean billionaire, Quek Beng Leng (who was on the Singaporean Economic Review Committee that recommended the introduction of competition law) and its honorary Chief Executive Officer is M.R. Chatu Mongkol Sonakul—a second-generation prince from one of Thailand’s most noble families. Sonakul was the also the Permanent Secretary for finance during the period from October 1, 1995 to July 28, 1997 but was subsequently dismissed by the Chavalit Yongchaiyudh government soon after AFC and the Thai devaluation in July 1997. During the Democrat-led government that followed, Sonakul was then appointed Governor of the Bank of Thailand, Thailand’s central bank. After the 2006 military coup his name was mentioned publicly as a potential prime minister. A powerful network indeed.

Following this legal advice the tenant complained to the TCC. The complaint was heard over nearly two days. Months later the tenant was informed that there was no breach—no explanation was given except insufficient evidence. Networks win even in competition law enforcement in Thailand.

\textbf{VI. CONCLUSIONS}

Without doubt Indonesia has been far more successful in introducing competition law than Thailand.
Although almost half of the KPPU’s decisions have been overturned by the courts, the KPPU has grown in size and professionalism and has had some success, particularly in public bid-rigging. However, the weak Indonesian court system continues to undermine the KPPU’s effectiveness.

In Thailand the act has proved to be non-effective, partly due to the numerous exemptions accorded to state-owned companies and, de facto, to companies owned by influential individuals, as well as the lack of enforcement of the Act due to pressure from big business and lack of concern by government. The absence of non-government organizations advocating competition has meant it has not been an issue for much public policy discussion.

Nikomborirak concludes that there is no “clear political mandate” to enforce the law. Because of an absence of rules and regulations to ensure transparency, the limited enforcement in Thailand “tends to be selective and arbitrary.” In particular, she characterized competition law as a “paper tiger” that “could not stand against the powerful lobbying of large businesses that have more recently become involved in politics.” Major companies dominate the local economy and are protected and do not have a “competition culture.”

Another explanation for the relative success of competition law amounts to the stability of elite networks. Backed by the palace, there is greater stability in network politics in Thailand that has resulted in no competition law enforcement. Elite instability in Indonesia, on the other hand, has meant that even elites want competition law—if only to protect themselves against times when a competing elite is in power. As one of Indonesia’s richest men (who made most of his wealth from exclusive licenses under Soeharto) told me over coffee several years ago, when I asked him why he supported competition law, said—the world has changed in Indonesia, competition is more important now and I need to know how to deal with it. Unfortunately, the world has not changed in Thailand, yet.
APPENDIX 1: INDONESIA COMPETITION LAW

Prohibited practices can be divided into three kinds:

(a) Chapter III—Prohibited Agreements, which include: oligopoly, price-fixing, territorial division, boycotts, cartels, trusts, oligopsony, vertical integration, closed agreements (resale conditions) and agreements with foreign parties. The test for illegality is mainly that the agreement not “lead to monopolistic practices or unfair business competition;”

(b) Chapter IV—Prohibited Activities such as monopoly, monopsony, market control, and conspiracy; and

(c) Chapter V—deals with a dominant position including general provisions dealing with restricting technology, obstructing new entrants, etc. and preventing directors or commissioners of companies from assuming the same role in competing companies or owning a majority of shares in companies in the same market, multiple positions and share ownership. The section also deals with mergers, consolidations and acquisitions that “lead to monopolistic practices and or unfair business competition.”

Included in the Chapters are market-share thresholds and presumptions (unlike in Thailand where thresholds are left to separate government determination). For example, business agents are deemed to jointly control the “production and or marketing of goods and services” in the sections dealing with oligopoly and oligopsony if two or three “business actors” control over 75 per cent of the market (Article 4(2));

For monopoly or monopsony the threshold is if one “business actor” controls over 50 percent of the market (Articles 17(2)C and 18 (2)). For a dominant position the tests are whether one “business actor” controls over 50 percent or if two or three “business actors” control over 75 percent for a group of firms (Article 25(2)).

The tests are unusual in that the law makes horizontal agreements such as price-fixing, market division, and bid-rigging subject to what can loosely be called a rule of reason (that “may lead to monopolistic practices and or unfair business competition”) while making much of unilateral conduct per se illegal (“shall be prohibited”) including price discrimination, exclusive dealing, tying, and abuse of dominant position. This suggests the law was directed mainly at conglomerates.

However, the KPPU has been selective in enforcement. For example, “price discrimination is illegal per se. But in eight years, the KPPU has brought no case of price discrimination. Predatory pricing has been treated similarly.” (UNCTAD 2009, p. 4)

The Indonesian law is complex. Many of the articles dealing with similar kinds of anticompetitive conduct are in different sections. This means that all parts of the Act need to be examined in relation to
specific conduct as more than one article may deal with the same conduct. For example, Article 4 dealing with “oligopolies” says that:

Entrepreneurs are prohibited from making any agreements with other entrepreneurs with the intention to jointly control the production and/or the marketing of goods and services that can cause monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition.

Obviously intention plays an important role in this prohibition. As well, market shares are used to define “control” as follows:

Any entrepreneur can be suspected or considered as jointly controlling production and/or marketing of goods and services … if two or three entrepreneurs or groups of entrepreneurs own more than 75% … of the market share of one type of certain goods or services.

Article 5 deals with price-fixing but only prohibits “any contract with other competing entrepreneurs in order to fix prices …”. The use of the term “contract” makes enforcement difficult when combined with the KPPU’s lack of power to conduct raids on the premises of suspected infringers. Courts have been reluctant to accept circumstantial evidence because it is not considered to be “hard evidence.”

Article 11 has a separate cartel offense that prohibits entrepreneurs “from making any agreements with other competing entrepreneurs with the intention to influence the price by determining production and/or marketing of goods and/or services, that can cause monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition.” This is a particularly troublesome section as it does not, like competition law in most other countries, judge agreements in relation to a competition test, such as with and without the agreement. It is not clear how an agreement can “cause monopolistic practices” and causing “unfair business competition” does not necessarily imply a bad economic outcome.

Vertical agreements are dealt with in Article 14, which says that:

entrepreneurs are prohibited from making any agreements with other entrepreneurs with the intention to control production of several products belonging to a chain of certain goods and/or services production in which each chain of production is a result of the continued process, either in one direct or indirect chain, which can cause unfair business competition and/or damages to the public.

Indonesia distinguishes between monopoly and abuse of a dominant position. In Article 17, monopolists are prohibited “from controlling any production and/or marketing of goods and/or services that can cause monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition.”

Controlling production and/or marketing is “suspected or considered” where there are no substitutes or entry is not possible or if “one entrepreneur or one group of entrepreneurs controls more than 50%
... of the marketing share of one type of certain goods or services.” Article 19 deals in similar terms with monopsony.

Article 20 prohibits the supply of goods and services “without making any profits or by setting a very low price with the intention to eliminate or end their competitor’s business in the relevant market, thus causing monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition.” Article 20 comes under Part 3 entitled “Market Controlling” rather than Part One “Monopoly” which incorporates Article 17. There is no market power requirement except for the indirect market power requirement in effect of ‘causing monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition’.

Article 25 deals with a dominant position. Using similar language to that of the Australian Competition Act “entrepreneurs are prohibited from taking advantage of their dominant position” to imposing terms with the intention to stop consumers from buying competitive products, restricting the market and the development of technology, preventing potential competitors from entering. Entrepreneurs are deemed dominant if they control 50 percent or more of market share “on one type of goods or services” (i.e. not relevant market) or two or more entrepreneurs control 75 percent or more of market share.

Articles 28 and 29 deal with mergers and acquisitions “that can potentially result in a monopoly practice or unfair business competition.”

There are a number of other provisions not normally found in other competition laws including: Article 16 deals with agreements with foreigners “that can cause monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition.” Article 21 states “Entrepreneurs are prohibited from cheating in setting the production cost and other expenses which is part of the goods “and/or services” component, that can cause unfair business competition.”

Articles 22-24 deal with conspiracies to win tenders, obtaining competitors’ business secrets, and reducing supplied amounts.

Art. 26 prohibits interlocking directorates (i.e. directors or commissioners of companies) competing in the same market, or a closely related in the “field and/or type of business” or can jointly control the market share of certain goods and/or services, which could cause monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition.” This article is clearly directed towards business groups and conglomerates.
APPENDIX 2: THAILAND COMPETITION LAW

The *Trade Competition Act* includes a prohibition of the abuse of dominant position (Section 25); overly concentrative mergers (Section 26); horizontal and vertical restraints (Section 27), and various unfair trade practices (Section 29).

Abuse in Section 25 includes *exploitative* conduct (i.e. setting high prices), a number of vertical restraints, and interfering with other business operations. Section 25 is modeled on the South Korean MRFTA due to an assumption that the South Korean economy was similar to that of Thailand. Section 25 states that a dominant firm abuses its position by:

1. Unfairly fixing or maintaining the levels of sale or purchase prices of goods or services;

2. Setting conditions which, directly or indirectly, unfairly compel other business operators who are customers of the Business Operator to limit the provision of services, production, purchase or distribution of goods, or their opportunity to choose to buy or sell goods, accept or provide services, or obtain credit from other business operators.

3. Suspending, reducing, or limiting services, production, purchase, distribution, delivery, or importation in (Thailand) without reasonable grounds, to destroy or damage goods in order to reduce supply to less than market demand.

4. Interfering with the business operations of other people without reasonable grounds.

Sections 3 and 8 authorize the TCC, with the approval of Cabinet, to prescribe the market share and sales turnover that presumes a firm to have a dominant market position. In January 2007, the Cabinet approved a new definition of dominant market position under the Act, so that a dominant market position occurs:

when a business operator sells any product or provides any service, the former having had a market share of 50% or more in the previous year, and whose sale proceeds amounted to 1 billion baht or above, or when the first three ranked business operators of any product or service, during the previous year, had a market share of 75% or more and, whose sales proceeds were 1 billion baht or more. This excludes a business operator whose market share in the past year was less than 10%, or a business operator whose sales proceeds in the past year were less than 1 billion baht.

Section 26 deals with mergers and is modeled after Article 6(1) of the Taiwan FTL. The TCC regulates business combinations, including mergers and the purchase of assets or shares. The Working Party intended that this provision would only apply to large business combinations. The TCC is authorized by Sections 26 and 28 to prescribe the criteria for a large business combination. The TCC has still not prescribed the criteria.
as yet.

Section 27 prohibits certain horizontal and vertical agreements, in particular those which: fix sales or purchase prices, enter into an agreement to control or take over a market, bid-rigging, imposing certain geographical restrictions, tying, fixing output levels, maintaining or raising price while reducing quality, appointing sole distributors, and fixing conditions or methods of operation in the purchase or distribution of goods and services. Firms may seek authorization for some of these practices. This section combines the provisions dealing with undue collaborative activities in the South Korean MRFTA and Taiwan’s prohibition of non-price vertical restraints and exclusionary practices.

Section 28 contains an unusual and unique provision. It says:

A business operator who has business relation[s] with business operators outside the Kingdom, whether it is on a contractual basis or through policies, partnership, shareholding or any other similar form, shall not carry out any act in order that a person residing in the Kingdom and intending to purchase goods or services for personal consumption will have restricted opportunities to purchase goods or services directly from business operators outside the Kingdom.

The provision was introduced to allow wealthy Thais to buy luxury cars directly from foreign manufactures without having to go through local Thai dealers. It effectively allows for parallel imports and so promotes competition by preventing foreign producers from price-discriminating against consumers in Thailand.

Section 29 is a “catch-all” provision dealing with unfair business practices—which can also cover exclusionary conduct and appears to be based on Article 24 of Taiwan’s FTL. It provides that:

A business operator shall not carry out any act which is not free and fair competition and has the effect of destroying, impairing, obstructing, impeding or restricting business operation of other business operators or preventing other persons from carrying our business or causing their cessation of business.

This section is broad and could seek to achieve other objectives such as the protection of small businesses rather than economic goals such as efficiency. Section 29 does not require market dominance, but it does cover practices where there is unequal bargaining power. Again the provision appears to borrow from South Korean law:

The South Korean MRFTA focuses primarily on regulating the behavior of the thirty largest Korean chaebols, but it also aims to regulate the unfair trade practices of a number of medium-sized firms. Article 23 of the MRFTA (Prohibition of Unfair Trade Practices) is patterned closely on the Japanese Anti-Monopoly Law. Between 1981 and 1990, there were only eleven complaints of abuses of market dominant firms while there were 22, 592 complaints against unfair trade practices.57
It should be noted that Section 29 is probably too vague to be effectively enforced. In contrast, the Japanese Antimonopoly Act and the South Korean MRFTA require the Japan Fair Trade Commission and the Korean Fair Trade Commission to specify the unfair trade practices. Currently, 16 kinds of business practices have been officially specified by the JFTC and 8 by the KFTC. The Thai Act is silent on this requirement.

Action taken by the Trade Competition Commission under Section 29 rather than Section 25 against Honda (who allegedly had an 80 percent market share and engaged in exclusive dealing by preventing retailers from selling competing brands), suggested that:

[the] fact that this case was handled differently from the whiskey and beer abuse of dominance case raised [the] suspicion of selective enforcement of the competition law in favor of powerful local businesses and against foreign companies with little or no political connections.58

A controversial exemption from the Trade Competition Act was given to SOEs, which included SOEs that compete with private companies in the electricity, telecommunication, and railway sectors. Government ministries were opposed to the application of competition law to SOEs partly on public policy grounds (they were often subsidized) but also because they provided considerable profits to the Ministries and those who controlled them via well paid directorships, etc. Nikomborirak & Lertmanphainond note that SOE’s and the affiliated companies “contribute to 52 per cent of the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) market capitalisation.”

No specific exemption is given to the monarchy’s investment vehicle, the Crown Property Bureau, but it is extremely unlikely that any of its companies (particularly Siam Commercial Bank and Siam Cement Group) would be touched by competition law. In a country where status is everything a lowly Department within a Ministry would not dare. “So what exactly is the CPB? Ah, therein lies a mystery”, as the book explains. “It is not part of the palace administration, nor is it a government agency, nor is it a private firm. It is a unique institution.” Got that? Crucially, the bureau pays no business tax, and nor does Thailand have a land tax. Its tax-exempt status is enshrined in law. Yet it’s not a charity or a public agency (or a sovereign wealth fund).

---
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Of Special Interest
China, like a number of other antitrust jurisdictions, has a law concerning unfair pricing. This article develops an economic framework for applying the unfair pricing law in China. The framework draws on the experience of courts and competition authorities in other jurisdictions and the writings of various commentators, particularly economists, on unfair pricing in those jurisdictions. It shows that virtually all jurisdictions have decided to consider unfair pricing claims only in exceptional circumstances, and rarely, if ever, in innovation-intensive industries. For those cases that pass this screen and receive consideration, the courts and competition authorities then, under the leading test, insist on substantial evidence that the price is significantly higher than cost and is unfair given the value provided to the buyer. This article shows that the exceptional circumstances screen and the rigorous unfair pricing test are motivated by a recognition, supported by substantial empirical evidence, that successful firms must have the assurance of receiving significant rewards to induce them to invest time and capital in highly risky innovation that is the source of economic growth and welfare. It concludes by showing that this approach is consistent with modern Chinese economic policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Article 17(1) of China’s Anti-Monopoly Law (“AML”) prohibits dominant firms from “selling commodities at unfairly high prices or buying commodities at unfairly low prices.” Many jurisdictions have similar laws. The European Union, for example, prohibits dominant firms from “imposing unfair purchase or selling prices.” As a result there is an extensive body of decisions by courts and regulatory authorities that the National Development and Reform Commission (“NDRC”) and courts in China can draw on in considering how to shape the application of Article 17 in China. In addition, the United States, Canada, Australia, and many other jurisdictions have chosen not to adopt unfair pricing laws. Their reasons for not doing so are informative as well.

Many jurisdictions have found that the thorniest issues concerning pricing by dominant firms arise in industries in which innovation is a significant driver of firm success and competitive dynamics. They have recognized that they must consider the impact of excessive pricing prohibitions on innovation. Moreover, economists have also found that determining whether prices are “too high” is a very complex question in innovation-intensive industries.

This article describes economic evidence that the NDRC and courts, as well as the parties before them, could consider in evaluating whether prices are too high under the AML and, in the case of the NDRC, to pursue an unfair pricing investigation in the first place. We focus on situations in which innovation has
been or continues to be an important element of the dynamic competitive process. We take a broad view of innovation. It always begins with human ingenuity but often entails taking considerable personal and financial risk. Some innovative industries tend to rely on using intellectual property rights to protect their efforts. Others do not and sometimes cannot.

Our analysis synthesizes the learning of courts, competition authorities, and economists that have considered unfair pricing and its relationship to innovation. It concludes that innovators take large risks *ex ante* because of the possibility for earning large rewards *ex post*. Robust involvement by antitrust regulators in adjudicating “unfair” or “excessive” prices can distort—or even eliminate—the very incentives that drive innovation to begin with. This provides sound economic justification for antitrust regulators’ traditional hesitation to interfere with the determination by markets of what constitutes a “fair” price.

We recognize that, as China develops its approach to excessive pricing cases under the AML, it will need to take into account the particular circumstances of China. Those circumstances support the application of the principles discussed above.

China has moved rapidly since the late 1970s towards relying on a decentralized market mechanism to drive the economy forward and improve the lives of consumers. Reforms in the last three decades have created a surge of entrepreneurship and innovation in various sectors in China. This includes entrepreneurs starting businesses, state-owned and private enterprises initiating innovation (encouraged and sponsored by the government), and foreign companies entering China and bringing in additional technology and know-how. This has resulted in part from policies that enable entrepreneurs to secure rewards for the risks they take by allowing them to charge what the market will bear for their product. As a result, China has been one of the most dynamic market economies in the world. Innovation by Chinese companies has grown significantly, and the Chinese economy is increasingly innovation-driven.

In this environment the authorities have powerful reasons not to impose price regulation on innovation-intensive industries, since that would eliminate or reduce the incentive to innovate. In fact, recognizing this, China has, as a matter of government policy, decided to rely mainly on the market to determine prices and has, under the leadership of the NDRC, gradually eliminated most price regulation during the process of reforms. This policy is particularly critical for innovation-intensive industries for which price regulation would distort economic efficiency and eliminate or reduce the incentives to innovate, incentives which have been responsible for rapid economic growth in the past thirty years. Therefore, the specific situation in China implies that it should act consistently with international norms in rarely, if ever, using unfair pricing laws to impose price caps on firms in innovation-intensive industries.

The article is organized as follows:
Section II describes the role of unfair pricing in competition policy in jurisdictions around the world. It shows that antitrust authorities, including all major ones, rarely, if ever, initiate unfair pricing cases and that the courts impose very stringent tests for the few unfair pricing cases that reach them. One of the authorities’ primary concerns in adopting this approach is that regulating prices of dominant firms discourages the innovation and risk taking that is the key to economic progress.

Section III presents the economic rationales for competition authorities and courts taking this extremely cautious approach towards pricing by dominant firms. It documents the critical role of new products and technologies in economic growth. It shows that most of the firms which try to create new products and technologies fail and that limiting the rewards to the few entrepreneurs who succeed at innovation \textit{ex post} reduces the number of entrepreneurs who make risky investments \textit{ex ante}. Limiting the returns of the winners thereby depresses the flow of new products and technologies and slows economic progress.

Section IV summarizes the two-part test for unfair pricing that has been adopted by the European Union and other jurisdictions. The first prong considers whether a price is high in the sense that it enables the seller to earn a supra-competitive profit. If it does, then the second prong considers whether a price is high relative to the value provided to the buyer. The courts and competition authorities have recognized that developing evidence for both prongs of the test entails many difficulties. This section shows that it is much more difficult to assess unfair pricing in innovation-intensive industries, thereby providing another significant reason for taking an extremely cautious approach towards claiming unfair pricing by dominant firms in these industries.

Section V presents an economic framework for assessing excessive pricing claims in innovation-intensive industries in China. It suggests that the unfair pricing regulations already adopted by the NDRC encompass many pricing practices that are common in competitive markets and ultimately good for consumers, but that the NDRC should consider a more targeted approach similar to that used in other jurisdictions. As a special case it considers industries in which intellectual property rights are important. It argues that interventions in the context of excessive pricing concerning intellectual property should be limited to situations in which a dominant firm uses intellectual property rights to eliminate or exclude competition, as required under Article 55 of the AML.

Section VI presents brief conclusions.

II. THE ROLE OF UNFAIR PRICING IN COMPETITION POLICY

We consider the European Union first. It has the most well-developed body of law on unfair pricing by dominant firms. The law itself is more than half a century old. The European Court of Justice issued a seminal decision in 1978 that has influenced the decisional practice and court cases at the European Commission and at national...
A. European Union

The European Union has developed a notably cautious approach to unfair pricing claims. The 1957 Treaty of Rome, which is the original constitutional basis for the European Union, prohibited dominant firms from engaging in what are now termed “exclusionary abuses,” such as exclusive dealing, predatory pricing, and tying. It also prohibited them from engaging in “exploitative abuses,” such as unfair pricing and the imposition of unfair trading conditions. At the time, few countries outside of the United States, Australia, and Canada had antitrust laws. None of those countries prohibited unfair pricing and other exploitative abuses by dominant firms.

The European Commission decided to use its powers to regulate unfair pricing sparingly. By the early 1970s the European Commission had made it clear that “measures to halt the abuse of dominant position cannot be converted into systematic monitoring of prices.” The Commission was more explicit in 1994. It indicated that:

The existence of a dominant position is not itself against the rules of competition. Consumers can suffer from a dominant firm exploiting this position, the most likely way being through prices higher than would be found if the market were subject to effective competition. However, the Commission in its decision-making practice does not normally control or condemn the high level of prices as such.

Instead, the Commission said it would focus on regulating practices against competitors or new entrants taken by the dominant firm to preserve its position. The Commission explained its reasoning in a 2011 submission to the OECD:

It is nonetheless important to recognise that high profits may often be the result of superior innovation and risk taking, which should not be penalised as this would work as a disincentive to innovate and invest…. [T]his does not mean that intervention against exploitative conduct should necessarily be totally excluded but it indicates that it may be better to tilt the balance in favour of addressing exclusionary conduct.

In the nearly 60 years since the adoption of a European competition law, the European Commission has held to this policy and brought few excessive pricing cases. It has reached only six formal decisions concerning excessive pricing between 1957 and 2013, barely one per decade. By way of comparison, the Commission had reached 50 decisions concerning abuse of dominance by 2004.
The European courts have also taken a skeptical view of the few unfair pricing cases that they have reviewed. According to Motta & de Streel (2007), the European courts had rendered opinions in about 15 cases as of the mid-2000s. They note that most of these cases involved unfair prices that resulted in the exclusion of competitors and the remainder involved firms, such as the post office, which had legal monopolies or were dominant firms in regulated industries such as energy. The only case in which the European courts rendered an opinion on an excessive pricing abuse that did not have an associated exclusionary abuse and in which the firm did not have a legal or regulated monopoly was United Brands, in which the European Court of Justice found the Commission’s evidence lacking.

This review shows that the European Commission has used its discretion in rarely reaching decisions that find the dominant firms to have engaged in unfair pricing and that the European courts thus uphold unfair pricing decisions only in special situations.

B. United States

Courts and antitrust authorities in the United States have gone even further than those of the European Union in seeking to protect market-driven innovation incentives from interference. The antitrust laws of the United States do not have any provisions that would limit the prices which firms with significant market power could charge their customers. From their inception in the late 19th century, the U.S. antitrust laws have permitted firms, including those with monopoly power, to charge prices that would enable them to earn significant, including arguably supra-competitive, profits. Writing in 1945 in U.S. v. Alcoa, Judge Learned Hand presented what has become the classic explanation for the U.S. approach.

[A] strong argument can be made that, although the result may expose the public to the evils of monopoly, the Act does not mean to condemn the resultant of those very forces which it is its prime object to foster: finis opus coronat [the end crowns the work]. The successful competitor, having been urged to compete, must not be turned upon when he wins.

The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed this view in its decision in Verizon v. Trinko in 2004. Writing for the unanimous Court, Justice Scalia noted:

The opportunity to charge monopoly prices—at least for a short period—is what attracts “business acumen” in the first place; it induces risk taking that produces innovation and economic growth. To safeguard the incentive to innovate, the possession of monopoly power will not be found unlawful unless it is accompanied by an element of anticompetitive conduct.

In summarizing the state of U.S. law on excessive pricing the U.S. Department of Justice in their
submission to the OECD Roundtable noted: 25

U.S. antitrust law allows lawful monopolists, and a fortiori other market participants, to set their prices as high as they choose. This central tenet of U.S. antitrust law is well supported by court decisions that have held, for example, that “[a] pristine monopolist…may charge as high a rate as the market will bear” and that “[a] natural monopolist that acquired and maintained its monopoly without excluding competitors by improper means is not guilty of ‘monopolizing’ in violation of the Sherman Act…and can therefore charge any price that it wants,… for the antitrust laws are not a price-control statute or a public utility or common-carrier rate-regulation statute.”

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, “limiting the freedom to set prices may well conflict with the underlying premise of antitrust policy, i.e. promoting a robust competitive process that produces high-quality, innovative goods at low prices.” 26

C. Other Jurisdictions

Other jurisdictions have adopted a similar skepticism towards excessive pricing theories. Twenty-three countries plus the supra-national European Union made submissions regarding their practices to the OECD in 2011. 27 Four of those jurisdictions have competition laws that do not treat unfair pricing by dominant firms as a possible abuse: Australia, Indonesia, Mexico, and the United States. Nineteen of those jurisdictions have competition laws that do treat unfair pricing by dominant firms as a possible abuse. These include Brazil, Chile, India, Indonesia, Israel, Russia, South Korea, Switzerland, Chinese Taipei, and Turkey, as well as nine EU member states that apply EU law (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, and the United Kingdom).

All of the countries that have excessive pricing prohibitions appear to take an “exceptional circumstances” approach based on their submissions to the OECD. They bring few cases, and only in special circumstances. 28 As the OECD notes, “In general, excessive price cases are conducted infrequently even within those jurisdictions that prohibit and enforce excessive price provisions.” Some, such as Brazil and India, have excessive pricing laws but have never brought a case.

III. THE ECONOMIC BASIS FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES SCREEN FOR UNFAIR PRICING

There is a consensus among jurisdictions around the world that competition laws should rarely, if ever, limit the prices that dominant firms can charge their customers. Jurisdictions are reticent to use antitrust laws to impose price caps on dominant firms, as we have seen from the quotes in the previous section, primarily because of the impact that this would have on the incentives for individuals and firms to make the risky
investments of time and capital that are the source of innovation and, ultimately, economic growth. They are also hesitant because the determination of prices through market forces has empirically proved more efficient than having the government set prices. All these concerns are heightened when it comes to innovation-intensive industries and especially those involving intellectual property.

A. Consumer Welfare; Static Competition Models Are Unreliable

Economists have developed a simplified model to show how firms would set their prices in a hypothetical perfectly competitive industry and ignoring any dynamic aspects of competition. This model is sometimes cited as part of a justification for regulating the prices of dominant firms. It is therefore useful to explain this model and the assumptions behind it. As shown below, the model does not account for risk taking, innovation, and other dynamic behavior, which has rightly led competition authorities and courts to recognize that this elementary model does not provide a sound basis for the application of prohibitions on “excessive” or “unreasonably high” prices.

According to the basic textbook model, shown in Figure 1, consumers get the greatest welfare when firms expand output to the point where price equals the marginal cost of production including a competitive rate of return. Welfare is measured by the large shaded triangle. In this basic model, competition generally drives firms to produce and price at that level.

Firms with significant market power, however, can earn more profit by charging higher prices and producing less output. A monopoly, for example, would increase price and reduce output as shown in Figure
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2. As a result consumers would pay more for a smaller amount of output (and therefore lose the area shown by C+D) and not get the QC-QM units of output that they valued by the amount shown by E. Under this simplified model consumers lose the areas C+D+E.

Figure 2

This textbook model of competition provides an obvious, although highly simplistic, definition of an excessive price. It would imply that any price greater than marginal cost—the competitive level that maximizes consumer welfare—is excessive and unfair to consumers. If we could force dominant firms to lower price to marginal cost then consumers would get more welfare in this simple static model—at least on the blackboard.

Although this simplified model is useful for teaching basic concepts, it is not properly applied to determine if prices are “excessive.” That is because the emphasis on marginal cost fails to account for the critical reality that firms assume costs and risks when jumping into the competitive fray. Profits need to reward them for doing so and compensate for the fixed costs of setting up a business. As we document below, eliminating those profits takes away the incentives that firms have for participating in a battle that most will not survive. Market prices, moreover, are signals that other firms consider when deciding whether to enter the market—either because there is demand or because they can operate more efficiently than existing firms. Competition authorities have resisted employing a competition policy that would set prices through marginal-cost pricing for the same reasons that countries globally, including China, have moved from government to market-based price setting for virtually all goods and services.
B. Innovation, Rewards, and Economic Progress

There is considerable empirical economic support for this policy. First, there is substantial empirical evidence that economic progress and long-term social welfare are driven by innovation that leads to the creation of new products and services, new technologies that facilitate the introduction of new products and services, and the creation of more efficient ways to produce goods and services. Second, there is substantial empirical evidence that this innovation results from dynamic competition in which most entrepreneurs, inventors, and firms that try their hands at innovation fail to succeed. Third, there is substantial empirical evidence that the process of innovation and dynamic competition that results in new products and technologies is driven by a reward structure in which the few that succeed get highly compensated and the preponderance that do not succeed get little, if anything.

These three empirical findings have an immediate implication for government policies towards prices in innovation-intensive industries. Interventions that reduce the prices innovators may charge for their new inventions have the effect of reducing the incentives to undertake risky investments in innovation. These interventions thereby slow economic progress and reduce long-term social welfare.

1. New Products

The most well-developed empirical work on the value of innovation concerns new products. We begin with the theory. Assume that a firm creates a new product. Consider the extreme case in which the firm has a monopoly over the new product. Figure 2, above, shows the standard monopoly pricing model in which, to maximize profit, the firm produces out to the point where marginal revenue equals marginal cost and charges what the market will bear for this amount. Before the firm introduced the new product, consumers obviously were not obtaining any consumer welfare from it. After the firm introduces the new product, consumers obtain consumer surplus shown by the difference between what they are willing to pay and the price the monopoly charges. That area is shaded in the diagram.

Economists have done many studies of the value generated by new products. These studies take into account the fact that new products substitute in part for existing products. They calculate the net increase in consumer welfare after accounting for this substitution.

The classic study in this area examined the value created when General Mills, which had produced an oat-based cereal called Cheerios since 1941, introduced Apple Cinnamon Cheerios in 1988. As the name suggests, General Mills added apple and cinnamon flavoring to their basic cereal. Professor Jerry Hausman found through a careful econometric study that this “new product” generated $66.8 million per year of additional consumer value. Subsequent studies have found that other new products generate significant consumer value.
These empirical studies confirm and quantify what is obvious from our experience with innovation in our daily lives. New products and services such as smart mobile phones, micro-blogging, e-commerce, and search engines have provided tremendous value. In China, these new products and services in information communications and technology industries have promoted industrial upgrading and transformation, helping China’s industrial structure change from labor-intensive to knowledge-intensive.\textsuperscript{36}

New technologies are extremely valuable because they facilitate the introduction of many new products. Consider mobile communication technologies. These technologies have supported the creation of a vast array of projects ranging from the most basic mobile handset working on a 2G network to SMS communication methods, such as weibo, to mobile payments. Moreover, these technologies were the foundation of the hundreds of thousands of applications, many of which are themselves new products, that run on smart phones. China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (“MIIT”) found that in the first three years of its introduction the 3G technology standard used for smart mobile phones in China created 1.23 million new jobs and RMB 211 billion in direct GDP growth.\textsuperscript{37} Many other technologies, ranging from the internet in recent times to electricity long ago, have similarly provided the foundation for the creation of many valuable new products.

Let us return, though, to the simple new product example. One could argue that the monopoly is short-changing consumers because it is not producing at marginal cost and therefore imposing the losses shown in Figure 2. That argument is wrong for two reasons. First, the economically correct comparison is between the welfare consumers had before the introduction of the new product and afterwards. Their welfare has improved by the shaded area. Second, taking away the reward for innovation would reduce the amount of investment and effort that go into innovation and thereby reduce future benefits consumers would receive from new products and technologies.

\textbf{2. Success and Failure Rates for Innovation}

A number of studies done in the United States show that creating new products, technologies, and other innovations, is similar to a lottery in terms of the reward structure. Innovators, entrepreneurs, and firms compete in races to create new categories of products and services for consumers. Almost all of the participants in the competitive process fail. The few that survive often obtain significant rewards—the crown described by Judge Hand—for their efforts. Almost everyone else loses the capital they have invested as well as the opportunity cost of their time.
Gort & Klepper, for example, examined the development of industries for 46 new products in the United States.\textsuperscript{38} They found that dozens (or in a couple of cases, hundreds) of firms entered these industries in the early years. Many of these firms imitated early innovators. Over time many of these firms exited the industries. The competitive process revealed the firms that could operate most efficiently and provide the greatest benefits to consumers.

Other studies have documented that most entrepreneurs that start businesses fail within four years. Recent studies for the United States have found that about half of all new businesses, weighted by employment, exit less than four to five years after entry.\textsuperscript{39} Studies for other countries have reached similar conclusions. A study of manufacturing startups in the Netherlands found that less than 70 percent had survived after three years.\textsuperscript{40} A study of startups in the western states of Germany found that less than 65 percent survived after two years and that less than 50 percent had survived after five years.\textsuperscript{41} Another study of startups in the German state of Baden-Württemberg found that 20 percent failed after two years and 40 percent had failed after five years.\textsuperscript{42}

Hall & Woodward, to take another example, studied the experience of entrepreneurs who received venture funding between 1987 and 2008 in the United States. Venture capital firms invest in very few of the proposals that are presented to them.\textsuperscript{43} As a result, the entrepreneurs considered by these authors had already gone through a rigorous screening process. They found that over a third of these ventures exited with a value of zero within five years. About 75 percent of entrepreneurs that exited before the end of their data (and about 50 percent of all entrepreneurs) received nothing from their efforts.\textsuperscript{44} Figure 3 shows the distribution of exit values received by entrepreneurs. It reflects the common finding concerning innovation: Returns are highly skewed with most innovations earning nothing and a few earning a large amount.

Some studies have examined the success of R&D efforts by pharmaceutical companies. These companies are interesting because they invest in large numbers of discrete chemical compounds every year. It is therefore possible to track the success of these bets.\textsuperscript{45} In the United States, a chemical compound being investigated for possible medical use must undergo a series of tests before being approved.\textsuperscript{46} In Phase I, researchers test the compound in a small group of people for the first time to evaluate its safety, determine a safe dosage range, and identify side effects.
In Phase II, the compound is given to a larger group of people to see if it is effective and to further evaluate its safety. In Phase III, the compound is given to large groups of people to confirm its effectiveness, monitor side effects, compare it to commonly used treatments, and collect information that will allow it to be used safely. A drug can be rejected in any phase, and can only be approved for sale after passing Phase III.47 One study tracking investigational compound success rates found only 71 percent of compounds that began Phase I testing advanced to Phase II testing, only 31.4 percent of those that began Phase I testing advanced to Phase III testing, and only 15.2 percent of those that began Phase I testing were approved for marketing.48 Another study found an even lower rate, with only 11 percent of chemicals beginning Phase I receiving approval.49 Moreover, only a small fraction of new chemical compounds in which pharmaceutical companies invest research and development expenditures even make it to Phase I.

Finally, beginning with the classic work by Ariel Pakes, economists have examined the economic value of patents.50 Companies and individuals spend money on research and development to generate ideas that they patent. These studies find that few patents provide a significant return. Pakes' 1986 study found that the median patent in France was valued at less

than U.S. $550 over its lifetime, and that the top five percent of patents accounted for more than 45 percent of total patent value. In the United Kingdom, the median patent was valued at just over U.S. $1,500 over its lifetime and the top five percent of patents accounted for more than 35 percent of total value. In Germany, the median patent was valued at just over U.S. $6,250 and the top five percent of patents accounted for over 30 percent of patent value. These results show that the returns to patents are highly skewed.

Individuals and firms would not willingly assume the risks of investing in new products, services, or technologies (or less costly means of providing existing products or services) if they believed that the prices they could charge for successful innovations would be subjected to artificial caps.

Table 1: Percentiles and Lorenz Curve Coefficients from the Distribution of Realized Patent Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>France Value (USD)</th>
<th>Cumulative Value Share</th>
<th>United Kingdom Value (USD)</th>
<th>Cumulative Value Share</th>
<th>Germany Value (USD)</th>
<th>Cumulative Value Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25th</td>
<td>75.23</td>
<td>0.544%</td>
<td>355.55</td>
<td>0.544%</td>
<td>1,999.60</td>
<td>2.249%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th</td>
<td>533.96</td>
<td>1.833%</td>
<td>1,516.84</td>
<td>3.247%</td>
<td>6,252.93</td>
<td>7.341%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th</td>
<td>3,731.35</td>
<td>8.087%</td>
<td>7,947.55</td>
<td>16.369%</td>
<td>19,576.26</td>
<td>25.288%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85th</td>
<td>10,292.06</td>
<td>19.575%</td>
<td>15,357.09</td>
<td>31.721%</td>
<td>32,428.14</td>
<td>41.001%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th</td>
<td>17,423.11</td>
<td>31.261%</td>
<td>22,206.21</td>
<td>44.257%</td>
<td>44,241.87</td>
<td>52.672%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95th</td>
<td>31,609.59</td>
<td>52.461%</td>
<td>34,740.07</td>
<td>62.960%</td>
<td>65,753.61</td>
<td>69.223%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97th</td>
<td>42,905.78</td>
<td>65.514%</td>
<td>43,889.95</td>
<td>73.640%</td>
<td>78,299.01</td>
<td>78.348%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98th</td>
<td>51,215.84</td>
<td>73.729%</td>
<td>51,277.22</td>
<td>80.072%</td>
<td>94,842.63</td>
<td>83.800%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99th</td>
<td>66,515.40</td>
<td>84.011%</td>
<td>65,075.08</td>
<td>87.858%</td>
<td>118,354.78</td>
<td>90.330%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>259,829.27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>374,028.70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>419,217.55</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5,631.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7,357.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16,169.48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3. The Role of Rewards in Stimulating Investment and Effort at Innovation

Investing time and effort in innovation is therefore a gamble. To be sure, those engaged in innovation are not literally playing a game of chance. Their odds of success increase if, through their efforts, they can come up with a clever idea that results in new technologies, products, or savings in deploying or making existing technologies or products. Nevertheless, the analogy to a lottery helps explain the relationship between risk and reward.

Consider a lottery in which people pay one Yuan for an entry. Only one person wins. If the lottery sells...
ten million tickets then, in order for a person to have fair odds when they purchase a ticket, the reward must be ten million Yuan. After the lottery selects a winner, 9,999,999 people will have spent one Yuan each with nothing in return. They have each lost one Yuan. One person wins ten million Yuan and makes a profit of 9,999,999 Yuan after deducting the cost of the ticket.

This lottery example shows the impact of imposing ex post rules on ex ante investments. Suppose people were just willing to spend one Yuan per ticket for the lottery described above. If the lottery reduced the payout to 9,000,000 Yuan, economically rational and risk-neutral people would not buy a ticket. Likewise, if the government imposed a special “excessive lottery tax” of 50 percent on lottery earnings they would not buy tickets either. Any change in the amount of the reward has an impact on the willingness to participate in the lottery in the first place. Ex post regulation of the winners of the contest has a chilling effect on the ex ante incentives of those considering the next contest.

Human nature is no different in the case of investments in innovation. Entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, and companies all require the opportunity to earn an ex post reward sufficient to compensate them for the risk they bear ex ante. Consider, for example, the entrepreneurs in the Hall-Woodward study. On average these entrepreneurs probably did not recover the opportunity cost of their time. Slightly more than two percent of the entrepreneurs received more than $100 million upon exit. Suppose there was a special tax of 50 percent on earnings of $100 million or more from selling a startup. Ex post, that tax would have no effect since the entrepreneurs had already expended the effort. But if entrepreneurs expect that tax ex ante, then the overall returns to entrepreneurs would be reduced by approximately 43.5 percent since entrepreneurs with payouts of $100 million or more accounted for 87 percent of the overall returns.

4. The Innovation Process and Price Regulation

The competitive process is built on rewards. Those rewards induce a massive amount of innovative effort by inventors, entrepreneurs, and firms. Investors often back those efforts with risk capital. Most everyone fails. They are quickly forgotten. Their efforts and the money behind them is all for nothing. A few succeed. They get the prize in the form of profits for their efforts. The public gets a prize, too, in the form of valuable new products and services that would not have existed but for these successful innovators.

It is easy, after the fact, to question the wealth obtained by the successful innovator. Sometimes people argue that the innovator would still have made his contribution with a smaller reward. That is like saying that a lottery winner would have bought the ticket for an even smaller reward. The claim is obviously true if the lottery winner knew he would win. It ignores, however, the incentives needed to motivate participation in the lottery in the first place because of the highly uncertain outcome. No one knows when entering a lottery whether they will win. Similarly no one knows whether an innovation they are pursuing will succeed in the marketplace. In fact,
innovation is a large numbers game. Only by having many try will success emerge.

Competition authorities and courts throughout the world have avoided regulating the prices that emerge from the competitive process because doing so reduces the very rewards that induce the massive innovative effort that drives economic progress and thereby benefits consumers.

C. Prices, Signals, and the Competitive Process

Modern economists and policymakers have come to recognize the critical role that prices play in guiding economies and promoting growth. The dynamic competitive process is highly decentralized. Businesses, investors, and consumers make individual decisions. These decisions are coordinated largely through the price system. Prices help ration the use of scarce resources and the products made from these resources to those who value those resources and products most highly. Prices signal businesses and investors to enter or expand production in various industries. More generally, prices are the way in which knowledge about resource allocation issues gets diffused in society.52

In principle it would be possible to collect information centrally and then make decisions on production and allocation based on that information. Many countries have attempted that approach to varying degrees at various points in their histories. The problem with that policy is that it seldom works in practice. The market relying on price signals has empirically proven to be capable of responding more nimbly and accurately to new information. Recognizing this, many market-oriented economies have reduced the role of price setting even further by virtually eliminating the small amount of price regulation that once existed. Most countries have dismantled large-scale price controls in the last two decades and have unleashed significant competition as a result.

Chinese policy makers realized that a broad regulation of pricing would not help improve citizens’ living standards. They therefore initiated a gradual price reform process starting in 1979. The deregulation of prices accelerated following the adoption of the 1997 Price Law. By the end of 2005, less than five percent of the retail sales value of consumption goods was subject to price regulation.53 This price liberalization has been a significant driver of the rapid growth of China’s economy and success of China’s transition to a market-oriented economy.54 The Plenary Session of the Communist Party recently affirmed this policy:55

Perfect a mechanism where prices are determined by the market. Any price that can be affected by the market must be left to the market. Push ahead with price reforms of water, oil and natural gas, electricity, transportation and telecommunication. Areas in which the government sets prices will be confined to public utilities, public service and areas that are naturally monopolized.56

The reluctance to regulate prices extends to competition authorities and courts. Summarizing the
reactions of competition authorities to pursuing excessive pricing cases, the OECD noted:57

More generally, the submissions for the Roundtable suggest that many competition authorities themselves harbour concerns with respect to aggressive competition law enforcement against excessive prices, premised on the belief that competition authorities are ill-equipped to function as price regulators: competition authorities seek to facilitate or preserve competition in the market, rather than dictate its terms.

The European Union, the United States, and most market-oriented countries have therefore adopted antitrust laws to make sure that firms do not interfere in the competitive process by colluding to fix prices or to exclude rivals. They otherwise rely on the competitive process to determine prices and other terms of trade, except in rare cases. They have done so explicitly, as we showed in the previous section, because they recognize that this approach will result in the greatest long-run welfare.

D. The Exceptional Circumstances Screen

In light of the concerns over competition policy regulating prices, jurisdictions with antitrust laws that prohibit excessive pricing by dominant firms have adopted various kinds of “exceptional circumstances” screens to narrow the situations in which they intervene to rare cases. No matter the details of these tests, the practical result in all jurisdictions has been to allow the market to set prices for products, services, and technologies and to limit the ability of dominant firms to set their own prices only in rare and extreme cases.

1. An Overview of Exceptional Circumstances Screens

According to the OECD’s review the “most prominent screen is the need for high and non-transitory barriers to entry” such as laws that establish monopoly industries like the post office or public utilities in some countries.58 This criterion is substantially different than a firm having dominance in a market. Competition authorities generally do not pursue excessive pricing cases against dominant firms even though those firms often earn considerable profits. High and non-transitory barriers to entry involve circumstances in which one or a few entities are essentially immune from any competition. That often entails the firm having a legal or regulated monopoly over a national industry. In these cases high prices cannot provide signals to induce investments in entry and innovation.

Several economists have also proposed specific “exceptional circumstances” screens for excessive pricing. Motta & de Streel proposed, as a starting point, a four-factor screen that was consistent with the European case law:59

1. high and non-transitory barriers to entry leading to a monopoly or near monopoly,

2. this (near) monopoly being due to current or past exclusive or special rights,
3. no effective means to eliminate the entry barriers, and

4. no sector regulator being competent to regulate the excessive prices.

The authors then go on to limit intervention to cases in which competition authorities and courts are confident that the position was not the result of risky investment and innovation but was, instead, essentially bestowed on its holder by the government or happenstance. Moreover, the barriers contemplated by Motta & de Streel, and the degree of monopoly power bestowed by these barriers, go well beyond the ordinary notion of dominance. They must be close to super dominance, according to these authors. They envision situations in which it is virtually impossible for entry to erode this super-dominant position. Then, even in the case in which a firm has close to a super-dominant position that was not the result of significant efforts on the part of the firm, Motta & de Streel would look for interventions to encourage entry before considering price regulation through antitrust.

Evans & Padilla advocate a more restrictive screen:

1. The firm enjoys a (near) monopoly position in the market.

2. The monopoly position is not the result of past investments or innovations.

3. The monopoly position is protected by insurmountable legal barriers to entry.

4. The prices charged by the firm widely exceed its average total costs inclusive of a return for risky investment.

5. There is a risk that those prices may prevent the emergence of new goods and services in adjacent markets.

Their reasoning is that using competition policy to regulate prices imposes a significant loss in dynamic efficiency and that excessive pricing cases should therefore be pursued only when the benefits are clear and significant. The new product prong of the test—which is similar to the European Court of Justice's exceptional circumstances test for refusal to supply intellectual property—is designed to limit findings of excessive pricing to situations in which the prices deter the creation of a new market that could be immensely valuable for society.

The details of the exceptional circumstances screen vary across jurisdictions, competition authorities, courts, and commentators. There appears to be a consensus, however, on
the part of competition authorities that cases should be brought rarely and only in extreme situations. There also appears to be a consensus among the courts that firms should be found to have engaged in an abuse of dominance as a result of charging a high price only in very limited situations. There is considerable support for the view that antitrust law should not prevent firms in innovation-intensive industries from profiting from their risky investments except in the most extreme circumstances, and perhaps never.

2. Exceptional Circumstances Screen and Intellectual Property

The above conclusion applies in particular to industries involving intellectual property such as patents and copyrights. The marginal cost of selling or licensing intellectual property is often small and, in the case of electronic distribution, essentially negligible. Yet it costs something—perhaps quite a bit—to invent. Creating intellectual property to make money is a gamble. Out of all that are created, only a few books, songs, movies, video games, and patents are successful. The top 20 percent of movies earn 80-85 percent of box-office revenue, and more than 70 percent of movies generate negative returns at the box office. At online bookstores, the top five percent of titles account for more than 60 percent of sales, and the distribution is even more skewed at bricks-and-mortar bookstores. For music albums, the first year sales of an album at the 90th percentile is more than ten times the first year sales of the median album. The top five percent of patents account for 30 to 47 percent of total patent value. These businesses therefore follow the economics of lotteries discussed earlier. Since most entries lose, the few that win must receive ample rewards.

Competition authorities and courts have found excessive pricing involving holders of intellectual property rights very infrequently. Indeed, several commentators have concluded correctly that the concept of excessive pricing is antithetical to the purpose of intellectual property rights, which are granted expressly under the laws of many countries for the purpose of providing firms and individuals with rewards for making risky investments in creativity. For example, Motta & de Streel conclude “any good or service protected by Intellectual Property Rights should in principle not be subject to an excessive prices action.” Likewise Fletcher & Jardin conclude “There should be no intervention under Article 82 against the high prices of an innovative product within its patent period.” Consistent with this view, as we discuss below, Article 55 of China’s AML exempts intellectual property rights from antitrust scrutiny except to the extent that they are abused in order "to eliminate or restrict market competition.”

Quite unlike legal monopolies over industries there is significant competition for creating patents and copyrights. Nothing prevents firms from entering that race. That situation is unlike state-owned enterprises, for which competition is barred, and previously state-owned companies that have been the beneficiaries to prior entry barriers together with significant network effects. Moreover, there is often competition among patents and copyrights. There are often numerous ways of creating products using alternative
patents. And consumers can substitute between different music, books, videogames, and movies even though each is subject to a copyright.

That point is also true for Standard Essential Patents (“SEPs”). An SEP covers a technology that a Standard Setting Organization (“SSO”) has incorporated in a standard. One could argue whether competition authorities or courts should ever define an antitrust market that consists of an SEP given the static and dynamic competition among standards. But regardless of market definition SEPs do not establish permanent barriers to entry into an industry like a postal monopoly would. At any point in time different standards compete with each other. Over time innovation and entry displace standards. For example, in mobile communications technologies having an SEP on 2G does not protect the holder from competition from 3G; and having an SEP on 3G does not protect the holder from 4G competition. Further, standards are updated and modified on a continuing basis. Owning an SEP on 3G today does not mean that a company will own a SEP on a future version of 3G since a newer, better, or less costly technology may replace the company’s technology. Firms compete to get their technologies incorporated into standards. The fact that certain of their technologies have been adopted for one standard does not mean that any of their technologies will be adopted for subsequent standards.

There is another reason for competition authorities and courts to abstain from regulating the prices for intellectual property. Economics provides some guidance for regulating industries in which there is a close relationship between prices and the cost of production. For example, regulators of basic telecommunications services can rely on elaborate models that show the prices that telecommunication providers need to receive to compensate them for costs and a competitive rate of return.

There is no such guidance for intellectual property. On the one hand, it is a virtually impossible task for economists, or for competition authorities and courts, to determine how much reward innovators should receive to promote the right amount of innovation. The competitive process, on the other hand, does this well. The few successful innovators get rewards. Those rewards induce more innovators to try and more entry to occur. This reinforcing process of innovation and reward is the engine behind economic progress.

IV. THE ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING WHETHER AN UNFAIR PRICING ABUSE HAS OCCURRED

Competition authorities and courts have used the exceptional circumstances test to winnow the situations in which they consider whether a dominant firm has committed an unfair pricing abuse. For the rare cases they do consider, competition authorities and courts must then assess whether the dominant firm under consideration has, in fact, engaged in unfair pricing. This section considers the economics of analyzing whether a dominant firm has engaged in an excessive pricing abuse in the exceptional circumstances in which competition authorities and courts consider such abuses at all.

PRACTICAL APPROACHES TRY TO INTRODUCE REAL-WORLD CONSIDERATIONS INTO THE PRICE-COST COMPARISONS TO MAKE THEM MORE ACCURATE
Competition authorities and courts around the world have largely rejected the simple static model in which any price that exceeds cost is deemed too high. The European Court of Justice has put forward the most influential economic approach for assessing unfair pricing claims. Of course, this approach is widely used by competition authorities and national courts in the European Union. Courts and competition authorities in other countries such as Israel and Turkey have also adopted this approach, and other countries such as South Africa have been influenced by it.\textsuperscript{72}

The European Court of Justice in \textit{United Brands} developed a two-prong economic test for whether the prices charged by a dominant firm are excessive:\textsuperscript{73}

The questions therefore to be determined are whether the difference between the costs actually incurred and the price actually charged is excessive, and, if the answer to this question is in the affirmative, whether a price has been imposed which is either unfair in itself or when compared to competing products.

The first prong is based on a “price-cost” test that essentially determines whether the dominant firm is marking its prices up over cost too much and thereby earning significant profits. The second prong is based on the “value” of the product or service to buyers, as we will explain below.

The European Court of Justice and other courts have observed that this test faces significant empirical and evidentiary challenges in practice. In fact, the European Court of Justice and national courts have often found that competition authorities have failed to meet their burden of proof that either prong is satisfied. These difficulties are most severe in innovation-intensive industries.

\textbf{A. Price-Cost Test}

The price-cost prong of the Court’s test would be straightforward if markets worked like the textbook model that underlies Figure 1. Under perfect competition firms should charge prices equal to marginal cost. Any price significantly greater than marginal cost would therefore be “excessive.” Of course the textbook model is based on very special assumptions and applies in fact to few, if any, real-world markets. Moreover, if competition authorities and courts applied the textbook model they would find that prices exceed marginal cost for most firms in most industries regardless of whether the firms are dominant within the meaning of competition policy. Practical approaches try to introduce real-world considerations into the price-cost comparisons to make them more accurate. The extent to which this can be done in practice varies across industries and
is most difficult in innovation-intensive ones.

1. Comparing Prices and Costs to Determine Excessive Pricing

The first difficulty with a straightforward comparison of price to marginal cost is that most firms incur fixed costs of operation. In the long run firms must be able to recover these fixed costs to remain in business and they must expect to be able to recover these fixed costs to enter a business. A price equal to marginal cost will not enable firms to recover these fixed costs. Consider a simple firm that has annual fixed costs of 10 million Yuan and marginal costs of 10 Yuan a unit. If it only charged 10 Yuan a unit it would not make enough profit to cover the 10 million Yuan fixed cost. One way to address this issue in practice is to calculate the margin based on the difference between price and average total cost or to calculate the economic profits (the difference between total revenue and total economic costs) instead of margins.

The second issue concerns measuring the competitive rate of return. To attract capital, firms must secure at least a normal rate of return. In practice, most firms face varying degrees of risk in entering industries and in competing against known and unknown rivals. These firms and their investors need to be compensated for that risk. The degree of risk varies widely across firms and industries. Risk is greatest for inventing and then marketing completely new technologies and products. Risk is smallest for mature industries with routine production and well-developed business models. For example, a survey of the cost of capital for broad U.S. industries shows that the cost of capital for a relatively high-risk industry such as semi-conductor equipment was about 2.5 times the cost of capital for a low-risk industry such as electric utilities.74

The third and related issue is that a significant portion of the economy consists of businesses that are based almost entirely on intellectual property such as software, music, and patent licensing. The IP-based firms have low marginal costs of production and high fixed costs. Accounting for fixed costs is therefore important for them. More importantly, firms in IP-based industries encounter significant risk since the preponderance of creative efforts ultimately fail for all intents and purposes.

The fourth issue is that the price-cost relationship is not necessarily a meaningful indicator of excessive pricing for a considerable part of the economy. A large portion of modern economies consists of multi-sided platforms that serve multiple distinct groups of customers.75 Economists have shown as a matter of theory and empirical fact that to coordinate the demands on the multiple sides of the platforms these firms may charge one customer group prices lower than marginal cost and other customers prices higher than marginal costs.76 Newspapers, for example, often charge readers less than the marginal cost of printing and distributing the newspaper and charge advertisers more than the marginal cost of inserting ads. Many internet platforms provide services free to individuals and make all of their money from advertising.77 For platforms, margin analysis must take into account the prices and costs for all customer groups related to the platform and should
not consider just one.

In principle economics can address each of these issues by incorporating fixed costs, risk, and multi-sided pricing into the analysis. In practice, data limitations make this difficult. Courts have often rejected cases brought by competition authorities because of their failure to produce reliable evidence of price-cost differences. That was the case, for example, with the United Brands case in the European Union, the Attheraces case in the United Kingdom, and the Mittal case in South Africa.78

The issues we have described are most severe in innovation-intensive industries. These industries typically involve significant fixed-cost investments and high degrees of risk. That is particularly true for industries in which intellectual property rights are important. Moreover, many modern innovation-intensive industries, particularly those involving information communications and technology, involve multi-sided platforms.

2. Risk Adjusted Profits

The price-cost comparison discussed above is a rudimentary attempt at assessing whether a firm is charging more than the competitive level. A more sophisticated approach, though still problematic, involves examining whether a firm is earning a supra-competitive profit on its investments after accounting for risk. For a company as a whole, a common approach for measuring the profitability of investments is to compare the return on capital to the cost of capital. A firm makes an “above-normal” profit if the return on capital exceeds the cost of capital after adjusting for risk. However, this approach encounters several issues.

First, in measuring the return on capital economists have found that the typical accounting approaches for doing this—while perfectly suitable for the usual accounting and corporate governance purposes for which they are used—do not provide accurate or consistent measures of the economic rate of return that could be used for comparing different companies or against a competitive benchmark. A key issue is that accounting methods for depreciating research and development, advertising, and other investments with future payoffs can lead to significant biases in the rate of return. Economists have proposed a number of methods for dealing with these problems.79

Second, in assessing whether the firm is earning supra-competitive profits it is in fact not correct, as a matter of economics, to compare the rate of return to the cost of capital for the reasons we discussed earlier. Ex post successful firms will necessarily have rates of return on capital that exceed their risk-adjusted cost of capital. Unsuccessful firms will necessarily have rates of return on capital that are below their risk-adjusted cost of capital and often will have no return on capital at all.
Consider a competition to develop a new technology for gene splicing. There are 100 firms. Each invests one million Yuan a year over 10 years to develop the technology. Each firm therefore invests 10 million Yuan. Together over 10 years they have invested one billion Yuan. Only one firm succeeds. Thus, there is a 99 percent chance of failure and a one percent chance of success.

Let us suppose that to bear the risk—that there is a 99 percent chance of losing 10 million Yuan and a one percent chance of winning—each firm would need to expect at the beginning that they would earn 15 million Yuan or a 50 percent rate of return. In other words they would need to believe that they have a one percent chance of winning 15 million Yuan. The cost of capital is 50 percent since that is the minimum return that covers the risk. To participate in this technology contest, each firm must believe that they have a one percent chance of winning 15 million Yuan.

The cost of capital is 50 percent since that is the minimum return that covers the risk. To participate in this technology contest, each firm must believe that they have a one percent chance of winning 15 million Yuan. The cost of capital is 50 percent since that is the minimum return that covers the risk. To participate in this technology contest, each firm must believe that they have a one percent chance of winning 15 million Yuan. The cost of capital is 50 percent since that is the minimum return that covers the risk. To participate in this technology contest, each firm must believe that they have a one percent chance of winning 15 million Yuan.

80 They do, however, suggest three screens for assessing excessive pricing claims that courts and competition authorities could use. 1.5 billion Yuan. That is, in order to have a one percent chance of winning 15 million Yuan, the prize must be 100 times 15 million or 1.5 billion Yuan. That 1.5 billion Yuan is therefore the minimum prize necessary for inducing these 100 firms to try.

Now consider the winner. Suppose the winner has earnings of exactly 1.5 billion Yuan. It incurred investment costs of 10 million Yuan. Its return is 150 times its investment and its rate of return is 15,000 percent. That is much higher than its cost of capital of 50 percent. Yet this is the competitive outcome. There is no excessive profit since if the winner earned less than 1.5 billion Yuan, none of the firms, if acting rationally, would have entered the race in the first place. Accordingly, if firms knew in advance that authorities would apply excessive pricing laws to cap their profits below that level, no technology would have been created. Moreover, even if firms believed there was a possibility of such a ruling, that risk and uncertainty would discourage investment.

There is some information available to assess whether very high profits are truly greater than the returns necessary to attract risky effort and capital. Some venture capital lore indicates that VCs in the United States typically seek a 5-to-10 times return on their investment. That is, when they consider making an investment, they examine whether, if it is successful, they will be able to increase their investment 5-to-10 times. They do not expect that each investment will return this amount. Rather, they insist on this upside to their investment because they recognize that most of their investments will return little if nothing.

Some companies approve investments in new initiatives only if there is a business case that they will recoup their investment in 3-7 years. That implies a significant rate of return. They require this because they are accounting for the fact that many of the investments they make will not work out.

In all these cases the “successful investments” appear to have high rates of return. For example, the compound annual rate of return on a $10 million VC investment in year one that yields a payout of $100 million in year 10 is nearly 26 percent a year. That is more than eight times higher than a risk free rate of return such as the 10-year U.S. Treasury note (currently with an annual yield around three percent), which is a
good proxy for the competitive rate of return for a perfectly competitive company that faces no risk. However, that 26 percent rate of return is not excessive because it was necessary in order to induce the venture capitalist to make investments in the many other ventures that failed.\footnote{83}

To determine whether a firm has a rate of return that exceeds the competitive level after accounting for risk involves two major steps. The first step involves determining the rate of return that the firm has obtained for investments in the product in question. That involves collecting data on the time pattern of investments and returns and dealing with the economic biases resulting from the treatment of R&D, advertising, and other investments. If the firm has a rate of return that is less than its risk-adjusted cost of capital (50 percent in the example above) then it is clear that its return on capital has not even compensated it for the risk it occurred.

However, if a firm has a rate of return on capital that exceeds its cost of capital that does not imply that its returns are excessive for the reasons we have just discussed. In the context of an innovation race, the second step needs to determine whether the winners of the race have earned more than the minimum prize that the participants in the race required to enter the race in the first place.

As a practical matter, completing the second step of this analysis, and possibly even the first step, is likely to be quite difficult. That is the main reason that assessing excessive pricing in innovation-intensive industries is very difficult to conduct with any degree of reliability.

\subsection*{B. Economic Value and Unfair Prices}

The second prong of the \textit{United Brands} test is whether the price is “unfair.” A number of courts, authorities, and commentators have concluded that the Court intended the second prong of the test to account for the value of the product to the buyer.\footnote{84} The European Court of Justice stated that a firm in a dominant position would commit an excessive pricing abuse if the price it charged bore “no reasonable relation to the economic value of the product.” One way to assess economic value is the cost of producing the product. That forms the first prong of the test. The other way to assess economic value is related to the value for the buyer. That, according to the European Commission in \textit{Scandlines} and the U.K. Court of Appeal in \textit{Attheraces}, is the purpose of the second prong.

Scandlines complained that the Port of Helsingborg was charging an excessive price. The Commission concluded that:
even if it were to be assumed that there is a positive difference between the price and the production costs exceeding what Scandlines claims as being a reasonable margin (whatever that may be), the conclusion should not necessarily be drawn that the price is unfair, provided that this price has a reasonable relation to the economic value of the product/service supplied. The assessment of the reasonable relation between the price and the economic value of the product/service must also take into account the relative weight of non-cost related factors.

Attheraces complained that the British Horseracing Board (“BHB”) charged it excessive prices for certain horse racing information. BHB argued the “economic value of a product … reflects the ‘revenue-earning potential to the person who acquires it’.” The Court insisted that the price would have to be sufficiently high to interfere with the ability of Attheraces to compete:

We appreciate that this theoretical answer leaves the possibility of a monopoly supplier not quite killing the goose that lays the golden eggs, but coming close to throttling her. We do not exclude the possibility that this could be held to be abuse, not least because of its potential impact on the consumer. But Article 82 … is not a general provision for the regulation of prices. It seeks to prevent the abuse of dominant market positions with the object of protecting and promoting competition. The evidence and findings here do not show [Attheraces’s] competitiveness to have been, or to be at risk of being, materially compromised….

The Court found that, even if BHB took 50 percent of the profit that Attheraces earned from using BHB’s information in the downstream market, BHB’s price would not necessarily be unfair. The Court insisted that it would want further evidence that the price distorted competition in the downstream market.

These approaches do not lead to a bright-line economic test for the second prong. They do, however, suggest three screens for assessing excessive pricing claims that courts and competition authorities could use. These screens can be used to identify situations in which there is little reason to believe that prices are unfair and therefore help competition authorities and courts eliminate cases at an earlier stage, before having to reach the much more difficult inquiry concerning whether the situation involves one of the rare circumstances in which a price should be regulated under the antitrust law.

1. **Significant Value Screen**

The first screen is whether the buyer is obtaining a significant value from purchasing the product. In economic terms the surplus for the buyer is the difference between the most the buyer is willing to pay for a product (the buyer’s willingness to pay) and the price the buyer actually does pay for a product. If a buyer were willing to pay 1000 Yuan for a product but only had to pay 700 Yuan, then the buyer has surplus of 300. There is no objective measure of “significant value” but one could argue that the price becomes less fair when it leaves little surplus for the buyer. The advantage of the significant value screen is that it ensures that the seller captures a significant portion of the
surplus of the product as profit thereby providing an incentive for making risky investments while leaving something left over for the buyer. The court or competition authority would find unfair pricing only if the buyer was not receiving some meaningful value after paying for the product.

Several sources of empirical evidence can help assess whether the buyer is receiving significant value over and above the price it is paying. In the case of consumers it is possible to estimate their demand schedule, which incorporates their willingness to pay, from consumer surveys or from econometric estimates based on observed data over time or across geographic markets. In the case of businesses, it may be possible to assess the additional profit that the buyer earns from the input. The final type of evidence is the comparative evidence, discussed below, which can be used to determine how willing buyers and sellers ordinarily split the gains from trade. The fact that other buyers have paid the price sought by the seller also confirms the value of the product.

One drawback of the significant value screen involves situations in which the buyer and seller cannot reach terms. In all markets, including highly competitive ones, some consumers decide they do not want to pay for a product. In a business-to-business market a business buyer may decide that an input costs too much because it cannot make enough profit at that cost. That may be because the buyer is not as efficient as other producers or for many other reasons. Therefore, while the significant value screen is useful for identifying cases in which the price is not excessive within the meaning of the unfair pricing law, it is not necessarily useful for identifying cases in which the price is unfair.

2. The Harm to Competition Screen

The second screen is whether the seller’s price results in harm to competition in the same or a downstream market as a result of excluding rivals and thereby raising prices. There are some situations, for example, in which upstream firms may have incentives to extend their market power from an upstream market to a downstream market. In these cases excessive prices could be part of an exploitative strategy, such as a margin squeeze or a constructive refusal to deal, designed to eliminate downstream competition. There could also be some situations in which an upstream firm may have an incentive to limit the emergence of downstream competitors because they could evolve into upstream competitors. Of course, these anticompetitive effects are only possibilities. Upstream firms have strong incentives to encourage competition in the downstream market. By encouraging lower overall prices and sales they can increase the size of the market for the input they supply.

The advantage of this second screen is that it limits excessive pricing cases to those in which there is a potentially significant economic benefit from limiting behavior that harms competition and destroys significant value for consumers. For example, excessive prices could be used to prevent the emergence of a new product which, as Evans & Padilla argue, could be one of the exceptional circumstances that could warrant...
intervention over excessive prices.\textsuperscript{89}

Without this screen, excessive pricing cases may merely result in the transfer of wealth between a buyer and a seller. Scandlines and Attheraces were simply looking for better prices for themselves. Ruling for them would have mainly increased their profits at the expense of their sellers without necessarily increasing consumer welfare.

There are well-developed methods in competition policy for examining whether these possible anticompetitive effects are likely to occur and outweigh any pro-competitive benefits.\textsuperscript{90} Applying this screen brings excessive pricing into the mainstream of antitrust by focusing on those well-understood cases in which business practices have the potential of harming the competitive process.

3. \textbf{The Normal Price Screen}

The “normal price screen” considers whether the seller is charging the buyer a price that is similar to the price that it is charging other buyers, or prices that similar companies are charging other buyers for similar goods or services.\textsuperscript{91} If many businesses are able to compete at the price being charged by the firm that is the subject of the unfair pricing inquiry for its input, then that suggests the input price is not interfering with competition and reflects the value of the product. These price comparisons are therefore useful for identifying situations in which a firm’s price is not unfair under the second prong of the tests.

The similarity requirement is critical. In the real world, companies sell products that are differentiated from each other. They try to do so in part to appeal to particular groups of customers that might prefer that particular combination. Consequently, the fact that a seller charges a higher price to one buyer than another is not sufficient evidence of unfair pricing. As a practical matter, it is difficult to compare prices across producers because there are many differences that need to be considered, including differences in the products and, even when the products are similar, differences in the buyers. These difficulties are compounded when considering the price for a technology in an innovation-intensive industry where alternative technologies may provide fewer benefits to the consumer, require higher costs of implementation by the manufacturer, or involve higher transactions costs in negotiating.

The courts that have suggested the possible use of price comparisons have themselves recognized the difficulty in applying them in practice. Those courts generally have not found excessive pricing based on simple price comparisons. For example, in \textit{United Brands} the European Court of Justice did not find it persuasive by itself that United Brands charged less for bananas in Ireland than elsewhere.\textsuperscript{92} It is also important to note that it is routine business practice in a competitive market for commercial terms that a company negotiates with customers to differ significantly across customers for legitimate pro-competitive reasons.\textsuperscript{93}
C. The Error Cost Framework and Excessive Prices

Courts and competition authorities have taken an extremely cautious approach towards pursuing excessive pricing cases. The error cost framework helps explain why. Suppose that courts and competition authorities could calculate exactly the benefits of lower prices today and the costs of discouraging risky investment in innovation over time from reducing rewards. Then it would increase economic welfare if the net benefits of pursuing excessive pricing cases exceeded the administrative costs of doing so.

As we have seen in this section, however, the courts and competition authorities have struggled to develop a sound definition of excessive pricing. They have also recognized that the various measures that could be considered for determining whether prices are excessive are quite difficult to implement accurately in practice. At the same time it is difficult to forecast the impact of forcing successful firms to charge lower prices on the incentives to make risky investments and, therefore, on the pace of innovation and economic progress.

In any particular case, courts and competition authorities could make two kinds of mistakes. They could find that a price is excessive even though the harm to long-run innovation outweighs the long-run benefits of lowering it. That is known as a “false positive” test result. Alternatively, they could find that a price is not excessive even though the benefits of lowering it would exceed the harm to long-run innovation. That is known as a “false negative” test result.

These mistakes are unlikely to balance out. The cost of a false positive can be quite significant. The reduced incentives to innovation could reduce the flow of new innovative technologies, new products, and cost-savings innovations. As we saw earlier, those innovations generate significant value. The cost of a false negative is twofold. It causes some deadweight loss as a result of the dominant firm restricting output. And it causes a transfer of surplus from consumers to the dominant firm. In business-to-business transactions that transfer is from one producer to other producers.

The cost to society of false positives is almost certainly far greater than the cost to society of false negatives in innovation-intensive industries. False positives can prevent the emergence of new products and new technologies that support many new products. As we explained earlier, the value of these new products and technology to society is vast. False negatives result in some deadweight losses from underproduction; but such losses are much smaller than the losses from the suppression of new products and technologies, as we discussed earlier.

It is difficult as a practical matter to put numbers on the magnitude of the costs imposed by these false positives and false negatives and the likelihood of their occurring under various alternative implementations.
of the excessive pricing test. However, courts and competition authorities that have considered this issue have generally reached two conclusions. The first is that they should find excessive pricing rarely because of the possible harm to innovation and economic progress. Their decision to seldom pursue excessive pricing cases is consistent with their having concluded that the cost of false positives is much higher than the cost of false negatives. The second is that they should be especially cautious because it is hard to identify excessive prices in practice. The likelihood of making mistakes is high because of the lack of a sound definition and the difficulty of developing accurate empirical information. They have also determined that the administrative cost of regulating the prices of dominant firms is very high.

V. IMPLEMENTING THE UNFAIR PRICING PROVISIONS OF THE AML FOR INNOVATION-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES

In devising the AML, China looked around the world at the competition laws, policies, and institutions adopted by other countries, including the United States and the European Union. Since then, Chinese judges and officials have made great efforts to study international best practices for competition policy. Of course, the Chinese competition authorities and courts are also making sure to develop antitrust policy that fits with the specific circumstances of China, which are unique in a number of dimensions. This section considers how to adapt what we have learned about the approaches towards excessive pricing to the unique circumstances of innovation-intensive industries in China.

A. Best Practices for Assessing Excessive Pricing in Innovation-Intensive Industries

In the previous sections we have described the standard international best practices concerning excessive pricing in innovation-intensive industries and have shown that, at a general level, these practices are consistent with sound economic analysis designed to promote economic growth and welfare. These best practices can be divided into two categories: (1) the circumstances under which investigation of unfair pricing claims should be considered for innovation-intensive industries and (2) evaluating whether an unfair pricing abuse has occurred for those cases that are considered. It is useful to provide a brief summary before we consider whether, and to what extent, China should adopt these international practices.

1. The Exceptional Circumstances Screen

Based on standard international best practices, unfair pricing cases should be brought rarely, if ever, against firms in innovation-intensive industries. The cost associated with chilling the creation of new technologies and products vastly outweighs the benefits of lowering short-run prices.

Moreover, holders of intellectual property rights should never be subject to an unfair pricing charge if that is the only claim of abuse. Any claims concerning pricing abuse should be related to an exclusionary abuse under which the intellectual property rights (“IPRs”) holder has excluded competitors from being able to
participate in the market and thereby harmed competition. It is contrary to the purpose of intellectual property right grants to limit the reward that successful creators can receive. Moreover, it is also more difficult than in other cases—and practically impossible—to assess whether the prices charged by an IPR holder are excessive.

In considering both of these principles, it is important to recall that competition authorities and courts generally consider unfair pricing cases only in exceptional circumstances. The point above is that, relative to those exceptional circumstances, unfair pricing cases should hardly ever be brought in innovation-intensive industries and never as a pure unfair pricing claim against firms that hold intellectual property rights.

2. Identifying an Unfair Pricing Abuse

The second issue concerns how competition authorities and courts should evaluate whether a dominant firm has committed an unfair pricing abuse in an innovation-intensive industry in those rare circumstances in which they consider these cases.

The standard test, together with the economic analysis of the rewards for innovation, show that there needs to be a determination that the price is excessive relative to the award that successful firms would need to receive in order to make socially desirable risky investments in innovation. In other words, the assessment of whether a price is excessive must take into account the many failures in such innovation-intensive industries and ensure that there are adequate rewards available for the few firms that are successful to motivate the many to try. This is a necessary condition for determining whether prices are unfair.

There then needs to be a further determination that the price is not consistent with the value received by the buyer. For innovation-intensive industries assessing this value requires considering the role of new technologies and products. In these cases, the buyer would not have been able to obtain any value in the absence of the innovation. The new technology or product would not even have existed. This context makes “unfair” pricing claims particularly treacherous and farfetched.

B. Applying Best Practices to the Specific Circumstances of China

China has already made a policy decision to deregulate prices and let most prices be determined by the market. Historically, China had a centrally planned economy in which prices were set by the central government. In 1992, at the 14th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, China officially set a market-oriented economy as the target of its economic reform. As part of this process it gradually removed government control over most prices in favor of letting market forces determine prices.

The NDRC under the Price Law has used its discretion primarily to regulate the prices of certain commodities and services that are deemed essential to consumers. Table 2 lists the leading products and

WITHOUT REQUIRING AN ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECT, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT UNFAIR PRICING CLAIMS COULD BE MAINLY EMPLOYED BY BUYERS TO SHIFT PROFITS FROM SELLERS
services subject to NDRC price regulation, which was published in the NDRC Public Notice No.11.96 Notably, the table shows that the NDRC normally regulates the prices of products and services only in areas where market mechanisms cannot achieve effective results. The NDRC has rarely regulated the prices of a product or service provided by what we would characterize as an innovation-intensive industry.97

Having come to the policy conclusion that China should primarily rely on the market to determine prices it would be contradictory, and inconsistent with China’s overall path towards economic growth, to use the AML to regulate prices except in unusual cases. Therefore, as a general matter China’s economic history and policies reinforce the case for applying the unfair pricing law only in exceptional circumstances. Furthermore, the decision by Chinese policymakers to encourage innovation and permit entrepreneurs to earn significant rewards for their creations is consistent with not applying the unfair pricing law to innovation-intensive industries. There are no sound policy reasons for using antitrust to return to an intrusive, regulatory approach to pricing in industries where China has removed those controls.

China has no special situation that would suggest that it should apply the unfair pricing law to industries for which intellectual property rights are significant. As we have argued, the costs of reducing the ex-ante incentives to create intellectual property through ex post regulation are high—the result of reduced benefits to consumers and slower economic growth. China in particular has benefited enormously from technologies based on intellectual property rights, ranging from mobile communications to internet, pharmaceutical, and biotechnology that have generated many new products that have produced massive social value.

Table 2: Products and services subject to NDRC price regulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products and services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Important central reserve materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. State monopoly tobacco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Salt and industrial blasting equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Certain chemical fertilizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Certain important medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Important specialized services including financial settlement and financial transaction services, engineering investigation and design services and certain intermediary services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Military supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Important transportation services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Basic telecommunication service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Basic postal service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Water supply from state-run or interprovincial water projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In theory, one could argue that, as a matter of economic policy, China could apply excessive pricing regulation to intellectual property rights because non-Chinese firms hold most of these rights. The argument would be that Chinese businesses and consumers could benefit from lower prices in the near term, while China would feel only a portion of the effects of reduced innovation since it provides only a partial source of the rewards. Such a policy would be short sighted. Chinese firms are rapidly becoming stronger in IP and may become world leaders in some industries.

Indigenous innovation is one of the main policy goals in the Twelfth Five-Year Plan. Many Chinese companies have spent and will continue to spend heavily on R&D. Tremendous investment in R&D has fueled the rapid growth of China’s technology industry. R&D spending in China is expected to reach U.S. $284 billion in 2014, up 22 percent from 2012. Compared with China, the growth forecast in the United States is just four percent to $465 billion for the same period. China is expected to surpass Europe in R&D spending by 2018 and the United States by 2022. Imposing caps, particularly low ones, on what innovators may charge for their intellectual property would not only slow economic progress, but would also discourage Chinese innovators from participating in just this sort of research and development.

Moreover, as the size of China in world markets increases, Chinese policies that reduce the rewards from innovation will have a larger impact on China itself. China now accounts for 40 percent of the global smartphone market in 2013, and enjoys the highest shipment growth rate in the world. China’s pharmaceutical market is expected to continue to grow at a pace of more than 20 percent annually. The biotech sector is expected to grow at an average annual rate of more than 20 percent from 2013 to 2015 as planned by the State Council. If the rewards from innovation were to be discounted, the momentum of those R&D-intensive industries would significantly decrease. That would ultimately have a negative impact on the nation’s employment rate and consumer welfare.

The drafters of the AML appear to have anticipated that the unfair pricing law—without more ado—would not apply to intellectual property rights. Article 55 of the AML says that:

This Law does not govern the conduct of business operators to exercise their intellectual property rights under laws and relevant administrative regulations on intellectual property rights; however, business operators’ conduct to eliminate or restrict market competition by abusing their intellectual property rights shall be governed by this Law. (Emphasis added.).

That is, the unfair pricing law applies to intellectual property only if the unfair pricing has an anticompetitive effect as a result of excluding competition and harming the competitive process.
In fact, the European Union has tended to limit the application of the unfair pricing law to situations in which there is just such an exclusionary effect. We believe NDRC and the courts should adopt that policy not just for intellectual property but also for all innovation-intensive industries. As a matter of economic policy there are several reasons for restricting unfair pricing claims to cases where the unfair pricing is part of a strategy that includes abusive exclusionary behavior that would distort the competitive process and harm consumers. First, preventing the distortion of the competitive process is more likely to create benefits that would outweigh the adverse effect on innovation than shifting profit from seller to buyer. Second, without requiring an anticompetitive effect, it is possible that unfair pricing claims could be mainly employed by buyers to shift profits from sellers. That could result in rent-seeking behavior by businesses that would invest in trying to persuade courts and the NDRC to give them a better deal.102

C. The NDRC’s Unfair Pricing Test

The NDRC has adopted guidelines for assessing unfair pricing that appear to differ from the standard test based on United Brands that is used in other jurisdictions. According to Article 11 of the Anti-Price Monopoly Regulations that the NDRC issued on December 29, 2010 and that took effect in February 2011:103

in determining if prices are unfairly high or low, the enforcement agency must consider: (i) whether the sales price or purchase price is markedly higher or lower than the price at which other business operators sell or purchase the same type of commodities; (ii) where costs are essentially stable, whether the sales price was raised or the purchase price lowered beyond the normal range; (iii) whether the level of the price increase for the sale of commodities is markedly higher than the cost increase range, or whether the range of the price reduction for the purchase of commodities is markedly greater than the transaction counterparty’s cost reduction range; and (iv) other related factors.

The first factor considered by NDRC focuses on price comparisons. As we discussed earlier, such price comparisons can be helpful for assessing whether the price charged is significantly greater than cost and whether it reflects economic value provided by the seller. However, it is common in competitive markets for prices to differ between firms for pro-competitive reasons.104 That is particularly true in business-to-business markets for intermediate goods in which the parties engage in private negotiation and prices are not public.

Such price differences are common in China.105 Reliable price comparisons must compare like-to-like and therefore account for at least three sources of differences: (1) Price comparisons must consider differences between the products and services offered by different sellers. (2) Price comparisons must account for differences between buyers including size and bargaining power. (3) Price comparisons must account for differences in the terms of trade and contract details between different buyers, since some buyers may pay higher prices but either get greater value from the seller or impose more costs on the seller than other buyers.
In competitive markets, bargaining between buyers and sellers results in some buyers securing lower prices than other buyers. An antitrust policy that required the seller to extend the discount it is offering one firm to all other firms could prevent the seller from offering or agreeing to this discount for anyone. That could harm consumers. Suppose, for example, that a large buyer insists on a discount for the higher volume and the greater revenue certainty it brings the seller. An antitrust policy that required the seller to extend the same discount to the larger firm that it offers to other firms could prevent the seller from offering this discount, resulting in less production and higher consumer prices than is otherwise necessary. It could also give the seller additional negotiating power by arguing that government policy prevents it from offering a discount.

The second two factors focus on the relationship between price and cost. As we noted earlier, in many markets there is not a close correspondence between prices and costs, especially marginal costs. That is particularly true in innovation-intensive industries, those based on intellectual property, and those based on multi-sided platforms including many internet-based companies. In those situations there are no competitive reasons why prices and costs should strictly follow each other.

The second two factors also do not consider the possibility that prices may change because of demand and the value that buyers place on the product. They therefore ignore two important aspects of the price system. First, prices help allocate scarce resources to their highest valued use. When demand increases without a corresponding increase in supply, prices rise so that the buyers who value the product most highly obtain the limited supply. Without the price increase there would be the queues and rationing that arose under certain centralized price settings. Second, prices provide signals for entry and innovation. Prices signal firms to enter and for innovators to consider substitute products and cost-saving innovations. If prices were not allowed to adjust, this signaling function of the price system would be lost.

The NDRC’s regulations “prove too much” in the sense that they would find very common market pricing practices unfair. The NDRC has so far followed international practice in bringing few unfair pricing claims under the AML and has maintained the long-standing policy of letting markets decide prices. The NDRC’s regulations could be improved, and made consistent with its overall reliance on markets, by explicitly incorporating the economic value prong of the United Brands test, acknowledging the importance of the demand side of the market in determining prices, and recognizing that the price comparisons must compare like-to-like (and therefore account for differences). The NDRC may intend to consider these issues, as well as the specific complications associated with innovation-intensive industries and the presence or absence of exclusionary conduct, under the final provision in the regulations addressing “other relevant factors.”

D. Excessive Pricing Enforcement Under the AML

Thus far unfair pricing under the AML has made just two limited appearances on the antitrust stage in China. The decisions in both cases depart from the best practices followed in most leading antitrust jurisdictions.

The Guangdong Price Bureau, following the NDRC regulations and guided by them fined two
companies that were under common ownership for charging unfairly high prices for “river sand.”

River sand is a type of sand from riverbeds that is used for construction material such as plaster and mortar. The Guangdong Price Bureau compared the prices charged by these two companies with companies in other river sand markets and found that their prices were higher. It also found that they had increased their prices by almost three times their increases in costs (54.4 percent versus 20 percent).

We do not have access to the Guangdong Price Bureau’s decision or knowledge of its reasoning. Based on what is in the public record it does not appear that the “circumstances” identified by the Guangdong Price Bureau are “exceptional.” It is common for dominant firms to charge more than other dominant firms in other markets. Dominant firms raise their prices more than increases in costs for a variety of reasons, including increases in demand. It would not seem that there are permanent barriers to entry into the business because of legal or regulatory reasons. The Guangdong Price Bureau may have focused on the river sand industry for general economic policy reasons and added the AML claim for emphasis or it may have had other reasons that we do not know about.

For our analysis of innovation-intensive industries Huawei vs. InterDigital is the more relevant matter. InterDigital develops wireless technologies and licenses its patents on these technologies. The Shenzhen Intermediate Court heard two separate cases. There was an antitrust case in which Huawei claimed that InterDigital was offering a license to its SEPs at rates that were discriminatory and excessive, imposed unfair trading conditions, and engaged in tying and refusal to deal. There was also a contract case in which Huawei claimed that InterDigital breached its obligation to provide a fair reasonable and non-discriminatory (“FRAND”) license under its agreement with the relevant SSO.

The Shenzhen Intermediate Court ruled against InterDigital in both cases. The court did not publish its decisions because of confidential information but the judges who decided the case have published two articles that briefly summarize their analysis and findings. In the antitrust case the court found, among other things, that InterDigital had offered its patents at excessive prices to Huawei in violation of Article 17(1) and at discriminatory prices in violation of Article 17(6) of the AML. In the FRAND case the court found that the appropriate FRAND rate was a small fraction of what InterDigital had asked Huawei to pay. The antitrust and FRAND decisions were both upheld by the Guangdong High People's Court. The parties settled the matter and there were no further appeals.

The InterDigital matter is the only Chinese court case to our knowledge that has involved an application of the unfair pricing law to an innovation-intensive industry. It is difficult to conclude much about the direction that the Chinese courts will take on the application of Article 17(1) to IPR given that: the unfair pricing claim was just one of several antitrust claims, much of the analysis of prices themselves occurred in the FRAND contract case, the decisions themselves have not been published, and the decisions have not been heard by the Supreme People's Court. Moreover, InterDigital does not seem to have submitted sufficient evidence about its licensing agreements to permit the court to make a fully informed analysis.
Subject to these caveats, one interesting aspect of the decision is that it does not appear to have expressly addressed Article 55 of the AML, which exempts the exercise of IPRs from antitrust scrutiny unless those rights are used to eliminate or restrict market competition. It may be that the court concluded that the extreme disparities it found in rates charged to different licensees had such an anticompetitive effect, but that is not clear from the information about the case that is publicly available.\footnote{If the court did not make such a finding, it would be hard to reconcile the decision with Article 55. In that case, the court’s approach would also be inconsistent with the approach in most other jurisdictions of limiting excessive pricing cases regarding IPRs to situations in which a firm pursued an exclusionary strategy.\footnote{Nevertheless, the judges for the Shenzhen Intermediate Court made a conscientious effort to address a set of difficult issues concerning negotiating FRAND royalty rates for SEPs. This Chinese court is not the first to find this topic challenging. We are therefore optimistic that the Chinese courts will find the approach towards unfair pricing followed in other jurisdictions, and in particular towards innovative-intensive industries, helpful in shaping the case law on the application of Article 17(1).}}

Nevertheless, the judges for the Shenzhen Intermediate Court made a conscientious effort to address a set of difficult issues concerning negotiating FRAND royalty rates for SEPs. This Chinese court is not the first to find this topic challenging. We are therefore optimistic that the Chinese courts will find the approach towards unfair pricing followed in other jurisdictions, and in particular towards innovative-intensive industries, helpful in shaping the case law on the application of Article 17(1).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

China is at the very beginning of developing the best way to apply its new antitrust laws to its economy. Chinese courts and regulators should certainly not simply parrot the practice of other countries, but China can learn from the many decades of experience and numerous cases considered by courts and competition authorities, particularly the large ones in the European Union and the United States. China carefully modeled its laws from elements of these jurisdictions, and the courts and competition authorities are looking at international practice. It therefore makes sense, in the case of unfair pricing, to consider how competition case law and policy has evolved in other jurisdictions. Both the practice of other jurisdictions and sound economic analysis recommend that China should rarely if ever apply the unfair pricing law to innovation-intensive industries unless the unfair pricing is related to an exclusionary practice that has an anticompetitive effect. For the same reasons, and as apparently required under Article 55 of the AML, the experience of other jurisdictions and sound economic analysis strongly suggests that the unfair pricing law should not apply to intellectual property except when the unfair price is part of an exclusionary abuse.\footnote{See Anti-Monopoly Law of the People’s Republic of China, [2008] Presidential Order No. 68, August 30, 2007. The Chinese version is available at http://www.gov.cn/flfg/2007-08/30/content_732591.htm; an unofficial translation of the AML is available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/antitrust_source/Oct07_Bush10_18f.authcheckdam.pdf.\footnote{See, Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), Article 102(a), 2015.}}
Whenever we use the term “unfair price” in this article we are referring to an “excessive price” that is “too high.” We therefore do not consider the other application of the unfair pricing law that concerns when prices are “too low,” including the situation in which a firm with buyer power insists on “low prices.”
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These figures are likely to understate the rate of entrepreneurial failure for two reasons. First, at least some of the firms which had not exited with a zero value by the end of their data would have done so in the following years. Second, some of the ventures which exited with a positive value would have returned less than the amount invested in the startup, for an overall negative return.
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For example, it used to cost a modest amount to stamp out a CD to distribute music or software; now is essentially costless to make music and software downloadable over the Internet.


The main exception to this statement concerns excessive pricing cases involving music collecting societies. In some cases domestic legislation authorizes a single society to administer copyright licenses on behalf of music writers and publishers while in other cases a natural monopoly emerges. Music collecting societies are horizontal combinations of music writers and publishers. Unless authorized by law these combinations can function only with an exemption under Article 101(3) TFEU. In most countries there is a single music collecting society that represents all of the music writers and publishers. They are therefore industry-wide monopolies in most countries. See, for example, Ernst-Joachim Mestmäcker, Collecting Societies, The Interaction Between Competition Law and Intellectual Property Law (Claus-Dieter Ehlermann & Isabela Atanasiu, eds. 2006). The competition authorities and courts have heard a number of claims that these national music-collecting societies have charged excessive prices.


a greater risk of these profits being regulated—could clearly jeopardize such incentives.”


73 Case 27/76, *United Brands Company and United Brands Continentaal BV v. Commission of the European Communities*, 1978 E.C.R. 207. The Court said there could be other ways to determine excessive pricing and therefore did not exclude the possibility that other tests could be employed.


80 This analysis does not mean that excessive profits are *never* possible in innovation-intensive industries. For example, the winning firm in the example we have just described could have earned 3 billion Yuan. It is possible, though not necessarily the case, that the excess of 3 billion Yuan over 1.5 billion Yuan could be,
at least in part, a supra-competitive profit resulting from the unanticipated ability to erect entry barriers or to otherwise secure more market power than the competitors for winning this technology race anticipated. However, for the reasons we explain, making this determination, after the fact, is an extremely difficult exercise that carries substantial risk for reducing innovation and penalizing innovators.

“the entrepreneur needs to convince the investors … the opportunity is big enough for early investors to get a 10 to 20 times multiple return on their investment.” … “While investors might be hoping for a 10 to 20 times multiple on an exit, they will not complain with a 3 to 5 times multiple.”).

Yet between 1987 and 2000 venture capitalists in the United States only had an annual return of 15 percent, which was slightly lower than the S&P 500 annual return of 15.9% over this same period. John Cochrane, The Risk and Return of Venture Capital, 75(1) J. FIN. ECON. 3-52, at 17-19 (2005). The explanation for the difference is straightforward. The high return on the occasional successful businesses compensates for the low returns on the many unsuccessful ones. Conceptually, this is the same as the lottery. The high earnings for the winner offset the lack of winnings for the vast number of unsuccessful ticket purchasers.

Yet between 1987 and 2000 venture capitalists in the United States only had an annual return of 15 percent, which was slightly lower than the S&P 500 annual return of 15.9% over this same period. John Cochrane, The Risk and Return of Venture Capital, 75(1) J. FIN. ECON. 3-52, at 17-19 (2005). The explanation for the difference is straightforward. The high return on the occasional successful businesses compensates for the low returns on the many unsuccessful ones. Conceptually, this is the same as the lottery. The high earnings for the winner offset the lack of winnings for the vast number of unsuccessful ticket purchasers.

In the next section we will see that the NDRC has adopted a version of the normal price screen as part of its guidelines for assessing unfair pricing abuses.


It is well known that it is common in competitive markets to have price differences across customers. William J. Baumol & Daniel G. Swanson, The New Economy and Ubiquitous Competitive Price Discrimination: Identifying Defensible Criteria of Market Power, 70(3) ANTITRUST L.J. 661-685 (2003).

Frank H. Easterbrook, The Limits of Antitrust, 63(1) TEX. L. REV. (1984); Steven C. Salop & Craig R. Romaine, Preserving Monopoly: Economic Analysis, Legal Standards, and Microsoft, 7 GEO. MASON L. REV. 7 at
617, 659 (1999).


97 Government regulated prices do not necessarily mean simply controlling or reducing the price of products. In some industries in Table 2, prices are actually set jointly by government guidance and market mechanism. See State Planning Commission, The Options to Reform the Price Management of Medical Services, (July 20, 2000), available at http://www.moh.gov.cn/zhuzhan/wsmbgz/201304/2565dbbdefeb4a5199c4fc7c8f9306b0.shtml.


102 This also presents the courts and the NDRC with a conundrum. Since unfairly low prices are also unlawful under Article 17 they would need to consider whether the buyer is using its market power, perhaps together with pursuing claims before the court and regulator, to secure an unfairly low price.


106 Article 26 of the NDRC’s Anti-Price Monopoly Regulations reiterates the sensitivity to the exercise of intellectual property rights reflected in Article 55 of the AML. It states: “These Rules are not applicable to conduct of undertakings to exercise their intellectual property rights in accordance with the intellectual property laws and relevant administrative regulations however these Rules are applicable to monopolistic pricing conduct of undertakings that abuse their intellectual property rights to eliminate or restrict market competition.” (emphasis added).
The Guangdong Price Bureau’s river-sand case is the only application of Article 17(1) of the AML by the Chinese price bureaus or by the NDRC itself that we have identified.

There were two decisions regarding the abuse of dominance claim and the FRAND claim respectively. The case involving the abuse of dominance claim is Shenzhongfazhiminchuzi No. 857 (2011), and the case involving the FRAND claim is Shenzhongfazhiminchuzi No. 858 (2011). Neither decision is public.

See Ye Ruosi, Zhu Jianjun, & Chen Wenquan, Determination of Whether Abuse of Dominance by SEP Owners Constitutes Monopoly: Comments on the Antitrust Lawsuit Huawei v. InterDigital, 3 ELECTRONICS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (2013). See also the decision summarized in the InterDigital’s annual report.


The existence of such disparities would not by itself, however, demonstrate that competition was eliminated or excluded in handset manufacturing.

InterDigital also did not have a monopoly over an entire industry like the post office. It was one of a number of entities that had SEPs over mobile wireless technologies.
What Can We Learn from Bazaarvoice?

BY PETER J. LEVITAS & KELLY SCHOOLMEESTER

On January 8, 2014, Judge Orrick of the Northern District of California found that a consummated merger between Bazaarvoice and PowerReviews violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act. The Department of Justice challenge to this transaction and the court’s ruling have been much analyzed, and for good reason—the case provides significant insights into how the agencies approach merger challenges, how courts view those challenges, and how effective the agencies may be in challenging mergers post-consummation.

I. BACKGROUND

Bazaarvoice and PowerReviews were the only two major third-party providers of ratings and review (“R&R”) platforms, which provide online shoppers the opportunity to comment on purchases and allow prospective buyers to see how other consumers rated products. On March 24, 2012, Bazaarvoice entered into a contract to purchase PowerReviews for $151 million. The deal was not reportable under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (“HSR Act”) because the 2011 assets of PowerReviews did not meet the applicable “size of the parties” requirement under the HSR Act. The transaction was consummated on June 12, 2012, and the Department of Justice Antitrust Division (“DOJ”) launched an investigation into the merger two days later. DOJ ultimately sued on January 10, 2013, alleging that the transaction violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Its complaint stated:

As a result of Bazaarvoice’s acquisition of PowerReviews, customers will lose critical negotiating leverage. The elimination of PowerReviews has significantly enhanced Bazaarvoice’s ability and incentive to obtain more favorable contract terms. Accordingly, many retailers and manufacturers will now obtain less favorable prices and contract terms than Bazaarvoice and PowerReviews would have offered separately absent the merger.

After a three-week trial the court issued its ruling, finding that DOJ established a \textit{prima facie} case of likely competitive harm and Bazaarvoice failed to rebut it. After post-trial briefing on remedies issues, the parties agreed that Bazaarvoice would sell all the acquired PowerReviews assets to a divestiture buyer, provide syndication services to the buyer, waive breach of contract claims for customers who switch to the new company, waive trade secret restrictions for employees who join the new company, and permanently license to the divestiture buyer all patents and applications related to review platforms.

In and of itself the conclusion that a merger to monopoly violates the Clayton Act may not be
surprising, but the result of this case was perhaps not as obvious as that fact alone might suggest. Bazaarvoice was not without some reasons for optimism as the litigation began—most important, even after the transaction had been closed and the companies had merged there was no evidence of price effects and little customer opposition to the deal. These normally would be facts difficult for the government to surmount, but it appears to have done so with relative ease in this case. For those reasons alone the court’s opinion is worth further consideration, and the case also provides important insights into a number of other significant issues that frequently arise in antitrust litigation.

II. CONSUMMATED DEALS ARE ANALYZED IN THE SAME WAY AS UNCONSUMMATED DEALS

Since the HSR Act was passed in 1976 most of the transactions challenged by the antitrust agencies have been challenged pre-consummation; indeed, the primary justification for the HSR Act was to provide DOJ and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) with advance notice of transactions so that they could address potential antitrust issues before the merger took place. This pre-closing notice period would allow the antitrust agencies to avoid the problems inherent in challenging consummated mergers, i.e., the difficulty in restoring competition when the market has already been altered by a combination. It would also allow companies to move forward with their transactions, after review, comfortable that the agencies were unlikely to later challenge those deals.

Although it is widely acknowledged that the HSR Act has succeeded in achieving these goals, the agencies may still pursue a Clayton Act challenge at any point and challenges of consummated mergers still occur with some frequency. For example, between March 2009 and March 2012 the FTC alone took enforcement action against nine consummated mergers, which made up a full 20 percent of the FTC’s total merger challenges during that period. Even relatively small or old transactions are not immune from agency action. In recent years the DOJ has sought to unwind a merger valued at merely $3 million and the FTC took action against a deal eight years after it closed.

Indeed, the agencies have been clear that they will review even non-reportable consummated transactions and take action against those that they believe raise competitive concerns. They have also consistently taken the view that the same substantive standards apply to challenges of consummated deals, though of course the procedural posture is different and often the evidentiary record is more developed.

Bazaarvoice, however, argued that consummated mergers should be analyzed under a different standard than deals challenged before closing. Bazaarvoice cited U.S. v. Syufy Enterprises and argued that Syufy established three “important principles for post-merger analysis,” revolving around the notion that post-acquisition evidence must be given special attention. In particular, Bazaarvoice asserted that:
1. Changes in “market structure” (such as aggressive discounting from re-positioned competitors) are dispositive evidence that the transaction has not caused competitive harm;

2. Customer testimony that reveals no concerns about the merger weighs strongly against a finding of anticompetitive effects; and

3. Traditional merger analysis may be skipped entirely when it is evident that new entrants can defeat any attempt to raise prices. ¹⁹

Bazaarvoice argued that because each of these three principles weighed in its favor, the court need not engage in an “extended traditional analysis” and the government’s challenge should fail. ²⁰

However, the Bazaarvoice court rejected the notion that post-acquisition evidence should receive special consideration. Instead, Judge Orrick specifically declined to credit post-consummation evidence of price increases or decreases. ²¹ The court was unwilling to consider this evidence because of its concern that post-merger pricing decisions were arguably subject to manipulation by the merged entity and thus could not be relied on to demonstrate the effect of the merger on the market. ²² In particular, the court was concerned that Bazaarvoice, which was aware of the DOJ investigation almost immediately after the deal closed, had consciously avoided price increases in order to avoid antitrust risk. ²³

More generally, the court rejected the idea that consummated deals should be reviewed under different standards and instead hewed to the commonly held position that challenges to consummated transactions are reviewed under the same substantive standards as are unconsummated mergers. Judge Orrick found that “Supreme Court authority predating the enactment of the HSR Act establishes and affirms the burden-shifting framework for analyzing Section 7 cases and applies equally to pre- and post-merger cases.” ²⁴

The court specifically addressed and dismissed respondent’s argument that Syufy required an “alternative methodology” for post-merger cases. ²⁵ Rather, Judge Orrick found the Syufy analysis consistent with the usual approach employed by courts. As he described the approach of the Syufy court, it had relied on traditional factors such as low barriers to entry and based its decision, in part, on the fact that post-merger entry had actually increased the level of competition in the market. ²⁶ Judge Orrick thus distinguished Syufy on the grounds that in that case, unlike this one, new competitors had quickly entered the market and prevented the alleged monopolist from maintaining the market share briefly held at the time of the acquisition. ²⁷

The DOJ built its case around the documents of Bazaarvoice executives, and the strategy proved highly successful.
Thus, the *Bazaarvoice* opinion gives additional legal support to the view of the agencies—that consummated and unconsummated deals are subject to the same level of legal scrutiny and will be evaluated under the same legal standards.

**III. ORDINARY COURSE DOCUMENTS CAN BE DISPOSITIVE**

Party documents are increasingly a cornerstone of agency merger challenges, whether against consummated deals or unconsummated deals, and the *Bazaarvoice* case is one of the most vivid examples of this approach. The DOJ built its case around the documents of Bazaarvoice executives, and the strategy proved highly successful. DOJ argued that the intent of the deal was to create a monopoly by eliminating the company’s primary competitor and then raising prices, and it offered dozens of pre-merger ordinary course party documents to support that argument.

In its defense, Bazaarvoice relied on executive testimony to the effect that: (1) the R&R market included numerous significant competitors (and thus even after this transaction the market would be sufficiently competitive to avoid consumer harm) and (2) the rationale for the deal was that the R&R market was becoming commoditized and thus Bazaarvoice needed to merge with PowerReviews to gain the scale necessary to begin competing in a broader E-commerce market.

The court was almost entirely unconvinced by the Bazaarvoice defense. Judge Orrick found that pre-merger ordinary course documents contradicted both of these contentions and went to great lengths in his opinion to emphasize that finding and make it clear that he did not find the executive testimony credible. Although the court accepted, to some extent, the notion that Bazaarvoice might be interested in entering the broader E-commerce market, he flatly rejected the notion that this new business strategy was the justification for the deal. To that end, Judge Orrick cited a long string of documents from Bazaarvoice executives demonstrating that Bazaarvoice’s primary rationale for acquiring PowerReviews was to eliminate its main competitor.

For example, prior to the merger Bazaarvoice’s then-CFO acknowledged that the company had “literally no other competitors” besides PowerReviews. The court cited to other documents stating that the benefit of the merger would be “monopoly in the market” and the ‘possibility of reducing the discounting . . . seen in the marketplace.’ One of the most colorful documents, widely discussed by commentators and also referenced by the court, claimed that the merger would “avoid market erosion’ caused by ‘tactical knife-fighting over competitive deals.’ The court credited these documents and not the respondent’s trial testimony to the contrary.

This is not a fundamentally surprising outcome. It is always difficult to contest ordinary course documents with testimony, and Bazaarvoice found itself in the unenviable position of needing to deny or explain away an unusual number of exceptionally damaging documents. Still, the court’s heavy reliance on the documents and
its repeated references to the specific phrases used by the executives is notable. Reading the opinion one comes away with the impression that the stark language and great number of “bad” documents impacted the court’s evaluation of all the other evidence, making it even more difficult for Bazaarvoice to withstand the government challenge.

IV. CUSTOMER TESTIMONY IS NOT ALWAYS PERSUASIVE

Customer testimony is a critical component of the investigations conducted by both the DOJ and the FTC. Both agencies routinely seek out and evaluate customer views as part of their assessment of the competitive effects of a deal; in fact, most practitioners have found that if customers are not concerned about a transaction, the agencies will often stand down, even if the staff has misgivings about a deal. Public merger data released by the FTC confirm the importance of customer reaction,32 and the DOJ also has acknowledged the role customers play in investigations: “A large percentage of all Federal antitrust investigations results from complaints received from consumers or people in business by phone or mail or in person.”33 Further, the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines (the “Guidelines”) themselves note that the agencies value input from customers, even indirect customers.34

So customer views are very significant to the agencies, but in this case the DOJ appears to have made its affirmative case without the benefit of substantial customer support. Bazaarvoice, in contrast, emphasized customer reaction (which seemed to range from neutral to supportive) to make its point that the merger had not created any consumer harm and had instead provided competitive benefits. Indeed, this is one aspect of the case where it appeared that Bazaarvoice had a decided advantage, and it took great pains to make the point that DOJ had presented very little evidence that customers were opposed to the transaction: “More than 90 customers testified that they had no concerns with the acquisition. The government will present at most only [redacted] customers who claim to have no options aside from Bazaarvoice and PowerReviews.”35

Customer reaction might normally be considered particularly instructive in a post-merger context, where the market has already changed and customers have already been exposed to any competitive effects, good or bad, but Judge Orrick was not impressed. On this issue also he sided with the DOJ. He disregarded a substantial amount of testimony from customers who stated that they had not been harmed by the merger and instead found that such testimony was mostly uninformed. “Post-merger customer testimony is entitled to limited weight given the customer’s narrow perspective . . . . Many of the customers had paid little or no attention to the merger; and each had an idiosyncratic understanding of R&R based on the priorities of their company.”36

This decision echoes the approach taken in Oracle, in which the court also discounted customer trial
testimony (in that case attacking the merger as anticompetitive) for largely the same reasons. Judge Orrick’s approach to the customer testimony in this case has drawn some criticism from commentators expressing the view that the opinions of customers who use and pay for a product are normally entitled to more weight than was given them by Judge Orrick. It is difficult to predict whether the court’s almost complete disregard for customer testimony in this case is indicative of a larger trend, but it is clear that the agencies are at least sometimes willing to go to court without significant customer support—particularly in a merger to monopoly—and that limited customer concern about a transaction is not necessarily fatal to a merger challenge.

V. DEMAND SUBSTITUTION FACTORS MAY BE SUFFICIENT TO DEFINE THE MARKET

The economic experts (Carl Shapiro for the government and Ramsey Shehadeh for Bazaarvoice) took opposing positions on whether the definition of the product market required consideration of supply-side substitution. The DOJ position, as expressed through the testimony of Professor Shapiro, tracked the Guidelines and focused on demand for the product. Dr. Shehadeh argued that supply substitution should also be considered at the market definition stage, and Bazaarvoice pointed to a 9th Circuit case, Rebel Oil, in support of that position.

Although there is also support for this position in other case law, Judge Orrick disagreed. He found instead that the holding of Rebel Oil was limited to instances in which suppliers can swiftly and easily switch production facilities to take advantage of supra-competitive pricing by a monopolist—and this was not such a situation: “Rebel Oil merely instructs that where a supplier can “easily”—i.e., “at virtually no cost”—start supplying the product at issue to the relevant geographic market, that supplier should be included in the market definition. Nothing in Rebel Oil states that this will necessarily be the case in all mergers.” While the court did not actually reject the notion that supply-side substitution should be part of market definition, it effectively sided with the government and adopted the demand-side approach of the Guidelines.

VI. BEING IN THE HIGH-TECH MARKET DOES NOT PROTECT YOU AGAINST ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT

In recent years, some support has developed for the notion that the antitrust laws are not well-suited to high-tech markets. Some of this criticism is based on the notion that these markets evolve too quickly, so that enforcers will always be a step or two behind or will not correctly understand the market, and some of the criticism is based on the notion that even dominant positions are not safe in the face of aggressive and sudden competition from new entrants. Not surprisingly, the antitrust agencies have resisted the notion that antitrust cannot effectively police high-tech markets and instead have emphasized the
harm that unchecked consolidation in those markets might cause. As the court noted in this case: “In recent years, the Antitrust Division has repeatedly alleged that mergers involving high-technology companies likely would harm competition by reducing innovation.”

The Bazaarvoice trial defense had echoes of the argument that high-tech markets should receive special consideration under the antitrust laws. Bazaarvoice claimed that companies such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon had sufficient resources and technological ability to enter the market rapidly and therefore constrained any potential price increases. It thus argued that these firms should be considered as part of the product market and no antitrust violation could be found.

Given the economic significance of high-tech markets and the ongoing debate about the proper role of antitrust enforcement in those markets, the court’s opinion on this issue may stand as the most significant aspect of the decision, at least from the point of view of the antitrust agencies.

This argument, however, was rejected in its entirety. The court noted instead that there was “no evidence that any company had made even preliminary analyses of the viability of joining the market.” Judge Orrick then addressed the larger issue of how to assess the competitive significance of large, sophisticated, and well-funded high-tech firms, and emphasized that their mere existence could not, in and of itself, justify consolidation in specific market segments that were not specifically the focus of their entry plans:

Companies do not simply enter any market they can—they will only do so if it is within their strategy to do so and they have the requisite ability to do so . . . . To conclude otherwise would give eCommerce companies carte blanche to violate the antitrust laws with impunity with the excuse that Google, Amazon, [and]Facebook . . . stand ready to restore competition to any highly concentrated market.

Given the economic significance of high-tech markets and the ongoing debate about the proper role of antitrust enforcement in those markets, the court’s opinion on this issue may stand as the most significant aspect of the decision, at least from the point of view of the antitrust agencies. After Judge Orrick’s opinion issued, the DOJ re-affirmed its view that antitrust analysis in high-tech industries should be conducted in the same fashion as in any other industry:

Bazaarvoice is important reading for technology companies and their counsel, as well as those who question the applicability of the antitrust laws in the high-tech space . . . . The decision confirms that merger analysis in high-tech markets, as in other markets, is highly fact specific. High-tech mergers do not get a free pass, and their impact on competition must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

VII. REMEDIES

Remedies in a case involving a consummated merger are often difficult to construct; the lapse in time between the merger and the decision allows the parties to integrate, and other changes in the market may also shift the competitive landscape, which makes it difficult to restore competition to its pre-merger state. The
Bazaarvoice court acknowledged this difficulty. It found that the government is “entitled to an injunction that requires Bazaarvoice to divest PowerReviews,” but also noted that such a divestiture is “not a simple proposition 18 months after the merger.” It is not surprising that the government has had a mixed record in obtaining substantial relief in other consummated merger cases.

The difficulties inherent in constructing post-consummation remedies have not changed the basic goals of the agencies—in consummated deals, as in others, the agencies generally prefer structural remedies. As an FTC official has stated: “If the acquired assets are well integrated, crafting an effective divestiture to eliminate the anticompetitive effects may be problematic, but it nonetheless may be necessary to undo the illegal effects of the merger.”

But the realities of the market often dictate that complete divestiture remedies are not obtainable. Phoebe Putney and Whole Foods are high-profile examples of situations where the agency won the case but was unable to secure a substantial remedy for the conduct that generated the litigation. Similarly, in the Evanston hospital case, the FTC found that a divestiture remedy was impossible to administer adequately because of the complete integration of the merging parties during the years between the close of the merger and the end of litigation. The FTC was also unwilling to sacrifice a few significant post-merger improvements that the parties had implemented, which the agency feared would not survive any substantial divestiture. Instead, the agency required the Evanston hospital system to set up a process whereby insurance companies and other payors were entitled to negotiate contracts for the acquired hospital with a separate negotiating team. The Commission noted at the time that this result was “highly unusual.”

In Bazaarvoice, however, the government was far more successful in obtaining a remedy that appears in large part to restore the market to its pre-merger state. This outcome, negotiated with Bazaarvoice, may have been a function of the fact that the deal was consummated in the relatively recent past, or perhaps Bazaarvoice felt its bargaining position was relatively weak in light of the court’s strong condemnation of the deal. Whatever the reason, the remedy includes almost everything DOJ requested in its post-trial briefing. Bazaarvoice is required to divest all assets acquired in the PowerReviews transaction and, to resolve Bazaarvoice’s network effects advantage, provide four years of syndication services, which will allow users of the divestiture buyer’s software to view ratings and reviews posted on the Bazaarvoice platform. Bazaarvoice also is required to allow any of its customers to switch to the divestiture buyer without

The appointment of the monitor may be the aspect of the remedy that has the most consequence for defendants in future cases.
penalty, refrain from soliciting any customers of the buyer for six months, and lift non-compete clauses and trade secret restrictions for any employees hired by the buyer. Any patents and applications must be freely licensed to the buyer. Finally, a monitor trustee was appointed to monitor Bazaarvoice’s compliance for four years.59

The appointment of the monitor may be the aspect of the remedy that has the most consequence for defendants in future cases. The agencies are often interested in utilizing monitors to assist with implementation and oversight of remedies. Both the DOJ and the FTC have recently issued remedies guides discussing compliance monitoring. The DOJ notes that it “may opt to appoint a monitoring trustee to review a defendant’s compliance . . . especially when effective oversight requires technical expertise or industry-specific knowledge. A monitoring trustee with industry experience can reduce the burden on the Division and the parties while ensuring that the parties adhere to the decree.”60 Similarly, the FTC remedies guide indicates that it believes compliance monitors can be helpful when judgment requirements are highly complex or technical.61

The government has been successful in obtaining monitor appointments in other recent cases, such as *U.S. v. Anheuser-Busch*62 and *Polypor*,63 but defendants almost always resist the appointment of a monitor and the issue often creates some controversy. DOJ obtained a long-term monitor in *U.S. v. Microsoft*,64 and it has been widely debated whether the existence of the monitor and the overall culture of compliance created around that decree affected Microsoft’s competitive vigor.

More recently, Apple litigated against the DOJ regarding the need for and appropriate duration of compliance monitoring.65 In that case, a civil action, Apple was found to have facilitated a price-fixing conspiracy regarding e-books. Initially, the DOJ proposed installing a monitor trustee for 10 years following the entry of judgment.66 Apple objected, arguing first that no compliance monitor was necessary because the consent decrees it entered into made it impossible to repeat the conduct at issue.67 Further, it contrasted the DOJ proposal for a 10-year compliance program with the outcome in *AU Optronics*, a criminal case in which the defendant was required to accept compliance monitoring for only three years.68 Finally, Apple argued that the imposition of a monitor would undermine the free-market competition that DOJ sought to protect and hinted that such harm had been created by the Microsoft monitor: “Requiring Apple to employ an external compliance monitor . . . will place bureaucratic tentacles around Apple’s . . . business, stifling the company’s ability to innovate and compete . . . Observers have pointed to such negative effects arising out of Microsoft’s consent decree, which lasted for nearly ten years.”69 The DOJ amended its proposal to seek a five-year term and the court eventually approved a two-year term.70

The fact that Bazaarvoice agreed to the appointment of a monitoring trustee for four years will be used as a point of reference in future negotiations or litigation on this issue and will likely aid the government in any efforts to obtain a monitor.
arrangement rely heavily on precedent. The fact that Bazaarvoice agreed to the appointment of a monitoring trustee for four years will be used as a point of reference in future negotiations or litigation on this issue and will likely aid the government in any efforts to obtain a monitor.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The outcome of this case was about as favorable as possible for the government. While one might expect the DOJ to successfully challenge a merger to monopoly, this case posed some notable difficulties—in particular, the lack of demonstrable price effects and very few complaining customers. The government successfully utilized a strategy of relying on party documents to overcome these obstacles, effectively rebutted jurisprudential attacks regarding the enforcement of antitrust in a high-tech market, and obtained a robust remedy for a consummated transaction, including the appointment of a monitor to oversee the settlement. This case raised a number of important antitrust issues, and DOJ seems to have won them all.
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In 2008, when he wrote this article, Philip Lowe was the Director-General of the Directorate-General for Competition at the European Commission, a position he held from 2002 to 2010. Lowe had joined the European Commission in 1973 and, before heading DG Comp, had served in senior posts as Head of Cabinet and Director in numerous fields, including regional development, agriculture, transport, and administration. He is currently Director-General of the Energy DG as well as a Non-Executive Director of the Competition and the U.K. Markets Authority Board.

The timing of this article—it was published in DG Comp’s *Competition Policy Newsletter* March 2008—makes it a particularly interesting historical document. It predates the acceleration of the global economic crisis that occurred later that year. The Treaty of Rome had not yet been supplanted by the Treaty of Lisbon. But most importantly, global competition policy had grown explosively in the previous years, with the number of global competition authorities passing the 100 mark by 2004, and countries representing more than 85 percent of the world’s population implementing some form of competition rules.

The primary driver for this growth occurred as country after country started relying more on markets, rather than central planning and government enterprise, to spur economic growth. In addition, for some countries looking for economic support, the IMF and World Bank required those countries to adopt competition laws and establish competition authorities. As a result of this growth—whatever its source—international expertise in competition law and principles became almost mandatory for both private and public players. With cross-border economic interests and investments becoming more prevalent, corporate attorneys struggled to learn the new rules, while members of competition authorities needed to learn how to work with their counterparts.

To help manage the sheer number of new competition regimes, a strong drive developed to establish best practices and ways to encourage common global approaches. This movement was evidenced by work done (and continuing to be done) at such organizations as the International Competition Network and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, as well as at numerous conferences and in commonly read publications.

Philip Lowe’s 2008 article represents part of that trend towards achieving commonality. Speaking as the head of one of the most respected authorities in the world, Lowe takes an instructor’s role and asks a vital question: “What should a modern competition authority try to achieve?” And despite the upheaval caused by subsequent events, including the anti-market furor raised by the 2008 global economic collapse, his answers to that question remain strongly applicable to the competition world of today.

Indeed, presenting strong evidence for the paper’s continuing relevance is this final principle for designing a well-functioning authority that Lowe restates in his conclusion:
In order to fulfil their role effectively these institutions must constantly assess and re-assess their mission, objectives, structures, processes and performance. It is only through realising and adapting to changes in their environment and through carrying out the corresponding improvements that their competences, powers, budget and ultimately existence can be justified before a wider public.

*Lindsay McSweeney, Senior Editor, Competition Policy International*
The Design of Competition Policy Institutions for the 21st Century—The Experience of the European Commission and DG Competition

BY PHILIP LOWE

I. INTRODUCTION

All competition policy and enforcement systems consist of essentially two components: the legal instruments (‘rules’) governing both substance, competences and procedure, and the administrative structures and processes through which the legal instruments are implemented. Each of these is necessary for the success of the system as a whole. Good rules remain a dead letter if there is no efficiently run organisation with the processes to implement them. Conversely an efficiently managed authority cannot compensate for fundamental flaws in the rules which it is to implement.

The analysis and design of these components are also interdependent. The management of the processes within the organisation has to be adapted to the rules which it has to apply. And the rules must be shaped in a way that they can be implemented within the real world constraints to which the organisation is subject—such as limited resources.

Academic attention focuses mainly on the legal instruments and not so much on the organisational side. One reason for this is probably that competition policy and enforcement is still mainly a subject for lawyers. Another reason could be that it is not easy for outsiders to obtain detailed and comprehensive information about the interior workings of a competition authority. Finally, it is perhaps assumed that the management of a competition authority does not pose any different challenge than the management of other public or private institutions with a comparable mission and size.

Before starting I need to make a preliminary point that will be obvious to many, but which is none the less important. The competition authority in the European Union is not DG Competition, but the European Commission. The European Commission is a collegiate institution composed of 27 Commissioners from the 27 Member States of the European Union. It is this College of Commissioners that, on a proposal of the Commissioner for Competition, adopts final decisions in individual competition cases as well as on policy documents such as guidelines and notices, and legislative proposals to the Council. On the basis of a delegation of powers from the College (so-called empowerment), the Commissioner for Competition can herself directly adopt certain preparatory or intermediary acts such as a Statement of Objections, as well as final decisions in less important cases, such as a merger dealt with under ‘simplified’ procedure. The decisions taken by the College and the Commissioner are prepared and implemented by one of the departments of the Commission, in the case of competition, the Directorate General for Competition, which currently has around 800 staff.

I do not intend in the remaining sections of this article to give further attention to the classical institutional issue of the degree of independence of a competition authority, and in particular of the
Commission as a competition authority. However some remarks on our general approach to this question may be useful.

The European Commission finds itself in a substantially different position to a national authority. In the first place, its institutional independence should not be in question. As reflected in the EU treaties, its independence from national and political interests is fundamental to its mission of promoting the ‘common interest’ of the European Union as a whole.

Secondly, the Commission has delegated fully its powers to investigate a case, and manage the due process, to DG Competition. The Commissioner for Competition is in addition empowered to take decisions on cases and problems which raise no significant policy issue. These arrangements offer a solid guarantee of the integrity and impartiality of investigations and their conclusions, while reserving all key decisions on cases and policy for the college of Commissioners as a whole.

Thirdly, a competition authority certainly needs to be independent and impartial. But it should not be isolated or uninformed. It needs to be fully aware of the market and regulatory environment around competition law enforcement. And it needs to be in a position to influence legislators and regulators, particularly when competition problems can be better addressed by new or amended regulation. This only underlines the advantage for EU competition policy of having the work of the Competition Commissioner and DG Competition fully embedded within the Commission. Finally it is worth underlining again that the Commission as an institution, and not just DG Competition, retains the role of Europe’s competition authority.

II. HOW TO DESIGN A MODERN COMPETITION POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM

Independently of whether we speak about merger control, antitrust or State aid control, a competition authority should ideally intervene at the right time, on the right markets, in relation to the right problems and with the correct remedies. At the same time, its intervention should be predictable, correct, and have a measurable positive impact.

In the real world, however, external constraints—resulting from limited resources and the institutional context—often disrupt this ideal. No competition authority has the resources to do all possible cases. Some form of prioritisation is necessary.

Moreover, there are inevitable trade-offs, for example, there may be a need to resolve a competition problem in a given market quickly to bring some form of anti-competitive conduct to an end. But there is obviously a parallel pressure to achieve correct (no error) outcomes in each and every case. Similarly, hard and fast per se rules provide a higher degree of predictability of outcomes, but can lead to more type 1 or type 2 errors when compared to effects-based rules.
Against this background what should a modern competition authority try to achieve? I see several basic requirements:

(1) Policy, rules and individual enforcement actions must be based on sound law, economics and market knowledge. Legally, enforcement must be—and be seen to be—subject to the rule of law, due process requirements, and effective judicial control. As to economics, the long-term legitimacy of any competition enforcement system rests on the economic story which it tells in each case. Any competition enforcer should be able to explain why and how its enforcement actions contribute to the wider public interest, and in particular to consumer welfare, whether in the short or longer term. As regards market knowledge, the authority must have effective investigative powers to gather relevant data and to set priorities and focus its use of its legal instruments accordingly.

(2) The enforcement system must be designed in a way that guarantees coherence and predictability for business: coherence ensures equal treatment. Predictability allows firms to plan for compliance. To achieve this, ex-ante rules and individual enforcement decisions should be based on a common methodology, clear and publicised enforcement objectives and an in-depth knowledge of how markets function. Again, there is a certain trade-off between predictability and the need to deal with each case on its merits. Based on empirical evidence, some structures or conducts have almost always produced outcomes which are harmful to competition and to consumers. As a result it may be possible to establish some clear ex-ante rules which offer a high level of predictability. However, where past evidence is mixed, the most that can be done to provide a degree of predictability is to indicate what assessment methodology will be used. Usually, an effective enforcement system will be based on a mix of ex-ante (per se) rules and an analytical framework for a case-by-case effects-based analysis.

(3) The system should allow the competition authority to concentrate its limited resources on specific priorities. The authority must be able to determine those priorities on the basis of the expected direct and indirect effects of its action. The system should make it possible to concentrate resources on the potentially most harmful conducts and on precedent-setting cases. This depends crucially on knowledge of markets and the capacity to focus on key issues without the need for repetitive indepth investigations on individual cases.

Notification thresholds, block exemptions, de minimis rules and graduated decision-making procedures must allow the authority to deal quickly, and with limited resources, with unimportant and simple cases.

(4) As to the length of investigation procedures, any effective competition system must enable a public agency to take decisions in a time-frame which is relevant to the problem it is supposed to remedy. Being well-informed on market developments before cases arise is again important here. Precedents must also be set at a moment when they still have the intended wider policy impact. This means that procedural rules and internal best practices should ensure timely investigation and rapid internal decision making.
(5) Last but certainly not least, enforcement must always go hand-in-hand with an effective communication of its benefits, for consumers and for business. Public intervention cannot depend on some abstract rule or unsubstantiated theory of problems, but must explain why and how it contributes to the wider public interest.

III. MODERNISATION OF THE LEGAL INSTRUMENTS

Although the fundamentals of competition law set out in the Treaty of Rome have essentially remained the same for the past fifty years, the legal instruments implementing them have been continually reassessed and amended.

A. Antitrust

The substantive antitrust rules have been progressively reviewed in order to reflect developments in economic thinking, reduce the regulatory burden on companies and improve the speed and efficiency of enforcement. In addition to legislative rules, the Commission has adopted various non-regulatory documents such as notices and guidelines, explaining in more detail the policy of the Commission on a number of issues and interpreting legislative antitrust rules.

On 1 May 2004, a new enforcement system for Articles 81 and 82 EC of the Treaty entered into force, abolishing the notification system and empowering national competition authorities and courts to participate fully in the application of Articles 81 and 82 EC. It also introduced new and more effective ways of addressing competition problems, such as the possibility for the Commission to make commitments binding on undertakings, when such commitments meet the concerns expressed by the Commission in antitrust proceedings. Regulation 1/2003 also gave the Commission wider investigative powers by expanding its inspection rights.

As a complement to Regulation 1/2003, the Commission adopted the ‘modernisation package’ consisting of a new Regulation on details of its antitrust procedures and six Notices aimed at providing guidance on a range of issues. In parallel, the Commission increased the transparency of competition procedures and expressed its commitment to due process and the parties’ rights of defence. In 2001 it strengthened the role of the Hearing Officer by attaching it directly to the Competition Commissioner and by making its report available to the parties and publishing it in the Official Journal of the EU. In 2005, it revised its rules for access to the Commission’s files by parties involved in its merger and antitrust cases by updating its previous notice from 1997. The revised Notice also increased procedural efficiency by confirming that access to the file can be granted either electronically or on paper.

Evaluating procedural and substantive rules is, and should be, a permanent task.

For example, the Commission has earlier this year introduced a form of direct settlements for cartels through which companies that acknowledge their responsibility in a cartel infringement can benefit from a
shorter administrative procedure and receive a reduction in the amount of fines. This settlement procedure opens up the prospect of more rapid prosecution of cartels and a more effective use of scarce enforcement resources.

Similarly, facilitating private enforcement would help ensure that those damaged by infringements of EC competition law can exercise their right to compensation, as well as adding to overall sanctions and deterrence, as a complement to public enforcement. As a follow-up to its Green Paper of 2005, the Commission published a White Paper on antitrust damages actions.

Finally, work is ongoing on the review of Article 82 EC with the dual aim of strengthening the legal and economic underpinning of unilateral conduct cases as well as providing greater policy coherence and predictability.

B. **Merger control**

The Merger Regulation, first adopted in 1989, created a one-stop shop where companies apply for regulatory clearance for mergers and acquisitions above certain worldwide and European turnover thresholds. The recast Merger Regulation, adopted in 2004, introduced some flexibility into the investigation timeframes, while retaining a much praised degree of predictability. It reinforced the ‘one-stop shop’ concept, and clarified the substantive test so that the Commission now has the power to investigate all types of harmful scenarios in a merger, from dominance by a single firm to coordinated and non-coordinated effects in oligopolistic markets.

The 2004 Regulation also introduced a new streamlined referral system in order to put in place a more rational corrective mechanism of case allocation between the Commission and Member States. It ensured that the authority or authorities best placed to carry out a particular merger investigation should deal with the case. Amendments to the referral system have been complemented by a new Notice on the principles, criteria and methodology upon which referral decisions should be based.

Furthermore, a set of best practices were adopted on the conduct of merger investigations to provide guidance for interested parties on the day-to-day conduct of EC merger control proceedings. These best practices were designed to streamline and make more transparent the investigation and decision-making process, ranging from issues of economic indicators to rights of the defence.

The 2004 Merger Regulation was complemented by Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers. These Guidelines set out the analytical approach the Commission takes in assessing the likely competitive impact of mergers and reflect the re-wording of the substantive test for the competitive assessment of mergers in the 2004 Merger Regulation. The objective was to provide guidance to companies and the legal community alike as to which mergers may be challenged.

In addition, with the aim of providing guidance to undertakings, a 2001 Notice on remedies describes
the main types of commitments that have been accepted by the Commission, the specific requirements which proposals of commitments need to fulfil in both phases of the procedure, and the main requirements for the implementation of commitments. A revised Remedies Notice has been adopted recently that adapts the 2001 Notice in the light of an extensive study undertaken by the Commission into the implementation and effectiveness of remedies, recent judgments of the European Courts and the 2004 Merger Regulation.

In 2007 the Commission also approved Guidelines for the assessment of mergers between companies that are in a so-called vertical or conglomerate relationship. The Guidelines provide examples, based on established economic principles, of where vertical and conglomerate mergers may significantly impede effective competition in the markets concerned, but also provide ‘safe harbours’, in terms of market share and concentration levels below which competition concerns are unlikely to be identified.

C. **State aid control**

Following reforms of legal and interpretative instruments in the field of antitrust and mergers, the Commission engaged in the first comprehensive modernisation of both substantive and procedural rules in the area of State aid control. The State Aid Action Plan (SAAP), launched in 2005, aims at an increased efficiency of State aid control. It is based on four guiding principles: i) less and better targeted State aid, ii) a refined economic approach, iii) more effective procedures, better enforcement, higher predictability and enhanced transparency and iv) shared responsibility between the Commission and Member States.

Since 2005 a number of legislative and interpretative instruments have been adopted that reflect the new approach to State aid policy, including a package on Services of General Economic Interest, guidelines for Regional aid, Risk Capital, R&D, Innovation aid short-term export-credit insurance.

A General Block Exemption Regulation has been adopted with the aim to simplify and consolidate into one text five existing block exemptions for aid to SMEs, research and development aid in favour of SMEs, aid for employment, training aid and regional aid. The new Regulation also allows the block exemption of three new types of aid: environmental aid, aid in the form of risk capital and R&D aid also in favour of large enterprises. This comprehensive review of the substantive rules will be accompanied by improvements in the way the Commission deals with the State aid notification procedures. Procedural reforms should aim at shortening procedures, improving transparency, ensuring that State aid is duly notified or recovered if implemented illegally and improving administrative efficiency, among others, by allowing an easier collection of relevant sectoral information.

IV. **RESOURCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT INSIDE DG COMPETITION**

In parallel to the reforms of the legal instruments, over the last years DG Competition has changed its mission, internal structures and processes to align it more closely with the requirements of a modern framework for competition policy.
A. Past culture and traditions

For the years up to around 2000, the mission of DG Competition was essentially defined as ‘promoting competition, thereby promoting an efficient allocation of resources’. Enforcement was necessarily reactive, as it was driven largely by notifications and complaints. This was also reflected in the internal structures and processes of the DG.

Work was focused on the development of the various legal instruments, with lower priority given to economic analysis and market knowledge. With the exception of the Merger Task Force, resources were mostly allocated on a unit by unit basis within each directorate, often resulting in ring-fencing of staff within the boundaries of both the legal instrument and the market sector concerned. There were very few examples of a case-handler in the telecoms antitrust unit working on either a telecoms merger case, or a media antitrust case.

In addition, there was limited priority-setting or planning of cases and other initiatives. Negative priorities—Drucker’s ‘posteriorities’—were almost non-existent. Without positive and negative priorities, it was difficult to deploy resources effectively. This led to some very lengthy antitrust and State aid investigations which stretched out well after the moment at which the final decision on the case would have had most impact.

DG Competition also had a reputation for a rather inward-looking culture vis-à-vis the rest of the Commission and national competition authorities. Although a high value was placed on professionalism, intellectual rigour and integrity, there was at least a perceived tendency towards a monopoly of the truth in external relationships. The DG rarely involved itself in an analysis of competition issues in the work of other Commission departments.

Around 2002 there were signs that the platform on which DG Competition was operating needed to be stabilised. A series of merger prohibitions were reversed by the Court of First Instance for inadequate legal reasoning and economic analysis by the Commission and procedural errors. Outside criticism targeted the DG’s formalistic approach, as well as the lack of transparency and long delays in State aid control.

B. Change management

There are a number of general success parameters that are key to managing change effectively in any organization such as DG Competition (be it a public body or a private undertaking).

Most importantly, there is the need to establish objectives. The role, mission and core values of the organization need to be clearly defined. Competition authorities should not shy away from regularly reassessing their role as a public institution and from redefining their mission in light of changes to the environment. Debate about the mission also helps to devise a clear strategy. Multi-annual forward looking strategic planning is essential to the success of the organization and the system as a whole. The strategy, in
turn, should translate into operational objectives together with planning and monitoring of results to be achieved. Strategic goals have to be broken down into operational objectives that can be planned in advance, monitored during their execution, and evaluated afterwards.

Secondly the organizational structure should target resources towards these objectives. Such structure should reflect the core values of the organization and help mobilize resources to achieve the objectives.

Thirdly the organization needs people with the right skills and experience. The biggest asset of a competition policy institution is its staff. An efficient management and development of people is fundamental.

Fourthly, an organizational culture must be created which promotes values crucial to the success of the organization such as ethical standards, integrity, intellectual rigour, objectivity, public- and client-service culture, and results-orientation.

Finally, within every organizational structure there is a need to establish the right processes which help make things happen. These can include, for example, decision-making procedures, ‘liturgies’ of meetings or IT systems.

C. **Defining objectives**

1. **A new mission: making markets work better**

If competition policy is to make a significant contribution to a policy of sustainable economic growth, a narrow law enforcement and instrument-based approach which focuses only on the preservation of existing competition is not sufficient.

   Competition policy must therefore act on a number of fronts at the same time. First, it must enforce competition law whenever there are harmful effects on Europe’s citizens or businesses. But second, it must also ensure that the regulatory environment fosters competitive markets. It needs to screen proposed and existing legislation. Thirdly, it must help shape global economic governance through promoting the convergence of substantive competition rules, strengthening cooperation with other jurisdictions and promoting a shift of emphasis from trade regulation to competition regulation in the WTO. Finally, it must develop a competition culture in the society in which it operates. This is in itself one of the principal elements which can guarantee the competitiveness of an economy in the longer term.

   Ultimately competition policy must make markets work better for consumer and businesses in Europe.

2. **Consumer and social welfare objectives**

   Competition policy institutions must also make clear, in economic terms, whose interest they are there to
In the Commission’s view, the ultimate objective of its intervention in the area of antitrust and merger control should be the promotion of consumer welfare. Under EU antitrust and merger control the aim is to ensure that consumers are not harmed by anti-competitive agreements, exclusionary and exploitative conduct by one or more dominant undertakings, or by mergers that significantly impede effective competition. A good example is the Commission’s prohibition decision in the Ryanair/Aer Lingus merger case, which prevented a reduction in choice and, most likely, higher prices for more than 14 million EU passengers using one of the 35 routes operated by both parties.

However, a consumer welfare standard cannot be transposed directly to the world of State aid. In fact, beyond any justification it may have in terms of allocative efficiency, State aid can be justified on the basis of non-economic grounds such as reducing social disparities which consumer welfare does not measure. Whether the rationale for State aid is efficiency or equity, the correct welfare standard for State aid policy—expressed in economic terms—would seem to be the social welfare of the European Union, which is equivalent to the notion of common interest found in Article 87(3) of the Treaty.

The concept of consumer welfare should also be interpreted dynamically in the sense of the effects of any structure or conduct on price, choice, quality and innovation in the short and long term. Sometimes these effects are immediate and measurable. However, often the effects are difficult to quantify and the only way to protect consumer welfare in the longer term is by safeguarding the process or dynamic of competition on the markets. In this sense, there is convergence between the German and Anglo-Saxon antitrust traditions.

Most theories of harm do not require sophisticated econometric or simulation modelling. Usually the economic ‘story’ behind a case is simple to explain and simple to test against the evidence drawn from a market investigation. It is also sometimes impossible to carry out indepth analysis within the confines of the legal deadlines of a merger investigation. However, in some cases, detailed econometric tests have been applied with success.

3. **A more economic and effects-based approach**

Following the legislative and policy changes described in more detail above, the Commission now uses an ‘effects-based approach’ both in merger control and in antitrust, which focuses on the actual and likely effects on consumer welfare. This means that a framework is needed to establish a theory of consumer harm, and this framework should also come up with hypotheses which can be tested. For example in the Oracle/ PeopleSoft merger case in 2004, we examined with econometrics the extent to which Oracle’s bidding behaviour was affected by the specific identity of the rival bidders in the final rounds of a given bidding contest.

In line with the State aid Action Plan, the Commission is also moving towards a more economic approach in State aid policy. Assessing the compatibility of State aid is fundamentally about balancing the
negative effects of aid on competition and trade with its positive effects in terms of the ‘common interest’. However, economic analysis in State aid cases is more challenging than in antitrust and mergers: first it is not just concerned with competition between firms, but also with negative effects of an aid on trade within the EU Single Market, or location decisions and secondly equity considerations (jobs, benefits for the environment) need to be balanced against efficiency considerations.

4. **Focusing limited resources on the most harmful practices in key sectors**

The objective of making markets work better requires, in the first place, carefully selected priority sectors. DG Competition’s action therefore focuses on sectors that are key for the functioning of the internal market and for the Lisbon agenda for growth and jobs. For example, public monopolies established to provide telecommunications, post, energy and transport services have not always proved efficient and able to satisfy consumers’ needs in the best possible way. Gradually opening up these markets to competition and making sure that they remain open not only allows consumers to benefit from new, cheaper and more efficient services but also reduces significant input costs for companies. The Commission’s antitrust decisions against Deutsche Telecom and Wanadoo in 2003, against Telefónica in 2007 and its ongoing investigations following the sector inquiry into the gas and electricity sector are but a few examples of this focus.

The more harmful anti-competitive practices for the European economy and consumers are, the greater the need there is for competition policy to intervene. As cartels are clearly the most harmful restrictions of competition, high priority is given to the prevention and deterrence of cartels, as evidenced by the imposition of fines in excess of €3.3 billion in 2007. Similarly, abuses of dominant position with a clear negative effect on consumer welfare must remain in the spotlight of enforcement. Finally, erecting barriers to market entry through special or exclusive rights, granting distortive State aid or restricting take-overs of national companies often result in serious restrictions of the competitive process and therefore also warrant priority.

There may also be alternative ways or remedying a market failure. Proper priority setting should be based on a ‘competition obstacle’ approach. This approach is based on identifying the main competition problems in a sector and subsequently selecting the most effective instrument(s) to tackle those problems. These instruments may be i) competition enforcement by the Commission, by national competition authorities or by both, ii) the adoption, modification or abolition of legislation at the Community level, at the national level or at both levels, iii) action by a sectoral regulator, iv) self-regulation by the industry or v) a combination of these. The way the Commission has been challenging unjustified public obstacles to takeovers, for example in the E.On/Endesa case, jointly through its competition and internal market rules is a good example of this ‘competition obstacle’ approach.

**D. Reforming the structures**

1. **Two major reorganizations of DG Competition in 2003 and 2007**
Against this background of the progressive reorientation of EU competition policy, there have been two major reorganizations of the structure of DG Competition, complemented by a number of other incremental changes in between.

In 2003/2004 we created for the first time a matrix structure by integrating Merger Units with antitrust units in directorates dedicated to enforcement action in key sectors of the EU economy such as energy, telecoms, transport, financial services and information technology. The 2007 reorganisation goes one step further and integrates State aid units with antitrust and merger teams in five ‘market and cases’ directorates.

The advantages of this more sectoral organization are evident. It pools and increases market knowledge so that investigations are more informed and effective. It allows for more flexible use of staff across the policy instruments (antitrust, mergers, State aids) and helps spread best practices. It establishes closer links between competition policy and other EU sectoral policies and allows for more effective competition advocacy. It also makes sector enquiries easier to organise and run. Finally it helps the dialogue with other DGs within the Commission and with national competition authorities and national regulators both within and outside the EU.

On the other hand, there are areas where market knowledge is not as important as instrument knowledge and where therefore an instrument based organization is more effective. The Cartel Directorate, created in 2005 and specifically dedicated to the enforcement and development of competition policy in relation to cartels, remains instrument based. This structure brings economies of scale and consolidates the Commission’s cartel expertise in one directorate. Similarly, the content and procedures of horizontal state aid work, such as regional aid or aid for R&D&I, are more difficult to integrate into sectoral directorates and warrant an instrument-based directorate.

2. Creation of a Chief Competition Economist function

In line with the objective of strengthening the economic assessment of cases and new policy initiatives, a Chief Competition Economist function was created in 2003. The Chief Competition Economist reports directly to the Director General and is assisted by a team of 20 PhD economists. First of all he provides guidance on the economic methodology in competition investigations. Secondly, he also gives guidance in individual competition cases from their early stages. Thirdly, he provides detailed guidance in key competition cases involving complex economic issues, in particular those requiring sophisticated quantitative analysis. Fourthly, he contributes to the development of general policy instruments.

In addition, the creation of the Chief Competition Economist function has contributed to the wider dissemination of economic expertise in DG Competition. He acts as a focus for economic debate within DG Competition, in liaison with other Commission services and in association with the academic world. Members of his team organise training sessions on economic issues and give advice on studies of a general economic
nature, as well as on market monitoring.

3. **Project-based allocation of resources**

Setting priorities has no meaning unless priorities determine the use of scarce staff resources. Resources need to be flexibly allocated to cases or other projects. But the Commission’s administrative structure (Directorate General composed of directorates which are themselves composed of units) can create rigidities. So it has become standard practice in DG Competition to allow for ‘décloisonnement’ of staff to be assigned to any priority project with a ‘case manager’, reporting directly to a Director, who may come from any unit within a directorate. In addition, case teams can be created by bringing together staff from different directorates but who are skilled in antitrust merger or state aid investigations. It is also becoming general practice to assign to a case team a secretary who is specialized in the type of investigation concerned (mergers, antitrust or State aids), who is given overall responsibility for the case’s administrative aspects of the case.

So project-based resource allocation is used both within a Directorate (each member of the Cartel Directorate can work for different case-managers under the single authority of a Director) and across Directorates (a member of a merger unit can work with colleagues from a merger unit from another Directorate within the ‘Merger Network’). This project-based approach is applied not only for case work, but also for policy projects requiring the participation of staff having different sector- or instrument-specific expertise.

**E. Reforming the processes**

1. **Introducing a two-stage procedure in antitrust**

Following the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003 and as a part of the efforts to streamline and increase the efficiency of the working methods in the field of antitrust, in 2005 we introduced a two-stage procedure. The goal of this procedure is to allow the Commission to discriminate quickly and effectively between those few cases that deserve an in-depth investigation and to which resources should be allocated and the other cases that are not a priority and that should be closed as soon as possible and with the least use of resources. The procedure is also designed to properly plan investigations in order to achieve results within specific target deadlines.

As a result, all antitrust cases now start with a first-phase investigation of usually no more than 4 months, after which a decision is taken as to the theory of harm identified and whether there are reasons to regard the case as a priority for the Commission. If the case is considered a priority, in principle a Commission decision to initiate proceedings is adopted and an in-depth investigation is carried out.

The theory of harm on which an eventual investigation is based must be robust and there must be prima facie, facts-based indications of the alleged infringement. This solid foundation reduces the risk of
subsequent delays in the procedure.

The criteria on the basis of which it is decided whether there are sufficient grounds to carry out an in-depth investigation include, among others, the extent and likelihood of consumer harm, the strategic nature of the policy area or the sector concerned, the significance of the impact on the functioning of competition in the internal market, the extent or complexity of the investigation required, the possibility for bringing the case before a national court in a Member State and whether the potential infringement investigated has terminated or is still ongoing.

2. **Focus on investigative techniques**

Given the increased focus on effects, investigations are becoming more fact-intensive and case files are growing bigger. This requires new approaches and skills in the handling of antitrust, merger and State aid cases. DG Competition is constantly trying to improve its practices in collecting evidence and presenting facts in decisions.

Efficient investigative techniques (i.e. how to best gather reliable evidence) are essential for the success of any antitrust procedures. In order to focus investigations and reduce case handling time, we try to plan the details of the investigation at an early stage of the proceedings, i.e. i) the quality and quantity of evidence needed to prove the case, ii) the identification of possible sources where the evidence is located, and iii) the resources to be assigned to this task.

Best practices in drafting (i.e. how to best present evidence to construct a sound decision) are another important tool. In order to discharge the burden of proof imposed on the Commission, case teams must thoroughly and accurately incorporate the results of the investigation into the final decision, demonstrating that the standards of proof are met. The final decision must address all the relevant issues the Commission investigated during the proceedings, incorporate all the relevant evidence gathered during the investigation, and lay down the reasoning of the Commission in a clear and consistent fashion.

3. **Organising Peer Review Panels**

In order to ensure the quality of its interventions, DG Competition applies a particular form of scrutiny for major antitrust, merger or State aid cases, from their factual basis through the legal reasoning to economic analysis. It consists of organizing a Peer Review Panel at key points during the investigation, e.g. after the sending of the Statement of Objections and the hearing, where a peer review team looks at all aspects of a case with a ‘fresh pair of eyes’.

The primary objective of this exercise is to provide assistance to the case team in particularly complex cases with a view to ensuring that the foundations of the case are robust. The Peer Review Panel may identify areas where further work is necessary to sustain an objection and how this might be carried out.
4. **Advocacy and competition screening of legislative proposals by other Commission departments**

As a result of internal advocacy and communication efforts competition policy and our objective of making markets work better for the benefits of consumers and businesses play an increasing role in Commission overall economic policy.

A competition test was included in the Commission's revised Impact Assessment Guidelines of 2005. All legislative and policy initiatives included in the Commission's annual work program must pass this test.

The basic ‘competition test’ applied in the context of competition policy screening involves asking two fundamental questions at the outset. First: what restrictions of competition may directly or indirectly result from the proposal (does it place restrictions on market entry, does it affect business conduct, etc.)? Second: are less restrictive means available to achieve the policy objective in question? This screening exercise may result in the choice of less restrictive regulatory or market-based methods to achieve certain policy objectives, thereby helps avoid unnecessary or disproportionate restrictions of competition.

V. **CURRENT MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES**

A. **Measuring performance and impact**

It is impossible to know whether objectives are correctly set, whether the institutional structures and processes are well defined and ultimately whether the actions of a competition authority produce the desired outcome if the performance of the institution is not measured in one way or another.

Working back from the overall objective of making markets work better for the benefit of consumers and business, we intend to use for the measurement of our performance the following three performance dimensions:

Productivity: this dimension tries to measure the efficiency of the organisation; it indicates whether we are successful in coping with the incoming workload, in minimising inputs and in maximising output. For that purpose we compare on a regular basis on the one hand workload (incoming cases) and inputs (resources,…) with, on the other hand, outputs (decisions, texts adopted,…)

Quality: for a competition enforcer such as DG COMP to achieve its public interest objectives, the quality of its output is arguably at least as important as productivity. There are different sub-dimensions to that. We look at (a) the legal and economic soundness of our enforcement, (b) the timeliness of our procedures, (c) compliance with due process, and (d) how well we communicate on our enforcement.

Impact: in order to really know whether we achieve our ultimate objective of making markets work better, we need to measure the impact of our decisions on those markets. For that purpose we intend to
distinguish between the measurement of the direct impact of our action on markets and on the different stakeholders (consumers, competitors…) and of the indirect effects (precedent effect, deterrence …).

As a first step, a Unit dedicated to the ex post evaluation of DG Competition’s enforcement activity was set up in 2007 as a part of the Policy and Strategy Directorate of DG Competition.

**B. Demonstrating the added value to citizens**

Closely linked with measuring performance is the challenge of demonstrating the added value of competition policy to ordinary people. It is not sufficient to know what the impact of competition policy action is: the benefits need to be communicated effectively.

We have recognized that communication is core business. Communicating effectively about our work has a preventive effect. We can explain the law and highlight the penalties for not respecting the law. In addition, explaining what DG Competition, entrusted with public resources and powers, does, ensures its accountability. Communication is also about good policy making. Through dialogue, DG Competition can learn to re-evaluate the things it is communicating about. Finally, external communication on concrete actions of competition policy can demonstrate a Europe of results.

These simple principles are the core of our proactive communication strategy for which we have also recently created a dedicated Communications Policy unit.

**C. Resources**

**1. The COMP 2010 project**

In 2006 Commissioner Kroes and I set up an internal working group to take stock of where the Commission’s competition policy, as well as DG Competition’s organization and resources stand now, and where they should go in the medium term, i.e. until 2010. The working group produced a report which (i) provided the Commissioner and the management of the DG with a detailed picture of current work and output, (ii) identified relevant trends for the next years, (iii) determined the likely impact of those trends on work and output and (iv) discussed options how the challenges can be addressed.

The working group found that the enforcement architecture and internal organization stemming from the 2003 and 2007 reforms produce reasonably good results in terms of focusing resources where DG Competition can bring the greatest added value.

However, based on the analysis of expected trends that influence competition policy and on comparisons with other competition agencies, it identified a resource gap between what DG Competition should, and will have to, do in the future and what it is able to do on the basis of its current resources.
One of the main findings is that DG Competition is understaffed when compared to other competition authorities, such as the US Department of Justice and Fair Trade Commission or the Japan Fair Trade Commission. The understaffing is even more evident if account is taken of DG Competition's responsibility for State aid issues.

2. Human Resource Strategy

The issue of resources is not only about mechanically increasing staff numbers. It is more and more challenging to attract, improve and keep talent. DG Competition is focusing on very specific staff, i.e. lawyers specializing in competition law and economists specializing in industrial organisation. For both of these categories, DG
Competition is competing on the labour market with law firms and economic consultancies which are offering salary packages much higher than the Commission can do. Organising Commission competitions for higher entry level grades could somewhat reduce this salary gap, at least during the first years of the career. Organising Commission competitions specifically addressed to candidates having the right profile (i.e. not lawyers or economists in general, but having a specific competition background) could also improve recruitment. Accelerating recruitment procedures is a further challenge.

It is essential to ensure that staff recruited continues to have the skills and competences required to meet DG Competition’s quality standards. This is guaranteed by a training programme adapted to real needs. Knowledge areas that are strategically relevant for DG Competition and hence should be the focus of training programmes are law and procedures, economics and accountancy, sectoral knowledge, investigative techniques, drafting, communication, languages and IT. The process of training, the internal training offers of DG Competition and the use of external resources must continue to be improved.

Finally, keeping talent is only possible through a transparent and motivating career development system. Within the constraints of Commission-wide staff regulations, we currently plan to introduce additional systems of recognition of expertise (through, for example, job titles for experienced case handlers and assistants), to activate a Career Guidance Function within DG Competition to give factual information to staff on career opportunities and to facilitate the identification and building of career paths. It is particularly challenging to find a correct balance between promoting staff mobility to sustain motivation and the needs of DG Competition to guarantee the stability and continuity of its activities.

3. Managing knowledge better

One of the key assets of DG Competition is its accumulated knowledge of the markets as well as its expertise in applying the legal instruments at its disposal. Managing knowledge, so as to keep it up to date and accessible to all those who need it, is a major challenge for the DG. This will be of key importance if DG Competition is to better contribute its market knowledge to policies developed in other DGs within the Commission.

The organizational structure which has been described earlier is instrumental in fostering exchange of knowledge between colleagues. However, further action will be required to improve the management of in-house knowledge through updating the existing document management systems and case management applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

The growing number of competition policy institutions in the world reflects the need for public institutions to safeguard and promote competition in an economy that is becoming increasingly global. In order to fulfil their role effectively these institutions must constantly assess and re-assess their mission, objectives, structures,
processes and performance. It is only through realising and adapting to changes in their environment and through carrying out the corresponding improvements that their competences, powers, budget and ultimately existence can be justified before a wider public.

---
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